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Foreword

The documents in this volume were produced by the analytical arm of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) 
and its predecessor, the Central Intelligence Group (CIG), between the latter's founding in 1946 and the end 
of 1950. During this formative period of the Cold War, President Harry S. Truman struggled to understand the 
menacing behavior of the Soviet Union and his erstwhile ally, Joseph Stalin. The analysts of CIG/CIA contribut-
ed to this process by providing the President with daily, weekly, and monthly summaries and interpretations of 
the most significant world events. They also provided ad hoc papers that analyzed specific issues of interest to 
the administration. Because more than 450 National Intelligence Estimates dealing with the Soviet Union and 
international Communism have been declassified since 1993, this volume features the current intelligence that 
went to the President in the Daily and Weekly Summaries. Although some of this material has been available 
to scholars at the Harry S. Truman Library or has been previously released through the Freedom of Information 
Act, much of it is being made public for the first time. Taken as a whole, this volume provides the first compre-
hensive survey of CIA's early analysis of the Soviet threat. 

President Truman's directive establishing CIG on 22 January 1946 created the first civilian, centralized, nonde-
partmental intelligence agency in American history. His purpose was to end the separate cabinet departments' 
monopoly over intelligence information, a longstanding phenomenon that he believed had contributed to Ja-
pan's ability to launch the surprise attack against Pearl Harbor. As he stated in his memoirs, "In those days the 
military did not know everything the State Department knew, and the diplomats did not have access to all the 
Army and Navy knew." Truman also was irked because reports came across his desk "on the same subject at 
different times from the various departments, and these reports often conflicted." He intended that CIA, when it 
replaced CIG in September 1947, also would address these concerns. 

This volume focuses on the difficult yet important task of intelligence analysis. Although less glamorous to 
observers than either espionage or covert action, it is the process of analysis that provides the key end product 
to the policymaker: "finished" intelligence that can help the US Government craft effective foreign and security 
policies. During World War II, American academics and experts in the Office of Strategic Services had virtually 
invented the discipline of intelligence analysis--one of America's few unique contributions to the craft of intel-
ligence. Although it was not a direct descendent of the Research and Analysis branch of OSS, CIA's Office of 
Reports and Estimates built upon this legacy in difficult circumstances. 

The analysis reaching policymakers in these first years of the Cold War touched on momentous events and 
trends. Whether the Cold War was the result of a clash of irreconcilable national interests or of a spiraling 
series of misperceptions, an examination of the current intelligence provided to President Truman during this 
period--sometimes right, sometimes misleading--opens a fascinating window on what the President was told as 
he made his decisions. 

Equally interesting is the portrait of the analysts, their problems, and the impact on their work of the bureau-
cratic process, as presented by the editor of this volume, staff historian Woodrow J. Kuhns. Dr. Kuhns makes 
clear that the lot of the analysts was a difficult one in these early years. Many had been dumped on CIG by 
other departments that no longer required their services. They were subjected to frequent reshuffling and other 
forms of bureaucratic turmoil, and they operated under severe time pressure and sometimes with little informa-
tion at their disposal. CIA's first analysts are not to be envied. 

We have ended this study in 1950 because by then the lines on both sides of the Cold War had been firmly 
drawn. US leaders had reached their conclusions about Soviet intentions; had formed their opinions about Mao 
Zedong, Ho Chi Minh, and other revolutionaries; and had formulated their policy of containment in NSC 68. In 
addition, a new Director of Central Intelligence, Walter Bedell Smith, implemented a sweeping reorganization 
of the Agency's analytical arm in late 1950, breaking the Office of Reports and Estimates into three smaller 
but more clearly focused offices. The CIA thus entered a new phase of the Cold War with revitalized analytical 
capabilities in a new Directorate of Intelligence that embodied President Truman's intention to ensure that the 
US Government was provided with nondepartmental intelligence based on all available sources. 

Michael Warner 
Acting Chief, CIA History Staff 
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Preface

During World War II, the United States made one of its few original contributions to the craft of intel-
ligence: the invention of multisource, nondepartmental analysis. The Research and Analysis (R&A) 
Branch of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) assembled a talented cadre of analysts and experts 
to comb through publications and intelligence reports for clues to the capabilities and intentions of the 
Axis powers. R&A’s contributions to the war effort impressed even the harshest critics of the soon-to-
be dismantled OSS. President Truman paid implicit tribute to R&A in late 1945 when he directed that 
it be transplanted bodily into the State Department at a time when most of OSS was being demobi-
lized. The transplant failed, however, and the independent analytical capability patiently constructed 
during the war had all but vanished when Truman moved to reorganize the nation’s peacetime intel-
ligence establishment at the beginning of 1946. 

“Current” Intelligence Versus “National” Intelligence 
The Central Reports Staff, home to the analysts in the Central Intelligence Group (CIG), was born 
under a cloud of confusion in January 1946.(1) Specifically, no consensus existed on what its mission 
was to be, although the President’s concerns in creating CIG were clear enough. In the uncertain af-
termath of the war, he wanted to be sure that all relevant information available to the US Government 
on any given issue of national security would be correlated and evaluated centrally so that the country 
would never again have to suffer a devastating surprise attack as it had at Pearl Harbor.(2) 

How this was to be accomplished, however, was less clear. The President himself wanted a daily 
summary that would relieve him of the chore of reading the mounds of cables, reports, and other pa-
pers that constantly cascaded onto his desk. Some of these were important, but many were duplica-
tive and even contradictory.(3) In the jargon of intelligence analysis, Truman wanted CIG to produce a 
“current intelligence” daily publication that would contain all information of immediate interest to him.
(4) 

Truman’s aides and advisers, however, either did not understand this or disagreed with him, for the 
presidential directive of 22 January 1946 authorizing the creation of CIG did not mention current intel-
ligence. The directive ordered CIG to “accomplish the correlation and evaluation of intelligence relat-
ing to the national security, and the appropriate dissemination within the government of the resulting 
strategic and national policy intelligence.”(5) Moreover, at the first meeting of the National Intelligence 
Authority (NIA) on 5 February, Secretary of State Byrnes objected to the President’s idea of a current 
intelligence summary from CIG, claiming that it was his responsibility as Secretary of State to furnish 
the President with information on foreign affairs.(6) 

Byrnes apparently then went to Truman and asked him to reconsider. Admiral Sidney Souers, the first 
Director of Central Intelligence (DCI), told a CIA historian that Byrnes’ argument ran along the line 

that such information was not intelligence within the jurisdiction of the Central Intelligence Group and 
the Director [of Central Intelligence]. President Truman conceded that it might not be generally con-
sidered intelligence, but it was information which he needed and therefore it was intelligence to him. 
The result was agreement that the daily summaries should be ‘factual statements.’ The Department of 
State prepared its own digest, and so the President had two summaries on his desk.(7) 

This uneasy compromise was reflected in the NIA directives that outlined CIG’s duties. Directive No. 
1, issued on 8 February 1946, ordered CIG to “furnish strategic and national policy intelligence to the 
President and the State, War, and Navy Departments. . . .”(8) National Intelligence Authority Directive 
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No. 2, issued the same day, ordered the DCI to give “first priority” to the “production of daily sum-
maries containing factual statements of the significant developments in the field of intelligence and 
operations related to the national security and to foreign events for the use of the President. . . .”(9) 

In practice, this approach proved unworkable. Without any commentary to place a report in context, or 
to make a judgment on its likely veracity, the early Daily Summaries probably did little but confuse the 
President. An alarming report one day on Soviet troop movements in Eastern Europe, for example, 
would be contradicted the next day by a report from another source. Everyone involved eventually re-
alized the folly of this situation, and analytical commentaries began to appear in the Daily Summaries 
in December 1946--episodically at first, and then regularly during 1947. The Weekly Summary, first 
published in June 1946 on the initiative of the Central Reports Staff itself, was also supposed to avoid 
interpretative commentary, but its format made such a stricture difficult to enforce. From its inception, 
the Weekly Summary proved to be more analytical than its Daily Summary counterpart. 

The Confusion Surrounding “National” Intelligence 
Similar disarray surrounded CIG’s responsibilities in the production of “strategic and national policy 
intelligence.” The members of the Intelligence Community simply could not agree on the policies and 
procedures that governed the production of this type of intelligence. Most of those involved seemed 
to believe that national intelligence should be coordinated among all the members of the Intelligence 
Community, that it should be based on all available information, that it should try to estimate the inten-
tions and capabilities of other countries toward the United States, and that it should be of value to the 
highest policymaking bodies. 

The devil was in the details. High-ranking members of the intelligence and policy communities debat-
ed, without coming to a consensus, most aspects of the estimate production process, including who 
should write them, how other agencies should participate in the process if at all, and how dissents 
should be handled. Some of this reflected genuine disagreement over the best way to organize and 
run the Intelligence Community, but it also involved concerns about bureaucratic power and preroga-
tives, especially those of the Director of Central Intelligence, the newcomer to the Intelligence Com-
munity. Even the definition of “strategic and national intelligence” had implications for the authority of 
the DCI and thus was carefully argued over by others in the Community.(10) 

DCI Vandenberg eventually got the NIA to agree to a definition in February 1947, but it was so gen-
eral that it did little to solve the problems that abounded at the working level.(11) Ray Cline, a partici-
pant in the process of producing the early estimates, wrote in his memoirs that 

It cannot honestly be said that it [ORE] coordinated either intelligence activities or intelligence judg-
ments; these were guarded closely by Army, Navy, Air Force, State, and the FBI. When attempts were 
made to prepare agreed national estimates on the basis of intelligence available to all, the coordina-
tion process was interminable, dissents were the rule rather than the exception, and every policymak-
ing official took his own agency’s intelligence appreciations along to the White House to argue his 
case. The prewar chaos was largely recreated with only a little more lip service to central coordina-
tion.(12) 

In practice, much of the intelligence produced by ORE was not coordinated with the other agencies; 
nor was it based on all information available to the US Government. The Daily and Weekly Summa-
ries were not coordinated products, and, like the other publications produced by ORE, they did not 
contain information derived from communications intelligence.(13) The Review of the World Situation, 
which was distributed each month at meetings of the National Security Council, became a unilateral 
publication of ORE after the first two issues.(14) The office’s ad hoc publications, such as the Spe-
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cial Evaluations and Intelligence Memorandums, were rarely coordinated with the other agencies. By 
contrast, the “ORE” series of Special Estimates were coordinated, but critics nonetheless condemned 
many of them for containing trivial subjects that fell outside the realm of “strategic and national policy 
intelligence.”(15) 

Whatever CIG’s written orders, in practice the President’s interest in the Daily Summaries, coupled 
with the limited resources of the Central Reports Staff, meant that the production of current intel-
ligence came to dominate the Staff and its culture. National estimative intelligence was reduced to 
also-ran status. An internal CIG memo stated frankly that “ORE Special Estimates are produced on 
specific subjects as the occasion arises and within the limits of ORE capabilities after current intelli-
gence requirements are met.” It went on to note, “Many significant developments worthy of ORE Spe-
cial Estimates have not been covered . . . because of priority production of current intelligence, insuf-
ficient personnel, or inadequate information.”(16) This remained true even after the Central Reports 
Staff evolved into the Office of Reports and Estimates (ORE) in CIA.(17) 

If the analysts in CIG, and then CIA, had only to balance the competing demands of current and 
national intelligence, their performance might have benefited. As it happened, however, NIA Directive 
No. 5 soon gave the analysts the additional responsibility of performing “such research and analy-
sis activities” as might “be more efficiently or effectively accomplished centrally.”(18) In practice, this 
meant that the analysts became responsible for performing basic research as well as wide-ranging 
political and economic analysis. To accommodate this enhanced mission, functional analysis branch-
es for economics, science, transportation, and map intelligence were established alongside the exist-
ing regional branches.(19) 

A high-ranking ORE officer of the period, Ludwell Montague, wrote that 

this was a deliberate, but covert, attempt to transform ORE (or CRS, a staff designed expressly 
for the production of coordinated national intelligence) into an omnicompetent . . . central research 
agency. This attempt failed, leaving ORE neither the one thing nor the other. Since then, much ORE 
production has proceeded, not from any clear concept of mission, but from the mere existence of a 
nondescript contrivance for the production of nondescript intelligence. All our efforts to secure a clear 
definition of our mission have been in vain.(20) 

Another veteran of the period, George S. Jackson, agreed with Montague’s assessment: “It would 
not be correct . . . to say that the Office . . . had failed utterly to do what it was designed to do; a more 
accurate statement would be that it had done not only what was planned for it but much that was not 
planned and need not have been done. In consequence, the Office had unnecessarily dissipated its 
energies to the detriment of its main function.”(21) He noted that 

Requests [for studies] came frequently from many sources, not all of them of equal importance, but 
there seemed not to be anyone in authority [in ORE] who would probe beneath any of them to make 
sure that they merited a reply. Nor was there anyone who took it upon himself to decline requests--no 
matter from what source--when they were clearly for a type of material not called for under the re-
sponsibilities of the Office of Reports and Estimates.(22) 

A Mixed Reception 
NIA Directive No. 5 opened the door to proliferation of various kinds of publications and, consequent-
ly, to a dilution of analysts’ efforts in the fields of current and national intelligence.(23) Perhaps as a 
consequence of the confusion over the analytical mission, these products received mixed reviews. 
The President was happy with his Daily Summary, and that fact alone made it sacrosanct. Rear Admi-
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ral James H. Foskett, the President’s Naval Aide, told ORE in 1947 that, “the President considers that 
he personally originated the Daily, that it is prepared in accordance with his own specifications, that it 
is well done, and that in its present form it satisfies his requirements.”(24) President Truman’s views 
on the Weekly Summary were less clear, but lack of criticism was construed as approval by ORE: “It 
appears that the Weekly in its present form is acceptable at the White House and is used to an unde-
termined extent without exciting comment indicative of a desire for any particular change.”(25) 

Other policymakers were less impressed with the current intelligence publications. Secretary of State 
George Marshall stopped reading the Daily Summary after two weeks, and thereafter he had his 
aide flag only the most important items for him to read. The aide did this only two or three times a 
week, telling a CIG interviewer that “most of the information in the Dailies is taken from State Depart-
ment sources and is furnished the Secretary through State Department channels.”(26) Marshall also 
stopped reading the Weekly after the first issue.(27) The Secretary of the Navy, James Forrestal, 
considered both Summaries “valuable but not . . . indispensable,” according to one of his advisers.
(28) By contrast, an aide to Secretary of War Robert Patterson reported that the Secretary read both 
the Daily and Weekly Summaries “avidly and regularly.”(29) 

The analytical office’s work came in for the most severe criticism in the so-called Dulles-Jackson-Cor-
rea Report of January 1949, which assessed both the performance of CIA and its role in the Intelli-
gence Community.(30) This report, commissioned by the National Security Council in early 1948, was 
prepared by a trio of prominent intelligence veterans who had left government service after the war: 
Allen Dulles, William Jackson, and Mathias Correa. 

Their report candidly admitted that “There is confusion as to the proper role of the Central Intel-
ligence Agency in the preparation of intelligence reports and estimates” and that “The principle of 
the authoritative national intelligence estimate does not yet have established acceptance in the gov-
ernment.”(31) They nevertheless took ORE to task for failing to perform better in the production of 
national intelligence, noting that, although ORE had been given responsibility for production of na-
tional estimates, “It has . . . been concerned with a wide variety of activities and with the production 
of miscellaneous reports and summaries which by no stretch of the imagination could be considered 
national estimates.”(32) 

The trio found unacceptable ORE’s practice of drafting the estimates “on the basis of its own research 
and analysis” and then circulating them among the other intelligence agencies to obtain notes of 
dissent or concurrence.(33) “Under this procedure, none of the agencies regards itself as a full par-
ticipant contributing to a truly national estimate and accepting a share in the responsibility for it.”(34) 
They recommended that a “small group of specialists” be used “in lieu of the present Office of Reports 
and Estimates” to “review the intelligence products of other intelligence agencies and of the Central 
Intelligence Agency” and to “prepare drafts of national intelligence estimates for consideration by the 
Intelligence Advisory Committee.”(35) 

The three also were not impressed with ORE’s efforts in field of current intelligence: “Approximately 
ninety per cent [sic] of the contents of the Daily Summary is derived from State Department sources. 
. . . There are occasional comments by the Central Intelligence Agency on portions of the Summary, 
but these, for the most part, appear gratuitous and lend little weight to the material itself.”(36) They 
concluded, “As both Summaries consume an inordinate amount of time and effort and appear to be 
outside of the domain of the Central Intelligence Agency, we believe that the Daily, and possibly the 
Weekly Summary should be discontinued in their present form.”(37) 

The trio concluded disapprovingly that “the Central Intelligence Agency has tended to become just 
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one more intelligence agency producing intelligence in competition with older established agencies of 
the government departments.”(38) 

The Analysts 
The Dulles-Jackson-Correa Report was extremely, perhaps unfairly, critical of ORE’s production 
record. Intelligence analysis is not an easy job in the best of times--the available information on any 
given analytical problem is invariably incomplete or contradictory or flawed in some other important 
way--and these clearly were not the best of times. Signals intelligence, which had proved devastat-
ingly effective against the Axis powers in the war, was less effective against the security-conscious 
Soviets, and, as noted above, in any event could not yet be cited directly in CIA publications, even in 
those sent to the President.(39) The sophisticated aircraft and satellites that would one day open the 
whole interior of the USSR to surveillance were not yet on the drawing board, and the intelligence col-
lection arm of the new CIA was finding it impossibly difficult to penetrate Stalin’s paranoid police state 
with agents. In the end, the analysts had little to rely on but diplomatic and military attache reporting, 
media accounts, and their own judgment. 

The paucity of hard intelligence about the Soviet Union placed a premium on the recruitment of top-
notch analysts. Unfortunately, CIG and CIA had trouble landing the best and the brightest. CIG was in 
a particularly difficult situation; it had little authority to hire its own staff employees and thus depended 
on the Departments of State, War, and Navy for both its funding and personnel.(40) Ludwell Mon-
tague complained to DCI Vandenberg in September 1946 that these departments were not cooperat-
ing: “From the beginning the crucial problem . . . has been the procurement of key personnel qualified 
by aptitude and experience to anticipate intelligence needs, to exercise critical judgment regarding 
the material at hand, and to discern emergent trends. Such persons are rare indeed and hard to come 
by, [and] the recruitment of them is necessarily slow. . . .”(41) Montague was particularly bitter about 
Army intelligence’s (G-2) efforts to fob off on CIG what he termed “low-grade personnel.”(42) 

The establishment of CIA in September 1947 ended the Office’s dependence on other departments 
for personnel and funds. It permitted the rapid expansion of ORE from 60 employees in June 1946 to 
709 staff employees by the end of 1950, 332 of whom were either analysts or managers of analysts.
(43) Although this solved the quantity problem, quality remained an issue. 

Hanson W. Baldwin of The New York Times in 1948 noted that “personnel weaknesses undoubtedly 
are the clue to the history of frustration and disappointment, of friction and fiasco, which have been, 
too largely, the story of our intelligence services since the war. Present personnel, including many of 
those in the office of research and estimates [sic] of the Central Intelligence Agency, suffer from in-
experience and inadequacy of background. Some of them do not possess the ‘global’ objective mind 
needed to evaluate intelligence, coldly, logically, and definitively.”(44) 

A senior ORE officer, R. Jack Smith, shared Baldwin’s view, noting that 

We felt obliged to give the White House the best judgment we could command, and we continued to 
try as the years passed by. Eventually . . . the cumulative experience of this persistent effort, com-
bined with the recruitment of some genuine specialists and scholars, produced a level of expertise 
that had no counterpart elsewhere in the government. But this was a decade or more away.(45) 

Ray Cline agreed with Smith’s views. Cline wrote that “the expansion under [DCI] Vandenberg made 
the Agency a little bigger than before but not much better. It was filled largely with military men who 
did not want to leave the service at the end of the war but were not in great demand in the military 
services. The quality was mediocre.”(46) 
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During the critical year of 1948--which saw, among other crises, the Berlin Blockade--38 analysts 
worked in the Soviet and East European branch: 26 men and 12 women. As a group, their strength 
was previous exposure to the Soviet Union: nine had lived there, and 12 spoke Russian--both high 
figures for an era when knowledge about the USSR was limited, even in academia. Their back-
grounds, however, were less impressive in other respects. Only one had a Ph.D., while six had no 
college degree at all. One had a law degree. Of those with college experience, a surprising number 
majored in fields far removed from their work with CIG/CIA: civil engineering, agriculture, and library 
science, for example. Far from being stereotypical well-heeled graduates of the Ivy League, many 
had attended colleges that, at least in that period, were undistinguished. Although military experience 
was widespread, only one had served in the OSS.(47) 

To be fair, the analysts faced a number of impediments that made it difficult for their work to match ex-
pectations. The information at their disposal was, for the most part, shared by others in the policy and 
intelligence communities. Moreover, the pace of the working day was hectic, and the analysts were 
under constant pressure. The pressure came from outside--from government officials who demanded 
immediate support--and within, from individuals who realized that career advancement rested on 
quantity of production. Consequently, analysts had precious little time for reflection. In perhaps the 
best known example, Ludwell Montague in July 1946 was given only three days in which to research, 
write, and coordinate with the other agencies ORE-1, “Soviet Foreign and Military Policy,” the first 
estimate produced by CIG.(48) 

Nowhere was the pressure greater than in the production of the Daily Summaries. Each morning, at 
nine o’clock, couriers would arrive at CIA headquarters with the previous day’s cable traffic from State 
and the Pentagon. Between nine and 10, an editor would read the cables, write comments on those 
he thought worthy of using in the Daily Summary, and sort them according to ORE’s branch organiza-
tion. The analysts had on average only one hour, between 10 and 11, to draft their articles. Between 
11 and noon the articles were edited, and at noon the branch chiefs, editors, and office leadership 
met to decide which articles should be published. “By one o’clock, the Daily was usually dittoed, as-
sembled, enclosed in blue folders, packaged, receipted for, and on its way by couriers to its approxi-
matelyfifteen official recipients.”(49) 

Because there were few contacts between the analysts and editors on the one hand and senior 
policymakers on the other, choosing which stories to include in the Daily was a shot in the dark. As R. 
Jack Smith, then editor of the Daily recalled, “The comic backdrop to this daily turmoil was that in ac-
tuality nobody knew what President Truman wanted to see or not see. . . . How were we supposed to 
judge, sitting in a rundown temporary building on the edge of the Potomac, what was fit for the Presi-
dent’s eyes?” After gaining experience on the job, Smith decided that 

Intelligence of immediate value to the president falls essentially into two categories: developments im-
pinging directly on the security of the United States; and developments bearing on major U.S. policy 
concerns. These cover possible military attacks, fluctuations in relationships among potential adver-
saries, or anything likely to threaten or enhance the success of major U.S. policy programs worldwide.
(50) 

The combination of uncertainty over what the President needed to see and the analysts’ need to pub-
lish as much as possible brought editors, analysts, and branch chiefs into frequent conflict. The ana-
lysts and their branch chiefs believed that they, as the substantive experts, should have the final say 
on the content of the Summaries, while the editors felt that the experts were too parochial in outlook 
to make such decisions.(51) Neither side held command authority, so the disputes had to be settled 
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through argument and compromise. The most intractable cases would be bucked up to the office 
leadership to decide. This situation remained a source of tension within the office throughout ORE’s 
existence. 

The Analytical Record
The Threat of War in Europe . . . 
From the beginning, the current intelligence sent to the White House contained numerous alarming 
reports about Soviet behavior from nearly all corners of the globe: the Middle East, Eastern Europe, 
Western Europe, and Korea in particular. A policymaker reading the Summaries, or the original re-
ports on which the Summaries were based, could easily have concluded that Soviet military aggres-
sion was an imminent possibility. 

The most consistent--and perhaps most important--theme of CIG/CIA analysis during this period, 
however, was that Soviet moves, no matter how menacing they might appear in isolation, were un-
likely to lead to an attack against the West. This judgment looks even bolder in light of President 
Truman’s evident intention that ORE was to warn the US Government of another Pearl Harbor--that 
is, a sudden surprise attack on American forces or Allies. Denied the ability to make comments in the 
Summaries for most of 1946, CIG’s first opportunity to put these reports into perspective was ORE-
1, “Soviet Foreign and Military Policy,” published on 23 July 1946. It noted that, although “the Soviet 
Government anticipates an inevitable conflict with the capitalist world,” Moscow “needs to avoid such 
a conflict for an indefinite period.”(52) 

Similarly, a Special Study published a month later and sent to the President noted that “during the 
past two weeks there has been a series of developments which suggest that some consideration 
should be given to the possibility of near-term Soviet military action.”(53) The authors judged, how-
ever, that 

The most plausible conclusion would appear to be that, until there is some specific evidence that the 
Soviets are making the necessary military preparations and dispositions for offensive operations, the 
recent disturbing developments can be interpreted as constituting no more than an intensive war of 
nerves. The purpose may be to test US determination to support its objectives at the [Paris] peace 
conference and to sustain its commitments in European affairs.(54) 

Subsequent crises did not shake this assessment. During the March 1948 “war scare,” touched off 
when General Lucius Clay, the US military governor in Germany, sent a message to the Pentagon 
warning of the likelihood of a sudden Soviet attack, CIA analysts bluntly rejected the notion.(55) 
During the scare, the State Department reported, in separate cables, that senior members of the 
Czechoslovak and Turkish Governments also feared the Soviet Union was prepared to risk an immi-
nent attack. In comments on these reports made in the Daily Summary on 16 March 1948, analysts 
said “CIA does not believe that the USSR is presently prepared to risk war in the pursuit of its aims in 
Europe.” On the following day, they added that “CIA does not believe that the USSR plans a military 
venture in the immediate future in either Europe or the Middle East.”(56) 

During the Berlin blockade, CIA’s position remained the same. “The Soviet action . . . has two pos-
sible objectives: either to force the Western powers to negotiate on Soviet terms regarding Germany 
or, failing that, to force a Western power withdrawal from Berlin. The USSR does not seem ready to 
force a definite showdown. . . .”(57) The explosion of the Soviet Union’s first atomic bomb, on 29 Au-
gust 1949, similarly failed to change the analysts’ judgment: “No immediate change in Soviet policy or 
tactics is expected” was the verdict in the Weekly Summary.(58) 
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. . . and in the Far East 
ORE initially deemed the possibility of aggression by the Soviet client regime in North Korea as more 
likely. 

An armed invasion of South Korea by the North Korean Peoples’ Army is not likely until US troops 
have been withdrawn from the area or before the Communists have attempted to ‘unify’ Korea by 
some sort of coup. Eventual armed conflict between the North and South Korean Governments ap-
pears probable, however, in the light of such recent events as Soviet withdrawal from North Korea, in-
tensified improvement of North Korean roads leading south, Peoples’ Army troop movements to areas 
nearer the 38th parallel and from Manchuria to North Korea, and combined maneuvers.(59) 

ORE earlier had predicted that Soviet withdrawal from North Korea would be followed by “renewed 
pressure for the withdrawal of all occupation forces. The Soviet aim will be to deprive the US of an op-
portunity to establish a native security force in South Korea adequate to deal with aggression from the 
North Korean People’s Army.”(60) 

Unfortunately for ORE and the policymakers who read its analysis, this line was revised in early 1950. 
“The continuing southward movement of the expanding Korean People’s Army toward the 38th paral-
lel probably constitutes a defensive measure to offset the growing strength of the offensively minded 
South Korean Army,” read the Weekly Summary of 13 January. ORE further stated that “an invasion 
of South Korea is unlikely unless North Korean forces can develop a clear-cut superiority over the 
increasingly efficient South Korean Army.”(61) Although this assessment appears naive in retrospect, 
it actually fit in well with the views held by senior American military officers, who believed the South 
Korean Army was sufficiently strong and no longer required US military aid. South Korean strongman 
Syngman Rhee, moreover, had begun making noises to American officials about reunifying Korea 
under his control; the possibility of South Korean provocation thus was not as remote at the time as it 
seems now.(62) 

The day after the North Korean attack on 25 June 1950, the Daily Summary counseled that “suc-
cessful aggression in Korea will encourage the USSR to launch similar ventures elsewhere in the Far 
East. In sponsoring the aggression in Korea, the Kremlin probably calculated that no firm or effec-
tive countermeasures would be taken by the West. However, the Kremlin is not willing to undertake a 
global war at this time. . . .”(63) 

After initially suggesting that “firm and effective countermeasures by the West would probably lead 
the Kremlin to permit a settlement to be negotiated between the North and South Koreans,” the ana-
lysts within days concluded that “It is probable . . . that a concerted attempt will be made to make 
the US effort in Korea as difficult and costly as possible.”(64) A week later, the analysts amplified this 
theme: 

All evidence available leads to the conclusion that the USSR is not ready for war. Nevertheless, the 
USSR has substantial capabilities, without directly involving Soviet troops, for prolonging the fight-
ing in Korea, as well as for initiating hostilities elsewhere. Thus, although the USSR would prefer to 
confine the conflict to Korea, a reversal there might impel the USSR to take greater risks of starting a 
global war either by committing substantial Chinese Communist forces in Korea or by sanctioning ag-
gressive actions by Satellite forces in other areas of the world.(65) 

ORE analysts quickly concluded, however, that Chinese intervention was not likely. They reasoned 
that, although a North Korean defeat would “have obvious disadvantages” for the Soviet Union, “the 
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commitment of Chinese Communist forces would not necessarily prevent such a defeat and a defeat 
under these circumstances would be far more disastrous, not only because it would be a greater blow 
to Soviet prestige throughout the world, but because it would seriously threaten Soviet control over 
the Chinese Communist regime.” Moreover, if the Chinese were to emerge victorious, “the presence 
of Chinese Communist troops in Korea would complicate if not jeopardize Soviet direction of Korean 
affairs; Chinese Communist prestige, as opposed to that of the USSR, would be enhanced; and 
Peiping might be tempted as a result of success in Korea to challenge Soviet leadership in Asia.” Fi-
nally, the analysts believed that Chinese intervention was unlikely because “the use of Chinese Com-
munist forces in Korea would increase the risk of global war, not only because of possible UN or US 
reaction but because the USSR itself would be under greater compulsion to assure a victory in Korea, 
possibly by committing Soviet troops.”(66) 

The Weekly Summary of 15 September 1950 briefly described the evidence that suggested Chinese 
intervention was likely but still concluded that Beijing would not risk war with the United States: 

Numerous reports of Chinese Communist troop movements in Manchuria, coupled with Peiping’s 
recent charges of US aggression and violations of Chinese territory, have increased speculation 
concerning both Chinese Communist intervention in Korea and disagreement between the USSR and 
China on matters of military policy. It is being argued that victory in Korea can only be achieved by 
using Chinese Communist (or Soviet) forces, that the USSR desires to weaken the US by involving 
it in a protracted struggle with China, and that the Chinese Communists are blaming the USSR for 
initiating the Korean venture and thus postponing the invasion of Taiwan. Despite the apparent logic 
of this reasoning, there is no evidence indicating a Chinese-Soviet disagreement, and cogent political 
and military considerations make it unlikely that Chinese Communist forces will be directly and openly 
committed in Korea.(67) 

The first Chinese warnings of intervention in the war if UN forces crossed the 38th parallel were 
published in the Daily Summary on 30 September without comment, perhaps because they were 
downplayed by the US Ambassador to the Soviet Union, to whom others in the Moscow diplomatic 
corps had passed the warnings.(68) On 3 October the analysts drew on a similar report from the US 
Embassy in London to state that “CIA estimates . . . that the Chinese Communists would not consider 
it in their interests to intervene openly in Korea if, as now seems likely, they anticipate that war with 
the UN nations [sic] would result.”(69) In the same article the analysts warned, as they had before 
and would again, that “The Chinese Communists have long had the capability for military intervention 
in Korea on a scale sufficient to materially affect the course of events. . . .”(70) Nevertheless, in eight 
subsequent Daily Summaries, CIA analysts restated their belief that China would, first, not intervene, 
and then--as the intervention got under way--that it would not develop into a large-scale attack. The 
last Summary containing this judgment came on 17 November, three weeks after the first Chinese 
troops, wearing Korean uniforms, entered combat in far northern Korea.(71) 

The Danger of Subversion in Europe 
Throughout this period, ORE analysts were far more concerned about Soviet use of local Communist 
parties to subvert pro-Western governments than they were about the possibility of armed aggression 
by the USSR or one of its Communist allies. As ORE expressed it in September 1947, “The USSR 
is unlikely to resort to open military aggression in present circumstances. Its policy is to avoid war, to 
build up its war potential, and to extend its influence and control by political, economic, and psycho-
logical methods.”(72) 

CIG had reached a very similar conclusion about the first serious postwar confrontation with the 
Soviet Union--its refusal to withdraw its forces from northern Iran and its subsequent support for the 
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breakaway Iranian provinces of Azerbaijan and Kurdistan.(73) After the worst of the Iran crisis had 
passed, the first Weekly Summary warned that the Soviets, having recognized that their policy toward 
Iran was “heavy-handed and over-hasty” would rely on “gradual penetration.” It declared that “the So-
viets clearly feel that ‘time is on their side’ in Iran and that the general economic backwardness of the 
country and the unpopular labor policy of the British oil companies will forward their cause.”(74) “Their 
cause” was identified as “gaining control over Iranian oil and blocking closer military ties between Iran 
and the West.”(75) 

ORE tracked the gradual but inexorable consolidation of Communist power across Eastern Europe, 
as brought about through a combination of political manipulation by local Communists and pressure 
from the Soviet occupation forces. The political and economic undermining of the prospects for de-
mocracy in Eastern Europe reinforced the analysts’ conclusion that this type of subversion was the 
greatest danger from the Soviet Union. The analysts observed that Moscow’s objective in the region 
was to “establish permanent safeguards for their strategic, political, and economic interests, including 
. . . stable and subservient, or at least friendly, regime[s].”(76) 

The analysts were most troubled by the consolidation of Communist power in Czechoslovakia in Feb-
ruary 1948, judging that it would diminish 

the possibility of a compromise in Europe between the ideologies of the Kremlin and the principles of 
Western democracy and individual freedom. Such a compromise had apparently been achieved in 
Czechoslovakia. . . . The coup . . . reflects the refusal of the Communists to settle for anything less 
than complete control and their conviction that such dominance could never have been achieved un-
der a freely operating parliamentary form of government.(77) 

On Germany, ORE anticipated that Stalin would use subversive tactics to try to create a unified Ger-
man state from the occupied ruins of the Third Reich: “A German administration strongly centralized 
in Berlin will be much more susceptible than a loose federation to Soviet pressures. . . . Posing thus 
as the champions of German nationalism and rehabilitation, the Soviets can attempt to discredit the 
policy of the Western powers and to facilitate the Communist penetration of their zones.”(78) The 
analysts warned that the removal of zonal barriers would place the Soviets in a “position to launch a 
vigorous campaign to communize the Western zone. . . .”(79) 

After the Council of Foreign Ministers (CFM) conference in Moscow in the spring of 1947 failed to 
reach agreement on Germany’s future, ORE analysts advised that the Soviets may be trying to (1) 
“prolong the unsettled conditions in Europe conducive to Communism; and (2) to encourage the US 
to expend its patience and energy in a vain quest for agreement until forced by its internal economic 
and political conditions to curtail its foreign commitments and to leave Europe to the USSR by de-
fault.”(80) 

ORE noted that Soviet efforts to penetrate the western zones of Germany focused on attempts to 
“extend the SED [Socialist Unity Party, the Communist’s stalking horse in the eastern zone] political 
structure to the west, while, simultaneously, efforts are made to establish Communist front organiza-
tions, such as the Freie Deutsche Jugend (FDJ), and to penetrate Western Zone labor unions.”(81) 
ORE warned that if “Soviet efforts at the [November 1947] CFM fail to achieve a united Germany on 
Soviet terms, the USSR will attempt to blame the Western powers for failure of the conference. At the 
same time, the Kremlin may announce the recognition of a ‘German Republic’ east of the Elbe and 
attempt to secure the removal of the Western Allies from Berlin.”(82) 

Once the first signs of the Berlin blockade emerged in April 1948, ORE analysts advised that Stalin 
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wanted “a negotiated settlement . . . on terms which would permit ultimate Soviet control of Berlin and 
Communist penetration of western Germany.”(83) After the blockade was lifted in the spring of 1949, 
CIA assessed that Soviet objectives in Germany remained unchanged: “Soviet agreement to lift the 
Berlin blockade and enter into four-power discussions on Germany does not represent any change in 
the Soviet objective to establish a Germany which will eventually fall under Soviet domination.”(84) 

The analysts also highlighted the Communist threat in France and Italy. Both countries had emerged 
from the war with widespread devastation and strong Communist parties sharing power in coalition 
governments. After the French and Italian prime ministers expelled the Communist ministers from 
their governments in the spring of 1947, ORE predicted that 

The Kremlin apparently proposes for countries such as France and Italy: (1) intensive agitation 
against their present governments and against non-Communist liberals; and (2) the development of 
highly-disciplined Communist cores which, at the proper moment, could assume control. Such a pro-
gram is well-adapted to the current situation in France where, [now] relieved of governmental respon-
sibility, the Communists are in a position to threaten (by propaganda, subversion, and trade-union 
agitation) the stability of the present Government. Where Communism is less powerful, the Kremlin 
desires to concentrate on gaining control of trade unions and other liberal organizations.(85) 

ORE warned in September 1947 that “the sudden overthrow of the De Gasperi government [in Italy] 
by Communist-sponsored armed force, following [the December 1947] withdrawal of Allied troops,” 
was “within the realm of possibility” because of the Italian Army’s weakness. But the analysts thought 
that outcome was unlikely. They wrote that “the USSR is unwilling to support directly such a step 
because it might involve war with the US” and because the potential failure of the much anticipated 
European Recovery Program (better known today as the Marshall Plan) could deliver Italy into the 
hands of the Communists in the April 1948 elections. ORE worried more that a Communist-inspired 
general strike could paralyze the important north Italian industrial area; such an event could “defeat 
the operation of the European recovery program and eventually throw not only Italy into the Soviet 
orbit, but possibly France as well.”(86) 

A Special Evaluation published on 13 October 1947 concluded that Moscow’s establishment of the 
Communist Information Bureau in September 1947 

suggests strongly that the USSR recognizes that it has reached a point of diminishing returns in the 
attempts of the Communist parties of Western Europe to rise to power through parliamentary means 
and that, consequently, it intends to revert to subversive activities, such as strikes and sabotage, in an 
effort to undermine the stability of Western European governments. This move likewise tends to sub-
stantiate the contention that the USSR considers international subversive and revolutionary action, 
rather than military aggression, as the primary instrument for obtaining its worldwide objectives.(87) 

ORE concluded that, “In its efforts to sabotage the European recovery program, which is the USSR’s 
immediate and primary target, the Kremlin will be willing even to risk the sacrifice of the French and 
Italian Communist Parties” by ordering them to use sabotage and violence against the Marshall Plan. 
“If these Parties are defeated and driven underground, the USSR will have lost no more than it would 
lose by the success of the European recovery program. CIA believes that the unexpectedly rapid 
progress of the [proposed] Marshall program has upset the timetable of the Kremlin and forced this 
desperate action as the last available countermeasures.”(88) 

The unexpectedly severe defeat of the Italian Communists in the April 1948 national election consid-
erably eased the concerns of ORE’s analysts. Noting that the election results had “vastly improved 
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the morale and confidence of the anti-Communists in both Italy and France,” the analysts predicted 
that “for the immediate future, Communist activities in Western Europe are likely to be directed toward 
rebuilding the popular front rather than an early or determined bid for power.” Nevertheless, “the Com-
munists are not expected to relax their efforts to prevent recovery in Europe. . . . Strikes and industrial 
sabotage . . . therefore can be expected.”(89) 

The civil war in Greece, which had begun in 1946, received relatively little attention in the current 
intelligence publications until the British Government announced in early 1947 that it would have to 
withdraw its forces from the country and significantly reduce its assistance to Greece’s non-Commu-
nist Government. The Weekly Summary of 28 February, published seven days after the British an-
nouncement, summarized the dire situation facing Greece: 

Alone, Greece cannot save itself. Militarily, the country needs aid in the form of equipment and train-
ing. Politically, Greece’s diehard politicians need to be convinced of the necessity of a housecleaning, 
and the prostrate Center . . . requires bolstering. Economically, it needs gifts or loans of commodities, 
food, foreign exchange, and gold to check inflation. Of these needs, the economic are the most vital. 
. . . Without immediate economic aid . . . there would appear to be imminent danger that the Soviet-
dominated Left will seize control of the country, which would result in the loss of Greece as a democ-
racy. . . .(90) 

ORE analysts believed the chain of command for the Communist forces in Greece started in Moscow 
and ran through Yugoslav leader Josip Broz-Tito to Bulgaria and Albania before reaching the Greek 
Communists.(91) Nevertheless, they rejected the possibility that armies of those countries would as-
sist the Greek guerrillas, despite numerous rumors to the contrary: 

CIG considers direct participation by the Albanian, Yugoslav, and Bulgarian armies unlikely. Such ac-
tion would obviously have far-reaching international repercussions and might even involve the USSR 
in a world war for which it is unprepared. The likelihood of direct participation by Soviet troops in 
Greece or Turkey at this time is so remote that it need not seriously be considered.(92) 

In July 1948, ORE advised the President that Tito’s rift with Stalin, which appeared in March, would 
considerably lessen the pressure against Greece.(93) It soon followed with a report of slackening Bul-
garian support for the guerrillas, although ORE was unable to specify the cause of the change.(94) 

The Threat From Revolution in the Far East 
In their coverage of the Chinese civil war in the late 1940s, ORE analysts noted that “the Soviet Union 
has scrupulously avoided identifying the Chinese Communist Party with Moscow, and it is highly 
improbable that the Soviet leaders would at this time jeopardize the Chinese Communist Party by 
acknowledging its connection with the world Communist movement.”(95) They later affirmed that 
the USSR had “given renewed indications that it is not ready to abandon its ‘correct’ attitude toward 
the Nanking government in favor of open aid to the Communists in China’s civil war.”(96) Moreover, 
“Because of the intensely nationalistic spirit of the Chinese people . . . the [Chinese] Communists are 
most anxious to protect themselves from the charge of Soviet dominance.”(97) 

Not until the end of 1948 did ORE analysts begin to worry about what a Communist victory in China 
might mean for the global balance of power: “A tremendously increased Soviet war potential in the 
Far East may result eventually from Communist control of Manchuria and north China.”(98) At the 
same time, the analysts began warning that “Recent statements from authoritative Chinese Commu-
nist sources emphasize the strong ideological affinity existing between the USSR and the Chinese 
Communist party . . . and indicate that Soviet leadership, especially in foreign affairs, will probably be 
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faithfully followed by any Communist-dominated government in China.”(99) 

After the Communists’ final victory over Chiang Kai-shek’s Nationalist regime in the autumn of 1949, 
the analysts doubted that Mao’s protracted stay in Moscow, which began in December 1949 and 
lasted for nine weeks, was a sign of potential trouble in the alliance: “Although the length of Mao’s 
visit may be the result of difficulties in reaching agreement on a revised Sino-Soviet treaty . . . it is 
unlikely that Mao is proving dangerously intractable. Mao is a genuine and orthodox Stalinist, [and] is 
in firm control of the Chinese Communist Party.”(100) The analysts believed that “The USSR can be 
expected to gradually strengthen its grip on the Chinese Communist Party apparatus, on the armed 
forces, on the secret police, and on communications and informational media.”(101) 

ORE initially devoted little attention to the French struggle in Indochina against the Viet Minh indepen-
dence movement led by Ho Chi Minh--in fact, the office devoted much more coverage to the prob-
lems the Dutch were having in their colony in Indonesia. Although most of ORE’s information came 
from French officials, the analysts were skeptical that Paris would be able to put down the rebellion.
(102) They concluded that “Any Vietnam government which does not include Ho Chi Minh or his more 
moderate followers will . . . be limited in scope of authority by the perimeters of French military control 
and will be open to widespread popular opposition and sabotage.”(103) 

Ho was not at first portrayed by ORE as either a Communist or a Soviet ally. The analysts referred to 
him as “President Ho.”(104) The first mention of a tie to Moscow, made in May 1948, was a grudging 
one: “Ho Chi Minh . . . is supported by 80 percent of the population and . . . is allegedly loyal to Soviet 
foreign policy. . . .”(105) As late as September 1949, analysts wrote that “Ho’s relationship with the 
Kremlin and the Chinese Communists remains obscure. . . . Ho has stated his willingness to accept 
military equipment from the Chinese Communists. On the other hand, Ho still maintains that neutrality 
between the US and the USSR is both possible and desirable. . . .”(106) 

Moscow’s recognition of Ho’s government on 31 January 1950 prompted the analysts to change their 
stance dramatically, however.(107) They saw the likelihood of a series of regional governments falling 
in turn under Soviet influence: 

If France is driven from Indochina, the resulting emergence of an indigenous Communist-dominated 
regime in Vietnam, together with pressures exerted by Peiping and Moscow, would probably bring 
about the orientation of adjacent Thailand and Burma toward the Communist orbit. Under these cir-
cumstances, other Asian states--Malaya and Indonesia, particularly--would become highly vulnerable 
to the extension of Communist influence. . . . Meanwhile, by recognizing the Ho regime, the USSR 
has revealed its determination to force France completely out of Indochina and to install a Communist 
government. Alone, France is incapable of preventing such a development.(108) 

The analysts concluded that, although only the United States could help France avoid defeat, the 
“Asian nations . . . would tend to interpret such US action as support of continued Western colonial-
ism.”(109) 

Soviet Aims in Israel 
Like many in the State Department and elsewhere in the US Government, ORE, worried by reports 
that the Soviets were funneling arms and money to Zionist guerrillas, suggested that the creation of 
Israel could give the USSR a client state in the Middle East.(110) 

Formation of a Jewish state in Palestine will enable the USSR to intensify its efforts to expand Soviet 
influence in the Near East and to perpetuate a chaotic condition there. . . . In any event, the flow of 
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men and munitions to Palestine from the Soviet Bloc can be expected to increase substantially. The 
USSR will undoubtedly take advantage of the removal of immigration restrictions to increase the influx 
of trained Soviet agents from eastern and central Europe into Palestine where they have already had 
considerable success penetrating the Stern Gang, Irgun, and, to a lesser extent, Haganah.(111) 

Not until November 1948, six months after Israel declared its independence and defeated a coalition 
of Arab opponents, did ORE suggest that events might turn out otherwise: “There is some evidence 
that Soviet . . . enthusiasm for the support of Israel is diminishing.”(112) ORE later suggested that 
the change in attitude stemmed from a Soviet estimate “that the establishment of Israel as a disrup-
tive force in the Arab world has now been accomplished and that further military aid to a country of 
basically pro-Western sympathies would ultimately prove prejudicial to Soviet interests in the Near 
East.”(113) 

Conclusion 
ORE met its end shortly after Lt. Gen. Walter Bedell Smith and William H. Jackson, of the Dulles-
Jackson-Correa survey team, arrived in late 1950 as Director of Central Intelligence and Deputy 
Director, respectively. They abolished ORE that November and replaced it with three new units: the 
Office of National Estimates, the Office of Research and Reports, and the Office of Current Intelli-
gence. These steps finally ended the confusion over the analytical mission, primarily by splitting the 
competing functions of national, current, and basic intelligence into three offices. 

Much maligned by insiders and outsiders alike, ORE’s record is perhaps not as bad as its reputation. 
Its analysis holds up well when compared to both the views held by other agencies at the time and 
our current understanding of events in that period. Of course, ORE, like all intelligence organizations 
in all eras, had its failures. Dramatic, sweeping events, such as wars and revolutions, are far too com-
plex to predict or analyze perfectly. Even with the benefit of unprecedented access to Russian and 
Chinese sources, for example, contemporary historians are unable to conclusively pinpoint when and 
why Mao decided to intervene in the Korean war.(114) 

Gaps also exist in our knowledge about what intelligence President Truman saw, understood, be-
lieved, and used. Judging the impact of intelligence on policy is difficult always, and especially so 
from a distance of 50 years. On many issues, such as the Communist threat to Italy, ORE’s work 
tended to reinforce what many policymakers in the administration and officials in the field already 
believed. 

It does seem fair to conclude, however, that ORE’s repeated, correct assurances that a Soviet at-
tack in Europe was unlikely must have had a steadying influence when tensions were high and some 
feared a Soviet onslaught. In this, the analysts of ORE served President Truman well, and their ac-
curate assessment ultimately must be considered ORE’s most important contribution in those early, 
fearful years of the Cold War. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Footnotes
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Chronology
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1945
 
March
02 Soviet pressure on King Michael of Romania forces him to appoint a Communist-controlled, pro-Soviet
 goverment under Petru Groza. 
19 The Soviet Union denounces the Turco-Soviet nonaggression treaty of 1925. Moscow begins to place diplomatic
 pressure on Turkey over control of the Dardanelles.  

April 
12 President Roosevelt dies; Harry S. Truman becomes President of the United States.  

May 
08 Germany surrenders and is divided into four zones of occupation, as is its capital, Berlin. These are administered
 by the United States, the Soviet Union, Great Britain, and France.  

June 
28 A Polish Government of national unity is formed under Socialist Premier Eduard Osobka-Morawski. Although
 recognized by the West, it displays a marked pro-Soviet orientation.  

July 
03 James F. Byrnes becomes Secretary of State.  
17 President Truman begins meetings with Prime Minister Attlee and Soviet leader Stalin at Potsdam.  

August 
06 The United States drops an atomic bomb on Hiroshima.  
08 The Soviet Union declares war on Japan.  
09 The United States drops an atomic bomb on Nagasaki.  
14 Japan surrenders, ending World War II.  
17 The United States and the Soviet Union agree to divide their occupation zones in Korea at the 38th parallel.  

September 
02 Ho Chi Minh declares Vietnamese independence from France.  
20 Executive Order 9621 dissolves the OSS effective 1 October. The Research and Analysis Branch is transferred to
 the Department of State, while the espionage and counterintelligence branches are moved to the War
 Deparment, where they are renamed the Strategic Services Unit.  
27 Robert P. Patterson becomes Secretary of War. 
 
November 
03 Hungarians vote the anti-Communist Smallholders' Party into power. 
10 The Communist leader Enver Hoxha becomes Premier of Albania. 
18 An election with limited choice returns a Communist-controlled government in Bulgaria. 
27 General George Marshall begins his efforts to mediate a solution to the Chinese civil war. 
 
December 
16 Rebels in Iranian Azerbaijan, acting under Soviet protection, declare independence. 
19 Rebel Kurds in western Iranian Azerbaijan, also acting under Soviet protection, declare independence. 
 

1946 
 
January 
06 The Government of Poland begins nationalization of industry. 
 
22 President Truman creates the Central Intelligence Group (CIG), appointing Rear Admiral Sidney Souers the first
 Director of Central Intelligence. 
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31 Yugoslavia adopts a Soviet-style Constitution. 
 
February 
09 Stalin raises fears in the West with a speech in which he declares that Communism and capitalism cannot coexist. 
15 The first Daily Summary is published for the President by the Central Reports Staff of CIG. 
 22 US diplomat George F. Kennan sends his influential "Long Telegram" from Moscow analyzing the sources of
 Soviet conduct. 
 
March 
05 Winston Churchill delivers his "Iron Curtain" speech in Fulton, MO. 
25 Moscow announces the withdrawal of its forces from northern Iran. 
 
April 
22 The merger of the Communist and Socialist Parties in the Soviet zone of occupation in Germany creates the
 Socialist Unity Party. 
 
May 
26 Communists emerge as strong political force in Czechoslovakia after an election to a constituent assembly.
 Communist Klement Gottwald forms a coalition government with non-Communists. 
 
 May:  The Greek civil war begins, with Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, and Albania channeling support to Communist
 guerrillas who aim to overthrow the Greek Government. 
 
June 
10  Lt. General Hoyt S. Vandenberg, US Army Air Forces, succeeds Admiral Souers as Director of Central
 Intelligence. 
 
July 
19 The Central Reports Staff is renamed Office of Research and Evaluations to reflect the broader responsibilities 
 given it by National Intelligence Authority Directive No. 5. 
23 CIG produces its first piece of "strategic and national policy" intelligence, ORE-1, which analyzes Soviet foreign 
 and military policy. 
 
October 
20 Strategic Services Unit field personnel are transferred to CIG's new Office of Special Operations. 
27 Elections for a constituent assembly in Bulgaria that are manipulated by the Communist-dominated government  
 result in a Communist majority. The veteran Communist George Dimitrov returns from Moscow to head the
 government. 
29 The name of the Office of Research and Evaluations is changed to Office of Reports and Estimates out of
 deference to the Department of State, which claims that research and evaluation are State responsibilities. 
 
November 
19 Voters in Romania return to power a Communist-dominated government after a campaign of violence and
 intimidation against the opposition. 
 
December 
19 The French war against the Vietminh begins in Indochina. 
 

1947 
 
January 
01 The US and British zones of Germany are merged. 
08 General Marshall ends his efforts to mediate a solution to the Chinese civil war. 
19 Manipulated elections in Poland return a huge Communist majority. The United States and Britain protest. 
21 George C. Marshall becomes Secretary of State. 
 
February 
21 The British announce that they will cease providing aid to Greece and Turkey. 
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25 Bela Kovacs, a leader of the Hungary's Smallholders' Party, is arrested, beginning a purge of anti-Communists 
 from that party. 
 
March 
12 President Truman, in a message to Congress, articulates the Truman Doctrine of providing aid to countries
 threatened by Communism. 
 
May 
01 Rear Admiral Roscoe H. Hillenkoetter is sworn in as the third Director of Central Intelligence. 
05 Communist ministers in the French and Italian cabinets are dismissed by their premiers. 
31 Hungarian Premier Nagy is accused of treason by the Communists and resigns. The disorder in the Smallholders' 
 Party permits the Communists to win a general election on 31 August. 
 
June 
05 Secretary of State George Marshall calls for a European Recovery Program, soon dubbed the Marshall Plan. 
06 The leader of Bulgaria's anti-Communist Agrarian Party, Nikola Petkov, is arrested and later executed. His party is 
 dissolved in August. 
 
July 
02 Moscow rejects participation in the Marshall Plan. The other East European Communist Parties soon follow suit. 
15 The leader of Romania's anti-Communist National Peasant Party is arrested and sentenced to life in prison. His 
 party is dissolved later that same month. 
26 President Truman signs the National Security Act of 1947, which provides for a National Security Council (NSC), 
 Secretary of Defense, and a Central Intelligence Agency. 
 
September 
17 Secretary of the Navy James V. Forrestal becomes Secretary of Defense. 
18 The Central Intelligence Group becomes the Central Intelligence Agency under the provision of the National
 Security Act of 1947. 
27 The Communist Information Bureau is established, signaling the start of the Stalinization of the East European 
 Communist parties. 
 
October 
24 The anti-Communist leader of the Polish Peasant Party, Stanislaw Mikolajczyk, is forced to flee the country, and 
 his followers are purged from the party. 
 

1948 
 
January 
13 The Dulles-Jackson-Correa Survey Team is formed to assess the performance of CIA and its place in the
 Intelligence Community. 
 
February 
25 A Communist coup in Czechoslovakia ends democracy in that country. 
 
March 
17 Alarmed by events in Czechoslovakia, five West European countries sign the treaty of Brussels, establishing the 
 West European Union. 
18 The Soviet Union recalls its military and technical advisers from Yugoslavia and expels Belgrade from the
 Cominform on 28 June. 
 
April 
01 The Soviets impose restrictions on road and rail traffic into West Berlin. 
18 Italy's Christian Democrats beat a Communist-Socialist bloc by a surprisingly large margin in the country's first 
 national election under its republican constitution. 
 
May 
14 Israel becomes an independent state. 
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June 
18 The Western powers introduce currency reform in their occupation zones in Germany. 
19 Congress reinstates the draft. 
24 The blockade of Berlin begins in earnest; Soviet authorities cut electricity and halt all land and water traffic into 
 West Berlin. 
 
August 
15 The Republic of Korea [South Korea] is proclaimed. 
 
September 
09 The People's Democratic Republic is officially inaugurated in North Korea under the leadership of Kim Il Sung, 
 who had been placed in power by Moscow in 1946. 
 
November 
02 President Truman wins reelection by defeating Governor Thomas Dewey of New York. 
 
December 
25 Soviet forces complete their withdrawal from North Korea. 
 

1949 
 
January 
01 The Dulles-Jackson-Correa Report is submitted to the NSC; it criticizes the performance of the Office of Reports 
 and Estimates. 
21 Dean Acheson becomes Secretary of State. 
22 Beijing falls to the Communist forces of Mao Zedong. 
25 Moscow announces the formation of the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance to counter the Marshall Plan. 
28 The UN Security Council orders the Netherlands to end its war against Indonesian rebels and grant independence 
 to the country. 
 
March 
04 V. M. Molotov is replaced as Soviet Foreign Minister by Andrey Vyshinsky. 
28 Louis Johnson becomes Secretary of Defense 
 
April 
04 Twelve Western countries sign the North Atlantic Treaty. 
 
May 
12 The Soviet Union lifts the Berlin blockade. 
23 The Federal Republic of Germany is established out of the US, British, and French occupation zones. 
 
June 
05 The Emperor Bao Dai is restored to power by France in a ploy to win legitimacy away from the Vietminh rebel 
 forces seeking to oust the French from Indochina. 
29 US occupation forces complete their withdrawal from South Korea. 
 
August 
05 The United States halts aid to China's rapidly crumbling Nationalist government. 
 
September 
23 President Truman announces that the Soviet Union has successfully tested an atomic bomb. 
 
October 
01 The People's Republic of China is proclaimed in Beijing. 
07 The German Democratic Republic is established in the Soviet occupation zone. 
 
December 
08 The Chinese Nationalist Government is established on Taiwan. 
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16 Mao Zedong begins a nine-week visit to the USSR for his first meeting with Stalin. 
 

1950 
 
January 
10 The Soviet delegate to the UN Security Council begins boycotting meetings as a protest over the continued seat-
ing of Nationalist China in the UN. 
12 Secretary of State Acheson, in a well-publicized speech, leaves South Korea outside the US "defense perimeter" 
 in Asia. 
31 The Soviet Union recognizes Ho Chi Minh's Democratic Republic of Vietnam. 
 
February 
09 Senator Joseph McCarthy attacks the State Department for harboring Communists. 
 
April 
25 NSC 68 adopted by the NSC; President Truman approves it on 30 September. 
 
June 
25 North Korea invades South Korea. 
27 President Truman sends US naval and air forces to assist South Korea and orders the Seventh Fleet to
 "neutralize" the Formosa Strait in order to prevent hostilities between the two Chinas. 
30 President Truman commits US ground forces to Korea. 
 
August 
05 US forces in South Korea are penned within the Pusan perimeter. 
 
September 
15 General MacArthur lands behind North Korean lines at Inchon, beginning the rapid disintegration of the North 
 Korean Army. 
 
October 
07 Lt. Gen. Walter B. Smith becomes the fourth Director of Central Intelligence. William H. Jackson becomes Deputy 
 Director. 
26 Wearing Korean uniforms, small numbers of Chinese troops begin fighting in northern Korea. 
 
November 
13 The Office of Reports and Estimates is dissolved and replaced by three new offices: the Office of Research and 
 Reports, the Office Current Intelligence, and the Office National Estimates. 
20 UN forces reach the Yalu River border between North Korea and China. 
26 Chinese forces attack in strength in North Korea. 
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Documents
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Use CTRL + F or Adobe Acrobat Reader’s “Find in Page” to search these files, attached. 

List of Documents
1. Weekly Summary, 14 June 1946 
The Azerbaijan Settlement 

2. Weekly Summary, 5 July 1946 
Political Tension in Bulgaria 

3. Weekly Summary, 19 July 1946 
Implications of Soviet Policy Towards Germany; Soviet Demands on Hungary 

4. ORE 1, 23 July 1946 
Soviet Foreign and Military Policy 

5. Weekly Summary, 2 August 1946 
Soviet Propaganda Increases Attacks on US; Soviet Aims in Supporting German Unity; Hungary's Coalition Under In-
creasing Tension 

6. Weekly Summary, 16 August 1946 
Soviet Proposal for Revision of Straits Convention; Bulgarian Government Prepares for Elections 

7. Weekly Summary, 23 August 1946 
Soviet Military Policy in Eastern Europe 

8. Special Study No. 3, 24 August 1946 
Current Soviet Intentions 

9. Weekly Summary, 30 August 1946 
Soviet Internal Problems 

10. Weekly Summary, 20 September 1946 
Effect of Demobilization on Soviet Military Potential; Effects of Soviet Propaganda 

11. Weekly Summary, 25 October 1946 
Significance of Personnel Changes in Soviet Hierarchy; Communist Setback in Hungary 

12. ORE 3/1, 31 October 1946 
Soviet Capabilities for the Development and Production of Certain Types of Weapons and Equipment 

13. Weekly Summary, 8 November 1946 
Communist Pre-Electoral Tactics in Rumania 

14. Weekly Summary, 13 December 1946 
Communist Maneuvers in Hungary 

15. Weekly Summary, 20 December 1946 
The Soviet Outlook in Iran; Soviets Reverse Their Tactics in Austria 

16. Weekly Summary, 3 January 1947 
The Polish Election; Possible Reopening of the Straits Question 

17. Weekly Summary, 10 January 1947 
Prospects in Indochina 
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18. Weekly Summary, 17 January 1947 
Communist-Instigated Purge in Hungary 

19. Weekly Summary, 28 February 1947 
The Greek Crisis 

20. Weekly Summary, 7 March 1947 
Significant Personnel Changes in Soviet Government; Anti-Communist Trends in Czechoslovakia 

21. Weekly Summary, 14 March 1947 
Prospects for Vietnam Settlement 

22. Weekly Summary, 21 March 1947 
Reaction to President Truman's Speech; Turkey Weighs its Defense Requirements 

23. Weekly Summary, 2 May 1947 
Soviet Strategy in the CFM 

24. Weekly Summary, 9 May 1947 
Indications of Changed Emphasis in Communist Strategy 

25. Weekly Summary, 20 June 1947 
Apparent Soviet Plans in Eastern Europe; Further Communist Moves in Hungary 

26. Daily Summary, 30 June 1947 
USSR: Soviet Plans for Exploiting US Aid Program 

27. Weekly Summary, 11 July 1947 
Soviet Opposition to the Recovery Program; Effects of Non-Participation on the Satellites 

28. Daily Summary, 18 July 1947 
USSR: Soviet Reaction to Marshall Proposals 

29. Weekly Summary, 25 July 1947 
Strategy of Soviet Delay in Treaty Ratification 

30. Daily Summary, 2 August 1947 
Germany: Creation of a German Government in the Soviet Zone 

31. Weekly Summary, 15 August 1947 
The Military and Political Chain of Command in Communist Greece 

32. Weekly Summary, 29 August 1947 
Soviet Intentions in Austria 

33. Daily Summary, 5 September 1947 
Greece: Rumor of All-Out Attack From North Discounted 

34. Weekly Summary, 5 September 1947 
Soviet Efforts to Strengthen Position in Germany 

35. Weekly Summary, 12 September 1947 
Italian Communist Intentions 

36. Daily Summary, 20 September 1947 
France: Communists Plan Mass Action 

37. Review of the World Situation, 26 September 1947 
Summary 
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38. Daily Summary, 3 October 1947 
Iran: Soviet Troop Concentrations Reported on Border 

39. Weekly Summary, 3 October 1947 
Eastern Europe 

40. Special Evaluation No. 21, 13 October 1947 
Implications of the New Communist Information Bureau 

41. Weekly Summary, 24 October 1947 
Prospects for French Success in Indochinese Campaign 

42. Daily Summary, 29 October 1947 
Reported Soviet-Inspired Military Operations in Greece 

43. Weekly Summary, 7 November 1947 
Soviet Preparations to Gain Control in Greece 

44. Daily Summary, 19 November 1947 
Germany: Soviet State in Eastern Zone Reported Fully Prepared 

45. Weekly Summary, 21 November 1947 
The London CFM Conference 

46. Daily Summary, 1 December 1947 
Reported Communist Drive to Seize Power in France and Italy 

47. Weekly Summary, 2 December 1947 
Results of Communist Strikes in France 

48. Daily Summary, 4 December 1947 
France: Communists Increasing Violent Action 

49. Weekly Summary, 5 December 1947 
A Revival of Soviet Designs on Iranian Azerbaijan 

50. Daily Summary, 9 December 1947 
Korea: Future Soviet Tactics in Korea 

51. Daily Summary, 13 December 1947 
De Gasperi Fears Communist Insurrectionary Action 

52. Weekly Summary, 19 December 1947 
Prospects for Additional Cominforms 

53. Daily Summary, 23 December 1947 
Czechoslovakia: Communist Drive Expected in January 

54. Weekly Summary, 30 December 1947 
Prospects for Communist Action in Italy 

55. Weekly Summary, 9 January 1948 
Growing Soviet Interest in China 

56. Daily Summary, 14 January 1948 
France: Alleged Communist Plan for Military Activities 

57. Weekly Summary, 30 January 1948 
Soviet Policy in Eastern Europe 
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58. Daily Summary, 13 February 1948 
Possible Soviet Plans for Poland 

59. Daily Summary, 19 February 1948 
Czechoslovakia: Communists May Precipitate Crisis 

60. Weekly Summary, 20 February 1948 
Soviet Expansionism in Korea 

61. Daily Summary, 24 February 1948 
Czechoslovakia: Estimate of Political Crisis 

62. Weekly Summary, 27 February 1948 
Communist Coup in Czechoslovakia; Communist Military and Political Outlook in Manchuria 

63. Daily Summary, 4 March 1948 
USSR: Possible Kremlin Disagreement on Tactics 

64. Daily Summary, 16 March 1948 
Czechoslovaks Believe USSR Willing to Risk War 

65. Intelligence Memorandum 13, 16 March 1948 
Soviet Pressure on Berlin 

66. Intelligence Memorandum 18, 16 March 1948 
Effect of Reinstating the Draft 

67. Daily Summary, 17 March 1948 
Turks Fear War May Be Imminent 

68. Daily Summary, 27 March 1948 
USSR May Close Eastern Zone Border 

69. ORE 22-48, 2 April 1948 
Possibility of Direct Soviet Military Action During 1948 

70. Weekly Summary, 9 April 1948 
Soviet Walkout From Allied Control Council; Diminished Communist Capabilities in Italy 

71. Daily Summary, 12 April 1948 
Colombia: Continuation of Bogota Conference Favored 

72. Weekly Summary, 23 April 1948 
New Soviet Attitude Toward Austrian Treaty; Prospective Communist Strategy Following the Italian Elections 

73. Daily Summary, 24 April 1948 
Reported Soviet Plans for Eastern German Regime 

74. ORE 29-48, 28 April 1948 
Possible Program of Future Soviet Moves in Germany 

75. Weekly Summary, 30 April 1948 
Deadlock Over Transport Problems in Berlin 

76. Daily Summary, 7 May 1948 
Germany: Soviet Attempt to Interrupt US Air Traffic 

77. Weekly Summary, 14 May 1948 
Formation of a Jewish State in Palestine; French Officials Attempting to Negotiate Settlement of French Vietnam Dispute 
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78. Weekly Summary, 18 June 1948 
The Soviet Withdrawal From the Berlin Kommandatura 

79. Daily Summary, 21 June 1948 
Yugoslavia: Challenge to Kremlin Authority 

80. Daily Summary, 24 June 1948 
Implications of Soviet-Satellite Conference; Germany: Soviet Solution for Berlin Problems Suggested 

81. Intelligence Memorandum 36, 24 June 1948 
Probable Purpose of the Warsaw Conference 

82. Daily Summary, 25 June 1948 
Germany: French View on Berlin Crisis; Palestine: Jewish Extremists Increasingly Active 

83. Weekly Summary, 25 June 1948 
Soviet Desire to Reopen Quadripartite Negotiations on Germany 

84. Daily Summary, 30 June 1948 
Implications of Possible Approach to West by Tito; Germany: Alleged Plans for East German Government 

85. Weekly Summary, 2 July 1948 
Berlin Blockade; Intensified Communist Activity in Italy; Yugoslavia's Defiance of the Kremlin's Authority 

86. Weekly Summary, 9 July 1948 
Eastern Europe: Yugoslavia 

87. Weekly Summary, 16 July 1948 
International Communism; Establishment of Competing Regimes in Korea 

88. Daily Summary, 17 July 1948 
USSR: Reasons for Soviet Replies on Berlin; China: Soviet Ambassador Urges End of Civil War 

89. ORE 45-48, 22 July 1948 
The Current Situation in China 

90. Weekly Summary, 23 July 1948 
Slackening Bulgarian Support for Greek Guerrillas 

91. Daily Summary, 27 July 1948 
Control of Berlin Believed Primary Soviet Objective 

92. Weekly Summary, 30 July 1948 
Rumors of Dissension in the Soviet Politburo 

93. Weekly Summary, 6 August 1948 
Germany: Far-Reaching Political and Economic Reorganization in the Soviet Zone 

94. Weekly Summary, 3 September 1948 
Soviet Union: The Death of Zhdanov 

95. Weekly Summary, 10 September 1948 
Poland: Recent Conflict Within the Communist Party 

96. Daily Summary, 17 September 1948 
China: Growing Nationalist Sentiment for Neutrality 

97. ORE-60-48, 28 September 1948 
Threats to the Security of the United States 
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98. Daily Summary, 2 October 1948 
Possible Soviet Reversal on Palestine 

99. Daily Summary, 4 October 1948 
France: USSR May Finance French Coal Strike 

100. Daily Summary, 9 October 1948 
Germany: Preparations for Eastern German Government 

101. Daily Summary, 11 October 1948 
Possible Communist Strategy in Western Europe 

102. Weekly Summary, 15 October 1948 
The Communist-Inspired Strikes in France 

103. Weekly Summary, 29 October 1948 
UN: Soviet Veto on Berlin; Germany: Soviet Action in Eastern Germany 

104. Weekly Summary, 29 October 1948 
Prospects for Invasion of South Korea by the North 

105. Weekly Summary, 5 November 1948 
Soviet Union: Stalin Interview 

106. Weekly Summary, 12 November 1948 
China: Decisive Battle Beginning; Soviet Satellite Support of Clandestine Air Activity to Palestine 

107. ORE 49-48, 18 November 1948 
The Trend of Soviet-Yugoslav Relations 

108. Weekly Summary, 19 November 1948 
The Kremlin "Peace Offensive" 

109. Intelligence Memorandum 76, 19 November 1948 
Economic Trends in the USSR 

110. Weekly Summary, 26 November 1948 
France: Soviet Pressure; Communist Labor 

111. Weekly Summary, 3 December 1948 
The Berlin Dispute; Communist Policy in China 

112. Weekly Summary, 17 December 1948 
Soviet Union: Israeli Policy 

113. Weekly Summary, 29 December 1948 
Soviet Union: Austrian Treaty 

114. Weekly Summary, 14 January 1949 
Eastern Europe: Communist Penetration; Soviet Intentions in Germany 

115. Daily Summary, 18 January 1949 
The Soviet Propaganda Shift 

116. Intelligence Memorandum 124, 19 January 1949 
Continuing Instability in Greece 

117. Weekly Summary, 28 January 1949 
Eastern Europe: Communist Dictatorships; Satellite Economy 
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118. Daily Summary, 4 February 1949 
Moscow Meeting of Soviet-Satellite Military Leaders; Further Kremlin Overtures Predicted 

119. Daily Summary, 11 February 1949 
Evidence of Soviet Aid to Chinese Communists 

120. Weekly Summary, 11 February 1949 
Soviet Military Bloc 

121. Weekly Summary, 18 February 1949 
Soviet Plans for an East German State 

122. Daily Summary, 24 February 1949 
France: Implications of Communist Leader's Statement 

123. Daily Summary, 4 March 1949 
France: Government Policy on Communist "Treason" 

124. Weekly Summary, 4 March 1949 
Soviet Propaganda Offensive 

125. Weekly Summary, 11 March 1949 
Germany: Berlin Currency; Soviet Union: Molotov-Mikoyan, Communist Militancy, Atlantic Pact; Yugoslavia: Greek Guerril-
las 

126. Daily Summary, 17 March 1949 
Present Soviet Intentions in Iran 

127. Weekly Summary, 18 March 1949 
Molotov-Mikoyan Shift; Iran 

128. Daily Summary, 4 April 1949 
US Policy in Germany 

129. Weekly Summary, 8 April 1949 
Communist Deviation in Bulgaria 

130. Weekly Summary, 22 April 1949 
Soviet Tactics in Germany; Satellite Communist Purges 

131. Weekly Summary, 29 April 1949 
Soviet Propaganda on Gains in Far East; Soviet Union: Israeli Relations 

132. ORE 46-49, 3 May 1949 
The Possibility of Direct Soviet Military Action During 1949 

133. Daily Summary, 6 May 1949 
USSR Reportedly Planning Action Against Iran 

134. Weekly Summary, 6 May 1949 
Soviet Union: German Objectives 

135. Daily Summary, 20 May 1949 
Continued Soviet Restrictions on Berlin 

136. Weekly Summary, 10 June 1949 
French Military Plans in Indochina 

137. ORE 45-49, 16 June 1949 
Probable Developments in China 
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138. Weekly Summary, 17 June 1949 
China: Soviet Orientation 

139. Weekly Summary, 24 June 1949 
The CFM Meeting; Eastern Europe: Purges 

140. Intelligence Memorandum 202, 25 July 1949 
Review of CIA Estimate ORE 60-48: Threats to the Security of the United States 

141. Weekly Summary, 29 July 1949 
Nationalism in the Satellites 

142. Daily Summary, 22 August 1949 
Soviet Military Move Against Tito Held Unlikely 

143. Weekly Summary, 9 September 1949 
Indochina: Ho's Defiance 

144. Weekly Summary, 23 September 1949 
Eastern Europe: Communist Deviation; Hungary: Treason Trial 

145. Weekly Summary, 30 September 1949 
Soviet Union: Atomic Explosion 

146. Daily Summary, 6 October 1949 
Molotov Reported Handling Soviet Internal Problems 

147. Weekly Summary, 7 October 1949 
Germany: East Zone Government 

148. Intelligence Memorandum 248, 7 November 1949 
Satellite Relations With the USSR and the West 

149. Weekly Summary, 10 November 1949 
Soviet Union: Malenkov Speech 

150. Daily Summary, 29 November 1949 
Soviet Attack "Reported" for 1950 

151. Daily Summary, 5 December 1949 
Comments on Soviet Plans Against Tito 

152. Weekly Summary, 9 December 1949 
Palestine: Soviet Policy 

153. Daily Summary, 14 December 1949 
Estimate of Soviet Position in Europe 

154. Daily Summary, 4 January 1950 
Implications of Mao's Prolonged Stay in Moscow 

155. Weekly Summary, 13 January 1950 
Far East: Soviet Relations; Korea: Troop Buildup 

156. Daily Summary, 1 February 1950 
Implications of Soviet Recognition of the Ho Regime in Indochina 

157. Daily Summary, 3 February 1950 
French Views on Indochina 
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158. Weekly Summary, 3 February 1950 
UN: Soviet Walkout; Southeast Asia: Soviet Pressure 

159. Weekly Summary, 10 February 1950 
France: Indochina Policy 

160. Weekly Summary, 17 February 1950 
Sino-Soviet Pact 

161. Daily Summary, 21 February 1950 
Soviet Military Preparations in Austria; Increased Communist Pressure in Southeast Asia 

162. Weekly Summary, 24 February 1950 
China: Treaty With USSR 

163. Weekly Summary, 17 March 1950 
Indochina: Ho's Orientation; Current Soviet Tactics in Germany 

164. Weekly Summary, 31 March 1950 
China: Military Plans 

165. ORE 91-49, 6 April 1950 
Estimate of the Effects of the Soviet Possession of the Atomic Bomb Upon the Security of the United States and Upon the 
Probabilities of Direct Soviet Military Action 

166. Weekly Summary, 14 April 1950 
Communism in Southeast Asia 

167. Weekly Summary, 21 April 1950 
China: Party Purge 

168. Weekly Summary, 28 April 1950 
The Soviet Offensive 

169. Weekly Summary, 5 May 1950 
China: Military Plans 

170. Daily Summary, 6 June 1950 
Possible Kremlin Conference on Southeast Asia 

171. Weekly Summary, 9 June 1950 
Soviet Union: New SEA Policy 

172. ORE 18-50, 19 June 1950 
Current Capabilities of the Northern Korean Regime 

173. Daily Summary, 26 June 1950 
Embassy Moscow's Views on Korean Conflict 

174. Daily Summary, 27 June 1950 
Soviet Troop Movement Toward Yugoslavia Reported 

175. Daily Summary, 28 June 1950 
No Soviet Military Preparations in Germany and Austria 

176. Weekly Summary, 30 June 1950 
The Korean Situation 

177. Intelligence Memorandum 301, 30 June 1950 
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Estimate of Soviet Intentions and Capabilities for Military Aggression 

178. Daily Summary, 6 July 1950 
Views of Hong Kong Residents on Korean Problem 

179. Daily Summary, 7 July 1950 
Invaders' Momentum Undiminished 

180. Weekly Summary, 7 July 1950 
The Korean Situation: Soviet Intentions and Capabilities 

181. Intelligence Memorandum 302, 8 July 1950 
Consequences of the Korean Incident 

182. Intelligence Memorandum 304, 10 July 1950 
Effects of a Voluntary Withdrawal of US Forces From Korea 

183. Daily Summary, 12 July 1950 
Possible Assault on Taiwan 

184. Weekly Summary, 14 July 1950 
Communist China's Role 

185. Special Evaluation No. 39, 27 July 1950 
Possibility of Soviet Aggression Against Iran 

186. Weekly Summary, 28 July 1950 
Soviet/Satellite Intentions 

187. Weekly Summary, 4 August 1950 
Soviet Return to the UN 

188. Weekly Summary, 1 September 1950 
Far Eastern Struggle: Soviet Moves 

189. Weekly Summary, 8 September 1950 
North Korean Reserves 

190. Intelligence Memorandum 324, 8 September 1950 
Probability of Direct Chinese Communist Intervention in Korea 

191. Weekly Summary, 15 September 1950 
Soviet/Communist Activity 

192. Weekly Summary, 22 September 1950 
Korean Developments 

193. Daily Summary, 30 September 1950 
Possible Chinese Intervention in Korea 

194. Daily Summary, 3 October 1950 
Possible Chinese Communist Intervention in Korea 

195. Weekly Summary, 6 October 1950 
Korea and Soviet Policy; Chinese Communist Problems 

196. Daily Summary, 9 October 1950 
Chinese Communist Intervention in Korea Discounted 

197. ORE 58-50, 12 October 1950 
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Critical Situations in the Far East 

198. Weekly Summary, 13 October 1950 
Korean Situation: Military Tactics 

199. ORE 29-50, 13 October 1950 
Consequences to the US of Communist Domination of Mainland Southeast Asia 

200. Daily Summary, 16 October 1950 
Possible Chinese Communist Intervention in Korea 

201. Daily Summary, 20 October 1950 
Chinese Communist Intervention in Korea 

202. Daily Summary, 28 October 1950 
Reports on Chinese Involvement in Korea 

203. Daily Summary, 30 October 1950 
POW Reports of Chinese Communist Forces in North Korea 

204. Daily Summary, 31 October 1950 
Chinese Communist Troops in Korea 

205. Daily Summary, 2 November 1950 
China: "Intervention" in Korea 

206. Weekly Summary, 3 November 1950 
Chinese Communist Plans: Korean Intervention 

207. Weekly Summary, 10 November 1950 
The Korean Situation: Chinese Intentions 

208. Daily Summary, 17 November 1950 
Chinese Communist Intentions at the UN, in North Korea 
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113. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 29 December 1948, Soviet Union: Austrian Treaty
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EASTERN ~UROPE 

SOVlET UNION 

Austrian Treaty Soviet wUlingness to resume four-power 
discussions on the Austrian peace treaty 

nmy be accompanied by a more coneiliaiO!l' attitude in an 
attempt to achieve an early settlement. Prospects have im
proved for a. SOViet (lomprolltise on th3 major points of dis·· 
agreement which were not resolved during the 1ast comerence. 
The USSR may ostensibly champion the Yugoslav people by 
initially supporting Yugoslav territorial claims. In order to 
strengthen the Soviet hugaintng position with the West. Be
cause of the Tlto..stalin rift. however. it is unlikely thattbe 
USSR w1UwiSh to break off negotlrdions over this issue. 
Moreover, the Kl-emlin may now consider that: (1) a rehabn w 

ttated Austria cOllld serve as a bridge over which needed 
western materialf!! and machinery could flow to the USSR; 
and (2) despite thtt calculated.rtsk of quadripartlte Withdrawal, 
anuunoccup~d" Austria may be more susceptible to Commu
nist infiltration. These considerations may impel the USSR 
to adopt a more reasonable approach to the thorny question 
of external German assets in regard to botb the lump sum 
to be paid by Austria. to the USSR for restoration of German 
external assets and' the amount and type of properties to be 
turned over to the USSR. The achievement of a reasonable 
compromise would ~\Jso strengthen Soviet propaganda claims 
that the USSR is 1eadiug the world effort to further peace, 
Consequently~ as 10ll€ as the Kremlin cOllSiders it possible 
to reach an Austrian l\ettlement. the USSR Is unlikelY to 
inltiate strong measUl'\~ which would disrupt the present 
quadripartite admintsu'ation. 

- 5 -
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114. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 14 January 1949, Eastern Europe: Communist
Penetration; Soviet Intentions in Germany
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E AS T ERN EUROPE 

Communist .Penetratton Soviet determination to use the 
World FederaUon of Democratic 

Youth (WFDY) .and. its component natlonal youth movements 
as inStlruments for tbe penetrattoo of western Europea.n 
~.!'med forces is suggested by a report that WFDY delegates 
recently attend.ed a secret Par1S conference held for this 
purpose. Although the WFDY b.:1.5 become an increasingly 
effective arm of Communlst propaganda (it claims 50 million 
members.1n 60 countries). it has ostensibly left penetrahon 
work to Communist Pa..>1y cadres. The Sovlet delegate at the 
Paris Conference, however, reportedlydtscussed "disinte
gration work and the training or partisans," citing Commu
nistactiVity in the Frencb Army as an example for British 
and US youth grouP!\and calling for "conscript clubs'" as 
the initial step in slleh work. Plans for such increased 
penetration a.ctlVity are also indicated b1:(1) !lle Kremlin's 
designation of an impo1"ttont Soviet Youth ofiicial to attend the 
Paris meeting; (2) an appeal by .the '~'FDY to younger army 
elements; and (3) an accelerated eampaignby the WFDY to 
bolster.Eut'opean and Latin American support for the Soviet 
drive in "de{ensc of peace. " . 

SOVIET UNION 

Soviet Intentions Recelli Soviet and Satellite propaganda 
indicates that the Kremlin may now con

Sider the early formation of an east German state to ofiel' 
several advantages. Ratb~r tban attempt to east the blame 
for a split Germany upon theweBtern powers by waiting until 
the establishment of a west German prOVisional government, 
the USSR may now ",ustify" formation of an east German 
state which claims sovereignty over all or Germany on the 
grounds that current pllms for a west German sta.te are 

- 6 -
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114. (Continued)
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-SE€RET::' 

SOVIET UNION 

vIrtllally completed. Such propaganda claims, however, 
wO'.1ldbave little effect within Germany. Although actual 
Soviet troop withdrawals following establishment o! the 
new staw would depend upon how quickly the USSR could 
safely transfer authorIty to the German puppet regime, the 
USSR could easily recognize the new German state and then 
accede to its request for the continued presence of Soviet 
soldiers. The Kremlin would probably estimate that such 
an arrangement, if accompanIed by partial withdrawal and 
implying latel' complete withdrawal, would have a propa
ganda appeal throughout Germany and could .result in in
creased demands for withdrawal of the western powers. 
In addition to these advantages for the USSR. some measure 
of Soviet prestige wIthin Germany might be salvaged and 
general attention would be tempurarUy diverted from the 
Berlin blockade. Moreover, the USSR could avoid at leaet 
partial responsibility for the continuation of the blockade 
by Insisting that the Communist romp government had 
control over Berlin. In any event, such an action would hlAve 
the effect of intl3rjecttng an allegedly legal government for 
all Germany into the Berlin cODfitct. 

- 7 -
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115. Daily Summary Excerpt, 18 January 1949, The Soviet Propaganda Shift
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ANNEX 

18 January 1949 

THE SOVIET PROPAGANDA SHIFT 

The reoccurrence of a Soviet propaganda "peace 
offensive" does not reflect a sincere desire by the Kremlin 
to negotiate outstanding east-west differences, except on 
Soviet terms. Neither does the Kremlin expect the US or 
the western governments to give serious consideration to 
the avowed Soviet desire for east·west agreement. 

The Kremlin is attempting to weaken the position of 
the western powers and to delay positive western action by 
propaganda designed to: (a) create the illusion that the west
ern powers, led by the US, are blocking an equitable solution 
of east·west problems; (b) ostensibly alleviate world tension 
in an attempt to persuade the new US Congress that cU1"rent 
proposals for defense and foreign aid expenditures are un
necessary; (c) instill doubt and hasItation, both in the US 
and in western Europe, concerning the need for participa
tion in the proposed Atlantic Pact; and (d) enable the Com
munist Parties in western Europe to regain some of the 
prestige and popular support lost during the recent months 
of direct action. 

In making this tactical shift in its propaganda 
approach now, the Kremlin probably desired to take ad
vantage of: (a) the convening of the US, 81st Congress; (b) 
the appointment of a new US Secretary of State; (c) German 
dissatisfaction with, and western European misgivings over, 
the recent Ruhr decisions; and (d) the current discu.ssions 
concerning the Atlantic Pact. Adoption of this propaganda 
Une, however. has not committed the USSR to any specific 
course of action. The USSR can be expected to emphasize 
this approach as long as the Kremlin considers that it is con
tributing to the long -range Soviet program to defeat western 
recovery and defense effarts. On the other band, the USSR will 
probably make still another tactical propaganda shift if the 
present approaeh encounters vig0Ftrufun~~mne::::e:':' ____ ~r--

_ i_NO CHANGE in Class. 

o DEcrJASSI~I.~:-D 

Date: By: 
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116. Intelligence Memorandum 124, 19 January 1949, Continuing Instability in Greece
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CENTRAL INTEr.t:mEg)E AGEIl:Y 
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Auth: "'"7.'i1fjrniW"--'''"'-'-=-l==~n--
Date: -t---..w~_ 

. 19 Janrutl."T 1949 

1. (h<eeoa, although still free of Sovi0't..communist domination, :Ls 
in a dangerous state of' war and political and economio instability despite 
a.1JIlost two yoors of' extensive m military and economic aid totaling 
app:ooximatel,y 750 million dollars. 

2. The economic rehabilitation of' Greece would 00 II. long, difficult, 
and expensive task even if' there 1!el"e no guerril.l.e. warf'a1"e or politieal 
instability. 'RxtellSive damage caused by World War II has been supe.r
ilnpoaed on II. country having such !l!d:1genl)Us prob~1!IS as l1Inited llm:i 
resources, QV9rpopule.tiOI1, an agrIculture oriented to!nU"d the production 
ot aemi-l:u:nn-y produets. and primitive agricultural. m::ln1ng, and industrial 
methods as well as an arcM1c COI!lIJlUDicatious system. 

,. The political situation in. Greaes has long been precarious, and 
Greek political laadership has been madioore. Five ,-ears of' prEllflU' 
dictatorship stif';I.ed nor_I political lite and prevented tbe develox-n:I:. 
or young polit:l.ciws. liOre<m;tr. the war itself' and postwar axoossea have 
led the polit1a!ans to as_ bitter and unoompromising posltlollS.. Selfish 
partisan :interest. politiesl bick;erlng, and an unrieldy buraaucrac;y have 
deprlTed the Greek people' of' contpatent government and of' a source of' 
1nsptratiOn in their pX'esent atruggls for survival. 

4. The gaerrill.a war is the immediate cause or continn1ng Greek 
instabilit;r. 'l'he USSR and the satellites are _king to dominate (h<aece 
through the instrument of' the .1.ooaJ; COlIIIIIUJl:1st Party and its guerrill<!. 
organiBe.tion. In View of Greece' s 500-mile northern frontier and the 
lIOUntainous terrain of the countr:r. the sate1l1tes can easilY and at 
little expo1>tlS$ furnish tactical and I!lIl.terial aid to the guerrillas in the 
amount necessar;y to perpet.1l8.te economic and political instability, counter
aet the psychological and economic value of US aid, and pro!llOte a pro
grassiw deterioration or the national will to resist. The Greek Jrrmy, 
on the other haXld, bas suf'f'ered frO!!! a defensive rather than offensive 
spirit, lack of aggressiveness, bad timing, and inadequate training for 
anti-guerrilla lIIOun+,ain warfare, together with poor leadership in th$ high 
oommand and politieal interference. 

S. The US aid program has been attempting to solve this threefold 
problem. On the economic Side, it bas made soms progress in .!'ebuilding 
vital roads, ports, and othar facilities am in stabll~lIing the eurrency 
and rerlvlng trade. The guerrillas, however, have succeeded in oonntering 

-
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116. (Continued)

Image: 00000231.tif

us aid by sabotage, terrorization of the agricultural popu.1ation, and 
creation or an enormous refugee burden for the Greek state. Also, the 
guerrilla war and its attendant evils have made Greek businessmen afraid 
to invest their wealth in Greece. While in theory US funds, I!Iaterlal. 
and technicians are sufficient for restoring the econo~ of Greece, 
successful completion of the task is prevented by the political Il!ld 
military factors. . 

6. The elections of 1946 brought to power the Ronarche-rightist 
Populist Party dominated by Tsaldarls. US presS\lNt has on several 
occasions forced the PoPulists to "broaden" the gov8l'nlllelnt by including 
Centrists and ·Liberals. While. inclllsion of these elements 11..'\8 given 
at least the appearance of a lIbre liheral goverllll!ent, it has in f'act 
increased dissension, confusi~ and disunity. No political party or 
individual has presented a ooncrete progr8.lll, and no Political party or 
individual has so far. Subordinated party politics to national interasts. 
So far the US has hesitated to interfere direotly in Greek politics er 
to impose needed re£omns; the Athens political merry-go-round continues, 
with the same faces appearing and reappearing, and popular confidence 
in the government continues to decrease. . 

7. British training and US military supplies and tactical advice 
have more than o1'.fset correspooding aid obtaine.d by the guerrillas from 
the Satellites. The guerrillas, however. continue to possess the 
advantages or terrain, mobility, short supply l1nss, escape routes, and 
refuge areas. Good leadership and high morale in the Greek A'rr1r::I could 
probably offset these advantages to the extent· of enabling the army to 
clean up the guerrilla pockets in the Peloponnesus and southern and 
central· Greece. and to contain the gusrrillas in the· frontier areas. 

8. t5 aid. to Greece has fallen far short or acbieTing its ultimate 
opjective; Ii; has, nevertheless, prevented the deTelopllellt or a wituation 
tar worSe than that which now prevails. If assured that US aid will 
not be withdraWn or decreased, and provided COlllpetent leaderahip becomes 
available. the Greek people and arlllad forces are capable ot oontinuiDg 
the war against the gusrrlllas. Psychologically, however, the Greelal-
af'ter over eight years of war, hunger, disease, and priYation-- are 
weatj' or fighting a war which man;y of them have COI!Ie to reg&.rd more as 
a part of the major clash between East and West than as merely their own 
struggle for erls'tence. 

- 2 -
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117. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 28 January 1949, Eastern Europe: Communist
Dictatorships; Satellite Economy

Image: 00000232.tif

EASTERN E U ROPE 

Communist Dictatorships The :Kremlin apparently feels 
that the Communists of Bulgaria, 

Rumania, and Hungary are strong enough to dispense with 
the fiction that these countries are democratic states. Com
munist leaders in the three Satellites have recently declared 
that the Sov1et-sponsoredregtmes are now "dictatorships 
of the proletarlat." Matyas Rakosl, Secretary General of 
the Hungarian Communist Party, has also stated that these 
"dictatorships" represent one type of government necessary 
to the transition from a capitalist to a socialist state. The 
frank admission that.the Communist Party is the controlling 
power in Hungary indicates the early establishment of a 
National Front government, anotherbastc type of Soviet 
regime which has already appeared in Bulgaria and Rumania. 

Satellite Economy The formation of theCouncU of Mutual 
Economic Assistance by the USSR at 

this time indicates that it isa defensive measure designed 
to offset the .successes of the European recovery program. 
This Soviet-directed CouncU will attempt to coordinate 
further the economies of Poland, Hungary,Rumanta, Czecho
slovakia, and Bulgaria as a major step toward their eventual 
integration with the economy of the USSR. Although this 
latest Soviet move is undoubtedly part of a long-range plan, 
the immediate Kremlin objectives are to counterbalance the 
adverse effects on eastern European morale of the relatively 
rapid economic recovery in western Europe and to prevent 
the spread of nationallstic-economic hereSies, such as Tlto's. 
The CounCil's formation may have some propaganda value 
by renewing hope within the satellite countries that mutual 
cooperation may improve the low standard of living. The 
Council will result in Some improvements in the Satellite 
economies by prOviding for more effective planning and more 
efficient distribution. Despite the fiction of economic equality, 
the Council's formation will inevitably result in tightened 
control of the eastern European economies by the Kremlin. 

- 5 -
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118. Daily Summary Excerpt, 4 February 1949, Moscow Meeting of Soviet-Satellite
Military Leaders; Further Kremlin Overtures Predicted
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4 ;:-'8 1949 
904 

EDROJilIll 

1. USSR: Moscow moo 
US EmbaSSy oscow are e repor .m:-
level Czechoslovak and Polish mUltary delegations have 
arrIved there. The Embassy beliews tlIat an "elaboration 
of Soviet-Batell1te mUltary integration'· may be the next 
step after the recent establishment of the Council of Mutual 
Economic Assistance. The US MUltary Attache in Moscow 
suggests that a conference of Soviet-satellite military leaders 
may foreshadow the announcement of a mUltary pact which 
would be analagous to the mutual aid c<m.D.cil in the economic 
sphere. 

(CIA Comment: CIA believes that t4e formation of 
a defense council is the Kremlin's next logical move as a 
countermeasure to the North Atlantic Pact. However, such 
a defense council would mean little more than a formaliza
tion of the existing integration of contr~ of military forces.) 

Further Kremlin overtures predicted--The US Mili
tary Attache in Moscow, In an analysis of Stalln's second 
press interview, predicts that the Kremlin will make "further 
overtures" in the near future. The MA believes that the 
Soviet and Satellite populace, and perhaps a sizable segment 
of world oplnion, 1I7Ul accept the Soviet-inspired thesis that 
"Stalin strove for r;eaceful settlement and Truman refused. " 

(CIA Comment: CIA believes tbat the Kremlin will 
make additional propaganda overtures in an efforl: to obtain 
US agreement to enter into bilateral negotiations wUh the 
USSR.) 

oS - S 

AR."'Y 
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119. Daily Summary Excerpt, 11 February 1949, Evidence of Soviet Aid to Chinese
Communists
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GENERAL 

1. Evidence of material Soviet aid to Ch1Dese Communists--
J j: .u ff t r reports 

tbat be bas seen ""nunareas 01 ~OV1lt!l-nliI.<le .... 'l1cks" in the 
environs of that city. 

(CIA Comment: This eyewitness report by a reliable 
US observer Is the first conclustve evidence that the Chinese 
Communists possess Soviet materiel in volume.) 

11 FEB 1949 

910 
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120. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 11 February 1949, Soviet Military Bloc
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EASTERN EUHOl'E 

Soviet Military Bloc Altl:IO\l.gh the USSR has alreadyeGt".b-
lished a mHitary aJJj:;ulce with t~e 

Satellit.e states through &,Il int.erlocking net.work ali llHltu,,-I 
assis~nce pacts, persIstent rep'Jrts emanating frum ea:"~e:rll 
Europe indicate the fOF'rnatioll of an eaSh~l"~1 EUI'0!lean milHn1'), 
bloc to counter the estahlishment of tl"w Nodh .Ai:l.:mtic P:J.cl:.. 
Speculation regax-ding :su{:h a mOlle by til.e Kr0mIin has t;'e011 in· 
i:ensnil;)d by the mYi3teri.o\ls visit of Vis!li.nsky to Czeehc'slc,valda, 
as wen as by the reported presence there (If Gtomyko ZO:<'in, 
t.~0. Polish Commll.lr.u.sts Berman @no. Zawadzki, and Soviet Am.· 
bassadors from the SateHites, OtheK' reports place t.he H(\llg<~;d.".l1' 
Minister d Wax and hi/;;h-ranl.dug CzeChoslovak flJ'1d Polis!; 
military officials in Moseow for planning of R s:imjJ~£ rmture. 
The formation of such an east EUl'operrn militlury orga.vdz:ctiol1; 
would enable the USSH to exert more direct eonttol of "lIU

reliable" Sat~lUte r.'.1ilita.ry establishments alld wOl.ud improve 
the morale of the Satemte Comrnuni.st regimes whi.ch z.1'e be·· 
coming increasingly com!erned over growiag economic stabHit.y, 
political cooperation, ao'1d defensive preparations in western 
Europe. 
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121. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 18 February 1949, Soviet Plans for an East German State
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SOVIE'!' PLANS FOR AN EAST GER!l'lAN STATE 

Further Communist designs to integrate eastern 
Germany into the political and economic system o.f the 
Soviet bloc were apparent at the recent Socialist Unity Party 
(SED) Congress in Berlin. Speeches by Satellite delegates 
and Congress approval of the Oder~Neisse line as Germany's 
eastern boundary laid renewed stress on Communist efforts 
to reconcile the Satellite states to closer collaboration with 
the Soviet Zone and to eventual inclusion of the area in the 
Soviet orbit. Other action at the Congress indica~s that the 
USSR is still attempting to insure Communist control of 
east Germany. By reviving advocacy of a "broad dernocr::.tic 
front," the Communists are seeking the political support of 
formerly uncooperative elements. The establishment of an 
SED "Politburo'" was designed to diSCipline the SED in order 
to make it a more effective instrument of Communist control. 

The l'eversal of the SED stand for the incorporation 
of Berlin into the Soviet Zone indicates that the Communists 
believe the Berlin impasse will continue. In line '",ith the 
Soviet theme of a "unified Germany," this tactical renunciation 
of Communist claims fuat Berlin is an integral part af the 
Soviet Zone may be designed to combat possible inclusion of 
the three western s~('tors of the city in a west German govern
ment. Moreover, by omitting Berlin from a. future east German' 
state, the USSR may feel that it can insure control over the 
new state by maintaining Soviet troops there to guard com
munication lines to lit Soviet garrison in Berlin. Although the 
Congress again stressed the theme d. German unity, Com
munist tactics at the Congress once more suggest tl:.at the 
USSR intends to create Ill'} east German state which will claim 
sovereignty over all Germany. The formation of such a 
state WQuid probably be timed to counter tile formation of a 
west German provisional government. 

~ 17 -
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122. Daily Summary Excerpt, 24 February 1949, France: Implications of Communist
Leader’s Statement
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EUROPE 

24 FEB 1949 

820 

20 FRANCE: Implications or Communist leader's statem2~-
US Embassy Paris interprets Communist Leader Thorez 
22 February statement as added evidence that the Kremlin 
is demanding a return by the Fi'ench Communists to a purer 
form or Leninist-5talinist doctrine and tactics, including 
more aggressive class warfare. (Thore:;; reportedly sug
gested that if the Soviet Army were to invade France, the 
French people would take the same attitude as the people 
or Poland, Rumania, and Yugoslavia.) The Embassy further 
regards the statement as: (a) proof of Kremlin determina
tion to thwart the cOrP.solidation of western Europe even at 
the risk of losing popular Comnllmist support in France; 
a~d (b) a signal to Communist militants to accelerate 
sabotage of French efforts to st:rengthen national defense. 

(CIA Comment: CIA agrees that Thorez' statement 
indicates a furt' .... er tightening of Communist discipline and 
a reduction of the party to its "hard core." Moreover, even 
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though Thorez' declaration will apparently be det!'imental 
to Communist popularity in France, he may have made 
it at this time in an effort to convi.nce prospective members 
of the Atlantic Pact that Fl'3.llCe would be unreliable in a 
defensive alliance. CIA. does not believe tha,t widespread 
stJrike action is p:rooable in Fran~e in the immediate future.) 
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123. Daily Summary Excerpt, 4 March 1949, France: Government Policy on Communist
“Treason”
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3. FRANCE: Government9011CY onCo~~~~.:~eason" --US Em-
bassy Paris has learne ... ~t the I:r;-

terior Ministry intends, 1n combatttng tile ··treasonable" Commu
nist line, to place emphasis "on what the Communist do rather than 
what they preach." the KremUn expects 
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Western European Communists not only to undermine European 
morale but also to engage· in military and industrial espionage 
and eventually sabotage. it may sometime 
be necessary for France to moblllze the men in every plant 
which is working for national defense. 

(CIA Comment: CIA considers that the French Commu
nist Party is lUtely to make plans for sabotage,especially 
against the armaments industry, but that the Communists are 
not likely to possess the capabilities for large-scale sabotage 
in the net!'.Y future.) 
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124. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 4 March 1949, Soviet Propaganda Offensive
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Propaganda Offensive Strenuous Soviet efforts to forestall 
the proposed Atlantic Pact are, by 

their very intensity, generally producing results opposite to 
those desired by the Kremlin. The recent speeches by Com
munist Leaders Thorez and Togliattl can be expected, if 
anything, to intensify existing support in France and Italy 
for the Pact. By publicly asserting that Communists in these 
countries would welcome invading Soviet forces, these leaders 
hoped to increase the fear of war and ci Soviet occupation c:i 
Western Europe and also to demonstrate the unreliability of 
both France and Italy as prospective Pact members. This 
type of attack, however, tends to reinforce other factors that 
have been weakening Communist influence as a political force 
in France and Italy. Moreover, Communist leaders, by call
ing for a return to Communist militancy comparable to that 
of the late 1920's, are preparing the way for greater emphasis 
on sabotage and subversion. 

Meanwhile, increased Soviet propaganda pressure on 
Scandinavia it> also having little effect. The USSR may soon 
revive the Spitsbergen issue by asking Norway for assurances 
that no military bases will be built in the Spitsbergen archi
pelago. The KremliI'. will probably claim that any defense 
preparations in the area would be a violation of the Spitsbergen 
Treaty of 1920. The Kremlin, antiCipating Norwegian rejection 
of the Soviet-proposed non-aggression pact, is already accus
ing Norway of "aggression" and may use this as an excuse 
for demands on Finland, possibly by proposing jOint Soviet
Finnish defense discussions. These prospective maneuvers 
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probably would not cha.'1ge Norway's desire to join llJe Pact, 
and F'inllmd's present Social Democr.atic Government would 
proi:n,bly reject any such fioviet proposals. The Fimlish Govern
ment may be strengthened by the Inclusion of representatives 
of other non-Communist parties and thus be prepared to offer 
stronger opposition to futm'e Soviet demands. 

lVlerchant Shipping The UFSR is attempting more and more 
frequently to force the masters of fOl'eign 

vessels to open sl.'ies and sealed. envdopes during calls at 
Soviet-controlled ports. Such i.Klcidents have i.nvolved merchant. 
ships of the US, the UK, and other western powers. The USSH: 
probably hopes to ootain intelligence which would disclose the 
disposition of western merchant shipping if hostilities broke 
out. 
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125. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 11 March 1949, Germany: Berlin Currency; Soviet Union:
Molotov-Mikoyan, Communist Militancy, Atlantic Pact; Yugoslavia: Greek Guerrillas
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WESTERN EUROPE 

GERMANY 

Berlin Currency Although Soviet reaction to the proposed 
i.ssuance of the western "8" mark as the 

sole currency for the western sectors of Berlin will be swift 
and weH-publicized, the USSR i.s not Hkely to i\1tedere seriouslV 
or forcefuny with the operation of the airlift. Soviet retalia.tOl·~' 
action wUl probably take the form of furt.'1er tightening of the 
blockade and lYI • .ay involve conversion of the Sovi.et eastern 
mark to a new currency. Soviet measures to curtail the move
ment of supplies from SOviet-controHed territory to the west
ern sectors wUl increase the hardships of the western popula
tton, further impair the west secto:!' economy, and probably 
require an increase in the airlift. Soviet authorities could 
tighten the land blockade by: (1) halting all raU traffic, in
cluding the S-bahn and streetcars; (2) cutting off water traffic 
on the canals; (3) stopping or sharply reducing pedestrian 
traffic between the western sectors and Soviet-controlled 
areas; (4) barring all mail service; (5) cutting west-sector 
long-distance phone cables, local inter-sector pllone lines, 
and all telegraph cables'; and (6) splitting completely Berlin's 
systems of electrical, gas, and water supply, and the sewage 
disposal facilities. In determining the extent to which these 
measures will be appl!.ed, the USSR will be restrained prima
rily by the economic repercussions hi. the Soviet zone, which 
would be deprived of important materials and skilled labor 
now being received from the western sectors of the cIty. If 
the USSR converts its present: eastern mark, it will do so in 
order to prevent eastern marks presently held in western 
Berlin from flOWing back into Soviet-eontrolled territory. 
Such a Soviet move would leave western sector occupation 
a.uthorities wIth the moral obligation to redeem a very large 
number of relatively worthless eastel'n marks in order to avoid 
undue hardship for the German holders 0'1 this currency . 
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Recent SoViet reaction to western economic and defensive 
measures, though not yet crystallized, has thus far manifested 
itself chiefly by top-level changes in ministerial positions in 
Moscow and by an apparent shift in tactics by Communist Parties 
outside tile Soviet Union. The implications of Molotov's and 
Mikoyan's shift from their ministerial posts will probably be 
clearer after the ew"rent session of the Soviet parliament, but 
no basic change in Soviet policy toward the West is expected, 
The USSR wul continue its attacks 00. tile Atlantic Pact, its 
obstructionist policy in the UN, and its attempts to gain control 
over all mGermany. Meanwhile, however, Communist Parties 
outside the USSR are apparently reverting to the active, militant 
policy of the 1920's. 

MOlotov-Mikoyan The Kremlin decision to relieve Molotov 
from his pOSition as Foreign Minister and 

Mikoyan as Minister of Foreign Trade, althougb not an indica
tion of any fundamental change in Soviet poliCy, probably does 
reflect a Soviet reassessment of the progress of the cold war. 
MOlotov's shift may reflect the Kremlin's belief that the 
problem of formal relations with tlle'West bas been reduced to 
secondary importance by western gains and the growing inability 
of the USSR to make progress on the diplomatic level. Similarly, 
western gains have made it more imperative for the USSR to 
consolidate its position in Eastern Europe and Communist China. 
Thus, although MolotGlv may have been released for the purpose 
of taking over Stalin's pOSition as Premier, he, as well as 
Mikoyan, may have been relieved of ministerial duties in order 
to concentrate on the pressing poHtical and economic problems 
of the Soviet sphere., 
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Communist Militancy The apparent failure of recent Soviet 
diplomatic and propaganda weapons 

to sabotage US -European defense efforf.s and to gain popular 
support for Communism has prompted the Kremlin to order 
Communist Parties outside the Soviet Union to prepare for 
mUltant and subversive methods in pursuit of Soviet objectives, 
This announced revexsion to the active militant policy employed 
by the Communist Party ID. the late 1920's may, therefore, 
signify the end of postwar tactics which were characterized 
by so-called "legal" Communist operations within established 
political frameworks. This shift in political tactics apparently 
implies a renunciation of the popular-front teclmique of co
operation with non-Commllnist governmental factions. 

Atlantic Pact Continued Soviet efforts to defeat the purposes 
of the Atlantic Pact are revealed by recent 

Polish feelers for non-aggression pacts with the Scandinavian 
countries. The Polish campaign is apparently concentrating 
on the minimum goal of preventing a formal Swedish alliance 
with the West. Aside from the stntegic and political factors 
which make Scandinavia a natural goal for Soviet hegemony, 
the USSR's industrialization plans for Poland and Czechoslo
valda depend upon an uninterrupted flow of imports from 
Sweden. Likewise, Polish coal has long played a Significant 
part in Scandinavian industry, especially Sweden··s. Thus, 
aside from the USSR's interest in preventing closer political 
and miliial"y cooperation between Sweden and the West, the 
SOViet Union is deSirous of. maintaining uninterrupted the vital 
economic lifeline from Scandinavia to the Satellites. 
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Reports of increased milUary activity in Bulgaria and 
Albania, combined with recent changes in Communist activities 
in nodhern Greece, suggest that the Kremlin is preparing a 
greatly intensified campaign for the overthrow of Tito. Realiz
ing that six months m c1ialectical battle and relatively mj,nor 
diplomatic and economic reprisals have, if anything, driven 
Tite further toward the western camp, the Kremlin now appears 
to be plalmlng more drastic steps, which may possibly end in 
overt military action. 

Greek Guerrillas An apparent shift in Communist activity 
in Greece strongly suggests that the 

Kremlin has decided to abandon temporarily its campaign to 
gam control over all of Greece and instead to attempt to 
exploit the Macelionian question as an additional weapon 
against Tito. The guerrilla radio has aooOlmced that an 
autonomous Macec10nian state would be proclaimed in March. 
This new stx'ategy is probably an attempt to gain the suppoX'~ 
of the lat'ge Sl.avo-lVIacedonian population in northern Greece. 
The autonomous lI~ced(Jn1an state emrtsaged by the Commu
nists WOUld, if established, tend to undez-mme the Tito regime 
and would thwart 'Kito's deep-seated ambitions for a !'Jlace
don!an state under Yugosla.v controL The K:remlin may also 
believe that U can secure such long-liange benefits as an 
Aegean POlt, a land route bet\veen Bulgaria and Albania, a 
curtailment of Greek economic 1"esoull'ces~and a base which 
could serve as a strategic threat against Greece, Yugoslavia, 
and Turkish Trurace. Aside from the possil:lUities such a plan 
offers lor 1nC:l:easmg the pll'essure against Tito, however, it is 
unlUs;ely that the USSR will derive much beneXit from l'aising 
the controversial Ma.cedonia.n question at this time. Although 
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Greek Communist leaders have. in a hedging statement, 
announced their supportforanindependertt MaceQonta,too 
ra~i~nd 1U(it:w!ui~t.$S'ehll':aiiy.>move'a.imed',.a;t{the dlSrilefuber
ment of Greece. Moreover, even with Slavo-Macedonmn 
reinforcements, the guerrillas wO'..11d be too weak to hold 
ground against the Greek Army without open intervention by 
the Satellites. 

Military Preparations Meanwhile, the USSR is reportedly 
stepping up military prcIX\rations 

elsewhere. 'rop-ranking Satellite military leaders are re
ported to be meeting at Debrecen; Hungary. Althoulfh the 
meeting may be designed to establish a "defensive' East 
European military bloc as a counter to the Atlantic Pact, 
plans for exerting greater military pressul'e on Yugoslavia 
may also be on the agenda. Bulgaria is reportedly increas
ing its flaw of supplies to the Greek guerrillas in eastern 
Thrace. A r\otice~.ble increase in Soviet military activity 
has been observed in Albania. Soviet supplies and arms are 
arriving at Aloo.n.ian ports, and numerous reports have been 
received i .. ,.dicating the landing of Soviet personnel and air
craft. Moreover, increased Albanian protests of Yugoslav
inspired borde:r incIdents, although at this stage probably 
a stepping~up of the war of nerves, could be l1sed as an 
excuse for e'vent1l3.1 armed action against 'rito. 

Yugoslav Reaction The Tito regime, in the face of these 
signs of increased Soviet pressuX'e, 

shows no sign of capitulating to the Kremlin. Finally break.
ing an enigmatic silence on the proposal for an autonomous 
Macedonia, the Yugoslav Government has issued a demm.cia
Hon, contending that the proposed campaign for an. independent 
Macedonia: (1) WOllld only create confusion in the l'an..its of 
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Greek and Macedonian guerrillas; and (2) was merely a part 
of the Cominform campaign against Yugoslavia. The 'I'ito 
regime will exert every effort to p:rewent the fox-mati.on of 
such a state and 'Will publi.cly accuse Bulg;'aria ox violating its 
past pledges 10)(' cooperation in 11'lncllUng the Macedonian ques
tiono in conclusion, there is no reason to believe tha.t '1'!to 
will be intimirutted by these Soviet m<?.asures, and any ai:tem.!)t 
short of overt mHUa:ry acticJl1. will probably fail to dislodge Mm. 
Moreover, present Satellite armed forces are not strong 
enough to overcome the Yugoslav Army unless they are strongrl 
supported by Sovi,et troops and materiel. . 
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126. Daily Summary Excerpt, 17 March 1949, Present Soviet Intentions in Iran
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17 MAR 1949 
938 

GENERAL 

1. Present Soviet intentions in Iran--US Ambassador Wiley in 
Tehlin considers that the only uncertainty about Soviet 
intentions in Iran is the timing of a Soviet move to return 
to the country. Wiley believes that the recent setbacks 
suffered by the Soviet Union, particularly the imminent 
conclusion of the Atlantic Pact, make it possible that the 
USSR may enteE' Iran in the near future. 

In transmitting Ambassador Wiley's views concern
ing Iran to US Embassy Moscow, the Department of State 
b:is requested the Embassy's judgment on the probable effect 
upon the USSR of a US statement of continuing concern over 
the security of Greece, Turkey, and Iran, such statement to 
be made Simultaneously with the conclusion of the Atlantic 
Pact. The Department points out that the UK, which had 
previonsly urged that such a declaration accompany the 
conclusion of the Atlantic Pact, now opposes such a state
ment, especially the incluSion of Iran. 

(CIA Comment: The USSR is not likely to take overt 
action in Iran at this time, especially because such action 
would decisively facilitate the rapid and effective implementa
tion of the Atlantic Pact.) 
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127. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 18 March 1949, Molotov-Mikoyan Shift; Iran
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Molotov-fi!ikoyan ShUt No basic change in Soviet policy toward 
the We..<;t can. be eX,Pe'cted as a result of 

:recent personnel changes in the Soviet hierarchy. These cbanges 
were probably designed to increase the efflcieney of party and 
s~te mechanisms, both polhically and economically. The l"elll.
dvely r-apid consolidation of the West, as currently exemplified 
by tile Atlantic Pact, Is the immediate reason for tbe personnel 
cbanges" Th.e reaUgnment of personnel Simultaneously presages 
intenslIied effo:rts to consolidate and strengthen the Soviet o;,Vt 
polhically, economically. and mHl.tarUy" 

The cold war can be expected to continue undiminL,<;;hed in 
in.tensii.y" Recent speeches by western European Communist 
leaders suggest tbat subversion and sabotage, in addition 10 more 
cOflventional tactics, eventually will playa more important role in 
Soviet-ComnluniSl strategy against the WesL Responsibility 1.o:.!' 
formal political and ecoIl.omlc relations with the West has passed 
fpom Molotov and Mikoyan to Vlshtnsky and Menshlkov, beth techni
cal executiveS without pollcy function who can be expected to 
adhere r~ltgiouslj' to poliCies established by the PolItburo. 

The relief o! Molotov, Mikoyan, and Voznesensky from 
operational responsibility will leave them iree to concentrate on 
pressing problems of politIcal and economic policy of the enUre 
Soviet orbiL Molotov, as heir apparent to the Soviet throne, would 
be the lcglcal choice to assume over..aU command. Such responsi
bility would bring him one step closeX' to eventual assumption of 
complete power in the event of Stalin's retirement or death, 

Vf!.koyan and Voznesensky are the best,qualified Soviet 
leaders to deal with the economic consolldation and strengthening 
of the Soviet bloc. Mikoyan is apparently tbe leading figure in 
.he Soviet-inspired Council of Economic Mutual Assistance (CE'MA) 
which has already begun to assume tile funcHon of economic planning 
for the enttre Soviet bloc. 

One of the first results of this Soviet reallgnment will 
probably be shown in /.he handling of the case of Tito, Tito's defec~ 
UOIt,.wll:b Its ramifications. is undoubtedly the most pressing internal 
problem of the Soviet sphere and demands a drastk soluJtion to pre
venl the further spread of nationalistic deviation, 
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Soviet Relatlons Intensified Soviet pressure against Iran is 
expected as a result of the recent serious 

deterioration in relations between. the two countries. Principal 
factors causing this deteri.oration have been: (1) the suppression 
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of the pro-Soviet 'I'-.i.deh Party in Iran; (2) fa!" more belligerent 
anti .. Soviet Iranian propaganda; (3) the shipment of US arms 
to Iran; and (4) public reierence to the possibiHty of Iranian 
participation in a. Mediterranean or Near Eastern paci

o 
The 

USSR probably sees i.n these developments a further threat to 
its prinCipal immediate aims in Iran: gaining control over 
Iranian oil and blocking closer milUary ties between Iran and 
the West. Increased SOY1€,i: pressure will probably noi take tl.-2 
forn:. of overt military intervention. LLStead, the USSR will 
probably renew its demands that Iran maintain "friendly" 
relations with the USSR and build up Soviet troop concentra
ttons on the Irant'1.!l border. The Soviet Union may also attempt 
to incl.t.e uprising-s in i'lzel:baijan. In order to counteract such 
measures, Iril.n will probably inform the UN Security Council 
of the deteriOlration i.r! Soviet-Iranian relations aad press for 
a US denial of Soviet charges that Iran is being turned into an 
offensive base against the USSR. 
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128. Daily Summary Excerpt, 4 April 1949, US Policy in Germany
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2. GERIVIANY: Review of US policy in Germany requested.--US 
Political AdvtserRtddleberger in Frallkfurt believes that the 
events of recent weeks in western Germany indicate the necessity 
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for a careful re--evaluation of US policy. According to Riddle
berger a the unsatisfactory political situation in the western 
zones arises principally from the disunity of the western 
powers concerning Germany and is evidenced by mounting 
confusion, doubt, and disillusionment, particularly in cordlec'" 
tion with the slow formation of the west German government. 
Riddleberger points out that the strong desire fOl' trade be
tween west and east Germany. combined with a deSire for 
political unity, produces a growing west German tendency to 
favor rapprochement with Communist-run east Germany. 
Riddleberger observes th..'l.t west German responsiveness to 
Soviet peace and unity propaganda is much greater tll..an it 
would have been some months ago. 

(CIA Comment: CIA conSiders .that the lack of agree
ment among the western occupying powers is the chief deter
rent to progress on a west German state and that sucll disunity 
encourages German expectations of western concessions on 
the issue of centralization. Concerning the tendency to favor 
rapprochement with east Germany, CIA believes that even 
though west German conservative commercial cIrcles desire 
eastern markets, tile desire of west Germans as a whole for 
political unification on Soviet terms is weak. CIA. does not 
believe that west Germans are very receptive to Soviet propa;' 
ganda fOf «peace and unity. ") 
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129. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 8 April 1949, Communist Deviation in Bulgaria
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BULGARIA 

Communist Deviation The arrest of Tl"aicllo Kosta'\', vice 
premier a.nd second .most important 

Communist leader in BUJ.g:;\ria, along wi~h several other 
leaders in the Government and Party, indicates that the Krem
lin has not yet been able to obtain the complete loyalty of the 
Satellite Communists. These arrests unders,core t.he serious
ness of the Ki-emlin's problem and the strength of'1l.'ito-like 
nationalism; they occurred in a Satellite often used by the 
Kre!nlin as an example for the other Satellites. Moreover, 
Kostov has generally been regarded as absolutely loyal to 
Moscow. The official communique describing his expulsion 
cIJa.rged that Kostov: (1) lacked sim:edty in his dealings wii:h 
Soviet representatives (he apparently l'esist.ed economIc ex
plottation of Bulgal'ia by the USSR); (2) dIsregarded Party and 
Government directives; (3) promoted distrust and snspicion 
within the Bulgarian Communist Pal'ty; and (4) opposed the 
BuJ.garian Politburo. Apparently Kostov's cardi.rull sin was 
his eflort as chairman of the Committee for Econ,omic and 
Financi."I.l Questions to Oppo.3C SO'viet exploitai;ion of. the 
Btugarian economy. Although it is not Imown to what extent 
Kostov a.ad those a~'l'cl>ted with him had sllcceeded in formi.ng 
an anti-ComiIllOl."m org-anizatio.n, the recent dem.lTh'~iation by 
Interior Mini.stel." Yugov of $jlC tendency of. o.ationalist devia .. 
tiooists to fo)('lY\ sects suggests that ;'.t least 2. loose kind of 
gl'ouping was developing. 
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130. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 22 April 1949, Soviet Tactics in Germany; Satellite
Communist Purges
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Soviet Tactics Soviet i..'tctics in Germany continue to suggest 
that although So' 'iet control o.t all Ger many 

undoubtedly remains the maximun objective, the Kremlin has 
decided that a "neutral" Germanr, prevented from making a 
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firm alignment with the I.Vest, is a mm'c feasible goal for 
the immediate future, The Kremlin rn.""y reason that the 
tl'aditional tendency oj' German commerce to ioolt eastward 
for mrurkets and ['aw materia.ls will bring Germany under 
eventual Soviet domination, 

Meanwhile, ,'timors have been active recently that 
the Soviet Uni.on will soon lift the Berlin blockade. Although 
there has been litHe or no concrete evidence to support. 
such rumors, it must seenl self -evident to the Kr..,mlin thaI. 
U the ussa is to regain th~ initi .. ·Hive and if the Soviet cam
p'dign for "German lilli'[Y" is to have any appn:;d,'{ble success 
among the German people, the Berlin blockade ''Nill ha.ve to 
be lifted. Any such Soviet offer, if 111ade now, ,','QuId certainly 
be p:irt of an over-all "peace offer" and probably would be 
made in such a way as to camouflage the Soviet defeat on the 
blockad~), The current Prl..,"is "peace congress' would seem 
to pl'o'Vide an ideal setting for such a Soviet off"r, but there 
Is no evidence that Soviet slrcJegl' has ehanged ,mough to 
pennii: an offer 011 Germany actually ?cecptahle to the west
eni POW<:H"S, 
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SATELLITE COMMUNIST PURGES 

The recent purges of high-level Communist officials 
in Bulgaria indicate that Kremlin efforts to establish reliable 
Communist leadership in the Satellites are meeting with in
creasing difficulties. In attempting to eradicate Satellite 
"nationalism," the Kremlin is confronted with two almost 
equally unpleasant alternatives, neither of which can be wholly 
successful. If the USSR continues its liquidation of old-line 
Satellite Communists, the morale and cohesion of the local 
Communist parties, as well as their control over the Eastern 
European countries, may be jeopardized. If the Kremlin 
chooses the other alternative and relaxes its control over 
the Satellite governments and Party leaders, it runs the risk 
of further defections like Tito's. Neither course of action 
will make it any eaSier for Satellite Communists to perform 
the nearly impossible task of justifying Moscow's ruthless 
explOitation of Eastern European resources or increase 
Satellite dependability in the event of hostilities. 

Since Tito's defection last summer, purges of high
level Communist personnel have occurred in Poland, Albania, 
guerrilla Greece, and, most recently, in Bulgaria. Meanwhile, 
recurring reports from practically all of the Satellites also 
indicate continued nationalist dissensions within the ranks of 
the various Communist parties. In many instances, reports 
regarding as yet unpurged nationalist leaders within .. the 
Satellite parties reveal that the existence of these schisms 
is common knowledge. The "deviationists" are usually offi
cials connected with economic planning who can see most 
clearly the pattern of Moscow's ruthless explOitation of the 
Satellites. In the face of resurgent nationalism among the 
Satellites and increasing prosperity in Western Europe, the 
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Kremlin cannot afford the risk of relaxing its grip over the 
Communist parties in Eastern Europe. Thus, the Kremlin 
will probably be forced to use even more brutal state-police 
methods in retaining and consolidating its control over the 
Satellites, even though such methods are not a basic cure 
for nationalist deviation. 

- 19 -
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131. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 29 April 1949, Soviet Propaganda on Gains in Far East;
Soviet Union: Israeli Relations
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Soviet Propaganda In a further effort to counteract the 
effect of the Atlantic Pact and growing 

political and economic unity in Western Europe, the USSR 
is placing greater propaganda emphasis on Communist gains 
in the Far East. By stressing that the Communist victories 
in China will result in important changes in the world balance
of-power, the USSR hopes to: (1) convince audiences at home 
and in the colonial areas that Soviet power is invincible; and 
(2) undermine western confidence in the ability of the West 
to prevent further Soviet expansion. With fewer oppor
tunities in Europe for propaganda exploitation, me USSR wili. 
probably devote its propaganda efforts more and more to the 
Far East and colonial areas. As part of this new emphasis, 
Soviet propaganda will portray the USSR as the exclusive 
champion of independence for the countries of southeast Asia 
and of industrialization of all backward areas. Simultaneously, 
Soviet propaganda will accuse the western powers of advocat
ing the pel'petuation of agricultural economies ill Asia and will 
portray the Truman point-four program as a device to exploit 
the backward areas of the world and to keep them at the mercy 
of the industrial West. 

- 4 -
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EASTERN EUROPE 

SOVIET UNION 

!sTaeli Relations IncL'easlng Communist atiacks on Zionism 
and the L'Sraeli Government, although plaCing 

a strain on Israeli-Sovi.et relations, are unlikely to change either 
the Kremlin's extel"rull policy toward Israel or israel's genera1.J.y 
neuh:al position between East and Vlest. Tn recent months, the 
Communist parties in the Sovie~ orbit, the US, and even in Israel 
have reverted to traditional Communist opposition to Zionist 
nationalism" and Soviet propaganda has begun to condenm the 
"bourgeois' nature of the new Israeli Government. The Satel
lite states, apparently reluctant to lose large segments of their 
skilled and educated citizens, have drastically reduced emigra
tion to Israel, thereby discouraging Israeli hopes of fulfilling 
its immigration requirements. Within the SovIet Union, the 
current anti-JeWish campaign seems to have been inspired in 
part by the vrawth of pro-Zionist sentiment among Soviet Jews 
after Isl'ael s emelfgence as an independent state. These attacks, 
however, rallier than representing a fundamental change in 
Kremlin external policy toward TJ3rael, appear to stem primarily 
from intermd Soviet consi.derations. For, so long as support 
of Isl-ael will serve to weaken US -UK influence in the Near East, 
the USSR will conti.'lue to aid Israel on a diplomatic level and 
in the UN. Nonetheless, because Zionism is basically incompati
ble with Corm:mmisrn .md any non-Com.munist government. is 
automatically 8usp(;!ci;, tile USSR feels forced to attack tile present 
Israeli Government and to elimInate all Zionist influence within 
the Soviet orbit. 

- 9 -
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132. ORE 46-49 Excerpt, 3 May 1949, The Possibility of Direct Soviet Military Action
During 1949
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ORE 46-49 

THE POSSIBILITY OF DmECT SOVIET MILITARY ACTION DURlNG 1949 

Report of a .Toint Ad Hoc Committee * 

THE PROBLEM 

L We have been directed to estimate the likelihoOd of a Soviet resort to direct 
military action during 1949. 

DISCUSSION 

2. Our conclusions are based on considerations discussed in the Enclosure. 

CONCLUSIONS 

3. The USSR ba;I an overwhelming preponderance of immediately available mili
tary power on the Eurasian continent and a conSequent capability of resorting to 
direct military action at any time. The principal deterrent to such action is the 
superior war-making potential of the United states. 

4. There is no conclusive factual evidence of Soviet preparation for direct military 
aggression during 1949. 

5. A deliberate Soviet resort to direct military action against the West during 1949 
is Improbable. Moreover, the USSR is likely to exercise some care to avoid an unin
tended outbreak of hostilities with the United states. 

6. lis part of its efforts to counteract the Atlantic Pact and US military aid pro
gram, however, the USSR will seek to intensify and exploit the universal fear of a new 
war. In this it will pay special attention to Scandinavia, Yugoslavia, and Iran. It is 
unlikely, however, to resort to even localized direct military action. 

7. The fact remains that international tension has increased during 1948. It will 
probably increase further during 1949. In these circumstances, the danger of an unin
tended outbreak of hostilities through miscalculation on either side must be considered 
to have increased.** 

• ThIs estimate was prepared by a Joint Ad Hoc COmmittee composed of designated repre
sentatives of the CIA and of the Intelllgence organizations of the Departments of state, the Army, 
the Navy, and the AIr Force. It has been concurred In by the DIrectors of those agencies, except 
as Indicated In the footnote below. The date ot the estimate Is 21 AprU 1949 • 

•• The Director ot IntelJlgence, Department cif the Army, believes that the last sentence of 
paragraph '1 Implies a greater possibility of war In: 1949 than, In fact, exists; and that It should 
read "In these circumstances, the small but continuing danger of an unintended outbreak of 
host1lltles through miscalculation on either side must be considered." 

1 ~OP 8ECJ:llIT 
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133. Daily Summary Excerpt, 6 May 1949, USSR Reportedly Planning Action Against Iran
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~T 
~. 6 MAY 1949 

981 

GENERAL 

THE: C. LA. HAS no 03JECTION 
To THE D.~·CY:1'~S;:;Ir:CAl'~-)~i C]· 
THIS DoeLL:·:T. 

NO. 6l~ 

1. USSR reportedly e1ann1n&.action against wdn--US Ambassadol' 
Wiley transmits iiiformaUon, which is unconfirmed b\!,t from 
a good source, that the USSR plans an "important action" 
against Tran on 10 May. According to Wiley's information, 
Soviet lntc'ntions "exceed a mere frontier incident but are 
short of a warlike move." Wiley's informant mentioned the 
possibility of a movement affecting the Kurds. 

(CIA Comment: CllA does not believe that the USSR 
contemplates a military invasion of Iran at this time. The 
USSR, however, may plan to stir up trouble not only among 
the Kurds In Iran but also among those in northern Iraq and 
Syria. The Kremlin may also plan to use members af the 
former autonomous government of Iranian Azerbaijan to create 
disturbances. Iran would be able to cope with such disorders, 
unless the insurgents arc provided with sb:ong overt support 
from the USSR.) 

:5- TS 
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134. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 6 May 1949, Soviet Union: German Objectives
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EASTERN EUROPE 

SOVIET UNION 

German Objectives Soviet agreement to lift the Berlin block-
ade and enter into four-power discussion..<; 

on Germany does not l-epresent any change in the Soviet objec
tive to estabHsh a Germany which will eventually fall under 
Soviet domin.'ltton. It is stm too early, however, t.o predict the 
sincerity of the Soviet desire to achieve an I.mdersianding with 
the West on Gerlnany or the extent of the concessions the 
USSR would make in order to reach an agreement. The lifting 
of the bloclmde has ooen accompanied by a relaxation of Soviet 
r>ressure tiu."oo.ghout the western periphery of the Soviet orbit 
and by an intensification of the Soviet propaganda "peace" 
campaign. On the other hand, May Day Communist propaganda 
savagely attad:ed the western powers, recent Communist state
ments have called for active preparation for militant action, 
and steps are still being t.'tken to\vard the establishment of an 
East German state. Progress of the CFM alone, therefore, 
will demonsizate whethel' the USSR: (1) has agreed to enter 
into four-pov;'er discussions to sound out the western position 
and retrieve itself from the unfavorable situation created by 
the Berlin bloc:tmde; or (2) now considers 1t a smmcier strategy 
to seek a "neutral" Germany in order to delay the final con
solidation of the West Germal1. state and give the USSR some 
voice in all Germany. 

CFM Proposals Initlal Sovi,et proposals at the forthcoming 
CFM will be designed to appeal sU'ongly 

to an increasingly articulate German nationalism. After 
attempting to secure a commitment on postponing the West 
German statE:, the USSR will probably propose a general settle .. 
ment for all Ge'rmany based on a return to four-power coopera·· 
ti:::m and the l:"alta and Pots<W.m agreements. The Soviet terms 

- 2 -
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SOVIET UNION 

will include the princi.pal demands of the 1948 Warsaw 
communique which advocated; (1) establi...<;hment of a central
ized government for all Germany; (2) conclusion of a peace 
treaty and withdrawal of occupation troops within one y(;l~U~; 
and (3) control over HuhI:' production and distribution by ilia 
US, the USSR, the UK, and France. Depel1ding primarily upon 
t.he inten.':lity 01 the Soviet desire to obtain tile withdrawal of. 
US troops from Eu.rope, the USSR may later in the negotiations 
seek a "compy:omise" agreement. Su.ch a compromise might 
involve the aceeptance of a federal government composed of 
the East and West GerllX'Jln zonal organi?..ations. The USSR 
would insIst, however, t1>Jlt such a federation be established 
in a manner which, in addi.tion to not threatening Soviet poli
tical and economic control in East Germany, would provide 
for sufficient BO'lliet ini1uence in West Germany to offer 
reasonable ,Prospects for subsequently establishing a cen
tralized Germany not wholly western-oriented a.nd susceptibl~) 
to eventual Soviet domination. 

East German State DespIte Soviet agreement to resume 
discussi.ons 011 G~~nna,ny, the USSR is 

continuing its preparatiollS foll' establishing an East German 
state. The eJ:;(;lcutive ag'enctes (11 the E:ast German govern
ment have long been m operation,and elections f01' U.le Peoples' 
Congress L.'1 imid-May will provide a pseudo-democratic legis
lative body capable o'i Xunctioni.ng as a parliament. In addition 
to being a signJii(~ant step toward the Soviet aim oi eventual 
ecollomic int;'ltr,Jr2l:Uou of !~ast Gerrnany with Poland and Czecho
Slovakia, the n~c"·mHy announced East German-Polish trade 
agreement (whIch is aimed a.t :\ucreasing 1949 trade between 
East Germany and Poland to $152 miJUon. or doubling the 
volume of gc{)(ls exchan2;ed by the two countries during 1948) 
is another move toward the formalization of an East German 

... 3. ... 
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SOVIET UNION 

government. The trade agreement was negotiated by the 
East German authorities, thus reflecting the Soviet policy 
of continuing to grant more governmental authority to the 
East German economic administration, with the possible 
idea of eventually malting the East German regime a full 
member of the Council of Economic Mutual Assistance. 
These Soviet actions aloe designed to build up the status and 
importance of the local administrative agencies in the east
ern zone of Germany and can be used by the USSR both as 
a lever in negotiating with the western powers at the coming 
Council of Foreign !,linisters and as a counter to the establish
ment of a West German state. In the event of an impasse in 
the CFM, the USSR will have the machinery necessary for the 
establishment of a Satellite regime in eastern Germany. 

"Peace" Campaign Simultaneously with the lifting of the 
Berlin blockade,and in an. apparent 

eff.ort to forestall further western conSOlidation, the Kremlin 
is intensifying its "peace" campaign throughout the western 
pel'i . .phel'Y of the Soviet orbit. The Soviet bloc has again ex
tended feelers toward accommodation wl,th the West; it has 
at least tapered off its past intransigent attitude in numerous 

cases. Soviet bloc countries have recently made concerted 
attempts to expand trade with the West and seek west.ern 
financial assisU;.nce in an effoI·t to mitigate the unfavorable 
impact a! western economic pr.eRsure. Hungarian officials 
have shown a markedly more friendly attitude toward the US 
Embassy in Hung-ary; Albania has granted diplomatic recogni
tion to Italy; the Greek guerrillas have made a rather bread 
peace offer ostensibly intended to lay the groundwork for 
future negotiation of tile Greek problem (see page l'l); SO'viet 
pressure on Tran has appa!ently tapered off, and the USSR has 
renewed its offer to discuss trade with. iJI.at coun.try; and Soviet 
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pressure on Scandinavia bas markedly decreased in compari
son with that of the past few months. These developments 
may be designed to lull western suspicion at the forthcoming 
CFM meeting. The course of quadripartite discussions on 
Germany will determine whether the USSR 1s merely waging 
another campaign in its "peace offensive," or whether the 
Kremlin is laying the groundwork for achieving a temporary 
accommodation with the West. 

May Day Slogans The savagery with which the US was attacked 
in Moscow's May Day orders would seem 

to belie Soviet sincerity in re-opening disCUSSions on Germany 
and in making overtures on other fronts. May Day nropaganda, 
however, is designed for homeconE,umption and for guidance to 
Communist parties tlll:oughout the world. In this context, the 
MayDay slogans are a logieal development: of the Kremlin's 
principal psychological weapon--the peace campaign. For the 
faithful, the US must still be branded as the leading capitalist 
nation dedicated to the overthrow of the Soviet Union, whUe the 
common peace-loving masses throughout the world are pictw'ed 
as sharing the Soviet desire for peace. Thus, the slogan that 
"the f.riendship between the peoples of the USSR, the US, and 
the UK forms the best guarantee for a lasting peace" is directed 
primarily toward driving a wedge between these peace-loving 
masses and their war-mongering governments. 

- 5 -
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135. Daily Summary Excerpt, 20 May 1949, Continued Soviet Restrictions on Berlin
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20 MAY 1949 

883 

GENERAL 

10 Continued Sov!et restrictions on Berltn-·,US Representative 
IUacUetiel'ger fii'l3eruii reP6i€8, Ii reVievlUtg the present 
status of SOviet restrictions on transport, trade. and com~ 
municattons between Berlin and the western zones. that 
"Berlin l'ematns today in a state of semi-blookade!' Accord
ing to Rlddleberger. the USSR may be having Hsecond thoughts'» 
on lifting the blockade because the Soviet action has failed to: 
(a) retard progress toward the establishment of 3. west German 
government; (b) produce a "crack" in ove:r-all western trade 
policy vis..a.-vts the SoViet bloc; or (c) relea.se a flow of westw 
ern zone goods essential to the SoViet Zone and to the continua
tion of the Soviet reparations poltey. Riddleberger fr.erefore 
raises the possibility tint the USSR may have intended to lift 
the blockade only ·e1'looghto i'X!l'mlt 1'eCOJIvening the CFM while 
simulmneously retatntog Ii. favorable barwa.tntng posW.on in , 
the event that no over-all settlement on Germany is reached . 
and it later beeol:t).es necessary to negotiate Some prOvisional 
arrangement for Berlin. Riddle!>el'ger beltevt<lf', in View of 
continued SOviet restrictions on Berlin trade, that the Del'<"\1l't~ 
ment of State should decide whether Soviet implementltion <"1 
the Jessup-Malik agreement has been sufiici6d to warrant the 
convening of the CFM. 

(CIA Comment: CIA agrees that the USSR may be 
attempting to preserve the most favorable pOSition possible . 
in the event of a breakdown of the CFM negotiations. CrA 
further believes that the USSR Will attempt at Paris to exploit 
certain remaining transport restrictions in bargaining on the 
over-all problem of German trade and its relation to western 
export policy. CIA believes, however, that the Kremlin's 
strong desire to hold the CFM meeting would impel the USSR 
to modify its resn-ietions on Berlin trade if confronted by a 
western refusal to convene the CFM under present conditions.) 
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136. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 10 June 1949, French Military Plans in Indochina
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FRENCH Mn.rrARY PLANS IN iNDOCHINA 

French plans to shift both manpower and materiel 
from their forces in French-oecupied Germany and North 
Africa for an autumn military campaign against Commlmist
led rebels in north Indochina materially affect the strategic 
interests of the US in both the Western· European and Far 
East theatres. In addition to reducing the defense potential 
of Western Union by shipping arms and equipment from 
French-occupied 'Western Germany, thll French action may 
impair the prestige of the US in the Far East because the 
French forces will be using US-made and US-supplied arms 
and equipment. Moreove];', the expenditure of French re
sources for the mUitary operatiollS in Indochina reduces the 
effect1veness of aid received und~lr the European recovery 
progra.m and delays the economic recovery of France. 

Tbe French, who have been attemptlng to suppress 
a Communist-led insurrection in Indochina since 1945, main
tain that complete control of the China-Indochina border is 
neteessary to keep the Chfinese CommWlists from providiug 
both men and mateI'iel to the rebels or from evading Indo
chIDa. Tile French also point out tIlat a stabilization of tlletr 
position in mdochina is essential if Southeast Asia is to be 
made secure against tbe menace .:If Communism. As another 
part of thei!' program to re-establ1shcontrol tbroltghoo.t Indo
china, the French recently signed an agreement with Bao Dat, 
former emperor of one do the IndochiMse states, granUn,~ 
him authority to establish an "independent" government for 
Indocllina within the French Union. Bao Dai wUl probably 
announce the formation of his government Within the next two 
weeks, and the French hope tha1t lie will gain the support of the 
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non-Communist followers in the rebel group. The French 
are convinced, however, that snbstanttil.l military success 
against the resismnce movement is necessary to Ba.o Dai's 
initial political success. In formulating the1l" plans for 
Indochina, both Bao Dai and the French envisage publw 
support from the US and[ mUitary aid, 'w;lich t'!l~y haw 
already indi!'ectly requested. rJS compliance w1.tiI these 
requests would provide the Far East CommuniSt pro~
gandista with anothel\' opportunity to charge that the US if~ 
supporting :reactionary colonial powers against the interests 
of the Asian peoples. 
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137. ORE 45-49 Excerpt, 16 June 1949, Probable Developments in China
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PROBABLE DEVELOPMENTS IN CHINA 

SUMMARY 

Introductory Note: The purpose of the fonow
ing discussion is to present probable develop
ments in ChIna which will affect US interests 
during the next six to twelve months. 

1. Communist military forces are capable 
during the summer months of 1949 of destroy
ing all semblance of unity 10 the National Gov
ernment of ChIna; and before the year Is out, 
the Communists will have formed a central 
government ~hich will see~ 1oternational rec
ognition. 

2. The US cannot reverse or signlficantiy 
check this course of events, nor is there any 
prospect that the Soviet orientation of the 
Chinese Communists can be altered 10 the im
mediate future. However, during the coming 
months, developments 10 China will raise a 
number of problems on which the US may 
either take action advancing, or avoid action 
compromising, its interests 10 ChIna and else
where. Chief among these are the formation 
of a Communist central government claiming 
international recognition, Communist aims 
regarding Taiwan and Hong Kong, the Com
munist need for foreign trade, and US aid to 
anti-Communist groups in China. In addi
tion, US interests probably will be affected ad
versely by the expansion of Communist influ
ence throughout the Far East, particularly if 
a Chinese Communist regime gains seats on 
the Far Eastern COmmission and the Allied 
Council for Japan, and acquires China's 
claims regarding a future Japanese peace 
treaty. 

3. The government to be organized by the 
Chinese Communists will be proclaimed as a 
"coalition," but actually will be a Communist 
dictatorship. In foreign affairs the Commu
nists during the coming months will continue 
to be solidly allgned with the USSR. The new 
regime will honor the Sino-Soviet Treaty of 
1945 and its attitude in 1oternational relations 
will be governed by the Moscow line. It will 
probably maintain an unfriendly attitude to
ward the US 10 particular and all other gov_ 
ernments that impede the world Communist 
movement, as well as denounce ChIna's exist
ing international agreements with those gov
ernments. 

4. Communist armed forces, now decisively 
superior to the Nationallsts, will continue their 
program of area-by-area acquisition. They 
are capable of elimlnating all effective milItary 
resistance 10 the south, southwest, and north
west by the end of 1950. 

5. The Chinese Communists will probably 
not be faced with serious food shortages dur
ing the next year. Some progress will be 
made in reviving transportation and 1odustry, 
and the Communists will have a relatively 
stable currency. The Communists' principal 
economic problem in the coming months will 
be that of acquiring petroleum, machinery, 
and perhaps cotton. There is little prospect 
of substantial SOviet aid, and domestic re
sources must be supplemented by these essen
tialimports. Therefore, China's economic re
covery during the next year will probably de
pend on active Western trade and close ties 
with occupied Japan. 

• 
Note: The 1ntelllgence organizations of the Departments of Army, Navy, and the Air Force 

have concurred in this report; for a dissent of the Intelligence Organization of the 
Department of State, see Enclosure A, p. 21. This report contains information avail
able to CIA as of 2 June 1949. 
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138. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 17 June 1949, China: Soviet Orientation
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FAR EAST 

CB.lNA 

SO'(Tl~!t O1'ientatton MeanwhU€" Chtilese Cmmnullist SU'.OO-
m.ents h8.ye bel~'n entirely in accord with 

orthodox Communist doctrine <cnd the Party continues in lts 
UlliWave~'ing acknowledgement of Soviet leadership in the 
international Communist movement. Despite this orthodoxy, 
fue Chinese Communlof'ts may '~rect a temporary facade of 
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friendly cooperation willi the waste:m pO';vel':3 in ol'del' to 
e:~pedlw trade and commerce ,~ssen!;i.al to China. m. fact, 
China's b.·eroendolls economic !le;:,ds and the :JU\l>HUy oi' 
t.he USSR to fUl tllOse n(~eds 0.fl~H· the most Elmly p!'usr·ect 
at pl.'(!sent for the development of fri.di.011 b,!~ween tile \;wo 
natiuEI'!. 
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139. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 24 June 1949, The CFM Meeting; Eastern Europe: Purges
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THE CFM MEETll'l'G 

The recent meeting of the Council of Foreign Ministers, 
which made substantml prog-£ess on the Austrian treaty and 
agreed in principle on a modus vivendi for Germany, clearly 
revealed that the Kremlin does not yet beHeve that the unifica
tioo of Germany would contribute to eventual Soviet control oveh' 
Germany. The Kremlin is not ready to relax its grip on Berlin 
anel ",ast Germany and apparently h-elteves that ultimate Soviet 
objectives can best be obtained by a slight relaxation in cold war 
tension and continuation of the partition of Germany. 

The faUure of Vishinsky to build up a consistent propa
ganda pattern at Park.;, as well as his defensive attitude and 
apparent imprOvisation, suggests that some basic change took 
place in the Soviet attitude not long before the meeting. The 
l"i!de jolt to the USSR from the May eleeUo1l!.S in the Soviet Zone 
Ge.fnrmyand continuing difficulties in maintaining Soviet control 
over the Satellites may have contrfuuteci to the Soviet deci.'3ion to 
ma:rk time on the German quest!on. More fundamentally, howeveJl", 
the USSR may have estimated that a western economic recession 
is now approaching more :rapidly than was previously believed 
and consequently that tIle future will provide more favorable 
oppoI'Umities for the attainment of Soviet objectives in Germany 
and Western Europe. 

The Kremlin probably reasoJl.S that the western powers, 
particularly the US, will be in a weaks\:' position in the event of 
a depreSSion to oppose the USSR because: (1) an economy-minded 
US would be more reluctant to give adequate SUPPOl't to the Europeall 
recovery program and the Military Aid Program; (2) economic dif
ficulties would weaken US-Britisb-French solidarity; (3) Western 
Europe would be increasingly reluctant to maintain trade restric
tio:ns against Eastern Europe; and (4) economic distress would 
maKe western Germany more receptive to Soviet ovet'tul"es. 
With this in mind, the USSR apparently felt it necessary to preserve 
the status quo while making certain that the door remained open 
for future negotiations through the machinery of the CFM. A more 
U'uculent Soviet attitude at Paris might have increased western 
determination to l'e-all'm and impelled westem le~islatures to 
continue their fimncm.l support of the "COld war' despite economic 
troubles at home. 

- 2 -
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139. (Continued)
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EASTERN EUROPE 

By means of purging "nationalists" in the SateU,tte 
Communtst parties, a more aggressive eam.pa:lgn against the 
CathOlic Church, and an intensification of its attackS upon 
Tiro, tbe Kremlin is continuing its attempts to consolidate 
its position and control in the satellite countries. The 'rigel' 
and mtllnsity of Soviet activity in the Satellite area reflects 
continuing 60vi.et concern over the ability of the local Com
munist regimes to sene Saviot interests. Confronted with 
growing economic recovery in Western Europe in compartson 
willl economic hardship in the satellites, a stm-def~t Yugo
slaVia, and a more aggressively hostile Catb:1>l1c Church, the 
Kremlin has apparently decided to take prompt and drasttc 
steps toward eliminating the last vestiges of opposition in 
its uneasy Satellites. 

Pru.-tg Purges The vigorous efforts being made in Hungary 
and Bulgaria to eradicate "nationalist" 

daviationists indicate tllat the Kremlin bas 11.0t yet solved the 
problem of "home-gt"uwn" Communism. In both countries, 
the ruling group of Moscow adherents is attacking a pro
minent nattonalist Communist leader in order to make an 
e:sample cl him. Former Bulgarian eeo.uomie czar Traichc 
Kootovand ex-Hungarhln Foreign MlnJster Laszlo Rajk havt! 
already been expelled from the Communist Party. The Jmn
gari<m regime now seeks to destroy Raflt. totally by levalliDg 
at him the sensational charge of espionage for the US, whUe 
the p:ro~nda assault on Kostov, in which even the Com
infOl'm joo.:rnal is being utilized, continues unabated. Both 
Xostov and Rajk bad 11 substantJal party following and bad 
risen to power locally wlthoot direct Kremlin support. 
Their (jesnctton wllI demoralize anti-Moscow Bulgarian 
and lIungartan Communists and forestall tOO rise of any 

- 4 -
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Communists who might consider the national interest before 
that of the USSR. 

Anti-Catholic Drive The Soviet Union's continuing drive 
against the Cathoiic Church is cur

rently being focused on Czechoslovakia, where the probable 
imminent arrest of Archbishop Beran may follow the pattern 
established in the recent Mtndszenty trial in Hungary. 
(in Poland the Communist Government is preparing cases 
against certain Catholic bishops for collaboration with the 
Nazis.) The Czechoslovak Government is publicly accusing 
Beran of political activity agaimlt the siate and will probably 
arrest him soon on trumped-up charges of treason based 
upon evidence allegedly found in the Archbishop's personal 
fUes. Beran's arrest will immobil12ie the last effective anti
Communist force in Czechoslovakia. Mean:whUe, Soviet de
termination to eradicate Cathol1e power and influence in the 
Satellites has been matched by the increasingly aggressive 
anti-Communist s1and of the Vatican. Communist plans to 
establish national or Communist-mantpula.ted churches have 
apparently caused the Vatican to abandon an hope of achiev
ing a modus vivendi in the Satellites and instead to embark 
on a vigorous campaign to resist Commun1et anti-CathoUc 
pressure. In additlon to stepping up its radio propaganda 
designed to stiffen Cathol1c resistance tn the Satellites, the 
Vatican has already meted out severe penalties of excom
munication and suspension to Catholics in Hungary and 
Czechoslavakia who participate tn the antt-Church campaign. 
In addition, the Church may soon issue a fundamental en
cyclical warnfDg all Catholtes tn the Soviet orbit against 
cooperating with the Communists and appealing to the Chris
tIan world for aid and Intervention. Despite these Vatican 
moves, however. the Communists retain a deftnite advantage 
in the struggle. BasfDg their strat.egy on cutting the ties 
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binding local Catholic churches with Rome, on separating the 
Church hierarchy from the parish priests 2nd the P<3ople, and 
on abolishing Cathou.c control over education, the Communist 
regimes have the means a.nd determination eventually to des
troy all effective Catholic resistance in the Satellites. 

Polish Changes In t1ghtenmg theu'.grip 00. Poland, the pro-
Moocow Comrnm!ists have contim:!ed their 

slander campaign against the Catholic C.Ilm·ch 3.111 are gleam
ing Aleksandel!' Zawadski, a faithful Moscow follower. for 
titular leadership in the Party. Since Gomulka was read out 
of the Party leadership about a year ago, Zawadski's ascent 
bas been steady and rapid until now he appears to be the 
Nu:;:nbel' One prospect i);o serve as the Party's il'Om: man. 
Senice with the Red a:rmy and as a pOlitiC<'1.1 commissar in 
the SoViet-sponsored Polish Army corps, plus eleven years 
of ptoUttca1 imprtsonm"nt, Ita va made Zawadski a convinced 
and ruthless Communist and a logi('.al Kremlin choice to 
hmd the Polish Communist Party and perbaps eventually 
the Poli,<;.n Government. 

Albanian Weakness r.roo SOl>1.et "penet1"atlontsts," who 
have assumed direct control of the 

HO'.!Wa adiministll.'ation jn Albania, are eonc2ntrating their 
main efforts toward stabilizing the l'egime on alleviating the 
nation's transportation. difficulties. During 1949, Soviet rail
wa:v technicians helped open a railroad running bet\veen the 
capitol at TiX'ana and t.he principal Supply port at D!!.;razzo. 
Despite the presence and activities of the Soviet representatives 
in Albania and other Soviet efio:rts to mainiain this weak and 
distant Satellite outpost, Bm;:l;a. remains pessimistic about 
the future of both himself and his coontll'y. His pessimism is 
basl?d upon: (1) Alb<mla's basic poverty and 11.ck of seJ.f-suUi.
cf.eney; (2) the cUl'rent hostility of the people ~oward his Pl"o
SovIet regime; and (3) t1b.e isolation cJl Albania from the rest 
of the Soviet bloc. 

- 6 -
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140. Intelligence Memorandum 202, 25 July 1949, Review of CIA Estimate ORE 60-48:
Threats to the Security of the United States
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GEN'l'RAL :m'BLLIGEffCE AGENGY 

25 .July 19h9 

EiUBJEG'r: He1!.t"w of CIA Estima'~e ORE 60-48: ,['hreats to the Securi'r.y of the 
Un5.t·Jd States (PubHsh$d 213 September 1948). 

1. ?:116 t,fL."'eat,s to US seourity and the poss:'lbllity of direct. Soviet 

military action against the West have been under continuing review duxing ';~he 

last few years,. In ORE 60-48, dated 13 September 1948. ent:i:tled "'l'brel.tts 

to the Secuxit,;r of the United States," it was est:L:lJated that w:i.thin t.he next -
decade the USSR 1'Ia~ ur~kely deliberately to resort to war to gain its end 

unless it considered'that it was in imminent danger of attack by the 

Western Powers. In ORE 40-49. dated 21 April 1949. entitled "Possibility 

of Direct llJ.litary Action during 1949." it \'laS est:iJnated that a deliberate 

Soviet resort to military action against the Wast in 1949 WaG improbable. It 

1Is,s pointed out in the latter study, however. that international tension had 

increased during 1948and that it liO".tid probably increase fuxther during 1949. 

, l:nth!'iss circumstances it was estimated that the danger of an unintended ".-" - - . . . 

outbreak of hoetilities through Ir.iscalculation on eitherS1de must be 

considered to have increased, 

2. A review of developments s:inea publication of ORE 40-49. lends 

fuxther con.firmat·ion to the ba(,ic es'timate that t.he USSR is unlikely 

Note: This melllOl'andum is in procell:> of coordination vdth the intelligence 
organiz8.tiohs of the Departments of State, Army, Navy, and t.he Air 
Force., 
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delib~ratelY to :resort '~o dirc~!t ndl:~.tary action durir4g t.he next. d::~(~l;-Ce; R.na 

to the epelcifi.c estima.te that " !."'''SOl'''~ to tdlitary action curing 1<;11,9 is 

improb~ble. Thase. developrs.ant,,) lil~£n~ise point to a $Ubst.antittl rcdllC1:.'i.OT:'. 

in the danger of an unintended Qut.hr.ea:lc of hostiliHes trcl'Ov.gh miscal::;\!le:t5.on. 

on either side. The ItQst significant. I~ay be not.ed a.s fclloyss: 

!. The USSR accepted the signing of l~he At,lantic Pact .ti"th;c;ut th~ 

threatEming moves against Fillla.~. S::ondinavia, Yugos12.via. E.na Irall, ~'likh 

were considered possible. 

~. International tension has been substantiall;- reducE,d by Soviet 

initiative in proposi."Ig to lift t.he Berlin Blockade in consl.de,?ation of a 

reconvening of the Council of Foreign Ministers. The USSR ha& like.d.se in

dicated a desire to increase East-West, trade. and to continue discu .. "lsions on 

a Four-Power basis in. further meetings of the CFM • 

. E.- The inoreasing evide..'1ces of nationalist IIdeviationism" and 

economic difficulties in the satellite states bring into sharp rellef -the 

basic wealmesses in the position of the USSR and the need for' a protracted 

period of p€k~ce in order to consolidate its position within its own ~phere. 

,2 •. The unexpectedly rapid rise of a strong Communist state in 

China. offers the USSR, on the one ha~:ld. the opport.U1lity of qm.ckly sJ;paYlGing 

its innuence by peace.ful means ir! A;"ia and. 011 the other, confronts it wit·;" 

t.lle delicate p..,,"oblem of att,empting t,) bring tho nB~1 (JOL=ht l'sgime :intD 

the f:r"ol!H3fiOl.;k cf an internationf':.l d:tGtatoTship direct,ed f:t~om. ~;flt,ca~c Ii. 

2 

~J~( C I'.' 
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Europe mieht adver$~y affect those.favorable prospects of attaj~ Soviet 

objectives in the For East by peaceful mean.s • 

.!. The development, oftha eoonomic recasslon in the US and th .. 

dollar crisis t.n the UK appears to ha,'e confiI'lrol:'Ai the USSR :ill ita baliei' 

that a general .eoonomic crisis in the capitalist world is at hand. Under 

these circumstances the USSR undoubtedly anticipates that US support of 

Western Europe will be substantially weakened. that ~~sterh unity ~ill be 

disrupted byeontlieting eeoriomie intr;a'ests and that, as a result. 

opportunities will open up for the attainment of Soviet objeotives witt~ut 

resort to mili~ aotion. 

3. It is concluded, therefore, that the danger ot war as the result 

of deliberate Soviet military aotion or of miscalculations on the part ot , 

either side will be less during the next year or two than at any time in 

recent years. Rouever, it economic conditions deteriorate, particularly in 

Ja.pan or Germany" it is possible that Co.tnmuIi1stexp1.i)itetion of these 

d!tficUlties might ereateloeal disturbanaestMt lIould inCrease the internal. 

security problem ot US O<lcupation 1'oroes. 

-3-
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141. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 29 July 1949, Nationalism in the Satellites
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NA. TIONALlSM IN THE SA TELLI'l'ES 

Although the widespread Pt)Jl'gEls of satellite Com.muniSt 
parties din.>ing tits past year were motivated largely by the 
Kremlin's desire to crush a l'isL.ag "nationalistic" sentiment, 
there remains little likelihood tbat resurgent nationalism. will 
lead any of the Satellites to emulate Tito's nationalist revolt 
in the near future. In this eastelt'n European nationalism, 
however, the Kremlin faces an elusive opponent which gl'owe 
in proportion to the Iu-emUn's efforts to destroy it. Many of 
the :rank and fUe Satellite Party members who have adopted 
the economic and social theories of Communism are becommg 
l'lel'easmgly restive under Sm1et exploitation of their nations. 
Thts feeling, which is also nurtured by a long tradition of ant1-
Russianism. will undoubtedly have continuing though tnP.ftective 
repercussions within the various Satellite Communist hierarchies 
as Party leaders continue to be faced with the choice of support
ing their own national interests or accepting mounting exploita
tion by the Ex'amlin. 

At the present time, howeve:r. Satellite "nati011a!Lsnl,'" 
both within and outside the Communist parties, is an undisci~ 
pUned and leaderless force whieh the Kremlin. Is fully capable 
of controlling. Moreover, grow:mg numbel's of thorougltly . 
loyal KremHn followers bemg l.rul:ialled in pvwer in the Satel
U~S are consolidating their cOllu'ol of the Satellite security 
forces through a combination of blind loyalty, intensive aspio·· 
nags. and ruthless terror, Nationalist Comm.unists who have 
succeeded in reaching posltiol:lB crt authority either have been, 
01:' are being, elim:mated, The Kremlin's successful ouster, 
without overt repercussioo.s~ of such popular Communist 
leaders as Gomulka (Poland). Rajk (Hungary), and K08toV 
9,3ulgal'ia) is sufficient warning to other Satellite leaders with 
'nattor.aliBtie" tendencies, 

- 14 -
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In PoJ2.nd, where nationaUsm is probably as strongly 
~tned in tile Communists as anywhere tn oo.stern Europe, 
tight Kremlin controls and the Soviet OOctlpatton troops 
!'ellder any "anti-nationalist" coup within the Party highly 
limprobablll! at this time. The least se(.'Uft'I sector of the 
SO'll'i3t power position in eastern Europe is looated in isolated 
and tiny Albania, but even there the USSR 1;,.1.$ been making 
strenucus efforts to mamtain an unpopular Pl'O-Sov1et group 
in power through repeated purges of "nationalist" elements. 
In Bulgaria and Hungary. effect1ve nationalist oppooltioo.llati! 
been sl1romated for the present as a result ru the recent 
dismissal and diSgrace of Bulgarian economic ~.;ar Kosta" 
and Hungarian li'Ol'elgn Minister Rajk. Czechoslovakia l'S
mains the only Satellite WOOl'S the Comm,lll'.!ist. Party has not 
been publicly purged during the last year of "nationalist" 
tendencies and elements. 

- 15-
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142. Daily Summary Excerpt, 22 August 1949, Soviet Military Move Against Tito Held
Unlikely
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50 22 AUG 1949 

GENERAL 

1. Soviet mnttary move against Tito held unllkely--US Ambas
sador Kirk reports that foreign diPlomatIe observers In 
Moscow continue to discount the probabUity of direct Soviet 
action against Tito at this time despite the ominous tone of 
the latest Soviet note to Yugoslavia. Accordtng to Kirk, the 
US Embassy is in general agreement with the view of most 
observers that the Kremlin is counting on the liquidation of 
Tlto as a consequence of the serious Yugoslav economic situ
ation and a SOviet "war of nerves" accompanied by harassing 
measures short of hostilities. 

US Embassy Belgrade reports. concerning current 
rumors of Soviet troop movements along the Yur.oslav border. 
that although the Yugoslav Government is believe~ fully aware 
of such rumors, there is no evidence that new security 
measures are being taken. 

(CIA Comment: CIA agrees that overt Soviet mUitary 
action against Yugoslavia remains doubtful. CIA considers 
the rumors from HUIlgary and Rumania regarding Soviet troops 
movements along the Yugoslav border to be a part of the Soviet 
"war of nerves" rather than an indication of imminent mnttary 
action by the USSR.) 

- 1 -
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143. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 9 September 1949, Indochina: Ho’s Defiance
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SECRET 

INDOCHINA 

Ho's Defiance Recent defiant statements by Ho Chi Minh's 
resistance government in Indochina have 

virtually eliminated the prospect of Ho's agreeing to a compro
mise settlement for "independence" within the framework of 
the French Union. The Ho regime bas flatly denied that Bao Dai 
has won more concessions for Vietnam than were embodied 
in earlier agreements between Ho and the French. Moreover, 
the Ho regime is demanding Wlqualified tndependencefor Indo
china, offering no concessions to the French and demanding 
none. MeanwhUe, Ho's relationship with the Kremlin and the 
Chinese CommWlists remains obscura. His present defiant 
stand was at least in part the result of his encouragement over 
Communist victories in China, and Ho bas stated his willingness 
to accept mUitary equipment from the Chinese Communists. 
011 the other hand, Ho still maintains that neutrality between 
the US and the USSR is both possible and deSirable, and his 
repudiation of the French Union is inconsistent with recent 
pleas by Radio Moscow for Ftanco-Vietnamese conciliation 
within the Union. . 

- 10 -
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144. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 23 September 1949, Eastern Europe: Communist
Deviation; Hungary: Treason Trial
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: SECRETor 

EASTERN EUROPE 

Communtst Deviation Within recent weeks, the diS-
integrating effect on international 

Communtsm of Tito's defection from the Soviet orbit has 
become increasingly apparent and could eventually result 
in the formation of a Tito supported. anti-8taliniSt Com
munist movement. In France, Germany. and Italy. Com
muntsts supporting Tito have defied the Party, and there 
are increaablg indications that groups as yet unorganized 
have rallied to his support even in the Satellites. At some 
future time, these dissidents who opposed Soviet Commu
niSm both before and after the Tito-Kremlin rift may 
unite to form an organization which would seriously 
challenge the Soviet position as the leading Communist 
state and as the sole interpreter of Communist doctrine. 
A necessary premiSe to amalgamation of these dissident 
Communist groups is the need to abandon the many sharply 
divergent interpretations of the Marxist-Leninist doctrine. 
If a dispute on these divergent views could be postponed 
temporarUy, a Communist movement, not oriented toward 
Moscow and wtthoutprejudtce to national sovereignty, might 
develop that would carry considerably more appeal and in
fluence; especially in non-Communist countries, than Stalin
ism. In the Satellites, the USSR has already felt it necessary 
to take stringent measures against nationalist deviation. Tito 
would undoubtedly sympathize with any such anti-Stalinist 
defection, but be is not likely to give his overt support to it 
at this time. If, however, an independent Communist move
ment gains momentum, he might well aspire to become its 
tallying point. 

- 5 -
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HUNGARY 

Treason Trial The current trial bl Budapest involving 
ex-Minister of Int.erior Laszlo Rajk and 

othel' disaffected Communi.sts differs in one important 
respect from the numer.ous postwar treason trials in the 
Satellites. UntU now, the al"ch-enemy, has been the 
"imperialist" West. In the current trial, 'rito has replaced 
the West as the principal vUL'lin. Although the trial Is thus 
another weapon being used by the Kremlin in ti,e war of 
nerves against Yugoslavta, it is designed primarlly to 
unl1y the Party by eliminating a dangerous deviationist 
group and to demonstrate to Communists throughout the 
Soviet orbit the futility of defying the USSR. That the Krem
lin feels it necessary to stage the trial at this time, however. 
indicates both the strength of anti-Moscow feeling among 
Satellite Communists and the need for continuing ch'astic 
measures by the USSR to keep its Satellite parties in liIlt~o 

" 7 -
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145. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 30 September 1949, Soviet Union: Atomic Explosion
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SOVIET UNION 

Atomic Explosion With the announcement of an atomic 
explosion in the USSR, Soviet cal'3.bUities 

for fighting the cold war have been increased. No immediate 
change in Soviet policy or tactics is expected. In fact, the 
improvement in the Soviet power pOSition resulting from 
posseSSion of the atomic bomb makes it less likely that the 
USSR will relax its intransigence in East-West negotiations. 
Moreover, the USSR can use the new situation to advantage 
as additional support for nearly all the major pollcy lines it 
has followed since the end of World War n. 

- 5 -
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SOVIET UNION 

In its continuing efforts to check growing Western 
EUl"opean economic aIld military unity, the USSR will now 
exploit the world-wide fear of an atomic war. In this 
respect, the USSR haa seriously weakened the psychological 
advantage until now held by the US as a result of monopoly 
of atomic weapons, particularly si.nce the an..'louncement 
was made before the US had succeeded L .. building a strong 
political, economic, aud military bulwark against Soviet 
expansion. 

Meanwhile, the USSR may find it easier to gain 
support for a UN compromise between the US and Soviet 
positions on control of atomic energy. The Soviet stand, 
calling for destruction of atomic weapons before inter
national contl."ols are imposed, will. have greater propaganda 
effect inasmuch as Soviet spokesmen can now assel."t that 
Soviet atomic weapons will also be destroyed. The USSR 
will not relax its opposition to effective intel'natior.al con
trol of atomic energy but, in vi.ew of the advantages accru.ing 
to the USSR from an iuternational convention outlawing 
atomic weapolls, will probably increase its efforts to compro
mise the US atomic energy POOJ.tiOll. 

Lastly, Soviet possession of the atomic weapon will 
greatly strengthen the Current Soviet "peace offensive." 
It will enable Communist front oX'gantzations to point to 
the willingness of the USSR to destroy all atomic weapons 
and to stress the greater urgency £0:1,' acceptance of the 
Soviet proposal for a Uve -power peace pact. 

- 6 -
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146. Daily Summary Excerpt, 6 October 1949, Molotov Reported Handling Soviet Internal
Problems
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GENERAL 

1. Molotov reorted handl 
ccor 1ng as or essup at e UN. et 

Foreign Minister Vishinsky told British Foreign Secre
tary Bevin, in response to his query coneernblg the 
health of ex-Foreign Minister Molotov, that Molotov is 
now concerned solely with economic-financial problems 

. andtlle :rehabUitation of the Soviet economy, 
(CIA Comment: Confirmation of this report that 

Stalin's right-band man is engaged solely with internal 
problems would point to an increased Soviet emphasis 
upon dealing wUh domestic aOO Satellite difff.cuities 
springing from Tito's defeetton.and the present adverse 
pOSition of the USSR in the cold war.) 

.. 6 OC11949 

1109 
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147. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 7 October 1949, Germany: East Zone Government
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W EST ERN E U R 01' E 

GERMANY 

East Zone Government Formation on "I October of the 
Soviet-sponsored German Demo

cratic Republic in East Germany is a logical Soviet re
action to developments in West Germany and represents 
a SOviet effort to regain the initiative in Germany. The 
new regime, by claiming sovereignty O"l7er all Germany, 
will enable the USSR to counter the attraction of the 
Bonn Gi:l'Vernment as the focal point of German tmlty. 
Moreover, establishment of the new regime with Its 
capital in Berlin may result in increased Soviet pressure 
for the Withdrawal of the western powers from Berlin. 
In an attempt to obtain the maximum pOlitical advantages 
from the East German state, the USSR will grant the 
new regime the appearance of greatel' independence than 
the West German C..overnment through such propaganda 
devices as promises of early troop withdrawal, a separate 
peace treaty, and diplomatic recognition by the USSR and 
the Satellites. It is unlikely, however, that the USSR will 
risk early withdrawal of its troops from the Soviet Zone. 
Moreover, the Kremlin is unlikely to propose seriously 
a merger of the East and West governments until the 
Soviet position throughout Germany is considerably 
stronger. 

-2-
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148. Intelligence Memorandum 248 Excerpt, 7 November 1949,  Satellite Relations With
the USSR and the West
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DlrELLIGEIWE !·lEl-lORIt1:lDU!{ NO. 248 

SUBJECT; SAtellite Relations w1:bh the USSR ancJ. the We:rl; 

The separation of any COl'liuf'orm Satellite £"X011 the Soviet' 1"b:l:;; is 

.. ohiciJ. Ol'.abled Tite IlUcocssfully '00 cimllenge Sovic'c, domir;.1tion in Yugo

slavia do not exist in the other Satellites. By the drastic remedial 

measures to uhich it has rasorted, tha Krsrnlin lws indicated its auare-

satell1 te nat:l.o.,'ruie:m. 

The COllD.:ni'O:ml Satellites 08.!l be expected to maintain a. basicaUy 

antagoIllll'tic policy tOl,la,rd the US reflecting that of the Soviet Unioue 

A:vry re:i.axe,t1on of' satellite !lnts.gonism tot"ara. the US ,",-ould be a te:mpo:ro...7 

tactic r.lO"Id.""ated by opportunistic considerations. 

The currant shift 1., th.e Wgoslav attitude toW'.lJ'd the US is baaed 

on l'lcrtives of self-prcsez"ve.t:lon beforo the mounting pressure from the 

Sov"....et bloc. Eev/ever; t..'lC continued dependi:JllGS of Yugoslav:i.D. en US support 

ll'otet '1"ni8 mell!oranCiu)ll hall not been coord:11".a:~e:i ~!:i,th the $.ntellieenc"e 
organizations of -th" Depa:L"'l;;nents of S'~ate~ Army, rl£\,V"'j': w::ld the 
fAil" ~brce G 

- , 
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again5t the Soviet Union "Iill probably result in a gradually illlproved 

Yu..,"'Oiliv attitude toward the US. 

Approxilllately 90 percent of the pcr-palstions Yitbin the Satellites 

~ hostile to the Co1Jmlwlist re~ ~sad on thEllll. A1tl~ opposition 

elements in the 'l!'a.rious Satel1!t$ co:nstitute f.l. majority of. the popUlation, 

Oo..~"list ~ a:i:med at separatiug thatn and destroying their orgen!

mUon end 1e!lderahip" Telldw such elGlOOllts ineffectiv<:) as opponents to 

Oo:m:uniet dom:i:oation of' :&letam Europe. 

Local Oomrunist cont:rol over the sateJ.lite pooples is a=eised tnrougl! 

the tJ."aditioll!U. Communist inetrll'mentl.l which inc!u.d9 the lW.'t,y, ~t;r 

organs; and the a.r.med forces. In addition, aubsidiary poil.tioal, eulturol, 

and 000=110 organizaidons nrc used to diasetlli:tlate Colslur.ict infl:uenoo. 

The :p:reaenoe or avaUabUit»' of Sovlet mUita:ry aight in the So.te1llt$ 

conatitntea the most potent f'aator in :maintaining the Oolll!lltl.nist regimes :in 

power. '£he V<ll"iO'Ull Cclmmmiat :parties under thG ilr.iil!edia te d:h'ection and 

control of rGllable Soviet agents, tom tJ:-.e older vehicles by <lhioh the 

aoviatization of Eastern EI>.rope is being Ci!.l'Tied out. The enti .... a political, 

rnilita.Y.7. and economie life of the Satellites ie being geared to the ~ 

plemantetion of' Sovlet aims 'll".der a tight K....-emlln OOlltrol. In !lOW i.-wtanaes. 

the Soviet Embassy itsali' sQ'Vea M t,ne main cOl1l!rand cha.nnel bettmoo the 

Rreml:i.n and tlw satellits gov('I);'l:lIltentai in otohera, tl"Uatad lOOl'!l. Oo~ta 

have ~-eot access to !loaccwo 
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148. (Continued)
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The USSR has aJi.ea.ay a.'i;tai.l1ed e. high deg;~ee of eoonomic control over 

the Satellites. One ot' the major points of Soviet vulnerability, l.10~lever~ 

is'the subordination of satellite econorllic Helf'are to Soviet interest. Con

sido:rable popul.ar resentment. even in CotlElU.lrl.st oi.1'cles, has resulted from 

the £orceful tl'al'-Si'ormation of the economio stl'uoture of Eestern Europe. 

the lowered standa:J;d of liV'ing, e.nd th9 failm'e of the USSR to moet the 

,inCVlltrUil requirements of the Sa;tellites. Thus far, hO'1011'01'. Soviot 

political and economic control has been sufficient to prevent effective 

nationalist deviation from Kremlin a.utbority. !1ean~hile. the US export 

control program has contributed eubstruIt:1aJJ:y to slotP_'lg the rate of" economio 

develo}lllent in the Satel1."i.tes ar.a. has added to the strain in ~esent Soviet

Satellite relations. 
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149. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 10 November 1949, Soviet Union: Malenkov Speech

Image: 00000294.tif

SOVIET UNION 

Malenkov Speech In a speech more bellicose and boastful 
than the 1948 address, Polifuuro-

member Malenkov keynoted the thirty-second anniversary 
of the Bolshevik Revolution with a repetition of the well-
worn Soviet propaganda line. Although Malenkov's speech 
indi.cated that the Kremlin to a greater extent than ever 
before consider.s the US its principal enemy, there was no 
hint of a change in Soviet cold war tactics or of the abandon
ment of well-tested Soviet subversive methods for the achieve
ment of economic and political goals. With regard to Germany, 
Malenkoy's remarks implied a continuing Soviet desire for 
a un.ified Germany under Communist control and emphasized 
that such a solution was vital to the preservation of world 
peace. The Communist regime in China was referred to 
almost deferentially, much as a junior partner rather than 
a Satellite, and by linking India with China as a decisive factor 
in the East-West struggle, Malenkov also implied that China 
was a springboard rather than a resting point for Soviet ex
pansion in the Far East. Malenkov's exaggerated assertions 
of internal economic achievements are intended to conceal the 
inadequacies of the current five-year plan and prepare the 
way for its abandonment in January 1950 in favor of a "master" 
plan for the entire orbit under the direction of the Council for 
Economic Mutual Assistance. Delivery of this important 
address by Malenkov clearly established him as the number 
three man in the Soviet hierarchy, ranking behind only Stalin 
and Molotov. 

- 6 -
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150. Daily Summary Excerpt, 29 November 1949, Soviet Attack “Reported” for 1950
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1. ,SOViet attack "reported" for 1950.-The US Consul in 
Bremen transmits a report from an "old and reliable" 
contact residing in western Berlin that "war is expected 
in the spring of 1950." Source asserts that a Soviet 
army of 600,000 is on the new Polish border, that the 
USSR is operating twp former German rocket bases, and 
that these rockets have a range of 4800 kilometers 

,!approximately 3,000 mUes). The Consul comments that 
'source is in touch with intimates of Minister President 

Grotewohl"; he further comments that the foregoing is 
belieVed to be a reliable report concerning information 
which the USSR is now furnishing top officials of the 
East German Government. ' . 

(CIA Comment: CIA estimates that such an 
attack by the USSR.in the spring of 1950 is improbable. 
This report probably represents an extension of the 
Soviet propaganda line designed to rally East Germans 
behind the Soviet puppet government and to frighten those 
elements of the German population whiCh a're supporting 
the West.) 
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151. Daily Summary Excerpt, 5 December 1949, Comments on Soviet Plans Against Tito
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1. Comments on Soviet plans against Tito--In discussing the 
possibility of Soviet armed action to liquidate Tito, US 
Embassy Belgrade expresses the opinion that the Kremlin 
will not "move openly" with military forces against 
Tito until convinced that his liquidation is absolutely 
essential. The Embassy adds that if Tito's heretical 
influence can be weakened or if he can be "ideologically 
sealed off" the Kremlin may feel that th.e risk of 
resorting to arms would not be justified. The Embassy 
does not beUeve that Soviet attempts to establish Tito 
as a "Fascist spy" will be successful in eliminating the 
dangers to the Soviet system inherent iil 'I'itoism; the 
Embassy points out, however, that the Kremlin "might 
well feel otherwise." 

(C~ Comment: CIA believes that although the Kremlin 
continues to be fully aware of the danger of Titoism, full 
scale military operations against Tito would not be under
taken unless the Kremlin is convinced that the US would 
hot intervene militarily.) 
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152. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 9 December 1949, Palestine: Soviet Policy
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NEAR EAST - AFRICA 

PALESTINE 

Soviet Policy In openly supporting the internationaliza-
Uon of Jerusalem, the USSR has once again 

demonstrated its desire to gain a voice in Near Eastern 
affairs and to foster dissension and unrest in the area and 
has highlighted the deterioration of Soviet-Israeli relations. 
The USSR probably supports internationalization, not 
only for the opportunity it affords for a direct Soviet voice
in the administration of Jerusalem but in the hope that the 
plan will prove unworkable and thus give rise to irridentist 
agitation and political instability. Although the USSR has 
abandoned its support for Israel on this issue, basic Soviet 
objectives remain unchanged: namely, to reduce Anglo
American influence, promote disunity in the Near East, and 
foster pOlitical and economic instability. Thus, in pursuance 
of these aims, the USSR at flrst supported Israel. With the 
gradual strengthening of US-Israeli ties, tbe USSR has re
duced its support and is again laying emphasis on its basic 
anU-Zionist policy. Similarly, Soviet support for a separate 
Arab state in Palestine is designed primarily to weaken 
UK-suppo:rted Jordan and to increase fragmentation in the 
Arab world. 
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153. Daily Summary Excerpt, 14 December 1949, Estimate of Soviet Position in Europe
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1. -Estimate of Soviet position in Europe--US Ambassador 
Kirk in Moscow suggests that the Kremlin's year-end 
estimate of the European scene is probably characterized 
by: (a) satisfaction in geneml regarding Satellite con
trol and evolution; (b) continuirigangerand concern over 
Tito, tempered by the belief that inCipient Titoism is 
being effectively suppressed in the remaining Satellites; 
and (c) real hopes for eventual advances in Germany and 
-Western EUl'ope. Kirk points out that although the Kremlin 
is aware of increased western integration and the loss-of 
Communist control of world labor, the Kremlin never
theless may expect these western gains to be wiped out 
eventually by-the "deepening economic criSis'? and 
"contradictions" between the western powers, The 
Ambassador concludes that. Moscow may again, as in 
1947, be considerably over-estimating Soviet prospects 
outside the Iron Curtain in Europe. 

(C,lA Comment: CIA believes that despite the 
KreW).in's optimistic expectations for an eventual 
wes~rn economic crisis and increaSing disunity 
among the western powers, the Kremlin probably 
recognizes that the USSR has suffered a temporary 
setback in Europe caused by: (a) military, economiC, 
and political measures undertaken by the western 
powers; (b) :the problems arising from Tito's deviations; 
and (c) reduced effectiveness of Communist parties in 
Western European nations.) 
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154. Daily Summary Excerpt, 4 January 1950, Implications of Mao’s Prolonged Stay in
Moscow
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1. Implications of Mao's prolonged stay in Moscow-
Commenting on the recent statement by Chinese 
Communist leader Mao Tse-tungthat he expected 
to remain fu the USSR for "several weeks,'~ US, 
Embassy Moscow considers it odd that Mao would 
absent himself from China for an extended period 
at this critical time. The Embassy cites previous 
reports of the "nationalistic" flavor of Mao's leader
ship and suggests that: (a) Mao's return to Peiping 
is being delayed by failure to reach agreement in 
negotiations with the USSR; and (b) strongly pro.
Kremlin elements in the Chinese Communist Party may 
be expected to take advantage of Mao's absence to 
strength~n their position at the expense of the "national
istic" faction in the Party. 

(CIA Comment: CIA believes that Mao's return to 
China may be delayed by an inability to reach agreement 
on certain provisions of a revised Sino-Soviet treaty. 
CIA has no evidence, however, that Mao is out of favor 
with the Kremlin or that an anti-Mao coup is being 
p~anned in China. ) 
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155. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 13 January 1950, Far East: Soviet Relations; Korea: Troop
Buildup

Image: 00000300.tif
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FAR EAST 

Soviet Relations Mao Tse-tung's protracted stay in Moscow 
has aroused speculation regarding a de

terioration in Sino-Soviet relations add Chinese Communist 
resistance to Soviet encroachment. Although the length of 
Mao's visit"may be the result of difficulties in reaching agree
ment on a revised Sino-Soviet treaty, the treaty will probably 
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155. (Continued)
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CHINA 

be signed this month and it is unlikely that Mao is 
proving dangerously intractable. Mao is a genuine 
and orthodox Stalinist, is in firm control bf the 
Chinese Communist Party, and is recognized as its 
head by all Party leaders and by the Chinese people 
generally, There is no evidence that any Communist 
faction is strong enough to succeed in an anti-Mao 
';oup or that the USSR 'Would be so rash as to replace 
Mao at this t.ime. The Kremlin .probably realizes that 
for some time its position in China will be best served 
by retaining the voluntary cooperation of the Chinese 
Communists rather than by using open or implied 
coercion. 

- 9 -
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155. (Continued)
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KOREA 

Troop Build Up The continuing southward movement of 
the expanding Korean People's Army 

toward the thirty-eighth parallel probably constitutes a 
defensive "measure to offset the growing strength of the 
offensively minded South Korean Army, The influx of 
Chinese Communist-trained troops from Manchuria, how
ever, will partially solve North Korea's manpower shortage 
and will add materially to the combat potential of the North 
Korea.n Army. North Korean military strength has been 
further bolstered by the assignment of tanks and heavy 
field guns to units in the tliirty-eighth parallel zone and by 
the development of North Korean air capabilities" Despite 
til is increase in North Korean military strength, the poss
Ibility of an invasion of South Korea is unlikely unless North 
Korean forces can develop a clear-cut superiority over the 
increasingly efficient South Korean. Army. 
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156. Daily Summary Excerpt, 1 February 1950, Implications of Soviet Recognition of the
Ho Regime in Indochina
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ANN E X 

1 February 1950 

IMPLICATIONS OF SOVIET RECOGNITION OF THE 
HO REGIME IN INDOCHINA 

Soviet recognition of Ho Chi Minh's "Democratic 
Republic of Vietnam" early this week, following similar 
action by the Chinese Communists, has jeopardized the al
ready, uneasy position of the French - -and the French
sponsored Bao Dai regime--in Indochina. The implicit 
threat in the Communist diplomatic maneuvers is strength
ened by the presence of Chinese Communist forces on the 
Indochina frontier and their ability to make substantial mili
tary supplies available to the pro-Communist Ho regime. 
This combination of pOlitical and military pressure may, by 
itself, force the French to withdraw from Indochina within 
a year. In the unlikely event that the Chinese Communist 
Government should send a major military force into Indochina 
for action against the French, French withdrawal could be ex
pected within six months. 

If France is driven from Indochina, the resulting 
emergence of an indigenous Communist-dominated regime 
in Vietnam, together with pressures exerted by Peiping and 
MOSCOW, would probably bring about the orientatIon of adjacent 
Thailand and Burma toward the Communist orbit. Under these 
circumstances, other Asian states--Malaya and Indonesia, par
ticularly--would become highly vulnerable to the extension 
of Communist influence, 

Meanwhile, by recognizing the Ho regime, the USSR 
has revealed it." determination to force France completely 
out of Indochina and to install a Communist government. 
Alone, France is incapable of preventing such a development. 
Although Western nations are committed to support of the 
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156. (Continued)

Image: 00000304.tif
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French on the diplomatic level-.... the US and the UK, for ex.
ample, pian shortly to extend recognition to the French
sponsored Bao Dai regime--such actions are unlikely to 
halt the present trend in Indochina" Prospects for obtaining 
additional diplomatic support for the French or Bao Dat are 
poor in view of the unwillingness of most Asian nations to 
assist whatthey regard as 3:. "coloriialise'puppet regime. 
In fact, many of these nations can interpret Soviet and Chinese 
recognition of Ho as concrete action in support of Asian na
tionalism, 

In resisting the Communist advance, France can 
now turn for assistance only to the US, which, in the face of 
recent actions by the USSR and China in seizing the initfutlve 
in Southeast ASia, is now coofronted with the general alter
natives of either increasing its support of Bao Dai or with
drawlng such support as has already been afforded. Adoption 
of the Iirst alternative sets up Bao Dai as the principal anti
Communist instrument in Indochina, despite the inherent 
weakness of his POSition, Asian nations, moreover, woUld 
tend to interpret such US action as support of continued 
Western colonialism, The second alternative, which would 
result in the inevitable downfall of Bao Dai, would open the 
way for intensified Communist action in Southeast Asia and 
would render increasingly difficult the containment of Soviet 
influence throughout the Far East. 
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157. Daily Summary Excerpt, 3 February 1950, French Views on Indochina
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1. French views on Indochina-,-According to US Ambassador 
Bruce in Paris, Parodi, Secretary of the French Foreign 
Office, is very "gloomy" about the implications for Indo
china of recent Soviet actions. Parodi is inclined to be
lieve that the Chinese Communists WIll grant strong 
support in equipment and technicians to the Vietnamese 
guerrilla leader Ho Chi Minh and that they may even 
launch a direct military assault against Indochina. Parodi 
stated that the French, in either case, could not withstand 
indefinitely and that his Government was planning to make 
inquiries concerning US intentions if such developments 
should materialize, 

(CIA Comment: CIA believes that the Chinese Com
munists can make substantial military supplies available 
to Ho Chi Minh but that they are unlikely to send a major 
military force into Indochina.). 
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158. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 3 February 1950, UN: Soviet Walkout; Southeast Asia:
Soviet Pressure

Image: 00000306.tif
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Soviet Walkout On.e major purpose of the Soviet UN 
walkout was probably to contribute 

to the Soviet effort to isolate China from Western in-
fluce by making it as difficult as possible for the US to 
reverse its China policyo The dramatic Soviet boycott 
of the UN, along with abuses of US officials and property 
in China, makes US recognition of the Peiping regime 
increasingly difficult in the face of opposition in the US 
Congress and presso The USSR is, therefore, encouraging 
a situation in which US recognition of the Chinese Com
munist regime could be widely construed and propagandized 
as an outright surrender to Soviet pressureo The walkout, 
although ostensibly d~signed to force the early unseating 
of Nationalist delegates, may actually have delayed the 
shift to Communist Chinese representation in the UNo 

Although Chinese and Soviet recognition of Ho Chi 
Minh (Communist leader in Indochina) is primarily aimed 
at fostering revolutionary activity in Southeast Asia, this 
action may also be parts of the Soviet effort to minimize 
contacts between China and the WesL Such Soviet moves 
which effectively postpone the establishment of US and 
French relations with China correspond to the gen.eral 
Soviet policy of discouraging Western contacts with the 
Soviet Satellites in Europeo 
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158. (Continued)
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SOUTHEAST ASIA 

Soviet Pressure The extensi.on of Soviet recognition to the 
United States of Indonesia and to Ho Chi 

Minh (Communist leader opposing the Bao Dai Government 
in Indochina) may presage greatly increased Soviet pressure 
against the Western pOSition in Southeast Asia. In Indochina, 
support from the USSR and the Chinese Communists will 
probably strengthen resistance to Bao Oai and may turn the 
balance in favor of Ho. Moreover, the extension of Soviet 
recognition to Ho will: (1) counteract the expected political 
impact of Western recognition of Bao Dat; and (2)probably 
increase the reluctance of neighboring countries to follow 
the Western lead in recognizing Bao Dat. In Indonesia, where 
pOlitical leaders are attempting to maintain a neutral position 
between the US and the USSR, Soviet recognition will arouse 
little suspicion that the USSR may eventually use its mission 
to work with subversive groups. Near the Chinese border in 
the Burmese hill state of Kengtung, Chinese "Communist" 
freebooters are creating enough trouble to arouse some 
apprehension in Rangoon. 
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159. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 10 February 1950, France: Indochina Policy
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FRANCE 

Indochina Policy Although popular support at home for the 
French Government's Indochina policy 

has increased as a result of Soviet and Chinese recognition 
of Ho Chi Minh, prospects for implementing the policy suc
cessfully remain poor, The level of the military effort being 
maintained in Indochina is close to the maximum of French 
capabilities; i.f the Chinese Communists provide appreciable 
support to Ho Chi Minh in the form of military technicians 
and equipment, France will be incapable of containing the 
resistance movement without outside assistance. The French 
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159. (Continued)
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are likely, therefore, t.o i.ncrease their efforts to obtain 
British and US rupport, basing their claim on the growing 
urgency of regarding Indochina as a critical battleground 
in the East-West struggle, 
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160. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 17 February 1950, Sino-Soviet Pact
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FAR EAST 

Sino-Soviet Pact By concluding an ostensibly benevolent 
treaty with the Chinese Communists, the 

USSR has obtained a three-year period of grace in which to 
tighten its grip on Communist China. The treaty will at 
once confute the "imperialists" outside China and conciliate 
internal opposition to the Communist regime. By not im
mediately reUnquishing control over Dafren, Port Arthur; 
and the Manchurian railways, however, the USSR will main
tain control of strategic assets in China, while continuing 
to advance the process by which Soviet, influence in China 
becomes Soviet controL The USSR can be expected to 
gradually strengthen its grip on the Chinese Communist 
Party apparatus, on the armed forces, on the secret police, 
and on communications and informational media. One im
mediate result of the treaty will be the strengthening of the 
Stalinist faction of the Chinese Communist Party for action 
against the rather sizeable bloc of nationalistic Chinese 
Communists. 
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161. Daily Summary Excerpt, 21 February 1950, Soviet Military Preparations in Austria;
Increased Communist Pressure in Southeast Asia
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LReported Soviet military preparations in Austria--US 
Ambassador Johnson in Rio de Janeiro reports that the 
Brazilian Minister in Vienna has been informed by 
Austrian Foreign Minister Gruber that he is "absolutely 
sure" the Soviet command in Vienna began about twenty 
days ago military preparations which indicate the USSR 
is planning large~scale military action. In support of 
his conviction, Gruber stated that: (a) new strategic 
points in Austria have been occupied by considerable 
Soviet forces; (b) large quantities of modern materiel ., 
and equipment are continuously arriving aJ; Soviet garri
sons; and (c) Soviet lines of communication are being 
carefully protected by new contingents of selected troops. 
Gruber also assured the Brazilian Minister that he is ex·
pecting momentarily a Soviet "surprise" in Europe, not 
excluding the possibility of the opening of hostilities in 
some sector. 

(CIA Comment: CIA has no reliable information 
justifying the belief that the USSR is planning large-scale 
military action in Europe in the immediate future. CIA 
believes, however, that the preponderance of Soviet mill.
tary strength in Europe and stringent security measures 
in the Soviet sphere provide the USSR with the capabilities 
for initiating military operations with little or no advance 
information becoming available to the Western Powers.) 

2. Increased Communist pressure in Southeast Asia predicted-
U~ Ambassador Kirk in Moscow suggests that the recently 
concluded Sino-Soviet Treaty prepares the way for these two 
principal partners in World Communism to assume in the 
near future "militant initiative in Southeast Asia to a maxi-
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161. (Continued)
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that Stalin and Mao probably estimate that Communist 
expansion in Southeast Asia in the near future is both 
militarily and politically feasible. Kirk considers Burma 
and Indochina to be the prime targets in Southeast Asia 
because their inclusion~in the Communist sphere would 
advance Communist forces toward !he goal of world domina
tion and because these countries; plus Thailand, would pro
vide China with a solution toJts food problem. 

(CIA Comment: CIA concurs in the above estimate 
of Soviet intent in South.east ASia.) 
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162. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 24 February 1950, China: Treaty With USSR
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CHINA 

TREATY WITH USSR 

Secret Protocols The recently announced treaty between 
China and the USSR was almost certainly 

accompanied by se.cret protocols designed to provide for a 
stronger Soviet position in the Chinese military organization, 
in strategic segments of the Chinese economy, and in China's 
bortler regions. It is not likely that protracted negotiations 
would have been necessary to reach agreement on the pub
lished text of the treaty" 

Military Agreements Unpublished military agreements 
probably provide for: (1) Soviet 

assistance to the Chinese Communist ground and naval forces 
and their embryonic air force; (2) Soviet access to Chinese 
naval and air bases; (3) the "joint" development of such 
bases using Soviet equipment and technicians; (4) the ex
change of military and technical personnel; and (5) the dis
patch of a Soviet military mission to China. The USSR will 
probably give special attention to the development of the 
Chinese Communist air arm, which it will be in a position 
to dominate from the outset; to Chinese Communist service 
schools; and to the selection of reliable Chinese Stalinists 
as political and intelligence officers. 

Economic Terms In the economic field, the USSR has 
probably obtained secret rights to main.

tain its preferred position in Manchuria, establish Soviet 
trading firms, assign Soviet advisers and technicians to 
strategic segments of the Chinese economy, extend Soviet air 
privileges in the border regions and to China proper, and 
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162. (Continued)
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CHINA 

engage in preclusive buying of strategic minerals. One 
economic pact may deal specifically with Sinkiang; an 
arrangement for the jomt development of that province, 
together with provision for Soviet advisers with the pro
vincial government, would make it unnecessary for the 
USSR to seek territorial concessions in Sinkiang at this 
timeo 

Possible Friction Meanwhile, friction will probably 
develop between China and the USSR 

over implementation of the published $ 300 million credit 
agreement. As in the case of similar Soviet credits to the 
European Satellites, the USSR may use the agreement as 
a lever to extract concessions from the Chineseo The 
USSR will not only tend to overrate the value of Soviet 
goods but may insist on deducting from the credit any 
costs of technical advisory assistance, on receiving credit 
for the return of equipment originally obtained in the dis
mantling of Manchurian wdustrial installations, and on 
charging exorbitant transportation costso 

- 13 -
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FAR EAST 

INDOCHINA 

Ho's Orientation Although Moscow-trained H9 Chi 
Minh has never been proven to be 

either a TUo-like nationalist or a Moscow-dominated 
Communist, recent developments may indicate his sub
servience to the Kremlin. Broadcasts from the Ho
controlled radio in Indochina have reportedly attacked 
Tito and failed to mention the diplomatic recognition 
extended by the Yugoslav Government to the Ho regime. 
French authorities have also reported that Ho is on his 
way toPeiping and Moscow to sign treaties of alliance 
with Mao Tse Tung and Stalin. Ho's brief flirtation with 
Yugoslavia regarding recongition may have been the· 
result of a mistake by his Bangkok representative, who 
made the initial approach to Tito along with a general 
invitation to all nations. 

- H, -. 
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CURRENT SOVIET TACTICS IN GERMANY 

Current Soviet tactics in Germany reflect both 
the Kremlin's growing optimism regarding its improved 
world power position and its increased confidence in 
gainIng eventual control over all of Germany on Soviet 
terms 0 These tactics are characterized by an uncompro
mising designation of the East German regime as the sole 
focal point of German unity and by Soviet insistence upon 
political progress toward the establishment of a Peoples 
Democracy in East Germanyo This Soyiet attitude is evi
dent in: (1) the demand for absolute acceptance ofllie 
National Front policy of German unity through friendship 
with the USSR; (2) consistent reiteration by East German 
political officials that the Oder-Neisse boundary is per
manent, and their acceptance of the recent Polish decision 
to evict the German minority; and (3) the purge of the 
bourgeois parties in East Germanyo The USSR Is unlikely 
to change its present tactics as long as the Kremlin does 
not foresee participation of West Germany 10. an effective 
political and military Western bloco 

'The USSR is unlikely to conclude a separate peace 
treaty with. the East German Government (GDR) in the 
near future unless the Western Powers sign a separate 
peace agreement with West Germanyo The USSR could, 
however, take action short of a formal peace treaty, such 
as a declared termination of the state of waro Anyad
vantages accruing to the USSR from a separate peace 
treaty at this time would be limIted to propaganda and the 
enhancement of the prestige of the National Front and the 
GDRo Moreover, the conclusion by the USSR of a separate 
treaty with East Germany would weakenllie Soviet claim, 

- 13 -
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based on the Yalta and Potsdam agreements, to a voice in 
West Germany and the Ruhr. The Kremlin may also be 
reluctant to conclude a separate peace treaty in the belief 
that it would lead to the alignment of West Germany with 
a Western political and military bloc. 

Continuation of present Soviet tactics in Germany 
will lead to further political consolidation in East Germany 
resulting, for aU practi"car purposes, in a one-party system 
by the time of the scheduled October 1950 elections. At the 
same time, continued efforts will be made to expand and 
strengthen th.e East German internal security force. The 
USSR is unlikely to undertake actual troop withdrawal or 
rectification of the Oder-Neisse line, in order to enhance 
Soviet-Communist appeal in Germany. The current Soviet 
attitude toward the German problem, combined with con
tinued haraSSing actions in Berlin, also reduces the likeliJ,. 
hood of an early Soviet offer to reopen Four Power nego
tiations on Germanyo The city of Berlin will remain a 
"special situation" for the USSR and will probably be sub
jected to increased economic and political pressure in the 
near future. 

- 14 -
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CHINA 

Military Plans Despite repeated reports that the 
Chinese Communists are preparing 

for a large military campaign aimed at gaining control 
over all of Southeast ASia, it is unlikely l11atsuch a 
campaign will be launched lllthe near futUre. The 
primary objective of the Communists in China for 1950 
continues to be the complete elimination of all Nationalist 
resistance and the extension of Communist control over 
all territories formerly held by the Nationalists. Present 
international Communist strategy, formulated and announced 
by the USSR and endorsed by the Chinese Communist Party, 
does not envisage the employment of the regular armed 
forces of a Communist nation for large-scale operations as 
a means of gaining control over non-Communist nations. 
Moreover, a military advenlure by the Chinese Communists 
into Southeast Asia would contribute little to an early solu
tion of the economic difficulties which derive at least in 
part from the NaUonaUst blockade and air attacks. Despite 
reported Communist dissension over such matters as the 
degree of subservience to the USSR, policy toward the West 
and melhods to alleviate peasant unrest, there is no con
clusive evidence of disagreement concerning the· necessity 
for early occupation of Taiwan and Hainan and the elimination 
of the·NationaUst Navy and Air Force. 

- 11 -
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FOREWORD 

The subject matter of the present estimate 
has been under consideration sInce October 
1949. At the outset, representatives of all the 
agencies concerned agreed that, as a basis for 
estimatIng the effects of the Soviet possession 
of the atomie bomb upon the probability of 
direct Soviet military action, it was essential 
to re-examine carefully the problem of over
all Soviet objectives and Intentions. The ex
amination of this problem, as well as of the 
related problems of the effects of the Soviet 
atomic bomb upon the probability of war and 
upon the security of the US, revealed wide dif
ferences In attitude and' opinion among the 
Intelligence . agencies. The examlnation of 
these problems also brought to light many 
operational and polley questions of far-reach
ing importance that will requIre some time to 
resolve and which are In large part beyond the 
cognizance of the Intelligence agencies. 

A CIA draft was submitted to the lAC agen
cies on 10 February 1950. From the com
ments made by the lAC agencies on this draft 
it was apparent that no early agreement 
could be reached. In view of the time already 
elapsed and the broader significance of many 
of the issues that emerged durIng the study, 

CIA considered that it was more important 
to publish tlli.s paPlll' at tlli.s time than to at
tempt the time'-con.suml.ng, if not impossible, 
task of obtalning agreement: It considered, 
furthermore, that it would be more Useful to 
pubIish a straightforward point of view, ac
companied by contrary opinions, than to pre
sent a watered-down version. 

Insofar as was possible In good conscience, 
the 10 February ClA draft has been modified 
In consideration of the comments received 
from the lAC agencies, particularly to clarify 
passages regardIng which agency comment 
revealed eVident misunderstandIng. This re
Vised estimate is now presented with the :final. 
comments of the lAC agencies thereon. 

The Director of Intelligence, Atomio Energy 
Commission, has conourred In tpis estimate. 
The severai dissents of the Intelligence or
ganizations of the Departments of state, the 
Army, the Navy, and the Air Force are to be 
found In Appendixes A, E, C, and D respee
tively (pp. 29-36). It should be noted that 
these· dissents are on various grounds and 
that the several departmental agencies dis-. 
agree among themselves as well as with CIA. 

This paper is to be considered as an Interim 
report. The subject is under continuing ur
gent consideration In an effort to obtain the 
greatest possible resolution of these differ
ences, and a subsequent report will be pub
lished when this has·been accomplished. 

1 
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ESTIMATE OF THE EFFECTS OF THE SOVIET POSSESSION OF THE 

ATOMIC BOMB UPON THE SECURITY OF THE UNITED 

STATES AND UPON THE PROBABILITIES OF DIRECT 

SOVIET MILITARY ACTION 

I. Statement of the Problem. 

To estimate the effects of the Soviet posses
sion of the atomic bomb upon the security of 
the United states and upon the probabilities 
of direct Soviet military action. 

II. Discussion. 

1. Soviet atomic capabilities (see Enclosure 
A). 

2. Estimate of basic Soviet intentions and 
objectives, particularly with respect to the use 
of military force (see Enclosure B). 

3. Effects of the possession of the atomic 
bomb upOn the USSR and its policy (see En
closure C). 

4. Effects outside the USSR of Soviet atomic 
capabilities (see Enclosure D). 

III. Summary and Conclusions. 

1. Soviet Atomic CapalJilities. 
a. It is estimated tentatively that the USSR 

will probably have a stockpile of 100 atomic 
bombs, approximately as destructive as the 
Nagasaki bomb, some time during 1953. 

b. On even less certain grounds it is esti
mated that the USSR wili probably have a 
stockpile of 200 bombs some time between 
mid-1954 and the end of 1955. 
. c. The USSR either has or can easily pro

duce enough TU-4's (B-29's) and trained 
crews willing and able to attempt the delivery 
agaiilst all key US targets any number of 
atomic bombs the USSR can produce. 

d. Preliminary and highly tentative US esti
mates indicate that an atomic attack of ap
proximately 200 bombs delivered on pre-

scribed targets might prove decisive in knock
. ing the US out of a war. There is at present 
no reliable estimate of the size of the stock
pile required to insure the delivery of 200 
bombs on the prescribed targets. (For more 
detailed analysis, see Enclosure A.) 

2. Saviet Inten:tilms and Objectives in Re
lation to the Probabilities of War. 

Before attempting to estimate the effect of 
the Soviet possession of the atomic bomb upon 
the probabilities of war, we believe it timely 
to re-examine basic Soviet objectives in the 
world situation, as the Kremlin conceives it, 
and to estimate the means which the Kremlin 
deems appropriate for their accomplishment, 
with particular reference to the use of mili
tary force. Our conclusions, as they apply 
to the probabilities of war, apart from any con
sideration of the atomic bomb, are given be
low: 

a. The basic objective of Soviet foreign pol
icy is clearly the attainment of a Co=unist 
world under Soviet domiuation. In pursuit 
of this objective, the USSR regards the US as 
its major opponent and will wage agaiilst it 
a relentless, unceasing struggle in which any 
weapon or tactic is admissible which promises 
success in terms of over-all Soviet objectives. 
Nothing in the subsequent analysis, therefore, 
should be interpreted to imply that Soviet 
leaders would not resort to military action 
at any time they considered it advantageous 
to do so. The purpose of this analysis is ob
jectively to estimate the methods which Soviet 
leaders are likely to consider advantageous in 
terms of their over-all objectives and the cir
cumstances under which they might consider 

Note: For the position of the other intelligence agencies with respect to this paper, see "Fore: 
word" on preceding page. 

T~CRET 3 
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a resort to military action 
tageous or necessary. 

either ad~ of war, the economic and political disintegra-

b. Tbere would appear to be no firm basis 
for an assumption that the USSR presently 
intends dcliberately to use military force to 
attain a Communist world or further to ex~ 
pand Soviet territory if flUs inVOlves war with 
a potentially stronger US. An analysis of the 
Sta!1n1st concepts which motivate Soviet lead
ers, as opposed to an interpretation of thelr 
motives and actions in the light of Western 
cOncepts, suggests strongly that the preferred 
objective of Soviet policy is to Mhieve a Soviet
dominated Communist world through revolu
tionary· rather than military means. Anal
ysis of Soviet foreign policy likewise indicates 
that Soviet statesmen are following Stalinist 
doctrines and tactics in conducting Soviet in
ternational relations in the interest of the 
world revolution. 

c. Soviet leaders, however, are thoroughly 
aware of the fact that they are pursuing their 
revolutionary objectives within the context of 
a traditional world power confiict. Tbey are 
responsive in this context to the expansionist 

. aims and the security requirements of the pre
ceding imperial Russian regime. Tbeir esti
mate of the objectives and behavior of the 
Western Powers, however, probably is still de
termined primarily by the Stalinist concept 
of a capitalist-imperialist world ruled by mili
tary force which will eventually be used 
against the Soviet Union. To ensure the pro
tection of the base of the revolutionary move
ment in the USSR, therefore, they must main
tain invincible military strength and use di
plomacy to improve the strategic position of 
the USSR in relation to the world power situ
ation as well as to further their revolutionary 
objectives. At the same time they recognize 
fully the value of the threat of Soviet military 
power as an adjunct to their revolutionary 
program. 

d. Tbe presently active Soviet threat to US 
security, therefore, while including the ever
present danger inherent in Soviet military 
power, appears to be a Soviet intention and 
determination to hasten, by every means short 

• The term urevolutionary" is used to connote all 
means short of all-out war involving the US. 

tion of the non-Communist world which So
viet leaders firmly believe will inevitably come 
about according to the Marxist concept of 
the· laws of historical development. In view 
of the magnitude of the economic, political, 
and Socl.aI problems facing the non-Commu
nist world today, it is unlikely that Soviet 
leaders will lose confidence in the validitY of 
this Marxist concept until the non-Communist 
world has demonstrated over a considerable . 
period of time that it can reverse the trends 
of the last forty years and re-establish a stable 
and self-confident international economic, 
political, and social order. Tbe first line of 

. US defense in this context, therefore, is the 
restoration of international stability and the 
maintenance of a sound internal·structure. 

e. In terms of this approach to their objec
tives, the role presently assigned by Soviet 
leaders to Soviet military ·power appears to 
be: (1) defense in the world power situation, 
accompanied by preparations for the. eventu
ality of war; (2) intimidation in support of 
their revolutionary program; and (3) where 
consistent with their objectives, local use 
against military and economic forces already 
weakened by Communist subversion but not 
in aggression that would automatically in
volve war with the US. Even if the USSR 
should gain military superiority (Le., in over
all military potential) over the US and its 
allies, it is estimated that so long as It deems 
the opportunity to exist it will still prefer to 
seek its objectives by exploiting measures 
short of an ali-out attack. 

f. Although the USSR may hope and intend 
to pursue its objectives by meaSures short of 
war, at least until it has military superiority 
over the US and its allies, there is neverthe
less a continuing danger of war, based upon 
the following considerations: 

(1) The strength of Soviet military forces 
in being and the aggressive Soviet revoluti~n
ary program require that the US maintain a· 
strong military and strategic posture. Were 
it not for the likelihood of US intervention, 
the USSR, when the situation was ripe, would 
probably use its military forces in actual in
tervention, progressively to support the ac-

TO~RET 
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cession to power of Co=unist parties in the 
states directly beyond its area of control. Cor
respondingly, internal resistance to the rise 
of Co=unism in these areas would weaken 
without the support of a strong US. 

(2) The USSR, with its doctrinaire cOncepts 
of capitalist behavior and its hyper-sensitive
ness over security, may interpret, as potenti
ally aggressive, future steps which the US and 
the other Western Powers might take to im" 
prove their defensive position against the 
threat inherent in Soviet military power. 
Similarly, continning Soviet successes in the 
"cold war," accompanied by an increasing em
phasis on US and Western military prepara
tions, could well· create a situation in which 
the USSR would estimate that the Western 
Powers were determined to prevent the future 
spread of Communism by military action 
against the USSR. It is always possible, 
therefore, that the USSR would initiate a war 
if it should estimate that a Western attack 
was imperiding. 

(3) The basic Soviet concept of hostility 
(the "cold war") as the normal relationShip 
between the Soviet Union and the non-Com
munist states, .operating as it does against a 
background of a power conflict in which each 
side is armed and suspicious ·of the aims of 
the other, creates a situation in which miscal
culations or diplomatic impasses might result 
in war. Furthermore, as the Soviet military 
potential increases relative to that of the US 
and its allies, the USSR will probably be will
ing to take greater risks than before in its ex
ploitation of diplomatic opportunities or revo
lutionary situations. 

(4) If, after gaining military superiority 
(Le., in over-all military potential) over the 
US and its allies, Soviet leaders should lose 
confidence ill the Marxist concept of the in
evitable disintegration of the capitalist world 
and hence in their ability ultimately to attain 
their objectives by means short of war, the 
temptation to resort to military action against 
the US and its allies might well prove irresist
ible. This conclusion should be qualified in 
the light of the possibilities inherent in atomic 
warfare, as discussed in the following section. 
(For more detailed anaiysis, see Enclosure B.) 

3. Effects of the Soviet Possession Of the 
Atomic Bomb upon the Probabilities of War. 

It is not yet possible to estimate with any 
precision the effects of the Soviet possession 
of the atomic bomb upon the probability of 
war. The implications of atomic warfare
either military or psychological--'have not yet 
been fully appraised.. In particular we have 
as yet no clear indications concerning the 
place of atomic warfare in Soviet military con
cepts or concerning the effect of US retalia
tory capabilities upon any Soviet considera
tion of a deliberate and unprovoked atomic 
attack upon the US. 

The capabilities of atomic warfare, however, 
clearly inject a new factor into an appraisal of 
Soviet intentions which requires the most 
careful evaluation and which, in any event, 
has vital implications for US defense plan
ning. Although, in general, it appears un
likely that the possession of the atomic bomb 
will alter the basic consideratio~ out
lined above-which underlie Soviet policy, a 
Soviet capability for effective direct attack 
upon the continental US must be considered 
to increase the danger that the USSR might 
resort to military action to attain its obi ec
tives. 

The military services have estimated that 
the destructive effect of atomic attack actually 
delivered upon selected targets in the US 
would be as follows: 

(a) 10-50 bombs. 
1. Would seriously hamper war mobiliza

tion and delay overseas shipments of US forces 
and material. 

2. Would delay or" reduce materially the 
scale of the US atomic retaliation. 

(b) 50-125 bombs. 
1. Would intensify the effects of (a)-I, 

above, and prevent the immediate launching 
of an atomic offensive against the USSR. 

(c) Up to 200 bombs. 
1. Reduce the US capability for an atomic 

offensive, possibly to a critical degree, and 
create conditions that might destroy the US 
capabilities for offensive war.. 

Atomic attack, therefore, introduces the 
possibility that the USSR under (a) and (b) 

TO~RET 
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above could seriously cripple the US and under 
(c) might well knock the US out of the war. 

If, therefore. the USSR should estimate that 
it had the capability of making a ctippUng 
attack upon the US that would eliminate the 
US margin of over-all military superiority, 
the dangerthat war might develop either from 
a Soviet estimate that a Western attack was 
imminent. or fromm.iscalcuIatious or Impass
es in the normal diplomatic maueuveting 
within the context of the world power con
flict, would be increased. 

Similarly, a Soviet estimate that it could de
liver a decisive attack that would qulckly 
knock the US out of the war would increase 
the possibility of a decision deliberately to 
resort to military action to eliminate the 
major obstacle to a Communist world. Such 
a decision, under these circumstances, might 
conceivably be made prior to a Soviet convic
tion that the USSR could not ultimately attain 
its objectives by means short of war. It could 
<;ertainly be made prior to the attainment of 
superiority in over-all military. potential as 
C»mpared with the US and tts allies. 

There is no present mea:!lS. however. of de
termining with any accuracy whether the 
USSR is likely to estimate that it has the 
capabilities to accomplish the results indi
cated above. In fact, no realistic US estimate 
has yet been made of Soviet capabilities to 
deliver atomic bombs on targets in the US, 
taking into account Soviet operatio1uIl factors 
and us defensive capabilities. In terms of 
general Soviet objectives and the methods to 
which the USSR appears to be committed in 
attaining them, it would appear that Soviet 
leaders would require a high degree of cer
tainty before deliberately undertaking the 
risk involved in a direct atomic attack in the 
face of the substantial US ret!j.liatory capa
bilities. The following conditious would prob
ably be essential to any such decision: 

(a) Virtual certaiIlty of attaining surprise 
(ouly in this way could the indicated results 
be achieved). 

(b) Virtual certainty that effective US re
taliation could be prevented. {Although the 
US may appear more vulnerable to atomic 
attack than the USSR, in terms of Iargecon
centrations of population and industry, the 

Soviet regime itselt is probably pecullarly vul
nerable to atomic attack. As a dictatorship, 
all elements of Soviet control are centered in 
Moscow. Initiative throughout the lower 
echelons and the provincial officialdom is non
existent. The destruction of the contrOl cen
ter, many of the leaders, and the means of 
communication might therefore lead to com
plete disintegration and revolution.} 

(0) A more efiective means of delivery than 
the TU-4 (B-29). (If there are doubts about 
the ability of the B-S6 to deliver the atom 
bomb against- the USSR, how much greater 
the doubts that the Soviet B-29 could deliver 
it successfully against an efiective and alert 
US defense.) 

The greatest danger that the Soviet atomic 
capability would lead to overt Soviet military 
action would appear, therefore, to derive from 
a Soviet estimate that it could launch a suc
cessful surprise attack that would seriously 
cripple or virtually eliminate US retaliatory 
capabilities. The likelihood that the USSR 
will reach such an estimate will vary inversely 
In relation to the efiectiveness and alertness 
of the US defenses against such an attack, 
and to possible measures taken to make US 
retaliatory bases and equipment immune to 
attack. 

In terms of the above analysis, present US 
estimates of destructive efiects (given above) 
of varying numbers of atomic bombs actually 
delivered on selected targets in the US, com
bined with US estimates of the Soviet atomic 
bomb production schedule, can furnish only 
the roughest guIde as to the timetable of theo
retical Soviet capabilities. 

On this tentative basis it is estimated that 
begfnuIng shortly after 1 January 1951 the 
USSR will begin to buIld up a theoretical 
capability for launching a progressively 
crippling attack upon the US. 

On the same basis, it is estimated that at 
some indeterminate time after mid-1954 the 
USSR will have the theoretical capability 
of delivering 200 atomic bombs on targets 
in the US which might weli constitute 
a "decisive" attack, i.e., with respect to the 
ability of the US to wage offensive warfare. 

It appears Imperative from the foregoing 
that an effort be made to determine Soviet 
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capabilities on the most realistic basis, that / c. While the outlawing of the use of the 
is, in terms of Soviet operational factors and bomb might be militarily advantageous to the 
US defensive capabilities. For if it is deter- USSR, in terms of operations in Europe or 
mined that an atomic attack could knock the Asia, the USSR may estimate that the polit
US out of a war, the implication would be that ical and psychological advantages of retain
the ·atomic bomb .is, after all, an "absolute ing the threat of atomic warfare outweigh the 
weapon." Such a conclusion would have vast military advantages of excluding it. When 
implications for US foreign policy and for the USSR acquires what it considers an opera
the composition of the entire US military es- tiona! stockpile of bombs, its capabilities for 
tablishment. employing threats and intimidation through 

diplomatic channels in an effort to detach in-
4. Possible Soviet Courses of Action with dividual states from the Western bloc will be 

Respect to Its Atomic Capabilities-Short of considerably increased. With the exception 
Direct Attack. 

of the UK, the US, and possibly Japan, how-
The precise effects of the Soviet atomic ever, this increased capability will not result 

capabilities upon the security of the US will from apprehension on the part of these states 
depend in part upon how the USSR chooses that they will·be directly attacked with atomic 
to use them. Consideration must be -given bombs, but rather from the increased Soviet 
to several alternative courses of action that military capabilities vis-a-vis the US and from 
are available to the USSR, and to the fact general apprehension concerning the effects 
that we have no information on the Soviet of an atomic war. The USSR could not ex
evaluation of atomic warfare in terms of the . pect that the threat of direct atomic attack 
effects upon the USSR of US atomic capabili- would carry particular weight against those 
ties. states Which estimated that a Soviet attack 

a. Possession of the atomic bomb has not would bring the US into a war and that under 
yet produced any apparent change in Soviet those circumstances their territories would 
policy or tactics, and probably will not do so not- be of sufficient strategic importance to 
at least through 1950. The USSR has merely justify the use against them of the limited 
integrated the "bomb" into its general propa- Soviet supply of atomic bombs. 
ganda and its "peace offensive." It will prob- (For more detailed analysis, see Enclosure 
ably in any event continue to stir up mass C.) 

~~=~ ~e t;::e :~~:~~~a~~:r:~:~!v:~~ 5. Effects of Soviet Possesswn of the Atomic 
of war. In this way it may hope to create Bomb upon the Security of the us. 
sufficient public pressure on the Western gov- a. Assuming the continued stockpiling of 
ernments to neutralize the US bomb. bombs by the USSR and th~ US, Soviet atomic 

b. It would appear that on balance the de- capabilities have the following military im-
plicatiOns for the security of the US in the struction of existing stockpiles of atomic event of war. . 

bombs and the barring of further production 
would be militarily advantageous to the (1) The continental US will be for the first 
USSR, except with respect to the possibility of time liable to devastating attack. This has 

vital implications for the mobilization of the a direct Soviet attack upon the continental 
US war potentiaL US. Soviet considerations of security and 

(2) The Soviet atomic capabil. ity would apnational sovereignty probably preclude the 
pear to make it imperative not only that US 

possibility of an agreement for the control of defenses against atomic attack, particularly 
atomic energy production that would meet the requirements for air defense, be greatly 
the current requirements of the Western strengthened, but that steps be taken to mak,e 
Powers, but the USSR may renew pressure US retaliatory bases and equipment, in part 
for an international agreement to outlaw the at· least, invulnerable to surprise attack. 
use of the atomic bomb in warfare. These measures are clearly essential to the 
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preservation of US retaliatory capabilities would abide by the agreement. Under these 
which in turn would contribute the greatest circumstances the USSR .would have the op
deterrent to a Soviet attack. tion of using the bomb or not, according to its 

(3) If it Is accepted, on the basis of a TeaUs- strategic plans, and thereby acquire the initia
tic estimate, that an atomic attack could tive. If neither side used the bomb, the US 
knock the US out of a war, the implication would lose its capabilities for immediate ef
would appear to be 'that the atomic bomb is fective attack upon the Soviet military poten
after aU an "absolute weapon." The accept- tial,. and the USSR's relative capabilities 
ance of this implication would in turn have would be increased through the preponder
vital implications with regard to the composi- . ance of its conventional military strength. 
tion of the entire US military establishment. b. The political and psychological effects on 

(4) The Soviet military potential is in- US security of a continuing Soviet atomic ca-
creased. pability are estimated as follows: 

(5) The loss of the US monopoly of the (1) The possession of the bomb and the re-
atomic bomb has reduced the effectiveness suItant increase in Soviet military power will 
both militarily and psychologically of the US Increase somewhat the effectiveness of Soviet 
commitment to defend the UK and Western subversive activities and propaganda in the 
Europe. '''cold war." . 

(6) The US has lost its capability of mak- (2) Through 1950 at least, Soviet posses-
ing a decisive atomic attack upon the war- sion of the bomb will not cause any change 
makilig pOtential of the USSR without dan- in the present alignment of the principal na
ger of retaliation in kind. tions, or in the support of current US pro-

(7) Soviet possession of the atomic bomb grams to counter Soviet aggression, It will 
would seri()usly affect US capabilities for air probably result, however, in demands from 
operations' from the UK or other advanced Western Europe for larger amounts of US 
bases and for amphibious operations against equipment .and for further US commitments 
the European continent or other areas within for the active defense of Western Europe .. 
range of Soviet attack. (3) The UK, becauSe of its extreme vuIner-

(8) Soviet atomic retaliatory capabilities ability to atOmic attack, may become some
raise the question as to whether it Is militarily what cautious about joining with the US in 
desirable for the US to base its strategic plans any actions which the UK estimated might 
upon the use of the atomic bomb except in re- provoke the USSR into using armed force 
taliation against a Soviet attack. (In view against the Western Powers. It will continue 
of the preponderance of its conventional mili- through 1950 at least, however, to base its for
tary forces and the damage it would sustain eign policy on a close US-UK strategic and 
from a US atomic attack, the USSR might economic relationship. 
consider it advantageous not to use the bomb 
first and hope thereby to forestall the US use (4) The longer-range effects of Soviet 
of the bomb.) atomic capabilities upon the political align

(9) If the use. of the atomic bomb were 
eliminated, US strategic concepts for the con
duct of a war with the USSR would have to be 
drastically revised. 

(10) Should an international agreement be 
reached to outlaw the use of the atomic bomb 
the USSR would be in a better strategic posi
tion than the US. We can probably assume 
that the USSR would not hesitate to violate 
the agreement in the event of war if it consid
ered it advantageous to do so, while the US 

ment of the non-Communist states will de-
pend in the first instance upon the extent and 
soundness of European economic and military 
recovery and upon the policy and strength of 
the US. If present efforts to restore the eco
nomic and military strength of Western Eu
rope fall short of their goals, there will de
velop a strong, though not necessarily de
cisive, movement for accommodation or neu
trality. If at the same time, there should be 
indications of a serious weakening in US 
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strength or in US commitments to resist So- a. Increru;ing fear of the effects of an 
viet aggression. the movement for accommo- atomic struggle rnay have produced in all 
dation or neutrality would probably become countries. but particularly in the UK. US, and 
decisive. Japan, an irresistible. organized popular de-

Assuming that US support of its NAT allies mand for renewed efforts to bring about an 
and.Japan remains firm and that the ceo- agreement between the US and the USSR for 
nomic and military recovery of Europe is a.c- at '}eru;t the prohibition of the use of atomic 
complished on a firm and stable basis, there weapons. If. under these circmnstances, this 
will be a strong probability that the non- objective were not attained, it must be consid
Soviet states. including the UK and Japan, ered possible that the UK and Japan, because 
will remain firm in their alignments with the of their extreme vulnerability, could be de
US if the Soviet Union should threaten atomic tached from the US camp and that the US 
warfare when it has attained an operational public might force an accommodation with 
stockpile of bombs, or if a deterioration in re- the USSR.· 
lations between the USSR and the Western b. The concept rnay become generally ac
Powers suggested that an atomic war was im- cepted that the threat of mutual retaliation 
minent. In the latter circumstances, the UK will preclude the use of the bomb by either 
would be strongly influenced by its appraisal side. Under these circumstances the effect 
of the issues at stake; it would not be inclined of Soviet atomic capabilities would be neg
to follow the US unless it considered these is- ligible. 
sues vital to its security. c, The present public attitude of indiffer-

In the final analysis, however, the future ence or relative unconcern rnay continue; or 
public appraisal of the significance of the a strong determination to resist, regardless of 
atomic bomb will probably be the determining consequences, may develop. Under either of 
factor on the will to resist, It is impossible these circumstances, the countries concerned 
at this time to predlct with any assurance would probably stand firm in their alignment 
what this appraisal will be. In general, three with the US. 
alternative trends appear possible in the in- (For more detailed analysis, see Enclosure 
terim. D.) 

TO~ 
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APPENDIX A 

DISSENT BY THE INTELliGENCE ORGANIZATION, DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

The Intelligence Organization of the De
partment of state dissents from the subject 
paper. 

The subject paper indicates that, except 
under extreme--4.Uld apparently unlikely
cIrcumstances, the USSR will not deliber
ately employ military force in its struggle 
against the US. 

We do not possess evidence which suggests 
that the USSR is now p!auning to launch 
a military attack on the US. Neither do we 
pessess evidence, or have reason to believe, 
that at any given date the USSR will with 
certainty decide to launch a military assault 
on the US. 

We do not consider, however, that lack of 
evidence of a Soviet intention to nse military 
force on the US can be taken as evidence of 
the absence of such a Soviet intention. ' 

The subject paper states that "the burden 
of proof" of a Soviet intention to resort to 
world military conquest "lies on those who 
would assert" that this is the Soviet intention. 

We believe that this statement refiects a 
fundamental misunderstanding of the prob
lem which faces us at the present time. It is 
accepted by all intelligence agencies of the 
government that the Soviet Union's basic ob
jective is to establish a Communist world 
under Soviet domination. It is also accepted 
that Soviet leaders will emploY any methods 
and tactics which in their mind offer promise 
of success. 

Prior to the Soviet development of an 
atomic weapon it was generally agreed that 
an early Soviet military attack on the West 
was unlikely, if not precluded, because of the 
preponderance of strength which its economic 
potential and its atomic monopoly gave the 
West. With Soviet possession of an atomic 
weapon this particular assumption obviously 
is subject to reconsideration. 

In the interest of the, national security, 
therefore, we are faced with the necessity of 

answering the question: Is there evidence on 
the basis of which it can be assumed that 
Soviet leaders will not resort to military ac

'tion against the US now that they pessess an 
atomic weapon? 

The subject paper recognizes many aspects 
of the crucially important potential of the 
A-bomb in expanding Soviet capabilities, but 
it fails to bring Into focus the problem of 
whether or not this devzelopment will have a 
decisIve effect on Soviet policy and intentions. 
While it recognizes numerous conditiOning 
factors, it takes the position that the USSR 
is still unlikely to emploY military force in its 
struggle with the West. This position is 
based upon arguments to the effect that a} 
Communlst ideology rigidly prescribes re
liance upon the international Communist ap
paratus rather than upon employment of So
viet armed forces for the attainment of a 
Communist world dominated by the USSR, 
and b) Russian imperial history reveals that 
Russian expansionism has traditionally been 
cautious and has not been pursued at the risk 
of a military clash with a "major" power. 

Considering the import to US defense and 
foreign policy of an assurance that the USSR 
is not likely to resort to military action, we 
consider these arguments undependable. 

The first argument is in direct contradiction 
to earlier assertion in the CIA paper that the 
USSR in pursuit of its objective "will wage 
a'relentless, uncessing struggle [against the 
US] in which any weapon or tactic is admis
sible which promises success in terms of over
all Soviet objectives" and that nothing in the 
paper "should be interpreted to imply that 
Soviet leaders would not resort to military 
action at any time they considered it ad
vantageous to do so." Furthermore, this 
emphasis upon revolutionary poliey not onlJ 
rests upon a doubtful interpretation of the 
extremely complex question of the role.of the 
USSR as the "first socialist state" in effecting 
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world revolution, but also assumes a rigidity 
in tactics-in the means to be employed in 
reaching a fixed objectiye-comparable to the 
firmness with which that objective· itself is 
held, an assumption which is demonstrably 
false. 

The second argument, that a resort to mili
tary action by the USSR is precluded by the 
fact that Russia since time immemorial has 
been cautious In its foreign policy, is based 
upon a misreading of the actual historical 
facts. Russian history is characterized by 
neither recklessness nor caution in foreign 
affairs, but a mixture of recklessness and 
caution, depending upon the circumstances 
existing at a given time and on the make
up of the rulers in power. Russian rulers 
can no more be generally dubbed "cau
tious" than can the rulers of Prussia. 
Moreover, it is questionable that the pattern 
of Russian history under the Tsars is in itseU 
a safe guide by which· to predict the actions 
of Soviet leaders. 

The danger of accepting these arguments 
as a basis for assuming the line of action 
which Soviet leaders will follow is illustrated 
by the subject paper itseU. At a time when 
all evidence indicates increasingly militant 
activity on the part of the USSR in virtually 
all areas of the world, the paper asserts that 
"[the existing] situation is one in which both 
Russian tradition and Communist doctrine 
counsel patience and restraint, and it appears 
that the USSR is prepared to accept the status 
quo for the time being. The USSR can af
ford to be patient, being firmly convinced that 
time is on its side, that the conflicting inter
ests of the capitalist powers will prevent any 
truly dangerous development, and that the 
eventual economic collapse of the capitalist 
world will present new revolutionary oppor- . 
tunities." 

The Intelligence Organization of the De
partment of State has reached the following 

conclusions as to Soviet intentions regarding 
the deliberate use of military force in the So
viet struggle against the non-Communist 
world. 

1. There is at present no evidence which in
dicates a Soviet determination at any given 
time'to employ military force against the non
Communist world. 

2. The Soviet Union is, however,engaged 
in what is considers to. be a life-and-death 
struggle with the non-Communist world. In 
this struggle Soviet leaders can be expected 
to employ any weapon or tactic which prom
ises success. 

8. The only sound test by which to judge 
Soviet intentions to resort to military action 
is, therefore, the pragmatic test of whether or 
not such action would, at a given moment, ap
pear advantageous to the Soviet Union. 

'.l. Prior to Soviet development of an atomic 
weapon, all evidence Indicated that the pre
ponderance of strength enjoyed by the US in 
consequence of its over-all economic superior
ity and its atomic monopoly made unlikely a 
Soviet estimate that it .would be to the ad
vantage of the USSR to resort to military 
action. 

5. Soviet development of an atomic weapon 
may have decisively changed this situation, 
particularly if surprise employment of the 
weapon could sharply reduce retaliatory ac
tion or make it impossible. 

The subject report does not effectively deal 
with this possibility of a change. We feel 
that the report confuses the issues on Soviet 
motives and leaves unclear the new balance 
of factors which will probably determine the 
Soviet estimate of the advantage the USSR 
could gain through a deliberate employment 
of military forces. 
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APPENDIX B 

DISSENT BY THE ASSISTANT CHIEF OF STAFF, 
G-2, DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

.1. The Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, dis
sents with the subject paper .. It is recom
mended that this paper- be withdrawn and 
JIC 502 be substituted therefor as a basis for 
resolving differences in attitude and opinion. 
The differences of opinion: are considered to 
be so divergent that it is impractical to con
sider resolving them on the basis of the pres
ent paper. 

2. This dissent is based on the following: 
a. The threat of Soviet aggression is mini

mized to the point where dissemination of the 
paper and its use for planning purposes could 
seriously affect the security of the United 
states. A major portion of the paper is de
voted to developing the thesis that it is un
justifiable to assUme that the U.S.s.R. defi-

nitely intends to resort to military aggression 
involving the United States. This portion of 
the paper is unrealistic and .not germane to 
the problem. 

The conclusions as they apply to the prob
abilities of war are developed apart from any 
consideration of the atomic bomb (p. 3, ill, 
2, last sentence) in spite of the fact that the 
statement of the problem (p. 3, I) requires 
such consideration. 

b. The second major difference of opinion 
is the manner in which the subject matter 
contained in the enclosure is presented. Re
finements of logic and multiplicity of alterna
tives make the paper extremely difficult to 
understand. As a study, it fails to reach 
clear-cut conclusions. 

31 
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APPENDIX C 

DISSENT BY THE OFFICE OF NAVAL INTELLIGENCE 

1. The Office of Naval Inteillgence dissents 
from ORE 91-49. 

2. The discussion (enclosures A through D) 
is generally in accordance with ONI's views, 
but it is not considered that the Summary and 
Conclusions are properly drawn from the en
closures. The following Comments are there
fore dfreeted primarily toward the Summary 
and Conclusions: 

(a) There is no integrated analysis of what 
the eifeets of Soviet possession of atomic 
weapons will be. lllStead, there is an exami
nation based on several mutually exclusive 
hypotheses. From these hypotheses one may 
choose estimates which range from no change 
in Soviet policy to basic and ala.rm!ng changes 
in that policy. 

(b) It is noted that onc argt.!IIlent in ORE 
91-49 rests on extremely hypothetical specu
lations as to "what might happen" if the 

Soviet leaders abandoned their Marxist view 
of the eventual collapse of capitalism and 
imperialism. There is at present no indica
tion that the sOviets are losing confidence in 
their Marxist philosophy and, furthermore, 
there is no basis on which to predict what 
their pOlicies might be should they abandon 
that philosophy. 

(c) The hypothesis that a major war may 
result from miscalculation is considered, in 
the light of recent events, to be unrealistic. 
If either the U.S. or the USSR should let an 
inCident or diplomatic impasse develop into 
a war, it is considered that such a war, as 
well as the incident or the impasse, wouId re
suIt from a plan, not from a blunder. 

(d) In many !nstancesORE 91-49 exceeds 
the bounds of intelligence and draws infer
ences and conclusions of an opeI'!ltionaI and 
planning nature. 

33 
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APPENDIX D 

DISSENT BY THE DIRECTOR OF INTELLIGENCE, UNITED STATES AIR FORCE 

1. The following comment concentrates on are at war right now, and that an all-out na
the one point which the DjI, USAF, coilsiders tiona! effort designed to maintain permanent 
of such overriding importance as to make the military and political superiority over the Sa
CIA eStimate, ORE 91-49, dangerous as an in- viet Union, is required. 
telligence basis for "national policy. 5. The paper begs the issue under discus-

2. The Director of Intelligence, USAF, be-" sion when it states that there appears "to be 
lieves the primary reason why the Kremlin no firm basis for an assumption that the USSR 
has not resorted to military action against the presently intends deliberately to use military 
United States to date is the tact that the force... if this involves war with a potenti
Kremlin has believed, and still continues to ally stronger U.S." Actually, there is a very 
believe, it is operating from an inferior power firm basis for the assumption that they would 
pOSition. ORE 91-49, therefore, failed to do no such thing, simply because an aggres
point out the full and true character of the sor has never resorted to war if he were sure 
Soviet threat. Unless the full and true char- that he woUld lose. The problem at issue is 
acter of this threat is pointed out, Soviet total (a) whether the acquisition of an atomic 
relative power may be permitted to grow to capability has provided the Soviet Union for 
the point where the U.S. can no longer cope the first time in history with a clear-eut capa
with it successfully. bility that woUld enable them to win the war 

3. Subject paper states that (a) the USSR against the U.S.; and (b) whether, under con
regards the U.S. as its main opponent; (b) it ditions of atomie warfare, the lack of Instantly 
will wage against the U.S. a relentless, un- available American military power vitiates 
ceasing struggle in which any weapon or tac- the importance of the great American war 

. tic is admissible; and (c) that nothing in the potential. Another no less important prob
paper should be construed as implying that lem woUld be to determine how the Soviets 
"the Soviet leaders would not resort to mili- will integrate the atomic bomb into their tra
tary action at any time they considered it ditional strategy and tactics. To this prob
advantageous to do so." While these state- lem ORE 91-49 does not address itself. 
ments, in the opinion of the DjI are correct 6. The DjI, USAF, sets forth the following 
as far as they go, the rest of the subject paper for the record: 
actually weakens and contradicts this original 
position. a. Communist thinking, from Marx to 

4. The paper completely misses the inter- Stalin, clearly recognizes the inter-relation
relationship between war and revolution. It ship between war and revolution, and, specifi
does not realize, as the Soviets do, that a great cally, the fact that no major revolution is 
power such as the U.S. cannot be overthrown feasible without war. 
by revolution alone but that revolution can b. The Soviets are clearly on record that (1) 
be the result only of a preceding war. It they consider the Soviet Union as an opera
therefore overlooks the fact that Soviet policy tional base and (2) they consider the Red 
aims above all at preparing for the show-down Army as the main weapon of the proletariat. 
war against the United states. Therefore the The Soviets know that they have never ex
first line of U.S. defense is not, as the paper panded beyond their frontiers without the 
suggests, the "restoration of international use of military means, i.e., all the territories 
stability and the maintenance of a sound in- taken by them were taken by the Red Army 
ternal structure" but is to recognize that we or a satellite force (Tito, Mao). 
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c. In ''Problems of Leninism", Stalin stated 
clearly 'that capitalism can be overthrown 
only by violence, and ultimately only by War. 
Actually the theory that capitalism will fall 
of its owri weight bas never been Stalin's Idea, 

-and there is much evidence that he has op
posed this concept as ideological "deviation
Ism"" 

d. The SOviets made a major contribution 
to the outbreak of World War II. They did 
nothing to prevent that war, and everything 
to make it a reality. 

e. There are numerous recent statements 

by SOviet authorities to the effect that World 
War I produced Communism in Russia; that 
World War II produced Communism'in East
ern Europe and China; and that World War 
m -will see the _ victory of Communism 
throughout the world. 

f. There is ample reason to believe that the 
Kremlin regards its growing atomic capability 
to be the major force which will eventually 
place them in position to liquidate the center 
of hard-core opposition-the United States
utilising all meaus at their disposal, including 
militarY action. 
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COMMUNISM IN SOUTHEAST ASIA 

The Chinese Communist regime in Peiping is 
already taking actIve measures to support the "nati()Jlal 
liberation" movements th.:roughout S6utheast Asia. Moral 
and material aid is being furnished in varying degrees and 
in general the Chinese Communists are strengthening their 
ties with local Communist movements and are gradually 
welding the Overseas Chinese communities into useful 
Instruments of Chinese Communist policy. The degree of 
':::ummunist penetration and current trends in Chinese Com
munist relations with the several Southeast Asian states are 
summariZed below. 

Indochina Although the Ho regime has been receiving 
some support from the Chinese Communists 

in the form of arms deliveries and the free movement of 
resistance troops back and forth across the China border, 
there is no firm evidence that the Chinese Communists 
are moving their own troops across the border or planning 
to do so in the near future. Politically, the Chinese Com .. 
mul1.l.sts and the Ho regime have accorded each. other de 
jure recognition, but have not as yet exchanged diplomatie 
ml.f;siolls or concluded any form of treaty or agreement. 
Steps may soon be taken (or may already be in process) to 
fOl'malize these relati.ons; when this occurs, Chinese Com
munist ~upport for the Ho forces will probably Increaseo 

Thailand Thailand has not recognized the Peiplng regime 
and has shown, of late, a rather firm disposition 

to :resist Communist psychological pressure, The Peiping 
regime does not appear especially interested in establishiug 
diplomatic relations with Thailand, even though such a move 
could facilitate the acquisition of Thai rice. Within Thailand, 

- 5 -
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as elsewhere in Southeast Asia, the Overseas Chinese 
community continues to be a special target of Chinese 
Communist propaganda and organizational activity. 
Communist agents are proceeding with a program of 
infiltration, not only of the Chinese community, but also 
of trade unions, youth groups, and other organizations 
which can be exploited to the disauvantage and embarr~ss
ment of the Thai Government. If Thailand should receive 
US military aid or participate in a non-Communist asso
ciation ofAs.iJ.:tttc states, the Chinese Communists would 
increase their pressure on Thailand through propaganda, 
and possibly through Ule. stimulation of internal disturbances. 

Malaya There is evidence that Ule Chinese Communists 
have been infiltrating agents into Malaya to sup

port the terrorist movement and to gain influence in trade 
unions and other organizations. The Malayan Chinese, wl10 
make up nearly half the total population of the Malayan 
peninsula, are responding favorably to Chinese Communist 
efforts to win support and sympathy for Pelping, and the 
morale of the terrorists appears to have risen somewhat 
as a result of , the growing prestige and aggressiveness of 
the Chinese CommuniSts. Chinese Communist support 
for the "liberation" movement in Malaya, however, is 
complicated by the fact that the terrorist org:anization 
is composed almost exclusively of Chinese and is opposed 
as much by the native Malayans as by the British, with 
the result that Communist propaganda in favor of Malayan 
nationalism has a rather hollow sound. The campaign to 
win the Chinese half of the population to the Communist 
cause will continue in vigorous fashion and will succeed 
in proportion as the Peiping regime can solve its internal 
problems and maintain the prestige of a dynamic political 
movement. There is, however, no early prospect that the 
Chinese Communists will recognize the terrorists as the 
"'government" of the Malayan peninsula. 

- 6 -
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Burma Burma recognized the Chinese Communist 
regime on 17 December 1949, but the estab

lishment of diplomatic relations between the two govern
ments has not yet been accomplished. As a result of the 
establishment of a "puriIied" Burmese Communist regime 
at Prome, the Peiping regime may stall on the formalization 
of its relations wIth Burma in fue hope fuat the Prome regime 
survives and flourishes. Peiping may fuen recognize that 
regime as the "government" of Burma, and ignore the 
Rangoon authorities alfugether. 

Indonesia Alfuough the USI on 4 April 1950 received a 
communication from Peiping expressing the 

Chinese Communists' willingness to establish diplomatic re
lations with the new republiC, and Premier Hatta expressed 
agreement to such a step, the Chinese Communists have made 
no further moves in this direction, nor have they given any 
publiCity to the matter. Despite internal ins.tability, the USI 
does not appear to be vulnerable in any important degree to 
armed Communist activity, nor could armed groups receive 
significant assistance from the Asiatic mainland. Communist 
strategy for the USI appears to turn on the establishment of 
diplomatic relations with Jakarta and the eventual staffing 
of Soviet and Chinese Communist missions there, from which 
organ.izational and propaganda work will be car:t:'ied on among 
both the Overseas Chinese and native Communist and leftist 
movements. The USl will delay the actual exchange of diplo
matic missions with both the USSR and the Peiping regime as 
long as possible because of a keet. awareness among many USI 
officials of the dangers of allowing Communist officials from 
abroad to establish direct contact with local dissident elements. 
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The Philippines The Philippine Government has not re-
cognized the Chinese Communist regime 

and has given no indication that it will do so in the near future. 
The Philippine response to the establishment of a Communist 
state on the Chinese mainland has been mainly one of fear that 
the Overseas Chinese in the Philippines would align themselves 
with the Chinese Communists and become a menacing fifth 
column within the islandso The QUirino regime has taken steps 
to restrict Chinese immigration sharply and to deport Chinese 
who are under suspicion for illegal entry or subversive acti
vities. There are some indications that.the civillwerties of 
the Chinese-community may be ser-iPus.ly abriciged, a develop
ment which would draw the full wrath of the Chinese Communist 
propaganda machineo While conclusive evidence of direct 
Chinese Communist support for the local Huk rebellion in 
the Philippines is lacking, it is almost certain that some 
liaison existso 

- 8 -
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FAR EAST 

CHINA 

Party Purg~ FriCtion between the Stalinist leadership 
and anti-Stalinist factions in the middle 

echelo~ of the Chinese Communist Party may soon lead 
to a public purge of selected anti-8talinist Party figures. 
Therlii is, no reliable evidence, however, that the purge will 
extend to the Politburo or to the major Chinese Communist 
militliry commanders, 

Party Chairman Mao Tse,.tung has not wavered in 
his S'i,aliniBt orientation and his leaderi;ihip does not appear 
to be. ~ba:llengedeither by such firm StaliniSts as. the Party's 
number two man, Liu Shao-chi, or such allegedly lukewarm 
stalinists as Chou En~lai. Even if a dispute should arise in 
the Politburo, it would pl.'obably be resolved, as in the past, 
without violence . 

. . Within the Party'!> military hierarchy, it is not 
known whether any of the major field commanders are in 
fact anti-8talinist, These military leaders, owing to the 
size and importance of their various commands, are still 
in a strong pOSition in relation to the non-military Party 
leadership, and the Peiping regime will probably proceed with 
caution in efforts to restrict and reduce their authority further. 
None of the military leaders seems a likely candidate for purg
ing at least until the completion of military operations against 
the NationaliSts, which should See them safely through 1950. 
BeyoD!1 that time, Peiping will presumably be reluctant to take 
action against anyone of the military leaders until assured 

of th~ fi4elity or neutrality of all the rest, and until con
vinced that political indoctrination has made the troops loyal 
primarily to Peiping rather than to their old commanders. 

- 10 -
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The Azerbaijan Settlement 

Premier Qavam's success in reaching an agreement with Azer
baijani leaders on the terms which he originally proposed is qualified 
by the established presence of Soviet elements in Azerbaijan and the 
concessions which he has been compelled to make to the Soviet
suppOrted Tudeh party in the rest of Iran. The settlement, which, 
according to Azerbaijani leaders, was finally concluded on Soviet 
orders, 'represents a modification of the previOUS stand of the, Soviet
supported "Democrats." ~he ,Azerbaijani "Army" is to be incorporated 
into the Central Iranian Army, land distribution and internalreform are 
to beearried out 'according to Qavam's proposals, the Azerbaijani have 
Officially given up thei!" bid for "autonomy," and, Qavam is free to carry 
out his professed'anibition to restore them to full allegiance to Tehran. 

Qavam, however, will be hinder~ in his efforts to develop awu
fied and genuinely 1ridependent Iran by the presence of Soviet offieers ' 
and men in key position,s in the Azerbaijani "Army" and police, and by 
the growing power of the leftist Tudeh party in the rest of Iran. In order 
to better his poSition in negotiations with the USSR" Qavam ~cenUy has 
played up to the Tudeh party and has carried out severely repressive 
measures agaJnst conservative elements. ' , , ' 

In the last analysis, however, Qavam's future success L. main
taining Iran's Independence will depend upon great-power pOlicy. The 
Soviets appear to have recognized that their recent Iraniait policy, 
while accomplishing its ~mediate nillitary and economic objectives, 
was heavy-handed and over-hasty. Qava~'s sk;illinmobilizing Iranian 
resistance and in, exploiting wodd opinion through the UN apparently 
helped to convince the Soviets that gradual penetration (employed so 
effectively in Sinkiang) would succeed better. Accordingly, with thei!" 
oU and military objectives assured, the Soviets could afford to withdraw 
full support from tiJ,e Azerbaijani' Democrats." :rJIo&'oover, the So'riets 
clearly feel tlw.t "time is on their side" in Iran and that the general 
economic bacltylardness oUhe country and the unpopular labor policy 
of the British/oll companies will forward thei!" cause. 
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2. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 5 July 1946, Political Tension in Bulgaria
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The political situation in Bulgaria has grown more critical 
as intensWed efforts by the Communist-dollrlDated coalition Govern
ment to consolidate its control over the country have met with 
increasing resistance from the opposition. A Government campaign 
of intimidation and unprecedented violence is now under way, and the 
opposition is ;reported even to be preparing for possible armed 
resistance. Both groups have been impelled by the same factors: . 
the anticipated general elections this fall, prospects 01 the withdrawal 
of Soviet troops when a peace treaty has been conclUded, and the moral 
support given the 'opposition by the Western Powers. 

Before the Soviets withdraw their troops, they must establish 
permanent safeguards for ,their own strategic, political. and economic 
Interests, including a stable and subservient, or at least friendly, 
regime. Sovtetmterests, however,also dictate that these aims be 
achieved withoqtprovokiDg civil war. . 

As a new step in that direction, therefore, the Soviets have 
set about to neutralize the Bulgarian Army which under its present 
leadership has exercised a major restraining influence on Communis~ 
poliCy. By giving political'commissars authority over troops equal to 
that of operational commanders, effective control of the Army is being 
transferred from the Conservative Minister of War to Communists in 
the Government and a thorough purge of all non-Communists in the 
ranks is imminent. This purge probably will be successful because 
the presence of Soviet occupation troops would forestall any effective 
resistance. In addition, the Soviets are reportedly preparing to assign 
teclm1clans to the Army who would be competent to take over Bulgartan 
m1l1tary establishments in the event of internal unrest after SoVtettroop 
withdrawal, and are infiltrating into the country large numbers of Soviet 
dt1zens both asadmtnfstrators of Soviet-acquired German property and 
as civilian members of the NKVD. 

These m~es may give the Communists suffiCient secUrity 
to pe:1.'mit them to relax the rule of terror and, as a bid for recognition 
by the Western Powers. they may offer the opposition more favorable 
terms for, participation in the GoveX'nment~ 
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3. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 19 July 1946, Implications of Soviet Policy Towards Germany;
Soviet Demands on Hungary
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Impl5 cations of lonet Policy Towards Cermany 

By rejef:iI!g both the US federalization and the French dismem
bern: rmt proposJ.s Moloioti has given a clearlndication that the Kremlin 
has, I.t least for the time being, decided that the bulwark of Communism 
in tb.! I west 1s tt:' be Germmy and not France. A German administration 
stror I~ly centrnUzed in Berlin will be much more susceptible than a 
loost federation to Soviet pressures, particularly in a Germany econom
lcaH: I debUltated by stich exorbitant reparation payments as the Soviets 
are t Ill"rently dt>maridtng. Posing thus as the champions of German 
natic :Iallsm and rebabmtaUon, the Soviets can attempt to discredit the 
polle I' of the w(ltnam powers und to facUltate Communist penetration of 
thel! zones. . 

At the s'mme time Molotov has left the door open for a subsequent 
chrune of tact!!::.s. By blocktng Secretary Byrnes' proposal for the imme
diafA, des1gna.t1om of deputies to begin consideration of future All1ed policy 
Wwa, .. d German1 be has left the way clear for a different Soviet approach 
whinn the Counell of Foreign :M:inisters next discusses the German ques
ti0111. At that tine the Kremlin will be better able to judge the progress 
of 1m penetrati tn in the western zone. 

Tbe Sm I.et pronouncement on Germany has caused consternation 
lIt the ranks of the French Communists: Having been among the most 
vigorous proprM,ents of the political separation .from Germany of the Ruhr 
'and Rhineland, they' have been forced qulcldy to resort to the familiar 
(!ommunlst strL"atagem of befogging the issue, explaining the Soviet posi
li10n as in the Len1n1st tradition of "protecttng the German proletariat by 
opposing British imperialism." As a result the Communist party in 
France can hardly fail to suffer some loss of prestige. 

- 1 -
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3.  (Continued)
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Soviet l?emands on H~y 

The HUIlgar1an Go'(fernme::rt last week acceded to SQv1et demands 
I !cr a n:!r:!~!" ~! Bt!'~~ m<.!!!S'1!"es agaJn;!lt allegedly ami-Soviet and 
"fasciSt" organ"zD1to!lS anol CQVernment offictals. The Sov.l.et action 
was dlrec~ed aga1nst the \~hlef ceaters of resist.'l.nce to leftist di)mination 
of Htmg:ary: tiL!; ~onselt'vaii've Smallholders' party and the Catholic 
Chm."cn. Xt undoulrredl.y 1I:'&i1ects the.Soviet desire to establish i:he control 
of L'1e mj.l!o:rlfi:-f Communisii Pa.:.-ty b1 anticipation of the peace SeWE!ment 
and the uHimate mthrn:awal Qf Soviet troops. 

In the fl!'€.'<l Hu.'1gl:U'ian elections of last November tbe Smallholders' . 
Party won a majority of seats m the Assembly. Since then the Htmgarlan 
CQmmunlsts have led a campaign to nullify, or at least to modtly, the 
ele...:tion T.esul~s. FoHowh-,g a demand by the llloscow radio iQX' the "crush
ing of Hungarian ;reaction," the campaign developed into a pmtJerlul drive 
aga,inst the r~lit '.rang of the 8~allbolders' party. Eall'ly in March, foUow~ 
tng open leftist threats of violence, twenty of the more cQnseE'iJ'atlve . 
Smallholders' DeDUties to the Assembly were expelled rrom the Party. 
m return, the leftists rromiHed certain concessions, tncludtrtg iaEger 
Smai.lho!clers' ,~e",resmliml.iOl1 in provincial and locru. goverrunent, but these 
have uot V~:!: h8<:U put tnw effect. 

-2-
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In Jtm~ the lef\:ista l"esumed their nttacl.:s on L'r:e SmalL.'lolders 
ffth demands tv;' a. !lU"'.JJ.e;~ pu.rge of "reactioruLl'ies." Th:ls time the 
snmJ.lholdE:IS :m' I tlli~j.r. IG~,der, Premier Nagy, presented cons1dmr,lbly 
stlffar resl:;trmc:}. Nagy 'fldlent:ed in private his detell'm~l12.tiGn to ;~
ruse fUl"ther d~;T.211cls. ev~'n nt If.he cost of a cabinet crisis and a c,):.'nplet0 
brea/tern'.';:! of. cn~;11:d()il fJOwerllm:ellt, 

On ;':0 Tune the SOViet Cltl.t!'man ACC Hungary, without consulting 
the US or U·,- re;,resentatives in. the ACC, accused the Government of 
viobt1ng th~ ~ntj.-hseist :w';ovislollS of the IU"mistice agrwmt1nt and de
IIlnn1ed t.he 6tsm~,sS'al of r;everal GovtlTT)ment offtcials, abolition ofol'ga':'l
izatious fo1.1llo tG he aid!!lg "fascist" elements, dissolution of C:ttboUc 
and other youili ~l .. gan~;Jt~~ns, :lnd prevention of anti-Soviet propaganda 
by the CMli;)i1c clergy, The demand/; for anti-Catholic meaSUl'GS are 
2f.trtbutable- ill p~:rt to t.he !acl; that the Catholic Chm-cli in Hungary, and 
p:4"'tieu.!:;'l"iy ilis leader, e"x-dtMl M:lndszenty, have recently f01'med a 
rnllyb'tg' pomt f01" m<m.y eJro-eme anti-SoViet 100l:ces. 

J?I'emJ.er Nagy, no~r confroot0d mth an inte:rnatiolilal rather t!um 
Inter-pa.Tty ;,ssuo, conced€d the major-tty of the Soviet demands. Howevel", 
it is not eerlnm. that: t.hese concessions wUl either sat.!J:dy Huna:ll'inn 
leftists, mf be ;::II:;cel1'M;>d by the Smallholders without cO'.'lSlclerab1e de1ee
tion amOiW; N,:Jgy's support-.era. The HtlJ'4.."'a1'ian Commu."list Party !.;i 
arparently belJt,~ pusl'i'l'Jd l'W its own left-w1r.g leaders ~.owru.·cl an open breaIt 
with the Slnallholde:ts, L~iaders of the Smc'l1lholders believe ~ the 
cOlmtry is beL'll; "drave,-. 11tO two irreconcilable camp!:'," and ferur that a 
b:realr.oowll of c(l,;iltion government might result m civil wa!' ami th.e reten
tion Qf SO'Jlet tl'{ <iPS in HUi1g,1ll:y. 

The US l'ep;reS011il:<t:l.ve ACe hils protested the pr-esentatiQn of the 
Soviet demar¥.'is ,vlthout cC!lSultation of the UG reD'!'esentative, and has re
quested tl>~'1t th43 '3ovAet demands be suspendoo pending three-power ugrelil
mero; in tllr.: .I\CC., 

- :3 -
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4. ORE 1, 23 July 1946, Soviet Foreign and Military Policy
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ORE 1, 

23 July 1946 

rhis documen~ has been 
approved fq1: release ,throu~h 

the, HISTOR!CA~ REVIEW PROGRAM of 
the ~~al Int~lligence Agency. 

Date 2r 'f/lr 2: 
...:JJ.:-1-

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE GROUP 

SOVIET fOREIGN AND HI'LITARY POLICY 

SUMMARY 

"" '1£ %is 5 S il t'f' , 
cOPY .'<V., ____ i 

1. The SoViet Government anticipates an inevitable conflict with the cap
. 'i talist world. It therefore seeks to increase its rela.ti ve power by building 

up its own strength and undermining that of its assumed antagonists. 

2. At the same time the Soviet Union needs to avoid such a conflict for an 
indefinite period •. It. must therefore av~id provoking a strong reaction b;l" a com-
bination of major pO,wers. ' 

.3. In any matter deemed essential to its sec~rity, Soviet policy will prove 
adamant. 'In other matters it will prove grasping and opportunistic, but flexible 
in proportion to the degree and nature of the resistance. encountered. 

4. The Soviet Union will insist on' exclusive domination of Europe east of 
the general line Stettin-Triest.e. 

5. The 'Soviet Union will endeavor 'to extend its predominant influence to 
include all of Germany and Austria. 

6. In the remainder of Europe the Soviet Union will seek to prevent the 
'formation of regional blocs from which it is excluded and to influence national 
policy through the poll tical acti'vi ties of local Communists. 

7 •. The Soviet Union desires to include Greece" TUrkey, and Iran in Its 
security zone through the establishment of "friendly" governments in those 
c:;ountri!"s. LocaLfa.ctors are favoraple' toward its designs, but the danger of 
provoking Greatc Britain , and the United States in'combination is a deterrent to 
overt action. 

8; The basic Soviet objective in the Far East is to prevent the use of 
China, Korea, or Japan' as bases of attack on the So":iet Far East by gaining in 
each of ' those countries an influence at least equal to that of the United States. 

9. The ',basic Soviet military policy is to mai'ntaln armed forces cap,able of 
assurinil its security and supporting its foreign policy against any possiol~ 
hosttle. combination. On the completion of planned demobilization these forces 
will still number 4,500,000 men. 

10. For the time being the 'Soviets will continue' to rely primarily on larile' 
masses of ground' troops. They have been impressed by Anglo-American strategic 
air power, however, and, will seel< to de'velop fighter'defense and lont!' range 
bomber force$( •. ' ' 
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11. The So":iets ":n1: MaKe '" maximum' effort to· develojr;'"s; .quicJi1Y' a';" pos

s'ible such' special weapons, as guided miss11es. and the·iltom1c'lio'';'b'. : .' \ ','." ... ".". 
. I'. • 

12. Further discus~ion of Sovietforei·gn jolicy isco;'tai~ed in Ericlosure 
"An; of 'Sovi~t-military policy~ in Enclosure ~~~. 
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SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY 

THE BASIS OF SOVIET FOREIGN POI,ICY 

i. Soviet foreign 'poli'cy 'is determined, not ,by the interests'or aspira
tions of the Russian ,p";opl.e; but by the pr'ejudices and calculatiolls of the 
inner'directorate of tlie Communist Party in the Soviet Union. While the 
shrewdness,' tactic';'l cunning, 'and long-range -forethought' of this c~ntroliing 
group should' not be minimized, its isolation wi thin the Kremlin, ignorance of 
the outside world, and, Marxist,~ogmatism have significant' influence 'on its ap
proach to problems, in foreign relations. 

2. The ultimate objective of-Soviet policy may be world domination. 
Such ,a cOildition is contemplated as inevitable in Communist doctrine, albeit 
as a result of the self-destructive tendencies of capitalism, which Communist, 
~ffo·rt can. only aq,ceierate. In v.lew" however., of 'such actua~ circumstances as 
the marked' indisposi tion of democratic nations ,to adopt the Communist faith 
and the 'gre;'tly inferior war potential of the Soviet Union in re la tion -to them, 
that goal must' be _ regar<;ied by the most sanguine Communi'st as one remote and 
largely theoretical. ,While acknowledging no limit to the eventual, power' and 
expansion of the Soviet,Union, the'Soviet leadership is more 'practically con
cerned with the 'position of-the U;S.S.R. in the actual circumstances. 

3., For the present and the indefinite future the fundamental ,thesis of 
Soviet foreign policy is the related proposition that the peaceful coexistence 
of Communist and ~apitalist states is in the 10n£ run impossible. Consequent
ly the U.S.S.R. must be considered imperiled so long as,it remains within an 
antagonistic "capitalist encirclement."* ·This concept, absurd in relation to 
so vast a ~ountry with such wealth of human and material resources and no . 
powerful or aggress,ive. neighb.ors, is not sUbj.ect to rational disproof precise
'ly because, it is not the result of objective analysis. It is, deeply rooted in 
a haunting· sense of internal and external insecurity inherited"- from the Rus
sian past, is required by c~mpelling ,intern~l ne'cessi ty as a justification for 
the burdensome character -of 'the Soviet police state and derives its authority 
from.. the doctrine of MarX:· and Lenin. 

4. On the basis of this concept of ultimate inevitable' c'onflict, it is 
the fundamental policy of the Soviet Union; 

* 

~. To build 'up the power of the Soviet state; to a.ssure its inter
nal stability through the isolation of its citizens from foreign influ
ences and through the maintenance of strict police ·cqntrols; to maintain 
armed forces strong~r than those of any potential combination of foreign 
powe'rs; and to' deveiop as rapidly as possible a powerful and self-osuffi
cient·economy. 

, , 

~. To seize every opportunity to expand the· area of·direct or in
direct Soviet <?ontro:l in order to provide addi tional protect~on for the 
vital areas of the Soviet Union. 

In this context so6~alism .(as distinguished from communism) is considered 
as antagonistic as .capitalism. 

-J°P 
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Eo' To-, prevent, any cpmblnati.;>n of f~reign ,powers potentIally, inimical 

to the'Soviet' Union'by 'insistence upon-Soviet 'pa;"ticlpation; -with"veto ' 
power, in .my international 'section ":ffecting ,Sovi"et , interests, by' dis
couraging through intimidation the formation of 'regional blocs excluslve 
of, the U. S. S. R. -, and by exploiting eVery opportunity to foment di versionar 
antagonisms :"lnOl:lg fore! Iln powers. 

d. To 'undermine the unity 'and strength of pa;ticular'foreign states 
by di;",redltinl/ their leade'rship, fomenting domestic di,scord, promoting 
domestic-,agltati,ons conducive to -a reduction 'of their military and econom; 
s't'rength and ,t'o the adoption foreil/n pollc1es favorable to Soviet pur
poses, 'an<!, iI!ci ting colonial unr,cst. 

5. Althoul/h these general policies are premised upon a oonviction of lat< 
and inevitable conflict between the U.S.S.R. and the capitalist world, they aI, 
as~ume a postponement of overt conflict for an indefinite period. The doctrin< 
of Marx and Lenin does not forbid,' but rather encourages, expedient compromise 
or collaboration wlthin,fidels for the accomplishment of ultimate Communist pur 
poses;, 'The Sovi'et ,Union has followed such a course in the ,past and has need t;< 
do so still" for time is requir~d both to build up 1 ts own strength and to keak 
and divide ,its ,assumed antagonists. In such postponement, time is calculably c 
the 'side of the Soviet Union, since natural population growth and p'roj'ected ecc 

'nomic development: should 'result in a gradual increase in its relative strength. 
It is manifestly in the 'Soviet interest to avoid an overt test of strength,at 
le",st until, "by this process, the So;viet Uni3n has become more powerful 'than ar 
possible: combination of opponents. No date can be, set ,for the fulfillment of 
,that condition. The Soviet Union must therefore seek'to avoid a major open cor 
flictfor an indefinite period. 

e. The basis of Soviet foreign policy is consequently a synthesis beoweer 
anticipation~f and preparation for an ultimate inevitable conflict on the one 
hand and need fOr the indefinite postponement of such a conflict on the other. 
In any matter conceived to be essential to the'present security of the Sov~et 
Union, including the Soviet veto power 'in international councils, Soviet polic) 
will ,prove ad_ant. In other matters Soviet policy will prove grasping, but 
opportunistic and flexible in proportion to the degree and nature of the resis
tance enco,untered,' i t b~ing conceived more important to avoid provoking a hos
tile combination of major powers than to score an i .... ediate, but limited, gain. 
But in any case in which the Soviet Union is forced to yield, On this acCount, 
as in Iran, it may be expected to persist in pursuit ~f the same end by subtlel 
means. 

,SOVIET POLICY WITH RESPECT TO EASTERN EUROPE 

7~ It is apparent that the Soviet Union regards effective control of 
Europe east of the, Bal~ic and Adriatic Seas and of the general line Stet tin
Trieste as essential to its present securi~y. Consequently it will tolerate 
no rival inflUence in t-hat region and will ,insist on the maintenance there of 
"friendly" governments: - that is, governments realistically disposed to accept 
the fact of exclusive SovIet domination. That condition being met, the U.S.S.l 
does not insist upon a: uniform pattern of political and economic organization, 
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but adjUsts its policy in accordance with the local ~i.tuatlon. .The ·illlllledlat,' 
Soviet objective is effective.control, althoul1h 'the ulUm"te ·objec.tive may . 
well be univer~al~ sovietization.. . '\ 

8. In some cases no Soviet coercion is required to accomplish. the de
sired end. In Yugoslavia and ·Alba,!ia the ·Soviet Union finds genuinely sym
'pathetiC governmentsthemsel";e" well able to cope with· the local opposition. 
In Czechoslovakia· also, .although the government is democratic rather than 
au t.hori tarian in pattern, no interference is required, ·since ~he Communists 
and related parties .constitute a majority and the non-Comm~ist leaders are 
"friendly." Even in·Finland the Soviet·Union·has been abl~ to display·modera
tion, .Finnish leaders having become. convinced that a "friendly" attitUde is 
es·sential ·to the survival of the nation. In thesecountri.es the Soviet Union 
seeks. to insure its con~inued predominance by the creation of strong bonds of 
econo·mlc and military collaboration, but does not ·have to· resort to coercion 
other than that implicit .in the circumstances. 

9. In Poland. Rumania, and Bulgaria, however, the Soviet Union encounters 
stubborn and widespread opposition. The "friendly" governm",nts installed in thos 
countries are notoriously unrepresentat~ve, but the Soviet Union is nevertheless 
determined to maintain them, since no t~ly representative government could'be 
consl.dered reliable from the Soviet point of view. In deference to Western 
obj~ctions, elections may eventually be held and some changes in the composi
tion of these governments may be permitted', but only after violent intimidation, 
thoroughgoing purges, electoral chicanery, and similar measUres have insured 
the "friendly" character of the resuiting regime. Continued political control 
of the countric's in- question will be. reinforced by measures insuring effective 
Soviet control of ·their armed forces and their economies. 

10. The elected government of Hungary' was both fepresentative and willing 
to be. "friendly, t! but the Soviet Union has apparently remained unconvinc-ed of 
its reliability in view of the attitude of the Hungarian people. Accordingly 
coercion has been applied to render it unrepresentatively subject to Communist 
control in the same de.gree and ma:nner as are the gov-ernments of Poland, Rumania, 
and Bulgaria. The end is the same as that of the policy pursued in those coun-
tries the secure establishment of ~ reliably, flfriendly" regime, however un-
representative, coupled with Soviet control of the economic life of the country. 

SOVIET POLICY IN AUSTRIA AND GERMANY 

11. Soviet policy in Austria is· similar to that in Hungary, subject to the 
limita~ions of quadripartite occupation. Having accepted an elected Austrian 
government and unable to reconstruct it at will, the Soviet Union is ~eeking, 
by uni.lateral deportations and sequestrations in its own zone and by demands 
for similar action in oth¢rs, to gain, at least, economic domination of the 
co~ntry as a whole and tol create, at most, a situation favorable toward a pre
dominant Soviet political· infiuence as·well, on the withdrawal of Allied con
trol. ~he Soviet Union will prevent a final settlement, however, until it is 
ready to withdraw its troeps from Hungary and Rumania as well as Austria. 

rIb'8 
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.. { . " .:.-' 12., The Soviet Union hitherto has been content to proceed: with -the con- . 
,'~o.1idat,ion' of' f ts position in' eastern Germany f'ree of quadrIpartIte inter_ 

"·ference. Now, rejecting both federalization 'and the separation of the Ruhr 
and Rhineland, 1 tappears as the champion of' German unification in opposition 
to" the «imperailst:1c-n schemes of ·the Western 'p~:wers. A German administration. 
strongly centraUzed.in'Berlin would be mo:t'e susceptible than 'any other to 
Soviet pressure, and the most convenient means of extending Soviet influence 
to the western frontiers of Germany. The initial Soviet objective is pre
sum:ablY such a -central1.z.ed "anti-Fascist" rep'ublic with a coal! tion ~overnment 
of the eastern Eu:t'Opean type, but actually under strong Communist influence 
antl bound to the Soviet Union by ties ",f political and economIc dependency. 

SOVIET POLICY IN WESTERN EUROPE 

18. For a time it appeared that the Communist Party in France might prove 
able to gain control of that country by democratic po!i tical processes and 
S~viet poli~y was shaped to support that endeavor. The Communists recent e
lectoral reverses, however, appear to have led the Sov-ie"t Union to sacrifice 
a f'ading hope of winning France to a livelie'r' prospect of gaining Germany. 
The French Communi-sts "remain a strong political .factor nevertheless, and exer
cis.e disp'roportionate influence through their cont:t'Ol of organized labor. That 
inf~uence will be used to shape French policy as may be most suitable for Soviet 

. purposes, and to prepare for an even"tual renewal .of the attemp't- to gain control 
of ~rance by political means. A resort 'to force is unlikely ~n view of the 
danger of provoking ,a major international conflict. 

lA. In Italy a159 the Communist Party is seeking major influence, if not 
cent-rol,. by poli.~ical means,. with a 'resort 1.0 force unlikely in present cir
cumstances. The Party and the Soviet'~nion have pl~yed their cards well to 
divert Italian resentment at the proposed peace terms from themselves toward 
the Western Powers. 

15. The Soviet Union misses no opportunity to raise 
a means of 'embarrassing and dividing the' Western Powe'rs .. 
might afford it an opportunity for penet:t'ation. Even its 
ern Powers intp expressions' of distaste for Franco ~ appear 
an opportunity to approach him. 

the Spanish issue as 
Any change in Spain 
goading of the West
to have afforded it 

16. For the rest, the Soviet Union is concerned' to prevent the formation 
of a Western Bloc, including France" and the Low Count"r,ies, or a Scandinavian 
Bloc, in accordance with its general policy. As opportunity offers, it will 
seek to' fac"ilitate the growth of Communist Influence in Scandinavia and the 
Low ~ountries, but not at the'sacrifice of more important interests or at "the 
risk o£ provoking a strong reaction. 

SOVIET POLICY IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

17. The Middle East 'offers a tempting field for Soviet expansIon because 
of i~s proximity to the Soviet Union and remo~ene£s from other major powers t 

the weakness and instability of indigenous governments \ except Turkey, and t.he 

T91 
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m.ari~~·local antaBon.is~s and minority discontents... It.. i~, m.or~·over, an ~rea of 
Soviet stratellic interest .even greater than that. of e,astern Europe, in view-

: of, ,the Ileaer"l shift 'of Soviet industry away from the European Frontier, but 
's'Ull within ranlle of air attack from the south, aad of the vital importance 
of' Baku oil in the Soviet economy. It is in the Middle Ea.st, however, that 
SovLet interest comes into collision with the established interest of Great 
Bri tain and that there' is consequently the greatest danger ~f precipi tatlng a 
major conflict. Soviet.policy in the area must therefore be pursued with due 
caution and flexibilit.,. 

lB. Given the opportunity, the Soviet Union might be expected to seek the 
following objectives: 

~. At least the withdrawal of British troops from Greece, and at 
most the incorporation of that country in the Soviet sphere through the 
establishment of a "friendly' government. 

b. . .At least the poli tical and mili t.ary isolation of Turkey and t.he 
lmposition of a new regime of ' the Straits more favorable to Soviet in
terests; at most, the incorpot:'ation of that count.ry in t.he Soviet sphere 
through the establishment there of a "friendly" government. 

c. At. least implementation of the recent settlement with Iran, 
~hich-assures the Soviet a continued indirect control in Azerbaijan and 
an opportunity to ~evelop any oil resources in northern Iran; at most, 
incorporation of that country in the Soviet sphere through the establish
~ent there of a ~friendly" government. 

, Soviet policy in pursuit of these objectives will be op.portunistic, not 
~only in relation to the local situation, but more particularly in relation to 
the probable reac.tions of the major powers. 

~9. Soviet interest in the Arab states is still tt~rected rather toward 
exploiting them as a means of ~dermining the British position in the Middle 
East than 'as objectives in themselves. Their principal asset, the oil or
Iraq and Saudi Arabia, . would be economically inaccessible', although its denial 
to Bri taln, and the United States in the event of war would be' of important 
consequence. But, by fomenting local demands for the withdrawal of Br~tish 
troops, the Soviet Union can hope to deny effective British support to Turkey 
and Iran. To this end the Soviet Union will exploit anti-British sentiment 
among 'the ArabsI' and particularly the vexing Palestine .,issue .. 

20.. The Soviet Union has shown no disposi tion to intrude into th'e in
volved Indian situation, possibly finding it as yet impossible to determine 
the most advantageous course in that regard. It also' shows no present aggres
sive ~ntentions toward Afghanistan, although the establishment of a "friendly" 
government there would seem a logical, albeit low priority, objective. 

SOVIET POLICY IN THE FAR EAST 

21 .. The ·basic Soviet objective in China, Korea,. and Japan is to prevent 
their becoming potential bases of attack on the Soviet Far East. This requires 
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;./that<tit". U.S~S.ll. exert with respect to· each an influence. at ~east. equa~ to 
: . .land' pref'erab~ygreater than 1 that of' any ·other power. Since in this region· 
.··Soviet p·o~icy encount·ers that of' the United. States, it· mu·st be j?u·rsued with 

due cir.cumspec_tion.· 

22 •. A~ though the So;'iet Union cannot hope to establish a predominant in
fluence over the whole of China, at least for a long time .to come, it CQuid 
accomplish its ·basic·objecti ve through either the f'ormation of' a coalition 
government, . ~i th th~ Chinese. Communi~t Party*' as_ a major partl.clpant, or a 
division of the country, with the Chinese Communist Party in exclusive control 
of' those areas adjacent to the Soviet Union. The U.S.S.R. should logically 
prefer the former soiutlon as at once invol~ing less danger of a collision witl 
the United States and.greater opportunity f'or the subsequent·expansion of' Sovi< 
inf'luence throughout China through poll tical penetration by the Communist Part: 
and-the course of'its relations with the Chinese Government would seem to con
firm that pre~erence •. The U.S.S.R., however, would not be wil1i~g to sacrlfic( 
the actual political and military independence of the Chinese Communists unIes: 
assured of. their' e'ffective participation in the proposed coalition.. If, there
fore, efforts to establish such a coalition were to fail and unrestricted civi: 
war were· to ensue, the Soviet Union·would probably·support.the Chinese Commun
ists in their ef.forts to consolidate their effective control'over Manchuria an< 

North China. 

2.3.' In Korea the Soviets have shown that they will consent to the unifica
tion of the country only if assured of 'a "friendly" government. In default of 

',unificatio~ on such terms, they are content to consolidate their control in ~h( 
north and ··to bide· their time, trusting that an eventual American withdrawal 
will perml t them to extend their predominant influence over the whole- .country. 

24. The Soviets have been extremely critical of American administration il 
Japan, which has af'f'orded them no opportunity to establish the degree of' inf'lu
ence they desire.. Regardless. 'of the preva~ling influence, they probably desir( 
to see Japan politically and militarily impotent. The greate~ Japan's politic; 
dis'organization, the greater would be their opportunity to establish an e<;lual 

. and eventually predominant influenc.e there. 

SOVIET POLICY ELSEWHERE 

25. Soviet policy in other areas will follow the general lines set forth 
in paragraph 3, seeking to undermine the unity and strength of national states: 
to foment colonial unrest, to stir up diversionary a?~agonisms betwe~n states, 

* Despite a widespread impression to the contrary, the Chinese Communists are 
genuine Communists, differing from other foreign .Communist Parties only in 
a certain local self-sufficiency derived from territorial control and the 
p~ssession of an army, in consequence of which they exhibit unusual initia
tive and. independence. In all essentials- they are an unusually effective 
instrument of Soviet foreign policy. 
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to"disrupt' ~y system of international' cooperation from "hleh, 'th';' U.S.,S.R~ 

'is exc~uded. Activity a1on~ these lines is ,constant, ,though "often ,inconspicu
, ous; Its impC!rtance' to the ,Soviet Union derl ves not, from any p'rospe,it of, dire 

gaIn, but 'from its effect in enhancing the relative powerof,the U.S~S.R. by 
,diminishing that of potential antagonists. 

26. Because of their position in world affairs, the' United States and 
Great Britain will be the primaty targets of such Soviet activities. In addl
'tion to domestic agitations, the effort will be made to distract ,and we'aken th 
by atta~ks upon their interests in areas of specIal conCern' to' 'them. 'In Latin 
America, in particular, Soviet and Communist influence will be exerted to the 
utmost to destroy the influence of -the United States and to 'create antagonisms 
disruptive to the Pan American system. 

lOR 6c~ 
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'ENCLOSURE "E" 

SOVIET MILITARY POLICY 

1. Soviet military policy derives from that preoccupation ,with, ;ecur~ty 
which is the basis ,of Soviet foreign polIcy.' (See En9losure "A"",paragraphs : 
and 4a.) On the premise that, the peaceful coexistence of Communist and cap!:
tallst states I;' in the long run i'mposslble, and that the U.S.S.R. is in COll

st.ant peril'so long as it, retllains wit.hin a "caplta.J-ist encirclement- I .
fl it Is tr 

polIcy of the SOviet Union to maintain armed forces capable of, assuring its 
security and supporting its foreign ,policy against any possible combination oj 
foreign powers.' The result is an army by far the largest in the world (except 

, t.he Chinese). 

2. Even the populous Sov~et Union, however, cannot afford an ,unlimited 
diversion of manpower f~m productive civil pursuits, especially in view of 
manpower requi~ements for reconstruction and for the new Five Year Plan. Con
sequently it has had to adopt a demobilization program which is a compromise 
between the supposed requirements 'of security and those of the <).cono..y. By 
September the strength of the armed forces will have been ~educed from 12,500, 
to 4.500 9 000 roen."* Further reduction is unlikely. 

3. The probable geographical distribution of the total strength indicat, 
will be 1.100,000 in occupied Europe, 650,000 in the Far East, and 2,750,000 'j 
the remainder of the U.S.S.R. The composition will be 3.200,000 (71~l in the 
ground forces and rear services, 500,000 (11~) in the air forces, 300,000 (7'1> 
in the naval forces, and 500,000 (11'1» in the MVD (poll tical securi;':y, forces). 
The post-war reorganizatio~ Includes'uni£ication of command in a single Minis1 
of the Armed FOl'.'ces having jurisdiction over all forces except the MVD troops, 
which remain under the Ministry of Internal Affairs. 

4. In addl tion to .'1 ts own forces, the Soviet Union is assisting and par
ticipating in the reconst) tution of the armed forces of its sate'lli tes in, sucl 
manner as to in-sure "its effective control of them. While" in this 'it.s 'object j 

primarily p'oli tical, such forces supplement its own as locally useful auxlili! 
ies .. 

5. Soviet experience dur'ing the war was limited almost ~xclusi vely tQ tl 
employment of large maSses of ground troops spearheaded by mobile tank-artill, 
infantry 'teams.· Air power was employed chiefly for clos~ ground support. Na' 
operations were insignificant.. The Soviets had only ·limited experience ~n am· 
phibious operations, almost none in airborne operations 7 and nOne with carrie) 
based air operations. . 

6. , It, ,appears that for the time being the Soviet Union will continue to 
rely primarily on-large masses.of ground troops, but with emphasis on increas< 
mechanization and further development of the tank-artillery-mobile infantry 
spearhead. ~he ~round support capabilities of the air forces will be maintail 

• As compared with 562.000 in 1933 and 1.000,000 in 1935. 

JOl g glS 
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,A,t,'the 'same,Ume, .the Soviets ,may be expected ,to' gi va incr:d attention' to 
~ the', strateilic employment of air power, in view of ,demonS,trated, ,An'giO-,Amer'i:ca 
capabllities in th~t regard, and to develop both fighter, defense and long 
range bomber forces. 

'1. Although there have·been indications that the,eventual.,development 
ot; a high seas fleet (or fleets) is , .. Sovie,t ,intention, its early accomplish 
ment 'is prohibited by inexperience, lack of shipbuil<iing capacity, and the 
higher priority o~ other undertakings. Even were these ~hindrances overi;ome, 
geography handicaps the Soviet Union as a naval power, since naval forces on 
1 ts several co~st-s would be i.ncapable of mutual support. Lt is, howev..er, 
within the capabiE ties of the Soviet 'Unlon to develop considerable submaril1 
light surface, and short-range amphibious forces. 

8. 'The industrial development, which competes with the armed ,forces fc 
manpower, is, of course, ~ntended to enhance the ~verall Soviet war potentia 
Beyond that, int>enslve effort wIll. be devoted to ,the development of special 
weapons, with pal'ti,cular reference to guided missiles and the atomic bomb. 

'Some reports suggest that t,he Soviets may already have an atomic bomb of sor 
or at least the capability to produce a large atomic exp~osion., In any case 
a maximum effort' will be made to produce a practical bomb ,in quantity at the 
earliest possible date. 
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Soviet PrQpaganda Increases Attacks on US 

During the past two months Soviet propaganda agalDst the United 
states has increased in volume and intensity, whlle attacks on Great 
Britain., the chief Soviet propaganda target during the early part of the 
year, have dimtnished. The Soviet press, which last March extolled the 
tradition of "unvarying political friendship" between the US and USSR, 
now sees US "atomic diplomacy" and its alleged attempt to impose a 
"pax Americana" on the world as the principal threats to international 
peace. . 

The shift of propaganda emphasis from the UK to the US appears 
to have several aims. One Is to influence US policy by arousing anxietY 
among US groups who fear the consequences of a firm US attitude toward 

. the USSR at the Paris Peace Conference and in other fields of. conflicting . 
interests. Another is to prepare the.Soviet people·for a possible deterio
ration of relations with their formel(' US allies. A third objective, which 
the Soviets appear to feel was not achieved by their attacks on the Brit
ish, is to split the .. Anglo-Americanbl9(!." In support of this aim the . 
Soviet press has played up· clashes between British and US econornicin
terests in Yemen, the. oilfields of the Middle East, and Anglo-American 
competition for the markets of Indta and the Far East. 

In the current shift of emphasis from the UK to the 'OS, noweve!', 
the basic aim of post-war Soviet propaganda remains the same: to pre
vent the formation of any bloc of countries outside the Soviet sphere, and 
to maintain the unity of the Soviet people behind the Government ~ em
phasizing the menace of "capiWist" powell'S seeking to "encircle' the 
USS~. 

The recent Soviet proposals in support of the unification of Germany 
must be viewed in the light of developments in the Soviet Zone to appraise 
their true significance. 

V.Tlthin the Soviet Zone, the USSR dominates almost completely the 
political and economic life of the people. Political control has been 

- 1 -
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assured by tbeSov1et-crea~ SED party, ,!h1eh was formedbyrforclbly 
mergiDg the Soc1aUst and Communist Parties. The effectiveness of 
~t eontr011sevidenced by the recent affirmative vOte OD.the nation
aUzation of property·ln Saxony, and it appears certaln that the SED Party 
will dominate the com!ng eleet1ons.Although complete natlonal1zatlon 
bas not been enfQ:I."ced throughout the entire SoVlet Zone. private commer
cial and lndustrfal property in the US· sense of the term can be said to be 
non-ex1stent. . It is partleuJ.arly notewortby that these developments in . 
the SovIet Zone have taken place in large measure while the Allied Con
tr91· Authorit1e~ have been considering uniform property treatment to be 

. applied throughout~rmany. . 

In 'View of the need to consolidate the gains already made, it Is 
unlikely that the soefal revolution m. the Soviet Zone wtll proceed much 

. further during the next year or two. However. t,he USSR's proposals look
ing toward the removal of zonal barriers suggest that the Soviets consider 
that their control over Eastern Germany is now secure and th:ittbey are 
in aposttton to laun,cha Yigorous campaign to communize the We.stern 
Zone as soon as the zonal barriers are removed. 

, The Rlmga.rlan Government's acquiescence In SOviet demands for . 
a purge of "fascist" Qrganizations and Government officials hasproouced 

. increasing tension between Hungarian leftists and conservative groups, 
and a near-revolt within Premier Nagy's Smallbolders' party. Members 
of the SmalUtolders'Party in the ASsembly have demanded the resigna
tion oUheCommunistInterlor Ministel" responsible for car~ out the 
Soviet demands. The Mlnister subsequently agreed to reinstate Govern- ' 
ment oMcials who had been puiged, and a final decision on the dissolution 
of Cburch organtzattonshas not yet been reached, Nevertheless, Cardinal 
Mlndsflenty, a leading antt-Communist.reportedly plans to order the re
signation from .theGovernment of 1nf1uentlal clerics who have endeavored 
to avoid an 'open break with the leftists. Such a step woUld remove an im
portant moderating force from. conServative Government circles and 
widenthespl1t between leftists and the Church. 

- 2 -
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Meanwhile Nagy has had .great difficulty in avoiding an open split 
within his own Smallholders' Party, a large rart of which opposes hls 
concessions to leftist and Soviet demands, and insists upon the expulSion 
of left-wing members as "fellow-travelers." Nagy appears exhausted 
and despondent and would eagerly give up his official responsibilities 
were it not for his conviction that he and Mikolaczyk in Poland are the 
principal barriers to fuEl Communist sweep in Eastern Europ€. . 

Nagy's continuance in office w1l1 depend on the Soviets, who, for 
the present, appear determined to preserve at least the form of coalition 
government in Hungary. It seems likely, however, that Hungary's con
dltion may soon come to resemble that of Poland, Rumania, and Bulga:da, 
with an entirely pro-Soviet regime prepared to tolerate only a paralyzed 
and ineffectual opposition. Political developments in Hungary after the 
peace treaty is signed will depend largely upon the size of the Soviet 
force left in the country to guard Soviet lines of comml,mlcation. 

- 3 -
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SoViet Proposal for Revision of straitsponvent1on 

, "'," ,- --ii· _ _ - _ ,_ 
, The Soviet note to Turkey propoSfagrevisiOn of the Montreux 
Conv~ ts in part similar to last NOvelnber's US and UK,propOs" 
als. The SOvletnote differs from those of the US and UK in ~' 
restriction of responstb1l1ty for the Straits to "Black Sea Powers ' 
and joint Soviet-Turkish organIZation of straits defense., The Turks 
appear Certain to reject these SovIet pioposals.wbtch they regard as 
aimed at establishing SoViet baseS in the straits. In their rejection 
they can presumably rely upon US and UK support, and are in fact 
ciU. their 1939 ,treaty with the UK uthe basts of their ~aits poliey. 

, ' 

The Soviet propQSals bave not surprised the Turks, who had 
late in July expressed fear of a i:Nrpriseattaet in case SOviet diplo':: 
matic methods proved UDSuceesSful, and had been reported fortifying 
the straits (under a British plan) fOra last-ditch $tand. The Turks 
recently ~ve conducted their first uatioDal'eleetion in many years 
and appear to bave maintained uatioDal unity despite the ~ous 
showiDg of the ~ttoD Democrat party and thesubaequent 1Orma
t10n of ,a new "tough" Cabinet to deal'With opposition elements.-AU 
Turldsh facUons~includiDg the Democrats,have uDited in asstiUlDg , 
the Sov!et propoaals and are expected to manlfe)St their- traditional, " 
stubbornness in the face of a threat from the'North. The Turkish 
'Premier haS indicated that he wm discuss the "relisonable" elements 
in the Sovtet note but wm refuse to consider those Items wb1ch threat
en Turldsh sovereignty. 

,.Sovlet pollcy'toWard Turkey, as espressed in the revision note. 
aims alvlrtual control over the Black Sea StraIts; the fundamental , " 
Soviet objective ts the establlshmentof a "friendly" government in, 

, Turkey as wen as in the other countries of the Middle East. ,These 
aims ,spring from a combination of strategic and political factors" 
Soviet securtty reqUirements from the Baltic to·the Black Sea are at 
least temporarily fulfilled except for extension of control.owr Turkey. 
The Kremlin may,howevel'. regard the Caucasus olUlelds and the 
newly-developed tndustr1a1 centers east of the ,Urals as vulnerable 
from the So1.tth. Moscow has loDg coveted the warm-wate;r ports and 
rich oil deposits of theBlaek Sea-Persian Gulf area. The Soviet Union 
hopes fOll"positicms wblcbcould threaten the~ritlsh"llieline" and 

• 
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, , Bl'1tish~a.~e 01lfleJ.&;." Soviet doll1inrul~ .~. TUrkey wOUld . 
establish the USSR on the threshold of Arab territories which offer a fe~e flell! forpolltieru. and eeonomic~e. ' 

. ItappeUs unlikely t~t the Kremlin win follow up its note 
to Tntkeywith a resort to armed foree, although such a possibll1ty 
cam10t be 2gOOred in V1ewof Zhukov's presence in Odessa and 

, rqmors Of, military and navalact1vlty ,in that area. '1'hereseems to 
ben~ evidence to support .rumors of a possible Soviet-supp6rtedi 

offe~lve from Bulgaria, since Red Army streDgtb.in that co1.Ultr'y 
is ~ to have been cut from 155,000 in May to 80,000 in July. ' 
The 'Soviet Union already 1s extended in Easte.m Europe and may 

, dee~to forego furtherexpans10nuntU iUt control over the satellite 
~.Can be more thoroughly consol1dated.J\n ~ now not only 
wmd,ddestroy the UN (which still can !>euseful to the Kremlin), but , 
wou:+d reveal too, clearly tI;.e true l'esponsJbUtty: for such destruction. 
The~uSSR probably has once agam'presented extre~e,demands In' 
the Ilopeof attaining, a somewhat more limited objective. 

',: 
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Bu1.tE!ian Government Prepares for Elections 

The Communist-controlled Government of Bulgaria is rapidly 
completing its preparations for the national referendum on 8 September 
and the election of a constituent Grand National Assembly on 27 October. 
Since no important political group in the Government or opposition favors 
retention of the Monarchy, the referendum will result in the choice of a 
republic and will represent a true eipression of the national will. 

Despite assurances to the US that the elections will be free, it 
is clear that actually they will reflect the wishes of only a small minority 
oithe population. The opposition parties will be unable to offer any 
serious threat to the Government. Prominent opposition leaders are now 
scheduled for trial as "traitors" and '"FasCiSts," while lesser leaders 
and the opposition rank and file have been subjected to increasing ter
rorism. The recent compulsory labor law, authorizing the mobilization 
of all persons not engaged in "useful social activity," is directed against 
all opponents of the regime, particularly the well-to-do, who are character
ized as "agents of the foreign powers." The purge of the Bulgarian Army. 
formerly regarded as the chief obstacle to complete Communist domina
tion of the country, has culminated in extended "sick leave" for War 

- 4: -
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Minister Veltchev and the dismissal of·aoout half of the officer corps •. 
Many of the latter are scheduled for political trials. The officer corps 
thus has been reduced to a "hard core" of Government and Conununist 
supporters and the regime has been relieved of the danger of a military 
coup. 

. Despite its effective suppression of the opposition, the Govern~ 
ment during the coming weeks will probably make a major ' effort to 
dissuade its opponents from boycotting the elections. The Government 
apparently feels that opposition. participation in the voting will make it . 
difficult for the US or UK to question the legality of the results. The 
opposition's only remaining weapon thus appears to be its ability to pre
vent such a fraudulent appearance ofnationa! unity. 
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·SOVIET MILITARY POLICY IN EASTERN EUROPE 

The Soviet ·Union is engaged In a systematic effort toeonsoll
date its military influence In Eastern Europe before the European peace 
treaties are signed. ,This, effort is, an Integral part of the latger polley 
of assuring the permanent politiea1, economic and m1litary orientation 
of that area toward the USSR. In parttcularit is designed to prevent 
any Eastern European country from becoming an accomplice to a future 
attack on the USSR, or provtdJDgan avenue of approach for a hostile 
army. Soviet authorities hope to achieve this end by organizing the 
armed forces of the Eastern European nations so that they can be 
sw1ft1y tntegrated at any time Into overall Soviet strategic plans -
defensive or offensive. 

The eight nations In thts Soviet sphere of fnfluenee (yugoslavia, 
Albania, Bulgaria, Rumania,HUngary, Czechoslovakia, Poland and Fin
land) bave a combined population of approximately 86,600,000. Their 
armies at present' total slightly more than 1.000,000 men, a very large 
proportion of whom have had experience in wartime campaigns or par
tisan operat1ons~ However, wf.th the exception of Czechoslovakia,'whlch 
has extensive armament Industr1.es, they suffer from lack of modern 
equipment and have from the Soviet vtew-potnt serious shortcomings in 
organization, . leadership and ,political reliabUlt.y. ' 

In their efforts to improve thts situation the Soviets have dis
tinguished between the nations which supported the United Nations and 
those which fought wf.th the Axis. To the former (Yugoslavia, Alban'a, 
Czechoslovakia and Poland) the USSR is giving extensive mf1ftary aid in 

. the form of equipment, training, improvement of communications and 
general supervision of organization. In the latter (Bulgaria, Rumania, 
Hungary and Finland), Soviet, polley is chieny concerned with eliminating 
potential anti-Soviet elements and developmg a well-organized cadre of 
th~y indoctrimited CommuntSt personnel. 

The present Yugoslav Army numbers about 300,000 men. It 
probably will not be expanded in the near future, but a steady improve
ment in organization and equipment is expe-eted to continue under Soviet 
auspices. Last June the USSR concluded a muttary pact to furnish the 
Yugoslavs with undisclosed quant1t1es of arms and equipment. Since 

-1-
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early this year a Soviet miUtari mtssion,wlth representatives til:al1 
parts of Yugoslavia and In allta.ctical UDitS •. has assisted in the traln
iDg and reorganizatlonof the Yugoslav Army. MeanwhUe several. . 
hundred Yugoslav officers and specialists ~ being trained In ti$ .. 
USSR. Road. rail and bridge construct1on for mU1tary purposes is . 
beiDg carried out in strategic areas by Sov1etengineers or under. their 
direction. ., 

The Albanian Army. esttma.ted at 100,000 men, is ,closely affU1-
ated with tbat of Yugoslavia. An esttmated 1.500 Soviet troops are 
supervising the construction of roads and coastal fortifications in 
Albania, and key Albanian Army offieers arestudytng in the USSR. 

'- -, .-' , . 

·TheCzeehoslovak. Arroyof abouU40.000 menapparentlyts . 
being enlarged. . After .the~neluslonofhostil.1tles.1n Europe 'Soviet 
authorities undertook tcfequip some JUne Czechoslovak divisions,·, In 
the military ac~ recently reached in'Mo~ they agreed to furnish 
on lcmg,..term credits add1tl0Jl!l1' equipment, possibly for as ~aS ten. 
additional dtv1s1oris. TheSe agreements will serve the doUble jmrpose 
of Standardizing Czechoslovak muttary .equ1pment ~,SoVietUlle:(and,' . 
allowblg part of Czechoslovakia's large armamentS Industry to·be· . 
diverted to civUian produetlon. Czechoslovak officers are receiving 
advanced training in Soviet military schools, and the CzechOslovak . 
internal security force Is controlled ,by Sovtet officers. On the other 
hand, the trend toward pommunlst domination of the Czechoslovak 
Army has been slOW, . 

. . 

The Polish Army is presently estimated at 215,Qoo, and Polish 
authorities have, Indicated their intention of enlarging it with Soviet aid 
to 500,000 in the near future. Although the Army is ,headed nominally 
by a Polish Marshal, all important decisions are made by a Soviet Gen
eral. Many key posts are held by Soviet officers, and the supply and 
transportation system is in Soviet hands. Virtually all weapons and . 
equipment are Sovlet...supplied,.and new equipment is to be furnished 
by the USSR on a lcmg-termered1t basis. 

The ~ulgarfan Army, D()W approximately 65,000, will probably 
be reduced under the peace terms to a maximum of 55,000. Relatively 
little ~terial bas been given the ~ Army. although a small 

--X@PSEeItE I .. 
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7.  (Continued)
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number· of Bulgarian officers are being trained ~ the ussa rn antici
pation of the withdrawal of SQv1et troops 90 days after the Bulgarian 
peace treaty becomes effective, the Soviet authorities have tnstJga.te(l 
a drastic purge of all Bulgarian officers not in sympathyw1th Commu
nist ideology. The primary Soviet a.im,appears to be the establishment 
of a Communist cadre which will bolster the pro..sovlet Bulgarian 
regime after the withdrawal of Soviet forces. 

The Rumanian A.rmy of 140,000 men will probably be reduced by 
the peace treaty to 120,000. Soviet mU1tary aid has consisted chiefly in . 
the training and equipping of twO complete divisions which constitute the 
bulk of the Army's tactical striking forces. In the remainder of the 
Army there has been less progress than in Bulgaria toward the estab
lishment of a Communist-indoctrinated cadre. 

'While Hungarian authorities have. offered stroug resistance to 
Soviet penetration and control, a Communist bas been installed as Cblef 
of the General. Staff and other important posts are held by Communist 
sympath1zers. The draft peace treaty allows Huugary an army of 

. 65,000, but her mtlitary strength wlll be determined by the degree of 
future Communist pressure, which aims to keep the Army small and 
the leftist-dominated Internal pollee force large. 

Sov1etpol1cy bas been to keep the Fimdsh Army small and impo
tent. Repeated purges under Soviet pressure have curtailed its efficiency, 
and under. the draft peace treaty the Army is to be limited to 41,600 men. 
However. Communist attempts to penetrate the Army have mel with 
determined Finnish resistance. . 

Despite varying degrees of unrest and resistanee to Soviet 
domination among the Eastern European countries, it is expected that 
when the present draft peace treaties are concluded, the entire 'Western 
border of the USSR wlll be effectively flanked by a Soviet-controlled 
milltary bloc. 

-11i ~ 
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8. Special Study No. 3, 24 August 1946, Current Soviet Intentions
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CURRENT SOVIET INTENTIONS 

24 : August 1946 . 
'. . 

. L During the past two weeks there has been a series of deVelop
ments wblch suggeSt that some CODSlderationshould be gtven to the poe" 
stbWty of near-term Soviet mWtar.J action. 

. A. Soviet p~ against the US and UK has reached the 
blghest pitch of ,vlolence sblce Stalii1' s February speech and follows a 
line which m!ght be mterp!'etedas.·preparJDg·the Russian people for 
SovtetmflifarJ action. 

. .' .. ~" 1.1t8l:ates that "reaettouaiy monopoUstlc Cl!1ue8" aad 
.t·mm~ adventurers" are oowdlreetlng US poUey toward·\vorld'domi ... 
DaUon" throughc'atomle'" dtplomacy •. The US has abandoned the RQose
velt1an pl;)l1ey whieh gave hope of collaboratkta wIth.the USSR aDd the other 
Hfreedom"lovlDg people" of the world. .'. . . 

2. 'It attacks the Auglo-Amerlean ~'bloeu as ffdlvldiDg tIie . 
field" throughout the world and gives a detailed 'account of ADglo-Amerl-
. eaill'ilnp&rla~e" aet1ons, Including British troop movements to BasJ:a 
and Palest1neand US mflltary operatJ,ons in China and attempts to'secure 
outlying a~ bases. " 

3. .Embassy Moscow interprets the attacks outUned1n i' 
above as notice to the ConunUDist party in the' USSR that there is Jl(} loager 
any hope of frtendly relations between the USSR and the Western Powers .. 

. -

. 4. Tlto. in his speech of 21 August on the lJ1ternat1ona1 
situation, raise(l the Issue to a world-wide ideolOgical plane Whell he 
stated categortea1ly that·there Is no question today of two ~: . Western 
and Eastern. The question today Is one of true democraey versus reae
Uoaartes throUghout the world. III Soviet terminology this obviously means 
communism versus llOIl-communism. 

- 1 -
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B. ··TJie Soviets have 1'9..opened the Str8ttS ls~e wWt a.note .\0 
Turkey.demauMng exclusive control bytbe Black Sea Powers and joint . 
SoViet-Turkish defense of the Straits. . ' . . , '. 

c~ Yugoslavia, after sending the, US a DOte protest1Dg th~ viola
, tion of her sovereignty by daily fUghts, over. her territory Of US ~ans
port and mu.tta:.ry aircraft, has shot dowDtwo US aircraft, and. defended 
sucJl aeUon as JUStified. ' 

1. US MWtary Attache BeIgradem OOmmentblg upon these 
incidents stated thatwldle he had not previously beUeved that Russia and 
Yugoslavia were ready to fight, he .regardedcthese ine1dentsas indicating 
that they were Willlngto risk a "prompt start." '" .. , .', 

, D. Molotov in his speeehon theItaU~~ treaty 1ndieated"¢I~arlY' 
that the Sovlets1ntended to exel'll~ the western Powersfromnanubtan 
trade, and stated that If Italy re8tiectedthe most..fa.vored-Diltton prinel
pie she would los,her freedotn to the monopollstlc capf.taUsmOf the 
Western powers • 

. iL As opposed to the above tndlcattOns wbleb suggest the possibility , 
of aggressive' Soviet intentions, it may be DOted that: 

, A. We have as ,et no ·lnfarinatlon of any eba1lge in tbeScmet .. 
demobl11zatlon program. In fact, the Jatest-ind1eattoDS are that it has 
been slightly accelerated. ' 

B. We have as yet 110 JndIcatICDS of ally UD.US1la1 troop concen
trattons, troop movements, or supj;Ily buUd.,.ups whlch would norman,. 
precede oUeos.lve. mmtary action. 

C. We have had no 1ndleaUons of an,. wamtRg to Sonet shlpptng 
throughout the world. ' 

D. There appears to be no reason, from the purely economle 
point of View, to alter our previOUS esttmate'that because· of the ravages 
of war, the Soviets have vital need. for a l~ periOd of peace before em-
barldDg upon a major war. ' 

- 2 -
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8.  (Continued)
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E •. There are no indications that the Soviets have an operational 
atom bomb. . 

m •. In spite of the faetors outlined immediately above, the Soviets 
might conceivably undertake a concerted offensive through Europe and 
Northern .\sia on one or a combination of the fonowing assumptions: 

A.That a·~l'eign war was nec~ssary to maintain the present 
leadership In power, in the face. of serious Internal discontent. 

. . 1. There have been indications·of discontent in the Ukraine 
and In the Murmansk and·other areas. There have been a number of 
purges. The Soviet press, in appeals to the people fc.r improvement, has 
revealed Internal dititcu1t1esln many ftelds. Thereeent~t1on of 
a wide program of :M"arx!st reindoetrinatlon suggests a breakdown. in dis
cipline. HOWeVer, we have no realbasls for evaluatblg the eXtent and 
seriousness of such discontent or its . potentialities for eff~ve. resistallce . 
to the present regIme. . . . . .. . 

2. Although the people of· the USSR are ttred of war and 
industrial produet1on Is down. the party is probably stUl sufficiently 
powerful to secure, througb propaganda, acceptance of further war. 

. . . B. That In view of the strength of tbe Soviet forces in Northern 
Asia and in Europe (as opposed to Allied forces) a sudden offensive might 
Secure tbeseareas without much dlfficulty. and place the USSR in an im
pregnable economic and poUtlcal position. 

C. That ~he US was war-Weary and would not hold out against 
a fatt aecllmpli in ~above, 

D. That a combination of mtlttarlsttc marsbals and ideologists 
might estabUsb· ascendancy over stallri and the Politburo and decide upon 
a war of conquest. 

1. Evidence to date, however. tndicates that the Party 
dominates the miUtary. 
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IV~ Jnweighfng the various elements in this complex s1tUat1on the 
most plausible conclusion would appear to be that,untU there is some 
specific evidence that the Soviets are making the necessary niil1tary 
preparations and dispositions for offensive operationS, the recent dis
turbing del"elopments can be, interpreted asconst1tutlng no more than 
an tntensivewar of nerves. The purpose may be to test US determtna-

. tion to support its objectives at the peace conference and to sustain its 
commitments in E;uropean affairs. It may also he designed equally for 
internal consumption: to hold together a cracking economic and ideo
logical structure by building up an atmosphere of internationalcrtsis. . 
HoWever, with the Soviet diplomatic offensive showing signs .of bogging 
down, the possibility of direct Soviet military action or irresponsible 
action by Soviet satellites can not he disregarded. ' 

-4-
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9. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 30 August 1946, Soviet Internal Problems
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Soviet Interruil Problems . 

Annable information on current conditions inside the USSR, though 
meager and inCOnclusive, leaves l1ttle doubt that thore is discontent 
among the people and confusion In the state economic machinery. The 
USSR faoos its tremendous task of post-war reconstruction bandteapped 
by disturbing internal ~tresses. .' . 

. The few foreign observers who have had a chance to talk with 
Soviet citizens report· frequent complaints over the hardships of every~ 
day life and disappointment that the long-promised fruits of victory 
have not been forthcoming. WhUe.tbe general attitude seems to be one 
of characteristic Russian fatalism rather than resentment, there have 
been occasional reports of overt resistance to stateauthor1ty; .. especially 
in the Ukraine.' 'ne situation is no doubt :oggravatedby returnmg n;dU
tar)' personnel, who bring backstortes of relative luxutY in otber coon-· 
tries and who find civilian living standards below those enj()fed by the . 
Red Army. The Kremlin's sensitiVity to these developments-Is probably 
increased by its awareness of the substant1al number of cases of deser
tion and collaboration with the enemy during the war. Another. cause for 
alarm, .according to Party organs, is the recurrence of private property 
conceptions among the rura]·popula.t1on, especially m areas previously 
under German . occupation. . ... .. 

Disaffection in higher circles also is evident. Persistent'reports 
of shake-ups In the Army high command tend to SUbstantiate ]:"UMOrs that 

. the Marshals . are not satisfied with their peace-time status, while "SOCial
ist justice" seems to be overtaking a number of prominent party, govern,.. 
mental and literary figures.' Explanations arevarled, but it is likely that 
the mfi1tant domestic and. foreign policieS nowbetng laid down necessitate 
weeding out those .suspected of pro-Western leantngs.Thedlsmissal of 
Lltvtnov and the transfer of Zbukov, both closely identified with· Soviet
American Collaboration, are particularly significant . 

. " - .' 

; Economic cUfflculti~s, which in most cases are officially attributed 
to inefficient local management and corrupt minor officialS, are probably 
due' also in part to war-worn·factortes andsaggtng worker morale •. There 
is evidence that personal profiteering and thefalsWcation of production 
figures, which are now receiving so much attention in the Soviet press, 
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were relatively common practices throughout the war and often were 
carded on with the knowledge of the highest authorities. The sudden 
and violent campaign againsUhem may result f:rom the Kremlin's 
des!re ,to ,disown what has become a wldely·lmown scandal. 

Wh1le the e~dence outlined above indicates that Soviet internal 
difficulties are serious, there 1s no reason to suppose that they are 
critical. The Kremlin may be counted on to take all possible steps to 
correct them, and ene such step Is to point to the threaiof foreign 
aggression. The resultl,qg atmosphere of crisis co serve to stimulate 
efforiand dtstraetattention from the hardships of everyday life. 

Should Soviet internal conditions, in the eyes of the Kremlin, reach 
an alarming state of deterioration and the Soviet diplomatic offensive 
fun in Us current-objectives, Soviet leadersm1ght conceivably seek a 
"shorland easy"-war'tn order to strengthen tnte!'nal cohesion, regam 
domestic' control, and exploit their present military superiority in criti-
cal ali."eas. ' 

'"POP SEGlffi-~ 
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10. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 20 September 1946, Effect of Demobilization on Soviet
Military Potential; Effects of Soviet Propaganda
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. Th~ihlrd stage of the Soviet demobilization program was . 
approximately completed on 1 September. Seven classes (1922';'1928,' 
inclusive) remam under arms. Current reports support pl'evious esti-· 

.. mates tbat no further substantial demobiUzatlon is presently intended. 

,The strength of the SoYlet armed forces is now estiixm~ at 
4,500,000 men, well belO\lF the wartlme peak of 12,500,000; burwell 

· above the pre-war norm of-562,OOO m 1933. Even with the release. of 
8,000,000 men to civilian tasks of reconstruetlon and development, the 
Soviet armed forces remain most formidable in both absolute and rela
tive ~rms .. 

ThereJ1,re nOW 1,600,000 Soviet troops in Europe outside the ' 
· USSR, . and even where forces in -Europe have been reduced, hea\')' equip
ment has been left behind So that it can be manned on short notiee. -The 
Soviets also have shown a marked interest.in equipping and tl'atnIng 
satellite armies along Soviet lines. The Yugoslav Army, for example, 
plans to reach a strength of 1,000;000 men by 1948, and for all Ptaetical 

'. purpos~s slWuld be included in considering the Sov1etpotential. 

The masslve Red Army of the past, designed primarily to defend 
· the vast. Eastern European front, was deficient in transport, equipment 
and organization .and proved unwieldy in many operations. Almost all of 
its offensivesuccesaes were achieved.thrOugh the skillful use of mobile 
strUdDg forces. As a result of these lessons, mobility is the prime c~
cern of present Soviet military planning. In achlevtng it, the release of 
:masses of "peasant" infantry ~opsand the retention in sentce of . 
smaller numbers of hlgbly-trainea aDd well~equipped speclaltsts is a 
lOgical step. 

The Soviet demobUization to date bas resulted in nored.uetion of 
Soviet military strength in critical areas. Discontinuance of demObiUia..;.; 
tionat this point indlcates an intention to retain overwhelming superiority 
in immediately available mmtary power for an 1ndef1nite period. 

-1 -
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Effects of Soviet Propaganda 

The cont1nu~g Soviet propaganda barrage against the "reaction
ary" and "war-fomenting" activities of the US and UK appears designed, 
first, to keep alive in the US and the UK active opposition to any flrm 
policy toward the USSR; and second, to spur tile Soviet masses to greater 
effort by raising the specter of imminent patriotic war. 

In its first objective, the uudertaking has met with considerable 
success. Many moderate and Uberal groups have been so divided over 
the issue of policy toward the USSR that their potentialities for opposing 

. Soviet tactics have been at least neutralized. 

The effects of the campaign within the USSR are more difficult to 
appraise. WhUe there is little doubt that It has seriously alarmed the 
Soviet people, scattex-ed reports indicate that it has depressed rather 
than inspired them. The average citizen of the USSR seems to be 
anxious and distressed over the prospect of another war, and bewildered 
as to why the US and Britain should "want" it. The Soviet masses are 
suffering from severe emotional and physical exhaustion, and in many 
cases are bitterly disappointed that the long-promised increases in free
dom and comfort have not followed the defeat of the Axis. Ideological 
purges and alarmist propaganda have not checked this condition, and the 
majority of the Soviet people appear eager for any straw of reassurance 
as to Anglo-American intentions. 

- 2 -
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11. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 25 October 1946, Significance of Personnel Changes in
Soviet Hierarchy; Communist Setback in Hungary
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Significance of Personnel Changes in Soviet Hierarchy 

The announcement that V. S. Abakumov has been appo~ted 
Minister of state Security and that G. M. Malenkov has been relieved 
of his duties as member of the PreSidium of the Supreme Soviet and 
designated Deputy Chairman of the Council of Ministers, may have 
some connection with reports that Stalin is 'in poor health and is ab-
sent from Moscow. If Stalin really is ill, any present jockeying for ' 
pOSition among members of the Kremlin's ruling clique may foreshadow 
a'serious rivalry among possible successors. 

Little is known of Abakumov's blu:kground except that he was, re
portedly chief of the Soviet Army's counter-intelligence service during 
the war,and has since been Deputy Commissar of the NKVD (now MVD) 
in charge of counter-espionage. The f,irst hint of his elevation to minis
terial rank was the prominent position given him atStalin's dinner for 
the CzechosloVak Premier on 25 July. His role as chief of the Ministry 
of State Security (MOB) is one of greatresponslb1llty, since that organi
zation has assumed most of the secret police functions formerly carried 
out by the NKVD. 

, Abak:umov's appointment confirms rumors which have been cir
culatingfor some time to the effect that the ~ormer MOB Chief, V. N. 
Merkulov, had been dismissed from his'post. Some of these rumors 
have suggested that Merkulov had fallen into disfavor, but it is equally 
possible that he has been shifted to some other responsible work. He 
was formerly considered the right-hand man of Marshal Beria, ex
chief of NKVD. who is now believed to be supervising the Soviet atomic 
project. Merkulov may have joined Berta in this undertaking. 

Malenkov's reassignment Is of particular interest in view of his 
apparent preeminent position in the Kremlin's inner circle. He has often 
been mentioned as the candidate most favored to succeed Stalin. He has 
for some time held the poSitions of Secretary and Director of Personnel 
of the Central Executive Committee of the Communist Party--positions 
comparable to those which Stalin held at Lenin's death. While there is 
no evidence that Malenkov has been removed from these key positions, 
a report from a usually reliable source indicates that he has fallen into 

- 1 -
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disfavor. Such a possibilitY takes on added weight from the fact tluit 
in the current clean-up in intellectual and agricultural circles, Zhdilnov, 
another contender for supreme power, appears to have been selected 
to serve as Party "hatchet man. U 

Communist Setback in Hungary 

Premier Nagy's majority Smalllioiders Party appears to have 
won· its latest behind-the-scenes struggle for political power with the 
leftist parties and to have averted temporarily any further Soviet domi-
nation of H~. . 

Since the formation of.the present coalition Government, Nagy, 
despite his Party's 60% majority, 'haS compromised both with the right 
wing in his Party, which resents Communis.t participation in the Govern
ment,andwith the Communists. The latter have relied on the Presence 
of the Soviets to extend their influence in the Government far beyond 
that justified by their popular vote'(16% of the total) in the last elections. 
Although Nagy's middle-of-the-road policy has resultedtn numerous . 
political crises, Hungary has been far more successful· than other-'satel
lite states· in maintaining a degree of independence from Soviet control. 
The SOviets have deeply penetrated Hungary's economy through the for
mation of joint 'Soviet-Hungarian corporations, but the country still en
joys substantial freedom of press, religi~n and political actiVity. 

The latest crisis grew out of· Nagy's determination to capitalize 
on popular discontent with Soviet failure to $Upport Hungary at Paris. . 
Accordingly h~ increased his resistance to Soviet influence and encour
aged political and economic orientation to the West, It was expected 
that the Communists would retaliate with demands for sweeping colices-
. sions from the. Smallholders, including expulsion ffom the Party and the 
Assembly of extreme rightist Smalllioiders, and for sweeping electoral 
"reforms." However, the reluctance of the USSR to intervene in behalf 
of the Communists and of the leftist Social Democrats to support the ex
treme Communist position forced the CommuDists to modify their demands 
to a point Where theyean be acceptable to the Smallholders. 

-2-
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12. ORE 3/1, 31 October 1946, Soviet Capabilities for the Development and Production of
Certain Types of Weapons and Equipment
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SOVIET CAPABILITIES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION 

OF CERTAIN TYPES OF WEAPONS AND EQUIPMENT 

1. Herein is presented an estimate of Soviet capabilities in the development and 
production, during the next ten years, of certain weapons and eqUipment, as follows: 

~ - ","-.. ,-":-'_. 

The atomic bomb Fighters 
., Guided missiles Radar 

Heavy bombers Submarines 

, 2. Any report of this nature is at best educated guesswork. An estimate 
of capabilities ten years hence obviously cannot be based on evidence, but only on a 
projection from known facts in the light of past experience and reasonable conjecture. 
The estimates herein are derived from the current estimate of existing Soviet scientific 
and industrial capabilities, taking into account the past performance of Soviet and of 
Soviet-controlled German scientists and technicians, our own 'past experience, and 
estimates of our own capabilities for future development and production. 

3. In view of the Soviet Union's relatively low industrial potential, of the evident 
necessity to devote much of her effort to restoring and developing her transportation 
system and heavy industry in generill, and of her limited technological advancement, 
particularly with respect to precision instruments and electronic controls, it seems 
reasonable to assume that during the next ten years she could not carry out advanced 
development and quantity production simultaneously in all of the fields under con
sideration. The selection of those fields in which a maximum effort was to be made 
would be governed by political or politico-military considerations. The common as
sumption, supported by many indications, is that every other Soviet program has been 
subordinated to the development of an atomic bomb. ' It is not clear that the Soviet 

I authorities have yet made a firm determination of other priorities. In any case, it must 
be understood that the estimates which follow assume a maximum effort in each case, 
that such an effort is not possible in every case, and that in some cases actual develop
ment will fall short of the maximum capability indicated, in accordance with the pri- . 
orities assigned. 

4. The atomic bomb. Our real information relating to this subject is meager. 
It is probable that the capability of the U.S.S.R. to develop weapons based on atomic 
energy will be limited to the possible development of an atomic bomb to the stage of 
production at some time between 1950 and 1953. On this assumption, a quantity 
of such bombs could be produced and stockpiled by 1956. 

5. Guided Missiles. 

a. Ground to ground. The U.S.S.R. is not believed to be capable of carrying 
out advanced development and quantity production of radically new weapons of 
this type within the next ten years. However, by makiIig full use of German 
facilities under Soviet control, the U,S.S.R. is capable of attaining by 1950 quantity 
production of V-I and V-2 missiles with increased ranges and some improvement 
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in accuracy. The possibility that the German A-Jd, A-lO, and associated missiles 
may be developed to an effective range of 3000 miles within the next ten years is 
considered remote. * 

b. Surface to air. The U.S.S.R. is considered capable of putting into pro
duction by 1950' anti-aircraft missiles of the German Wasserfall or Smetterling 
type. 

c, Air to surface. The U.S.S.R. is considered capable of developing to the 
production stage by 1950 a missile of similar type to the German HS-293, possibly 
equipped with a proximity or influence fuse. ** Fighter or bomber borne missiles 
with rocket assisted impact power can be expected in quantity within the next ten 
years. 

6. Heavy bombers. The U.S.S.R is capable of developing and producing by 1948 
a bomber with the approximate characteristics of the B-29, and of achieving a production 
rate of 150 per.month by 1950. By 1951 the Soviets will be capable of maintaining 2000 
operational aircraft of such type supported by a stored reserve of equal strength. The 
development of new types of destmctive agents may reduce the importance of bomb 
c~g caPllCity and make range and speed the primary factors in design. 

r 7. 'Fighter aircraft. Within the next five years the U.S.S.R. is capable of de-
veloping and producing an effective defense force of jet interceptors of subsonic speed. 
Fighter aircraft will be almost entirely jet propelled, but it is considered improbable 
tJiat supersonic speeds will be developed in this period. 

8. Radar. Within ten years the Soviets will have the constmction and operational 
capabilities in the radar field which existed in the United States in 1945. They will 
exploit the use of radar in establishing integrated systems ofwaming networks . 

. 9. SubmarineS. It isbelleved that the U.S.S.R. will concentrate on building the 
German type XXI boat, since in feasibility of both constmction and further development 
1(his type offers the prospect of most immediate returns. Using German facilities, the 

. U.B.B.R should be capable of constructing up to 300 of these craft by 1950. There
after production would be virtually unlimited except by priOrities. The U.S.S.R. is 
capable of developing by 1956 a guided missile launching device for Use on these sub
marines. 

• ACI Ml-2 holds that it is "entirely possible that quantities of 3000-mlle rocket propelled nUs-
$lles . • • will be available to the Russ~ In 1955. n ~ 

•• ACI Ml-2 wouId emphaslze the view that by 1950 the 1J.s.s.R. will also have stockpiled 
"quantities ot lllls$lles simllar to the German 'Bomben Torpedo: equIpped with a proximity or In
l1uence lu.se, which will have lethal capebll1tles against sea-borne forces." 
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13. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 8 November 1946, Communist Pre-Electoral Tactics in
Rumania
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Communist Pre-Electoral Tactics in Rumania 

The Communist electoral pattern, 80 successfully delineated in 
Yugoslavia and Bulgaria, will be repeated with only minor variations on 
17 November when the Rumanian people vote in their first post-war elec
tion. The Groza Government, although faced with an opposition conserva
tively estimated at 75 per cent of the electorate, is determined to win an 
85 per cent victory. It has accordingly conducted a campal.gn of violence 
and terrorism that will make it impossible for the Opposition to register 
its full strength atthe polls. The Rumanian election, therefore, wUl 
probably reflect the will of the people even less truthfully than dlcl the 
elections in Bulgaria and Yugoslavia, where opposition to Communism was 
neither as well organized nor as determined. 

. . The Yovetnment' 8 extreme measures ~inst the Opposition indi-
cate the Communist Party's estimate of what was necessary to insure a 
vote that would justify complete Communization of the country. Under the 
guise of the Communist-sponsored and administered electoral law. large 
numbers of poten~lal Opposition voters have been unable to register. many 
do not yet know whether they are registered or not and those protesting 
non-registration must present 16 separate documents, many of which are 
unobtainable. Communist control of printers' unions, the radio, newsprint 
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distribution, and censorship has successfully prevented the Opposition 
from publicizing its campaign. The G<lvernment has attempted to dis
credit Opposition leaders by accusing them of subversive activity and 
subjecting their homes to frequent search. Many are in jail without 
formal charge. Violent physical attacks on Opposition leaders are an 
almost dally occurrence. Communist strong-arm squads, with the 
tacit approval of the police, have successfully disrupted the majority 
of the Opposition's political meetings. 

The Communists have further strengthened their pOSition by the 
now familiar tactics of dividing the Opposition parties and of currying or 
forcing the support of minority groups. Both historical parties (National 
Peasants and Liberals) have dissident groups represented in the Groza 
Government. The Jewish Groups,fearful of the growing anti-Semitism 
in Rumania, have promised their 200,000 votes to the Government Bloc 
in return for substantial concessions. The CommunIsts, in their des
perate search for support, have even allowed several former fascist 
Iron Guard leaders to retain prominent Government positions. For the 
first time in Rumania's history, the Army, now "reVitalized," will vote 
(with obvious results, despite reliable reports that the individual Ruma
nian soldier has not accepted Communist ideology). 

Election day will probably be quiet. OppoSition leaders admit 
their impotence to combat a reign of terror which on that day will be 
backed by the Army, the secret pol1ce,the milttia and an estimated 
10,000 armed Communist reservists specially called up for the occasion. 

- 3 -
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14. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 13 December 1946, Communist Maneuvers in Hungary
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COMMUNIST MANEUVERS IN HUNGARy 

Summary: The HUDgal'ian Communist Party and 
the Soviets are mald.ng a persistent effort to split the 
Smallholders' Party in order to strengthen their con
trol over Hungary prior to the withdrawal of Soviet 
troops and the Signing of a peace treaty. There is dis
agreement within the majority Smallholders' Party as 
to concessions which it must make to the Communists 
to avoid Soviet retaliation. If Premier Nagy Can re
solve these differences within his Party, he may be' 
obliged to acquiesce only to a mutual assistance treaty 
with the USSR. 

Renewed efforts by-the Soviets and the HUDgal'ian CommUnists 
to dominate HUDgal'y prior to-the withdrawal of Soviet troops have pre
cipitated another serious Crisis for Premier Nagy's coalition Govern
ment.The Soviets, despite theireffeetive control of the country's major 
industries through joint Soviet-HUDgal'ian monopoUes, reeogn1ze that 
Communist strength is not suffiCient to insure a Govermnent "friendly" 
to the USSR. The Communist Party is therefore mald.ng a persistent 
effort to split the majority Smallholders' Party, which controls 60% of 
the National Assembly and is therefore an effective brake on Commu
nist eneroaehr.rient. 

Although all parties, including the CommuniSts, agree on the need 
to maintain a coalition Government, the Communists are working to in
crease the number of parties in the coalition in order to improve their 
relative poSitiOn and increase their influence. They have. therefore en
couraged the formation of the new Freedom Party, which is composed of 
rightist elements purged from the Smallholders' Party. The Commu
nists have also made numerous demands upon the Smallholders primari
'ly aimed at causing dissension between the right and left wings of the 
Party. These demands include: (1) expulsion of additional right wing 
members; (2) postponement of local county and municipal elections; (3) 
changes in the electoral law which would disenfranchise many "reaction
ary" Smallholder supporters;' (4) curtailment of the political activity of . 
the Catholic Ch'lJl'ch, and particularly its control of the educational sys
tem; and (5) abandonment of the Smallholders' plan to establish "Grange" 
organizations whieh would be independent of the Communist-dQminated 
Trades Union Council. In addition to these political maneuvers, evidence 

• -1-
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exists that the Conununlsts and the Soviets are deliberately obstructing 
the country's economic rehab1Utation in order to capitalize on the result
ing unrest. 

The Communist plan to divide and rule has partially succeeded. 
President Tildy and Premier Nagy, both Smallholder leaders, reported
ly disagree as to what concessions they must make to the Communists 
to avoid Soviet retaliation. Tildy apparently believes that the Soviets 
will insist on full compliance with Communist demands as the price for 
preservation of the Smallholders' majority position in the Government. 
Nagy. on the other hand, believes that further submission to Commu
nist pressure would be as detrimental to the Smallholders' Party as 
any possible Soviet retaliation. Nagy also believes that the Communists 
may' be bluffing •. since (1) they would probably not risk a fair test of 
streDgth at the polls; (2) they are as anxious as the Smallholders to main
tain the coalition Government; and (3) there are indications that the left
ist National Peasants and Social Democrats may themselves revolt against 
Communist domination of the Leftist Bloc. 

The future of the Smallholders' Party appears to depend largely 
on Nagy's ability to maintain a united front within the Party to resist 
the Communists' demands and on the present·Govermnent's ability to 
survive a winter of lDevltable economic hardship. In the last analysis, 
however. the Kremlin's attitude will be the deciding factor. Although 
the Soviets will not relax their efforts to strengthen the Communist 
Party in H'IUlgary before signing a peace treaty or withdrawing their 
trooPS. there are indications that they may be un\viJ.ling to take extreme 
mea8'Qres if the Smallholders' Party refuses to meet the Communists' 
deman4s. They may then be forced to settle temporarily for a mutual 
assistance pact with the present regime in the hope that it would cooper
ate sufficiently to protect immediate Soviet military and economic in-
terests. . 

\ 
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15. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 20 December 1946, The Soviet Outlook in Iran; Soviets
Reverse Their Tactics in Austria
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wtthmaweekfollownsgtheir':~trance into Azerbaijllll on 
9 pecember, Central Government troops had virtually'completed their 
cOriquestpf the province;' The .Tabriz Government had collapseQ,and 

. national troops had occupied key points on .the Azerbaijan-So\'iet _ \ 
frontier. Furthermore,'Qazi Mohammed (the rebel who had established 

. a Kurdish ."Republic" in Western Azerbaijan) and other Kurdish leaders 
had submitted to the Central Government and declared their loyalty to 
Qavam •. 

The SoYjets are confronted not only with the Azerbaijan debacle . 
but also with the greatly reduced effectiveness of the Tudeh Party 
(their chief Iranian 0091) and the increased strength of all anti-Boviet 
elements. Accor<lin(jly, the USSR may now be expected to.abandon .' 

. direct'actionin Iran in favor of intensified infiltration and clandestine < 

. activity. The Soviets doubtleE;s will aIso use the projected oilcon-' v, . 
cession as an important means of penetration. . _. '. ." . 

I'" I .' . " . . • . 
, - ;- '-' '- - '" "- ~ - ._"- - .- -

The USSR is likewise in a position to exert considerableeeoliom~. 
te pressure on Iran through the dependence of the Northern provinces, . ' ... / 
upon the Soviet economy and the existence' of large British. concessions 
in the South. It is to be expected that .Qavam wili attempt to maintain 
friendly relations with the USSR and,if necessary, will support economic 
concessions which do not infriilge upon Iranian sovereignty. ' 

" 
The SovietS,however, have suffered a serious set-back in Iran 

and to some' extent have lost face in the Near East. ,Iranian indeperu;lence 
appears to have been .re~estl.blished unless the USSR is prepared to 
resort agaiJi to overt action and to risk UN intervention. 

The USSR's tactics in Austria have undergone drastic revision. 
After indicating that its forces would be withdrawn from the country by 
Hie third·quarter of 194'1, the Soviet Command concurred in two important 
US-supported resolutions which it had. hitherto strongly opposed in.the 
Allied Council. It agreed (1) to p~both indigenous and imported food 
resourceS at the disposal of the Government fm; distribution throughout 
Austria; and (2) to settle the deilazification issue along lines acceptable 
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, to the us. ,This Jatter concession is of spedal significance beca.uae the ' 
Soviets previously indicated that they were dissatisfied with the results 

. achieved by the Austrian Government and that they wouldrematnin 
occuPation until they considered the program completed. They will now 
be unable to use the denazification issue in order to block cons1derat1on 
of anA:ustrian treaty. . . 

The Austrian Government Is planning,in JIlDUIU'y, to enter lnto 
biJateral negotiations with the USSR on the very difficult subject of 
German assets in eastern Austria, provided the US, UK and the three 
parties to the Austrian coalition Government concur. The Soviets have 

. consistently refused to discuss the,assets question in the Allied Com
mission and are in disagreement with the Austrians as ,to what consti
tutes'legitimate German assets under the Pot.sdam agreement. The 
Austrians, however, are now proposing bilateral negotiations, in the 
belief that'the SovietS are now in a frame of mind to make substantial 
concessions for the sake of aqutck settlement. 

. ~ , 

, The USSR now apparentl; is on the defensive in Austria and , 
desires to secure its economic position by r~ an agreement with 
the FiglGovernment before discussion of Austrtan peace ter~ ,this 
coming spring. Moreover. it hasweak:ened its bargalnlng position by 
hal1ng given advance notice of Its intention to withdraw by the third 
quarter of 194'1. ' 

.. 2-
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16. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 3 January 1947, The Polish Election; Possible Reopening of
the Straits Question
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The Polish Election 

Preparations by Poland's Communist-dominated Government 
for the country's first post-war election on 19 January differ little from 
those which swept Leftist blocs to victory in Bulgaria and Rumania. The 
Polish Government has flagrantly disregarded the Potsdam agreement 
regarding free elections and has IntenBWedlts ruthless suppression of 
all potential opponents. The election results, therefore, a.re predeter
mined. Vice-Premier Mikolajczyk's Peasant Party, which Is backed 

. by approximately '10% of the population, will probably be allowed no 
more than 25% oUhe vote. 

J 

MikolaJczyk has waged a determined but futile struggle against 
the now-famiUar Communist electoral tactiCl;. These include mass .ar
rests ()f Opposition leaders and CIU1<Hdates, restriction of public speeCh' 
and assembly. Intimidation by secret pollee and armed forces, and mani
pulation of the electoral machinery. The Goverrunent has exploited the 
existence of an active underground as a pretext for its oppressive con
trol of the country by secret police. It has also handicapped Mikolajczyk 
by l1nktng him with the underground. 

The certain defeat of the anti-GovlI'rnment forces on 19 January, 
coupled with scarcities of food and clothing,and exorbitant taxes, will 
produce an explosive situation which will ChallG:lDge the law-enforcing 
powers of the new Covernment. Outright civil war, however, 115 unlikely. 
The underground, altl>~ugh well-organized, is not capable of effective 
action against the Polish Army and Security Police, both of which ~ 
firmly under Communist control and backed by Soviet occupation forees. 
MOi'e important, however, is Bonet unw11Ungness to allow widespread 
cI1sorders at th1s time. Although armed conflict would give the Soviets 
an opportunity. to annihllate the OpPOSition, It would also.,endanger Soviet 
communication lines to Cermany aDd would gtve the lie to Soviet claIms 
that the present Covermnent has the f;Upport of the masses. 

- 2 -
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The Po1ish Government has flatly dented US and UK charges 
of fallure to fulfll the Yalta and Potsdam agreements. Communist 
leaders, ~urthermore, probably consider. the.lossof Western economic 
as~istance and good wtlliess important than the immediate risk of en
dangering their control of the Government by adherence to Western 
principles of democracy. The Commwdsts' post-eleetlon plans, how
ever, may Include an offer of surface concessions· to the OppoSition 
in an atiemptto avoid widespread Internal disturbances ar.d to obtain 
some economic aid from the US and UK. Mikolajczyk presumably 
would reject such concessions because their basic purpose would be 
to weaken the Opposition's abtuty to resist further Communist control 
of the country. 

Possible Reopening of the Straits Question 

The principle signatortes of the MontreuxAgreement on the 
straits (1936} haverecogntzed that some of its terms are out of date. 
No conference for revtstonhas yet been ca1led~howe..,er ,because of 
Soviet Insistence that the :alack Sea states alone should control and 
defend the waterways; and Turkey, with US and :arlttsh support, has 
refused to enter tntodiscuasions on this basis. . .. 

. The recent concUiatory trend of Soviet foreign .policy, par- . 
ticularIy the USSR's non-intervention iD the Azerbaijan affair and 
its fallure to veto the Security CouncU's decision to investigate . 
alleged bOrder violattQns in Greeee, have apparently sUggeSted to 
the Turks ~ posslbUlty of reaching an acceptable agreement at 
this time on the Straits issue. The Secretary General of the Turkish 
Mintstry for Foreign Affairs recently told US Ambassador Wilson that 
he was eonsldel"ing the possibility of pt'oposing a "regional agree~ent'" 
for the war-ttme defense of the Str:J,its to be undertaken by the US, 
USSR. UK and Turkey. 

SUch a proposal would provide a further test of the Soviet 
desire for genuineinternatlonal collaboration. An abandonment of the 
Soviet Insistence that the riparian states alone control the Sb:'atts 
would open the way f01" a· general settlement of this issue. If. on the 
oth~ band. the USSR maintains its preYiousposition~ the Turks wtll 
have lost.1iothingbyexploring the posstbUlties. the eurrent deadlock 
will merely continue. 
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17. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 10 January 1947, Prospects in Indochina
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:r'rospects in Indochina 

f:ince French Overseas Minister Martus Moutet's visit to 
Indochina, French policy in regard to Vietnam has been committed 
to the "restoration of order" before negotiating with Vietnam. To 
restore order by force in northern Indochina would require mtUtary 
operations by large French forces for a period which the French esti
mate at six months to a year, but which would probably extend to two 
years or more. The French have attributed the fanatical Vietnam op
position they have so far encountered to the presence of many Japanese 
in the Vietnam ranks. In reality, few Japanese have been found either 
dead or alive in the fighting in Vietnam and French military difficulties 
may more accurately be ascribed to the tenacitY and courage of the 
Vietnam defense as well as to the French lack of infantry and experi
ence in handling armored units. (Approximately 2,500 former German 
prisoners of war are nowunwilllngly serving in French forces in Indo
china.) 

French authorities in IndOChina now believe that extremIst ele
ments within the Viet Minh League (the IJolitical party of Vietnam) were 
responsible for the attack on Fanoi on 19 December which they feel 
destroyed all chances of compromise by-its premeditated violence. Ho 
Chi MInh is believed. to have come under the control of these e.xtrelIllsts. 
though perhaps not wholeheartedly. and he Is still held responsible by 
the French for Vietnam actions in the present hostilities. French colon
ial administrators in Indochina have expressed the naive belief that the 
people of Annam and Tonkin resent the "terrorism" of the Viet Minh 
J-eague and would choose a more moderate and prO-French government 
if allowed to make a choice. 

\\'hen order Is restored, the French hope to establish a govern
ment in Vietnam which will permit French control of Indochinese foreign 
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relations and which would consent to a separate state inCochin..china. 
Such a government would be powerless .to enforce·1t~ autllori1y in North
erYl Indochina In the face of extremistreslstance and popular contempt 
for its puppet status, The continued Instabillty of Northern L'ldoehlna 
under such circumstances would spread to Southern Indochina and would 
threaten French control in l,a08 and Cambodia. 

l.eaders of Free Lal)s and Free Cambodian groups in conJunc
tion with Vietnam representatives in Bangkok have issued a memorandum 

. calling for liN intervention in the present situation in indochina. The 
Vietnam rad10 has appealed for the support of Free laos and Free Cam
bodian movementS, and there are indications that these broadcasts have 
received a favorable response. Important Free Laos leaders have re
cently left Bangkok for the border territo.l:'ies and may take advantage 
of French Involvement in Vietnam to oust the pro-French administra
tion in I·aos. Such an exp;msion of hostilities together with successful 
Vietnam resistance to the F ranch would surely ellcourage extremist 
.lea~ers in Burma. Malaya, and the Netherlands Eastlndies to stiffen 
their oppos1tion to ~Testel'n colonial powers. 

TOP SECRET 
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Communist-Insti@ted Purge in Hungary 

The Hungarian Communist Party, in an attempt to extend its 
control of the country before the withdrawal of Soviet troops, has renewed 
itS attack on the Smallholders' Party by arresting many of its leaders on 
charges of plotting to overthrow the Government. Neither the extent of 
the arrests, nor the truth of the Communist charges, nor even the degree 
-:>f Soviet complicity can yet be definitely ascertained from the welter of 
conflicting rumors and counter-charges circulating In Budapest. This 
much is ceri:ain:the Communist-dominated Ministry of Interior and 
the pol1tical section of the Ministry of Defense are arresting all persons 
suspected of anti-Government activity, the majority of whom are right
ist Smallholders who were active in the anti-German resistance move
ment. The Communists have accused them of belonging to an alleged 
subversive organization (The Hun.,aaria.."1 Unity Movement), of plotting 
the overthrow of the Government.and of planning to l"etUIm Admiral Horthy 
to power. There Is mUe doubt that the Hungarian Unity Movement existS, 
but its members probably do not desire the return of Horthy or the over
throw of the present Government. More likely the Movement comprises 
a group engaged in long-range planning to prevent a possible Communist 
coup after withdrawal of Communist troops, 

Premier Nagy's position is admittedly difficult. Although the 
Communists, as a means of achieving their political aims, have undoubtedly 
magnified the plot far beyond its actual importance, they have collected 
enough evidence impUcatbig important Smallholder leaders to prevent 
Nagy from taking steps to quash the investigation and to make it difficult 
for him even to deny Communist charges that his Smallholders' Party Is 
implicated with the accused. There is no evidence of direct Soviet com
plicity in initiating the arrests, but knowledge that the Communists have 
Soviet backtng will also soften Nagy's resistance to Communist machina
tions' 

- e, -
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Regardless of the outcome of the tr1als of the accused, the Com
munists have already attained certain primary objectives. Premier 
Nagy's control over the present coaUtlon Government and his abUtty to 
resist further Communist demands (see Weekly Summary of 13 Dec
ember 1946) have now been weakened. The Communist practice of 
representing, on the basis of fragmentary evidence, normal pOlitical 
dliferences of opinion as subversive tendencies will also frighten all 
potential anti-Communist groups Into a policy of extreme caution. Ttds 
latest Communist maneuver may, therefore,cause the dO".vnfall of the 
present Government. Neither the Rightists nor the Leftists, however, 
have the strength to role alone, and the Communists pro.'lably do not yet 
conSider their police control of the country strong enough to risk another 
election in the immediate future. Some sort of uneasy coalltton wm 
probably continue, with Communist participation and influence consid
erably increased, 

.. 7 -
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19. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 28 February 1947, The Greek Crisis
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The Greek Crisis 

The fate of Greece may be deetded wttbtn the Il~ few Diohtbs, 
If not weeks. MUitarUy, a demora11zed, uader-equipped army is los
tDg ground to guerrUIa forces backed by the Soviets and their satellttes. 
Pol1tteally, a compromise goveniment of Rightists, through lnefDetency 
and political narrowness, Is losJ.Qg what little popular confidenee It once 
possessed. Economidllly, a country tmreconatru.cted from the deYasta
tiona of war, Is lostng Its fight aga!nst starvattoD, lDflatlon, aDd lnte1'1lal 
and external debt. 

stnce the liberation, two fa~rs have saYed Greece from'releJlt
less attempts by the USSR, through its satellltes and local CommUDlat 
elements, to dominate the C01mtry: (1) The presence of British troops; 
and (2) loans, lncludtDg UNRRA aid, from the US ud the UK. Now, bl 
the face of an all-out Soviet effort to capitalize on the c:urrent crista, 
Brlt1sh troops (except for a small token force) are belDg wlthdrawn, 
and the US and the UK are f1nd1Dg It IncreastDgly dlff1cult' to obtain DiOII.eY 
to bolster Greece's economy. Because of the uK's own financial stralts, 
e,conomlc aid from that source may cease completely. 

Alone, Greece cannot save 1tseU. MUltar1ly. the country needs 
aid In the form of equipment and tralnlDg. Pollt1cally. Greece's diehard 
polltletanI'J need to be convinced of the necessity of a housecleanIng, and 
the prostrate Center, which traditionally tnc1Ddes the majority of the 
population, requirell bolStertDg. Economically, It Deeds g1ft:s or loau 
of commoditles, food, forefp excllnDge, and gold to eheek bdlatloa. Of 
these needs, the economic are the most vital. 

If Greeee withstands Soviet pressure durtDg the nm few m~, 
and can contain the guerrllla,s, the Center, which 18 lDeffectual at tM 
moment, may become sufflelently aroused by the tncreaslDg atI"Oc1Ues ' 
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of the Leftists and the continued bungling of the Rightists to J'eOJ,"gan1ze 
itself and to take control of the Government, excluding both the" Right 
and the Left. Such a move might be led by the moderate Sophoulis or 
the old republican PJastiras. 

Without tnunediate economic aid. however, there would appear 
to be lmminent danger that tM Sovtet-domlnated Left will seize CODtrol 
of the country, wh1ch would result in the 10s8 of Greece as a democracy 
of the Western type. 

- 6 -
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20. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 7 March 1947, Significant Personnel Changes in Soviet
Government; Anti-Communist Trends in Czechoslovakia
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EASTERN EUROPE 
I 

Significant Personnel Changes in Soviet GQvernment 

Recent ehaDges in SC?V1et poliUcal personnel indicate a desire 
on the part. of the Kremlin to clarify and strengthen adm1nistraUve 
responsibility among Politburo members and to fac1lltate the solution 
of the pressing problems created by growing nationalism and agrt
cultural breakdowns In the Ukraine. 

The appointment of Lazar M. Kaganovteb as First Secretary of 
the Ukratnian Communist Party surpasses In importance that of General 
BuIganln as Stalin's successor in the post of Mtntster of the Armed 
Forces (a change believed to have been an adm1Dislrative fact for some' 
time). Kaganovich, one of the most energetic and forceful of SoViet 
administrators, is expected to campaign vigorously against Ukrainian 
nationalism -- a matter of grave concern to the Kremlin -- and for 
improved agricultural production in the Ukraine. Andrei Zhdanov's 
resignatlon as Chairman of the CouncU of the Union is expected to 
leave him free for his more important duties as a member of the 
Politburo, the Orgburo, and the Central Committee Secretariat of 
the CommuniSt Party. 

Anti-Communist Trend in Czechoslovakia 

The Communist Party in Czechoslovakia is gradually losing ground 
despite its overwhelming victory in the May 1946 elections. Barring 
direct Soviet interference, Czechoslovakia, because of the intense naUon
alism and individualism of its people, will probably emerge as a modified 
Socialist state friendly to but not patterned on the USSR. Particularly 
in the economic field, Czechoslovakia's orientation toward the West 
should gradUally increase. . 

Following the country's liberation, the Czechoslovak Communist 
Party attained substantial popular support by avoiding an extremist pos-
ition. Subsequent Communist efforts to by-pass Parliament, to widen . 
the scope of the nationalization program, and to control the police, the 
army, and the press have, however, alienated many former supporters. 
SUccessful rosistance by the Moderates to Communist efforts. to dOminate 
the country is demonstrated by (1) the. refusal of Parliament to delegate 
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authority to the Cabinet; (2) the reduction of Communist control 
over the Secret Police; (3) the remoyal of Communists from many 
local goveruing bodies; and (4) the maintenance of cordJ2.l relations 
with the West. . 

The Social Democrats, upon whom the Communist party depends 
for the small leftist majority in Parl1ament, have voted recently against 
the Communists on all major Issues and have won decisive victories 
in several labor union elections. A recent split w1thln the Czech Com
munist Party over the extension of state ownership of industry beyond 
the limits of the two-year plan indicates basic Czecooslo\lak opposition 
to Sovlet regimentation. 

The integration of Czechoslovakia's economy with that of the 
USSR and Its· satellites has also become Increasingly diffiCult. The 
nation's two-year plan presnpposed substant1allmports of raw materials 
from the ,East, which, in actuaUty, arenotbemg received in sufficient 
quantity and quality. Czechoslovakia must, therefore, make up this 
deficit by imports from the West which. in turn, can only be paid for 
by exports to free exchange countries. Barter trade with the East must, 
therefore, be reduced. Because the Communists bear. the major respon
sibility for the execution of the two-year plan, they may be forced to 
divert trade from the East to the West rather than to jeopardize the 
entire natloualization program. 

The Sovlet attitude will, in the final analysis, determine the 
success of the Moderates in preventing Communist domination of Czecho
slovakia. The Krem11nts aware that stroDg-arm methods would meet 
with stubborn resistance and substantially reduce the value of its most ' 
important Eastern European source of supply. The USSRJ therefore, 
probably w1l1 avoid direct interference in Czeehoslov.ak1a s internal 
aUairs as long as Czechoslovakia has a "friendly" Government and 
continues to supply the USSR with vitally needed industrial products. 
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21. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 14 March 1947, Prospects for Vietnam Settlement
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FAR EAST 

Prospects for Vietnam Settlement 

The difficulties of solving the Vietnam problem by force have 
resulted in several French attempts to establish a puppet regime in 
order to ctrcumventthe necessity of negotiattDg with the present Viet
nam government of Ho Chi Minh. These attempts began shortly after 
the commencement of hostilities in December when the French inststed 
that no conversations were possible with Ho Chi Minh or members of 
his government. Contact was made in Hong Kong With the former Em
peror of Annamand Japanese puppet, Bao Dat, as a figure around whom 
a new government. amenable to Frenell lnfluence. might be created. 
At the same time an alternative plan was concetved. which provided for 
the enthronement of Bao Dai's young son, Bao Long, with a French
dominated Regency exercising actual power. Both possibllities are 
stUl being pursued by the French. and Bao Dat's former Prime Minis
ter is now .in saigon negotiating with the French. 

In recent weeks, the protracted resistance by Vietnam forces 
and the unwavering native support of the Viet Minh Communist-front 
party have forced the French to recognize that Ho Chi Minh continues 
to be popular and powerful. -The increastngly critical French mtlltary 
manpower situation and the unfavorable international reaction to French 
policy will force the French to seek an early end to hostllitles. Conse
quently, French authorities are maintaining contact with Ho Chi Minh 
through his representative-in Saigon and also through_Socialist Deputy 
Eugene Thomas, who recently arrived in Indochina ostensibly to inspect 
local communications. 

Any imperial regime under Bao Dat or his son would lack popu
lar support and meet with oppOSition from theChlnese. The latter pre
fer a government which would Include Annamlte Nationalists as a cOunter
balance to the Communists. Suell an arrangement howevet, could not 
-prove satisfactory from the French standpoint because the Nationalists 
are potentially as lnlmical to French objectives in Vietnam as the Com
munists. 

Any Vietnam government which does not include Ho Chi Minh 
or his more moderate followers wUl, like the present Provisional Gov
ernment of Cochln China. be limited In scope of authOrity by the peri
meters of French mUitary control and wUl be open to Widespread 
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popular opposition and sabotage. France's experience With its regime 
in Cochin China should discourage a stmUar attempt in Vietnam and 
may lead to the eventual formation of a government which would in
clude He and moderate Viet Minh elements, several pro-French Anna
mite CatholiCs, and perhaps Bao Dat as a private citizen. The French 
presumably would find it possible to negotiate with such a government 
and might be willing to concede to it a greater measure of independence. 
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22. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 21 March 1947, Reaction to President Truman’s Speech;
Turkey Weighs its Defense Requirements
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GENERAL 

Reaction to President Truman's Speech 

. Reaction to President Truman's speech on Greece and Turkey 
has, in general, been as expected:CODServative and middle of'the road 
elements have welcomed the statement of a' "new US foreign policy," 
and Communists have attacked US "imperialism" and "do~ 
diplomacy." 

Some commentaries, while generally applauding the speech, 
contain a Significant note of warn1:ng. In England, France, Switzerland, 
and the Scandinavian countr1es, for instance, there isa feeling of un
easiness over the futilreof US-Soviet relations. Some observers fear 
thS:tthese countries, caught between two powerful blocs, must review 
their own foreign policy and perhap$ .eventuaUy choose between them. 
On the 'other hand, in France, at least, the speech appears to have had 
a tangible effect in encouraging the center elements to take a stronger 
stand against the Communists •. 

The Soviet GOvernment has so far made no offieial statement. 
PRAVDA and IZVFSTIA have attacked the speeeh, but with no more 
thanlheir customary virulence. The USSR probably has not yet -dee1ded 
just what tactics to pursue tn attempting to coUnter the effects of the 
PreSident's statements. The Soviet satellite countries have followed 
the line bud down by the Moscow press. There Is clear evidence, how
ever, that opposition elements within these countries have been greatly 
encouraged by the President's forthright words. Indeed, they have 
possibly exaggerated the signifieanee of the speech to themselves, 
thinking that it Implies al4 for all anti-Communists in the satellites. 

The speech was gratefully receIved in Turkey and Greece. The 
Turks feel that credits will help them torehabiUtate their economy and 
expan4 their inclustry, .thus increasing/the national security. The Imme<li
ate reactions in'Greece have been. a new tendency toward political unity. 
a general upswing in morale (except among Communists and the Com
munist armed bands, where morale has deteriorated), a new stability 
in the currency, and a general improvement in business confidence .. 
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NEAR EAST-AFRICA 

Turkey Weighs its Defense Requ1remen~ 

Turkey's stubborn refusal to accede to Soviet demands for a 
dominant position in the control and defense of the Turkish straits (and 
for the annexation by the USSR of strategic areas in northwest Turkey) 
has been a major obstacle to the extension of Soviet influence in the 
Near and Middle East. 
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·The abllity of the Turks to withstand continued Soviet pressure 
will not depend upon the strength of Turkey's armed forces, because, . 

. irrespective of the volume of foreign aid, Turkey can never create an 
army strong enough to defend the country against an all-out Soviet . 
attack. In the final analysts, Turkey's abUlty to resist Soviet demands 
will depend upon the maintenance of a healthy economy as an antidote 
to. Communist lnflltratlon, and upon the support of Its political integrity 
by the Western Powers or by an effective United Nations. 

The Turkish Government appears to take cognizance of these 
fundamental factors in Turkey's poSition in suggesting that, before any 
new credits are allocated, a study be made of the relative importance 
of m1lltary and of economic. expenditures to the national defense. The 
Turks see clearly that modernlzationof transportation and communica
ttons, and increased agricultural and 00al production, would strengthen 
both the milttary potential and the economic stability of the country and, 
at the same time, Improve the prospects for the repayment of the loans 
and the maintenance of the Government's fmanctalintegrlty. 
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23. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 2 May 1947, Soviet Strategy in the CFM
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Soviet Strategy in the CFM 

The Soviet Delegation at the recent CFM meeting obviously was 
intent upon delaying or preventLng the solution of most of the vital issues 
under discussion. 

A major consideration underlying the Soviet strategy was probably 
the dtlemma in which the Kremlin was placed by the announcement of the 
Truman Doctrine. The USSR could not immediately adopt a more concilia
tory policy without offering confirmation that the President's program 
was effective in checking aggression. The USSR likewise could not harden 
its policy without encouraging increased support in the US for the Truman 
Doctrine .. Furtbermore, the encouragement whlch the President's state
ment gave to European antt-Communtsts may have increased the Krexruin's 
concern over Its eastern European position and its determination to block 
an Austrian Treaty in order to maintain Soviet forces in that country and 
communication troops .in Hungary and Rumania. 

The USSR, therefore, may have considered It even more imperative: 
(1) to prolong the unsettled conditions in Europe conducive to Communism; 
and (2) to encourage the US to expend its patience and energy in a vain 
quest for agreement until forced by its internal economic and political 
conditions to curtaU its foreign commitments and to leave Europe to the 
USSR by default. 

The Kremlin now appears concerned over the reaction wl1ich its 
obstructionism has produced among the Western Powers. Through diplo
macy and propaganda, the USSR seems to be seeking to reassure the West 
by insisting that the achievements of the Conference should not be mini
mized and that "time and patience" eventually wUl solve' most of the re
maining problems. For the present, therefore, the Kremlin appears to' 
be pursuing a dual policy of preventing a European settlement while try
ing to keep aUve western hopes that such a settlement eventually may be 
possible. 

- 2 -
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24. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 9 May 1947, Indications of Changed Emphasis in
Communist Strategy
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EASTERN' EUROPE 

l'ld~eations of Changed Emphasis in Communist Strat.egy 

The Kremlin's concern over the present position of the Commu
nIst prog:ram abroad -- particularly in central and western Europe -
is reflected in a recent PRA v"DA article commemorating fue 30th 
anniversary of Lenin's "April Theses." The article appears designed 
t',s a guide to foreign Communist Parties in combatting the US program 
of aid to countries threatened by Communism and the competition of 
non-Communist liberals for working-class support -- consideratioM 
which the Kremlin apparently believes are sapping t.'Ae re,rolutionary 
strength of the proletariat. 

The PRAVDA article compares the current world situation with 
conditions in Russia in April 1917, when the Revolution threatened to 
terminate in a parliamentary democracy. Lenin, recognizing the numer
ical weakness of the Bolsheviks, urged that open rupture with the 
Provisional Government be avoided until the Bolsheviks achieved suf
ficient power to overthrow the Government and replace !.t with the 
Bolsltevtk-dominated Soviets (local councils). Instead Lenin urged 
(1) a revitalization and consolidation of the Party; (2) an intensified 
propaganda campaIgn against the Provisional Government and those 
left!st elements which showed a tendency toward compromise; and (3) 
increased efforts to gam control of the Soviets through legitimate and 
<eonspiratorlal means. (Until that time, the Soviets were loosely
organized leftist groups with mass support but without centralized lead .. 
ership.) 

The current applicabtl1ty of this strategy to central Europe -
where the Communists are delicately balanced between success and 
fal.lure -- is obvious. In accordance with Lenin's program and experi
ence during the Russian Revolution, the Kremlin apparently proposes 
for countries such as France and ItalYI (1) intensive agitation against 
their present governments and against non-Communist liberals; and 
(2) '&e development of hlghly-discipltned Communist cores which, at 
the proper moment, could assume control. Such a program Is well
adapted to the current situation in France where, relieved of govern
mental responSibility, the Communists are in a position to threaten (by 
propaganda, subversion, and trade-union agitation) the stability of the 
present Government. Where Communism is less powerful, the Kremlin 
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desires to concentrate on gaining control of trade unions and other 
l1beral organizations. Current Soviet propaganda evidently envisages 
the World Federation of Trade Unions as a primary vehicle of Soviet 
ideological expansion. 

The Politburo apparently has decided that the Urne has come 
for an all-out offensive, aimed at capturing the leadership of the work
ing class, neutralizIng the influence of non-Communist liberals, and 
dtscred1tlng "capitalist attraction and deception of t.he masses." 
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25. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 20 June 1947, Apparent Soviet Plans in Eastern Europe;
Further Communist Moves in Hungary
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EASTERN· EUROPE' 

The USSR apparently has accelerated its program. for.the.cultulaJ., 
economic. and military coordination of its satellttes.Although the Trumati 
Doctrine may have stepped up the USSR's timetable, events of the past few 
weeks are all essential components of the· basic plan which the USSR had 
probably intended to consumnn,te before the Withdrawal of itsoceupatlon 
troops. . . . 

As part of this accelerated program, however, the USSR may have . 
modified what is believed to have been the first phase of Its plan for East-' 
ern Europe. The plan was thought to have envisaged the formati()nof a 
South Slav or Balkan Federation, including Yugoslavia, Bulgar1a! Albania, 
and probably Greek Macedonia •. The next step wpuld then have been a.. . .... 
DanubtanFederation. comprising Hungary,Rumanill, andposslbly Czech0:' 
slovakia. It now appears that the USSR may have abandoned thtsconcePt 
in favor of .a·less formal system. of contr,ol through Communist party. 
channe~ and a netwol'k of tnterloektngcultural,economtc, and military 
agreements and alUances. Poland,Czechoslovakia .. and Yugoslavia are 
already linked to.ooch other and the USSR by such an arrangement. The 
recent Rumanian-Yugoslav accord. and the apparently imminent Rumantan
Bulgarian agreement wlll enlargethecirele •. WithHungary now more 
effectively 'Under Soviet control, that country may also be expected to be-
come an integral part of the network.· .',., .<.' 

. . 

To the USSR such a network of alliances would havesev~~a1 ad~ 
vantages over a formal federation. A South Slav Federation would be 
separated from the USSR by non-Blav Hungary and Rumania. Inclusion' 
of the latter countries on such a basts would create a larger coordinated 
area which would be of obvious economic advantage to the participants· 
and to the USSR. As long as the USSR considers membership in the UN 
profitable, it will avoid any formal federation in Eastern Europe that 
'Would bar UN membership to tJ.te participating states. Moreover, as a 
formal federation 'Would intensify strong nationalist OPPOSition, the USSR 
probably prefers a less formal arrangement during the present transi
tional stage preceding outright incorporation of these countries Into the 
USSR. . 

The recent discussions In Belgrade among Balkan representatives, 
therefore. were probably merely another step toward tmplemen~ionof 
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·th~,~sterplanfor the Eastern European s~tel1ites. The talks appelU'~ 
have been heid: (1) to draft a: Yugoslav-Rumanian accord; (2) to resolve 
'Yugoslav-Bulgarian politico-mtlitaryproblems; and (3) possibly to formu
late more detailed plans for Intenstfiedmilitary activity InsllPport of the' 
Greek guerrillas. The. presence In Belgrade of such a large number of . 
Eastern European leaders may also have been welcomed as an opportunity 
to conduct a war of nerves directed at Greece and to exploit for propagand~ 
purposes the theme of Communist and Slav solidarity under the aegis of I 

the USSR. . 

Further Communist Moves in Hungary 

. . Since ttsassumption of power In HuDgary, the Communist Party 
basmoved.sw1ftly and forcefully to weaken oPPOsition by the Smallholder 
Party and mensure political and economic domtnation of the country~The 
appearance of normalconstitutionallty has been maintained. In. order to" 
preclude Interference from the UK and the US or action by the UN ,and the 
semblance ofabalance of power among the political parties in the coali
ti!ln government has been preserved. 

Prior to the coup the Communists.tried unsuccessfully to nation
alize the four leadtng Hungarian banks. On 1 June, however, the Council 
of Ministers, by decree, placed thirteen principal banks under state con
trol andasstgned to each a ministerial commissioner to control its activi-

.tiesandtOpreserve its capital, thereby ensuring complete Communist '. ' 
domination of 75-80% of Hungarian fudustry;· The extension to 30 Septembe 
1947 of emergency powers by the National Assembly permtts the Cabinet 
Council.to continue to govern by decree; the present Communist-controlled 
CabtnetwUI thus be unopposed in its administration of Hungarian affairs. 
Initial steps have also been taken to avoid a repetition of the Communist 

. defeat in the free elections of November 1945 .. In preparation for the con
trol of future elections, Party members have been sent to study electoral 
methods employed In Poland. Bulgaria, and Rumania, and a new electoral 
law is betngdrafted which will further exclude opposition elements from 
the polls. 

-3-
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26. Daily Summary Excerpt, 30 June 1947, USSR: Soviet Plans for Exploiting US Aid
Program
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, EUROPE 

4. USSR: Soviet plans for exploi~US aid program--Commanding General 
US Forces Austria has learned m a Soviet MaJor, formerly a trusted 
Communist Party member, that certain Communists among the Soviet 
Forces in Austria recently have been directed by the party Central Com
mittee in Moscow to make a study of "US aid, its effects, and how it can 'I: 

, be made to serve Soviet aims." The Moscow directive reportedly sugges i 
that the US aid program should be encouraged for the purposes of "explol - ", 
mg and!oreliminating vital materials in Ameriea" and of creating inflation 
in the US. The achievement of either objective would, according to the 
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directive, "be in line with the necessity to destroy our greatest enemy __ 
the US economy and its capabilities." 

(CIG Comment: in view of the lntttal enthusiasm with which the 
Marshall proposals have been greeted throughout Europe, the USSR may 
well conclude that' implementation of the proposals is inevitable and that 
open opposition would be futile. Tbe KreriUin may therefore seek a sub
stantial share of US assistance for the Soviet satell1tes, and perhaps even 
for tlle USSR itself; and it may encourage increased US assistance in the 
hope of depleting US resources and inflating the US economy.) 
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27. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 11 July 1947, Soviet Opposition to the Recovery Program;
Effects of Non-Participation on the Satellites
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SOVIET OPPOSITION TO THE RECOVERY PROGRAM 

Soviet opposition to a European reconstruction program wUl be 
demonstrated at the Paris CoDferenee of 12 July by the absence of dele
gates from the USSR and its Satellites, blcludtng Czechoslovakia.. Less 
direct bldlcations of SOviet opposition will be seen in the future in 
Communist interference within the particIpant countries and in vigorous 
propaganda eman;rting from Moscow. British support ,of ,the program, on 
the other hand, will contblue to be strong. French support, now that the 
Soviet position is fully clear, will probably continue strong despite the 

, ' expected domestic .Communist opposition. 

The basis for BriUsh interest in a sueeessful implementation of 
the US proposals is fUlly apparent. The UK will benefit immediately by 
the provisions of the prograDl and ultimately by general European recovery 
More partteulady. in the face Of a new econo_ crisl8, theproposals'pro
vide an escape for the UK from having to choose between,blereased domes
ttcausterlty and the,appltcation for another US loan. Both choices are 
politically unpalatable, if not impoSsible. The UK has therefore seized 
upon the proposals and has,been the driving force in·constructive actton 
to implement them. Theclearooeut Soviet refusal to join in the program 
has solidified British support. through tts effect in uniting the Labor Party 
on foreign policy, particularly vis-a-vis the USSR.. . 

French blterest in the success of a European recovery program 
is as strong as British, but French ab1l1ty to participate h1nged upon the 
strength with which Foreign Minlster Bldault resisted pressure from the 
USSR and from French COinmunists. In order to side with the UK against 
the USSR Bldault'had to ,abandon the postwar French policy of preventing 
an East-West division of EUrope. In holding to his courilgeous deCision 
to support the recovery program despite Soviet opposition. Bidault was 
considerably strengthened by the, efforts of Bevin to put the' French in a 
position of apparent leaderShip at the Big Three meeting. Bidault also 
strengthened his own hand in future deal~ with the French Communists 
by offering a last minute "compromise," which did not actually compro
mise on funda:mentals. This move. in anticipation of final SOvIet refusal, 

-was designed to disarm the French Communists and to align French public· 
opinion behind the present government. 
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Soviet opposition to joint action on the basis of the Marshall 
proposals was based upon more than the familiar concept that Com;' 
munlsm nourishes upon economic distress. On this occasion ,the USSR 
was caught in a real dilemma. If the USSR chose to participate in the 
recovery program, it would have been obliged to sacrifice the exclusive 
ecouomic controls established in Eastern Europe since the war and to 
permit a western reorientation of Satellite economies into the broader 
European economy envisaged by the program. Such a course, which 
would jeopardize Soviet hegemony in Eastern Europe, was absolutely 
unacceptable. On the other hand, by refusing to partietpate the USSR 
would violate a cardinal principle of Soviet policy: to permtt no com
bination of poWers without SOviet.participation with pOwer of ,veto. The 
ultimate deCision to follow this latter course, despite tts potential dangers 
to Soviet interests, was probably made in the confident expectation that 
France would not dare to enter the program after Soviet refusal. This 
decision to gamble upon a French withdrawal gained further support from 
Soviet conviction that the US will suffer an economic collapse before the 
recovery program can become effective, and that such collaPse can be 
hastened by Soviet non-participation. 

The strength of the Soviet opposition to the European reconstruc
tion program can best be measured by the last-minute refusalS by the 
Satellite nattons to partiCipate. Until the final word was received from 
those countries, there was every e~dence of their strong desire to par';' 
tle1pate. Such evidence of overpowering Soviet opposition gives warning 
that the USSR will utUtze everyopportw1ity to defeat the ends of the re
covery pr()g~aDl' . 

, ., _ .. '. . r ._ •. ," 

. ., ' ,In the. ',i:nunediate future the USSR Can only resort to a propaganda 
onslaught uPon the program, because more overt,action (such as a wave 
of Communist-led strikes in F~ce) might weaken the Soviet position 
in Western Europe st,ill further. Two premises will probably be guiding 
concepts in the Soviet propaganda campaign: (1) that the Etlropean states, 
because of their rivalries and conflicting interests, are incapable of 
developing an effective program; therefore, the projected program will 
only disappoint the exuberant hopes of the participants and thus promote 
further antagonism among them; and (2) that the 'US within a year will 
undergo an economic collapse that will make impossible the fulfillment 
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of its proposals and. may finally lead to the collapse of capitalism ~ner .. 
ally. Soviet propaganda w111 thus: (1) seek to Increase suspicion and 
division among the participating states; (2) capitalize upon every snag 
and fallure in the development of the program: (3) continue to cast sus
picion upon. US motives; and (4) predict the collapse of the US economy 
before the program can be fully effective. . 

In view of the certainty of vigorous Soviet counteraction, both 
Bevin and Btdault have shown anxiety regarding any delay in the effective 
implementation of the proSpective program. Bevin is particularlyappre
hensive lest the USSR should succeed in persuading the participant Euro
pean states that it is vain to hope that timely US aid will actually be 
forthcoming. He has predicted that, if effective US support is deferred 
until the late fall or.winter, Europe, including France, will be ':lost." 

, . 
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EFFECTS OF NON·PARTICIPATION ON THE SATELLITES 

Non-parttetpation by the Eastern European countries in the forth
coming Paris Conference on the Marshall proposals wUl seriously com
plicate the discussions and wUl create numerous problems for the Com
muntst-dominated ,governments. 

Poland, Hungary, Yugoslavia, and Rumania are in desperate need 
of western economic aid to reconstruct their war-ravaged economies. 
The economies of Czechoslovakia and Finland, while less dependent on 
western aid, are so inextricably tied with those of participating nations 

, that the USSR's decision has presented them with the gravest problems. 
The Marshall proposal, therefore, has dramatically highlighted the basic 
conflict in these countries between national self -interest and subservience 
to the Kremlin. Non-partiCipation wUl inevitably increase popular re
sentment and magnify the'difficulties already facing the Communists in 
maintaining their police control over these cOUntries. 

PartiCipation in the plan by the nations of Eastern Europe, however, 
could have benefited the entire E,uropean economy only If the USSR had 
also agreed to cooperate and to relax its economic demands upon the 
Satellites--particularly for Polish coal, Rumanian and Hungarian oU and 
food,and YUgoslav raw materials. Given continued Soviet obstructionism, 
therefore, western a~d to the Satellites would materially increase their 
economic potential without produCing, corresponding benefits to Western 
Europe.. ' 

The pol1tlea1nature of the Soviet decision is underlined by the in
escapable conclusion that the USSR had more to gain, economically from 
participation by its Satellites than Western Europe. Increased Polish 
coal production, without which full recovery and greater industrialization 
of the PoUsh economy is impossible, is dependent upon the import of 
western machinery. Moreover, Poland's dectsionwlll seriously impair 
its chances to obtain a World Bank loan of $100,000,000. The USSR, there
fore, appears wUling to lose an opportunity to make Poland economically 
strong in order to deprive Western Europe of increased quantities of 
Polish coal. The USSR would have simUarly benefited by Rumania's 
participation in the pIan. Increased production of Rumanian oil and food 
resulting from the import of western machinery, agricultural equipment, 
seeds, etc., is esSential If Rumania Is to recover economic stability; and 
the USSR probably would have demanded the greater share of any such 
increases in the form of reparations. 
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One of the major problems facing the conferees at Paris wUlbe 
the extent to which the countries of Western Europe can count upon the 
continued iuIiillment by the Satellites of existing trade agreeinents. 
Czechoslovakia's trade with the West is far greater tI'tan with the USSR 
and its Satellites. Approximately 7.000,000 tons of Polish coal Is com.; 
mttted to participating nations during the next year. Yugoslavia, Hungary. 
and Bulgaria also have fairly extensive trade relations with many of the 
west~rn nations. A logical extension of the USSR's dec!sion-.;now that . 
the Ilnesare so definitely drawn--might well be gradually to sever all 
economic ties between Eastern and Western Europe. Such a move would 
be a tremendous short-range detriment to the economy of Eastern Europe, 
and at the same time it would be a serious threat to the success of the 
Marshall proposals. Moreover, it would free the US to make a substan
tially larger contribution in return for economic stability in only half of 
Europe. . 
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28. Daily Summary Excerpt, 18 July 1947, USSR: Soviet Reaction to Marshall Proposals
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3. USSR: SoViet reaCtion to Marshall proposals--US Ambassador steinhardt 
in Prague has been informed by a reliable source that the Czechoslovak 
delegation to Moscow was severely reprimanded by Stalin personally. 
Communist Prime Minister Gottwald reported that be had never seen the 
Soviet leader so angry. Stalin categorically told the delegation that Czecho
slovakia must withdraw "immediately" from the Paris conference and that 
faUure to do so woilld constitute a "hostile act" toward the USSR and a 
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28.  (Continued)
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violation of the Czechoslmrak-Soviet alliance of 1943. Stalin seemed 
unconcerned over the adverse effect of such a withdrawal on western 
opinion and minimized the importance of Czechoslovak tra.de with the 
west. Stalin seemed especially angered by the fact that prompt Czecho
~lo\-rak acceptance of the iuvitation to attend the Paris cOlL{erence may 
h£.ve contributed to persuad1i'lg wavering Swiss and Scandinavians to 
particl.pate. Source believes that the USSR will tighten its control over 
Czec!1031ovaJda and that Gottwald, in an attempt to recover his prestige 
with the Kremlin, will willingly cooperate in such an undel"taktng. 

(CIG Comment: This report is accepted as a more accurate aCCOI,mt 
of the meeting than that in Dat.ly Summary of 16 July, item 3, i.n which 
Stalin is represented as speaking with restrained reasonableness. stalin's 
ange:r was probably genuine and a reflection of eX.-'lsperation and discomfi
tuE'e in the Kremlin. It is to be expected that the USSR will act to prevent 
any similar show of independence by any Satellite, Czechoslovakia especial,;. 
ly, and that Gottwald will outdo himself in order to redeem his blunder,) 

s.;:~e~s report Stalin in excellent health --Source also told Ambas
sador Stlllnhardt that the Czechoslovak delegation reported Stalin in ex
cellent h"alth and apparently more vigorous and self-confident than in 1945. 
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29. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 25 July 1947, Strategy of Soviet Delay in Treaty Ratification
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STRATEGY OF SOVIET DELAY IN TREATY RATIFICATION 

Six months after the signing of the Italian and Satellite peace 
treaties, it appears likely that the USSR will postpone ratification at 
least until September and perhaps indefinitely. By delaying ratifica-· 
tion of these treaties (all have been ratified by the US, UK, and France) 
the USSR hopes to facilitate consolidation of its control over Eastern 
Europe and to prolong unrest and uncertaintY throughout the continent. 

The Truman Doctrine and the Marshall proposals have forced 
the USSR to reconsider its poSition in regard to Hungary, Rumania, and 
Bulgarla. In the face of a passive Western pOlicy, the Soviet Union 
might have considered Its control in these countries sufficiently strong 
to permit early ratification of the treaties without jeopardizing its ulti
mate domination. The effect of US aid to Greece and Turkey, however, 
coupled with the Satellites' desire to share in the US program for Europe, 
has intensified Soviet· determination to maintain its extraordinary powers 
of control over these countries, now exercised through domination of the 
Allied Control Commissions and the presence of occupation forces • 

• 
Although the Dtmitrov regime in Bw.garia is sufficiently well-

entrenched to stand on its own after the withdrawal of Soviet troops, 
the USSR has compelling reasons for not ratifying the Bulgarian treaty. 
Direct supervision of the stepped-up campaign in support of the Greek 
guerrUlas would be more difficult after the withdrawal of Soviet troops 

- which both aid in the war of nerves against Greece and Turkey and 
contribute logistic support to the guerrUla bands. The recent arrest 
of Petkov and the terrorist campaign against other Agrarian Party 
leaders indicate the advantages to the USSR of consolidating its control 
prior to ratification. Had these actions been taken after ratification, 
the Soviet Union and the Bulgarian Government would have had to answer 
to the UN for violations of the peace treaty proviSiOns. In order to avoid 
foreign intervention, therefore, the USSR will probably delay ratification 
until all vestiges of OPPOSition in Bulgaria are el1mmated. 

Conditions in Rumania also favor postponement of treaty ratifi
cation by the USSR. Despite nearly complete control over the Rumani
an economy, the Soviet poSition in Rumania would be insecure after 
ratification so long as King Michael and Maniu,leader of the opposition 
National Peasant Party, remain as symbols of popular OPPOSition to 
the Communist Government. The treaty- wUl probabiy not be ratified, 

- 1 -
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29.  (Continued)
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therefore, untU Maniu and the National Peasant Party are eliminated 
from Rumanian politics, and until some means has been found to dis
pose of King Michael. The absence of any popular demonstration 
agatnstthe recent arrest Of Maniu and many of his supporters may 
encourage the Communists to hasten their decision on Michael. 

In Hungary. the USSR was confronted with a government dis
tinctly pro-Western. The "coup" which resulted in Premier Nagy's 
resignation in June was the first step in a series of necessary prepa
rations for ratification of the peace treaty. New "rigged" elections 
are expected by September. Even the holding of these elections does 
not, however. presage early ratification because post-electlon house 
cleaning will still be necessary in Hungary as it has been in Bulgaria 
and Rumania. . 

In addition to these political conSideratiOns, the USSR needs 
more time to consolidate its economic and military control over the 
Satellites •. Parttally in response to the European recovery program, 
the need bas become more pressing to strengthen economiC ties 
among the, Satellites and the USSR. Imposition by the Soviet Union 
of the economic controls necessary to achieve this goaltn the ex
enemy states is far more practicable under existing.,eonditions than 
it would be after ratification. Through the Allied Control Commissions 
and with the help of occupation troops, the USSR maintains an effective 
stranglehold on the internal economy of these countries and, by con
trolling their foreign trade, can block Western economic penetration. 
MeanwhUe, the USSR Is using its dominant position in the area to im
plement a network of military alliances through which Satellite armed 
forces wUl become no more than auxUiaries of the Soviet Army. 

Although ratification of the Italian peace treaty would benefit 
the USSR by forcing the withdrawal of US-UK troops, thus giving 
Italian Communists a freer hand, other considerations militate against 
early ratification. By depriving Italy of indePendent status, the USSR 

_ prolongs the existing unrest and uncertainty in Italy and retards politi
cal and economic stability. (Italian Communists cagitalize-upon the 
unpopularity of the Italian treaty by pointing to the 'quick" ratification 
by the US and UK as contrasted with Soviet "reluctance" to ratify~) 
Moreover, the USSR will continue·to delay because it is not yet ready 
to implement the peace treaty provisions frr the Free Territory of 

.-2 -
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29.  (Continued)
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Trieste. There Is little likelihood that a pro-Sovtet governor will 
be appointed for Trieste. The USSR therefore prefers to retain the 
status quo in order to maintain conditions favorable to InfUtration 
and eventual control by the Yugoslav CommuniSts. 

• 
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30. Daily Summary Excerpt, 2 August 1947, Germany: Creation of a German Government
in the Soviet Zone
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4. GERMANY: Creation of a German Government for the Soviet Zone-
CIG sources report that the Soviet M1l1tary Authority (SMA) has re
newed discussions with German political leaders concerning the 
creation of a government for the Soviet Zone, including the Soviet 
sector of Berlin. (see Dally SU!'lmary of 1 July, item 2). The USSR 
reportedly desires that the formation of s\lch a government be com
pIe ted by 14 August. 

(CIG Comment: The USSR has denounced the union of the US 
and British Zones in Germany as political rather than economic. 
Having already matched the US-UK bizonal economic administration 
with a central economic administration for the Soviet Zone, the SMA 
would regard the creation of a zonal Government as a logical devel
opment. Manifestly such a Government could readily be converted 
into a Soviet satellite state in Germany, its nominal independence 
exerting considerable attraction upon Germans in the Western Zones. 
That further step, however, would compromise the us!m's present 
effective pose as the champion of German unity in opposition to 
separation and partition. It is not likely to be taken unless and until 
the CFM meeting in November proves unification on Soviet terms 
to be impossible and partition an accomplished fact perversely 
attributable to Western "imperialism!') 
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THE MILITARY AND POLITICAL CHAiN OF COM:M:AND IN COMlvHJNIST GREECE 

The military and poutteal chain of command from the USSR to the Greek Communists 
is shown in the accompanying chart. Although the cbart 1s partly conjectural, as certam in
formation can not be confirmed and SOlne omissions may have been made, it 1s essentiany an 
accurate picture of the Com.mumst organization for Greece. The chad is largely self
explanatory, but several of the boxes may require comment. 

Balkan Coofed!illl:'at!on. No formal organization is known to exist. It is probable, however, 
that a close worldng agreement between Yugoslavia and Bulgaria has been established to implement 
designs on Greek Macedontaand Thrace. A "Balkan. CouncU" (including Greek me:ml:>&rs) has been 
reported as meeting at Skolpje. 

ciiU.9li. The aetuallocation of General Dapchevieh's headquarters is not certain. Bltolj Is, 
however, a transportation and communication center for military movements. General Dapchevlch 
is not a formally trained soldier, but by virtue of partisan experience in Spain and occupied Yugo
slavia has become an expert in guerrilla warfare. He was in command of the Yugoslav 4th Army 
when it entered Trieste. 

NOl:. These units, active during the war, have been de..emphasized by Tita because of 
Ungering MOP' sentiment for an autonomous Macedonia which would be independent of Yugoslavia. 
Recently, at Skolpje, Macedonian autonomists have been tried and condenmed as traitors. 

Pam.::l~g&£,ellthlM CQmm~. This 1s composed of at least one Yugoslav. two Bulgarians, 
and two Albanians. The KKE (Greek Communist Party) Central Committee is still legal 111 Greece. 

~ial Al.lti::,US Aid Deuxiame Bureau. Composed mostly of non...(;reeka, im Bole object 
is to render ineffective the American aid program by propaganda and sabotage. 

Committee for the LlbexoaUon rfi ~IPrns. This conmdttee was organized to harass the 
British and to divert atbmtion from the promises of te:rr1tortal concesslorul in northern Greece 
which have been made by Greelt Communists to the SatelUtes. 

KOSSA. 'l'his unit explQits disaffection in the Greek National Army. The government has 
been forced to segregate in labor bamllions many soldiers of doubtful loyalty . 

ERGAli. This Greek Commun!s~ labor organb:ation works in close liaison \"lith Freneh 
labor leaders. 

EAM Fron!. In addition to the five parties of the EAM Front, the two leading socialist 
parties of Greece are under the domination of KKE. 

~ 5 ~ 
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32. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 29 August 1947, Soviet Intentions in Austria
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SOVIET lNTENTlONSIN AUSTRIA_ 

. The US.economic program in·Austrla is unlikely to bring . 
about any ma,or changes in SOvietpolicy.Tbe USSR Will continue 
to promote political and economic unrest both as a means of im
mediately Increasing its influence and of ultimately forcing Austria 
into the Soviet orbit.· Meanwhlle, the USSR, in attempting to counter-. 
act the benefits to Austria of Western assistance, may be expected 
to: (1) continue to delay the Austrtan treaty and thus weaken the 
national economy by prolonging the four-power occupation; (2) 
tighten control over the industries and resources of·eastern Austria, 
Unking them with the economy of the Soviet Satellites; and (3) place 
greater restrictions on both inter -zonal trade and trade between 
Austria andtbe SOviet Satellites. The USSR apparently acts on the 
assumption that the Austrian Government will eventually be willing 
to acquiesce to these Soviet demands, if only to rid the country of 
the occupation troops. 

In· additiorltothiS economic and political preS!!lUre, the USSR 
willattem!)t .00 draw Austria into an eastward orientation by improv
ing thepCisition of tbe.sl'nall A1.\strian CommunlstParty. With Soviet· 

. backing the Austrian CommunistS will probably be able to break the • 
. Socialist hold on organized laoor in plants controlled by the USSR. 
Furthermore,the:l;e maybe an increase in Communist-directed 
strikes, sabotage, and unrest throughout Austria. 

Should the Kremlin decide that these measures al'e inadequate, 
the USSR mayfurffier tighten Its controls over eastern Austria an9 . 
thereby force a partition of the country. From the Soviet point of 
view, such a move might·appear advantageous, particularly because 
the Austrian peace treaty might be· less advantageous to the USSR 
and b0causethe Austrian Communists appear incapable of gaining 
control of the Government without vigorous· Soviet help. . 

. The USSR probably does not,. however, desire partition at the 
pre.sent time. The Soviet Union ilow enjoys most of the economic. 
advantages and at least some of thepol1tlcafadvantages which could 
be.achleved by partition. The USSR already has possession of a 
large number of industrial assets, including Austria's valuable oil 
resources, and cannot be deprived of these properties except by its 

-4-
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32.  (Continued)
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oWnagreement.Furthermore,froJlltheS()~et POintofv1eWtI1~re . 
are several objectlo~ to complete partition: (1) eastern Austria , 
Is dependent in part on Western Europe for coal and machinery . 
and on the US for relief; (2) partit~onwould probably damage Soviet 
chanc.as of absorbing all of Austria because it would forfeit·weStern 
Austria to the US~ UK,· and France; and (3) partiti~ wouldunneces
sarfly provoke the US as furtheJ:' indication of Soviet expansionism. 

For the present,. therefore, the USSR wUlprobablYContinu~ 
the present policy of explQiting Its zone of occupation to the detri
ment of the Austrian economy. Meanwhile, Communist propaganda 
against the US aid progra.m wU1 doubtless continue to emphasize .. 
the followtng themes: (1) Austria's sovereignty is violated by the 
control provisions of the program; (2) in extending aid, theUS.r<. 
wtshesto exploit Austria s. economic weakness by subjecting the. 
country tocapitaltst control; (3) Austria's dependence on the West 
for aid Is preventing Austria from enjoying the benefits ·ofnormal 
trade with. the udemooracles:'ofEasternEurope; and (4) th'eatd 
program is bleffectlve in rehabflttatingAustria' s economy. . 

. . ' . . 

. If the USsR decides· to·ad~it US aid into eastern Austrl~' 
under the US-:-Austrlan . ReUef Agreement, Soviet propagan~ will 
then claim that Austrian. independence· has been protected by.~e 
cOllcessionswhtch the USSR has wrung from the US. Meanwhile, 
failurl9by the US to. meet therelatlvely small relief requirements 
of eastern Austria.onan interim basts would almost ceriafn.ly pr()
vide the USSR with a convenient· excuse to divide Austria economi~ 
cally by banning the shipment of foodstuffs from -the Soviet eastern 
zone to 'Western Austria. .. 

-5-
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33. Daily Summary Excerpt, 5 September 1947, Greece: Rumor of All-Out Attack From
North Discounted
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2. GREECE: RUIDyr of all-out attack from northdlscO!!!lteq--[.. 

'~ -3 e,d "preparations 'for a bulky and 'blitz attack" 
along the entire Greek northern frontier prior to 16 September. 
Source reports that the attack wiJlhe launched by guerrillas, assisted 
by the armies of northern neighbors, and that Soviet troops will par
tiCipate only in the event of foreign interference 1i1 de!endtng Greece. 
Source also believes that eastern Turkey is to be attacked. The MA 
comnlents that an afulck on Greece is unlikely at this time, and that 
the repm1: may be a "plant" in the current war of nerves. 

(GIG Comment: No tangible evidence which substantiates this 
rumor has been received to date. While an increase in guerrilla 
activity this fall 1s highly probable (see Daily Summary of 2 September, 
item 6), CrG considers direct participation by the Albanian, Yugoslav, 
and Bulgarian armies unlikely. Such action would obviously have far
reaching international repercussIons and might even involve the USSR 
in a world war for which it Is unprepared. The HkeUhood of direct 
participation by Soviet troops in Greece or Turkey at this time is 
so remote that. it need not seriOlwly be conSidered.) 
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34. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 5 September 1947, Soviet Efforts to Strengthen Position in
Germany
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SOViET EFFORTS TO STRENG'X'HEN POSITION IN GERMANY 

In the weeks remainin.g before the Council of Foreign Minis
ters (CFM) meets in Novet..wer, the USSR will endeavor to sb?e!1gthen 
its position in Germany in order to gain a strong bargaining position, 
vis-a··vis the Weste:rn Powe:rs. Such maneuvers will also enable the 
USSR to take advantage of the almost certain failure of the conference. 
The USSR has undertaken a ruthless exploitation of the Soviet Zone 
for essential goods, capital equipment, and dollar exchange credits. 
The allocation for Soviet use or sale on foreign markets of 90% of 
curren!: industrial production, renewed reparations dismantlings, 
and a higher export quota of Ugn:lte coal(for which the Zone receives 
$1.25 per ton in marks and which is resold on the foreign market 
for $15.00 per ton in dollars) are some of the current means to this 
end. 

In the political field, fue USSR has expanded the influence of 
the Communist front organizations (Antifa) and further restricted 
non-Communist plIl:rtles of the Zone. It has also organized through 
the SOCialist Unity Party (SED) an information service (ID) closely 
connected with me Soviet secret police and very similar to the old 
Nazi Sicnerheitsdienst. '.rhus the Soviet-controlled SED will have 
command of the Soviet Zone, regardless of CFM decisi.ons. 

In addition to these efforts in the Soviet Zone, the USSR is 
penetrating western Germany. 'I'll"" main line of attack is to extend 
the SED political structure to th~ w"est, while~simultaneously, efforts 
are made to estabUsh Communi.si: Imnt organizations, such as the 
Freia Deutsche ]uge''1d (FDY)"and to penetrate Western Zene labor 
unions. Soviet efforts to gain control of established u.ilian;;; may 00 
aided by the desire of Catholics i.n the Rhineland to withdraw from 
these unions and set up separate Catholic unions. Finally, in order 
to facilitate terrorism in the Western Zones, a br:mci:t of the ID has 
been organized, and we:3tell':!l. Gex'mans who oppose Communism will 
be subjected to underground intimidati.on. 

If Soviet efforts at the CFIVI fail to achieve a united Germany 
on Smri~)t terms, the USSR wm attempt to blame the Western Powel's 
for failure of ilie conference. At the same time, the Kremlin may 
aWl.Ounce the recognition of a "German Republic" east of the Elba 
and attempt to secure the removal of the "i.'.'estern anies from Berlin. 
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35. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 12 September 1947, Italian Communist Intentions
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ITALIAN COMMUNIST INTENTIONS, 

The imminent withdrawal of Allied troops from Italy has 
increased the possibility of dilrect Communist action to seize 
power and has rendered more effective other Communist methods 
for taking control of the country. Although Communist Leader 
TogUatii this week \fu!§, in effect, issued a call to ar.ms against 
the De Gasperi Government, ollieI' Communist tactics appear 
more likely under present conditions. 

In carrying out their offensive, the Italian Communists 
have open to them two main courseS of action: (1) .sudden over
throw of the De Gasperi Govel'!lment by Communist-sponsoX'ed 
armed Iorce,following withdrawal of Allied troops; and (2) Com
munist-inspired general strikes to paralyze the important north 

10 Italian industrial area, and thus seriously interfere with future 
implementation of the program. for Ellro~n recovery. 

By the employment of tactics similar to those used in 
Greece, the first course is within the realm of poSSibility. Al
though the Italian Army and Carabinieri have some 200,000 troops 
to oppose approximately 50,000 Commun1st guerrillas, the addi
tion of partially-armed and trained Italian and Yugoslav Commu
nists and fellow-travellers could appreciably increase the strength 
of the revolutionists. FuX'thel'more, redeployment of Italian 
armed forces to protect the Yugoslav frontier following the with
drawal of Allied forces would remove cex'tain troop units from 
important CommUll.ist-dommated centers in north Italy. 

Recent developments 'within the Communist Party in Italy 
may increase the likelihood of direct military action. There has 
long been a division within the Italian Communist Party between 
the Togliatti faction, which ha.s favored peaceful political infiltra
tion, and the pro-revolutionary group hea.ded by Luigi Longo 
'(member of the International Brigade during the Spanish civil war 
and Partisan-leader in Italy durmg World War II). The recent 
departure of eight membe!('s of the "direct action" gl"OUp for 
Moscow may indicate closer coordination between this element 
and the USSR and consequent intensification of Communist para
military activity. TogU.atti's last speech may mean that he will 
go along with the revolutionary faction. 

- 2 -
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35.  (Continued)
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Two factors, however, mUitate againSt Communist revolu
tion in Italy. The USSR is unwilling to support directly such a 
step because it might involve war with the US. An even more 
potent reason against it is that the failure of the European· recov
ery program, or even failure of the US to proVide Italy with emer
gency wheat and dollars during thls critical Interim period, might 
deliver Italy into the hands of the Communists by popular vote at 
the next national elections. It would therefore seem more logical 
for the Italtan Communists to await the outcome of the elections, 
scheduled for April 1948, before using revolutionary tactics. 

The continuation of threats and Intimidation is, of course, 
a permanent policy, and any Communist statements regarding the 
necessity for violence c~l?_~~onsicl.er..edto be made partly for ~,u i< 
propaganda purposes. !!~i!lJ)~ rememJ:!el"~cI._tJl:lJ TogU.atti made 2-

a speech threatening "direct action" prior to the SlcUian elec-
tions in April, and it is certain that the leftist majority in that 
former stronghold of conservatism was created In part by the 
Sicilians' terror of Communist reprisals. I ",0 

, k~).·\$P' ~ W'. 
J\.{'h~"':. '{PJ.:.-_ 

Of themo courses of action, the second seems most likely; ~, ~"'-,i.,,<-' ,x 

and the:re is evidence that it has already been embarked upon. \-""1.1,; ,x, 
ParalYSis of the north Italian industrial section, which is perhaps -t< 
second only to the Ruhr in its importance to the European economy, 
through "spontaneous" general strikes could defeat the operation 
()f the European recovery program and eventually throw not only 
Italy into the Soviet orbit, but possibly France as well. The strike 
of 600,000 agricultural workers in the Po Valley, which began on 
9 September, indicates that the CommuniSts are now making every 
effort to bring production to a standstill. 

Communist-sponsored strikes are causing a further dete
rioration of the critical economic situation, which has already com
pelled the Premier to appeal for emergency wheat from the US in 
order to restore Italy's essential pasta :ration. The De Gasperi 
Government must cope in some way witl1 the desperate economic 
crisis before the 23 Septembe:r meeting of the Constituent Assembly, 
when a vote of no confidence proposed by Left Wtng Socialist Nenni 1" 
will be discussed. ~----- . 1,'<,,,-""'< 
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35.  (Continued)
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Whichever course the Communists follow, theil' chances 
of success are excellent unless the De Gasperi Government can 
ame 1io:~ate the eeonomic crisis by procuring sufficient wheat or 
through successful operation of the European Economic Recov
ery program. 
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36. Daily Summary Excerpt, 20 September 1947, France: Communists Plan Mass Action
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3. FRANCE: Communists plan mass action--US Embassy Paris has 
'received "reliable" reports that Moscow has instructed the French 
Communist Party to prepare for large-scale strikes and other mass 
demonstrations. Moreover, according to a trustworthy source, 
Thorez has warned the Political Bureau that the Party must be 
ready for action "especially in the event that the Soviet Uniqn is 
obliged to depart from the .uN." 

(CIA Comment: Such acceleration of mass action, presumably 
deSigned to emba,rrass the present French Government and force the 
re-entry of the Communists in the Cabinet, would parallel the recent 
wave of strikes in Italy and the country-wide protest against the non
Communist Government scheduled for 20 Septenmer.) 
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37. Review of the World Situation Excerpt, 26 September 1947, Summary
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SECRET 

REVIEW OF THE WORLD SITUATION AS IT RElATES TO 
THE SECURITY OF THE UNITED STATES 

26 September 1947 

SUMMARY 

1. Among foreign powers, only the U.S.S.R. is capable of threatening the security 
of the United States. 

2. The U.S.S.R. is presently incapable of military aggression outside of Europe and 
Asia, but is capable of overrunning most of continental Europe, the Near East, northern 
China, and Korea. 

3. The U.S.S.R. is unlikely to resort to open military aggression in present cir
cumstances. Its policy is to avoid war, to build up its war potential, and to extend 
its influence and control by polttical, economic, and psychological methods. In this 
it is deliberately conducting political, economic, and psychological warfare against the 
United States. 

4. The greatest danger to the security of the United States is the possibility of 
economic collapse in Western Europe and tile consequent accession to power of Com
munist elements. 

5. Stabilization and recovery in Europe and Asia would tend to redress the balance 
of power and thereby to restrain the U.S.S.R. 

6. From the point of view of containing the U.S.S.R. and eventually redressing the 
balance of power the order of priority among the major regions of Europe and ASia is: 

a. Western Europe. 

b. The Near and Middle East (but within the region the situation in Greece is 
of great importance and the utmost urgency, while the situation with respect to 
Palestine is extremely dangerous). 

c. The Far East (but within the region Japan is important as the only area 
capable of relatively early development as a power center counterbalancing the 
Soviet Far East). 

SECRET 
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38. Daily Summary Excerpt, 3 October 1947, Iran: Soviet Troop Concentrations Reported
on Border
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NEAR EAST-AFRICA 

2. mAN: Soviet troop concentrations reported on border
I 

me uSSR recently Movea s~veral1nfantry regiments; 200 
medium tanks, and more than 10 artillery battalions to points 
near the Iranian frontier west of the Caspian. 

orders have been issued to Iranian commanders to open fire, 
if Soviet troops enter Iranian territory. 

US Ambassador Allen reports Prime Minister Qavam's 
opinion that the USSR will not attack Iran so long as the oil 
proposal is not definitely rejected but will immediately send 
irregular bands into Iran to create disturbances, and will send 
troops as soon as the disturbances are sufficiently serious to 
provide a pretext for intervention. 

(CIA Comment: CIA believes that: (a) the USSR is not 
planning an invasion of Iran at this time; (b) Soviet troop con
centrations are designed to intimidate Iran,as a whole, and to 
give encouragement to pro-Soviet elements of the population; 
and (c) the USSR will inspire disorders in Iran when the Soviet 
oU proposal is rejected.) 
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39. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 3 October 1947, Eastern Europe
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EASTERN EUROPE 

Soviet officials in Berlip and their adherentl! in the 
Socialist Unity Party (SED) apparently are planning to merge the 
Soviet sector of Berlin with the Somet Zone following the Council 
of Foreign Ministers' session in London. This decision seems to 
be predicated upon the Soviet conviction that the Council will fail 
to reach agreement on Germany. The Soviet Zone headquarters 
probably will be transferred to a city less accessible to the West
ern Powers. Although the USSR does not'intend, initially, to risk 
compelling the other powers to evacuate Berlin, quadripartite 
government will become even less of a reality than it.is now. In 
addition, the USSR plans to strengthen the central government of 
the Soviet Zone at the expense of the governments of the component 
states and will maintain the eastern boundary of Germany at the 
Oder-Neisse line. 

-it
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40. Special Evaluation No. 21, 13 October 1947, Implications of the New Communist
Information Bureau
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IMPLICATIONS OF THE NEW COMMUNIST INFORMATION BUREAU 

13 October 1947 

The· significance of the establishment of the Communist In
formation Bureau, representing the Communist parties of nine Euro
pean countries, may be evaluated in terms of the answers to the 
foUov.r1ng questions: 

!!: V!hat are its immediate and long-range objectives? 

b. Why was its establishment accompanied by such 
extensive publicity? .. 

c. What will be its immediate effect on Western Europe? 

d. What light does it throw on Soviet tactics? 

e. What is the background of its members? 

The Bureau was probably established at this time with the 
immediate objectives of: 

a. strengthening Communist control and improVing the 
integration of Communist policy in the Satellite areas; 

b. coordinating more effectively the operations of the 
Communist parties in the Satellite countries with those of 
the Communist parties of Western Europe, in order to pre
vent European economic recovery under US leadership •. The 
Communist parties in the Satellite countries have made tacti
cal mistakes and errors in timing which the USSR must re
gard as militating against the effectiveness of its oppOSition 
to the US-sponsored program for European economic rehabili
tation. These errors in timing and tactics include the execution 
of Petkov while the Italian Communist leader, Togliatti, was 
defendmg before the Italians the rights of man, and the failure 
of the Czechoslovak CommuniSts to prevent the initial Czecho
slovak acceptance of the invitation to participate in the Euro
pean economic recovery program; 
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c .. serving notice on the Communist parties in France 
andItaly, as well as those in other Western European 
countries, that they are not their own masters and that they 
must adhere to the policies and plans of the Kremlin. 

The Bureau's long-range objectives are: 

n. to expand the organization to cover the European 
continent and eventually to set up similar organizations 
in other areas; 

b. by expelling the non-cooperating Socialists and 
misguided fellow-travellers from the "Democratic" ranks, 
to prepare a hard nucleus of ideologIcally sound Comm.unists, 

, capable of direct action and of reversion to underground 
, methods if such procedure becomes necessary, 

The formation of the information Bureau and the accompany
ing manifesto of i.'ltentions were widely publicized in order to im
press the fence-sitters, the waverers, and the opportunists of West
ern El1ropewith the solidarity and vitality of the Communist organiza
tion,as opposed to the disunity and inherent weaknesses of the US
suppl)rted capitalist-socialist world. It was also designed as a decla
ration of war against the US-SpOl1sored European recovery program 
and may have been launched with the hope that it would induce paci
fists in the US and the UK to revive their activities. This publicity 
is entirely consistent with the Soviet practice of supporting any 
impoI'tant project, once undertaken, with the maximum strength 
and volume of propaganda. 

The immediate effect upon Western Europe, however, will 
be to reduce the voting strength of the Communist parties, particu
larly in the approaclling elections in France and Italy. The Nationa
list pose of these parties has now been dropped, and the leaders 
stand forth clealt'ly as the obedient servants of the Kremlin. If it 
were not for the threat of an economiC crisis, it could be safely pre
dicted that the pOSition of the moderate non-Communist parties in 
the governments of Western Europe would be substantially strength
ened by the formation of the Bureau. 
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The establl.shmentoi the Information, Bureau, the:refore, 
tm·ows considerable light 011 Soviet tactics. It suggests strol'..gly 
that the USSR h~ecognizes that it has l'eached a point of diminishing 
remrns in the attempts of the Communist parties of Western EW;"ope 
to rise to power t1lroughparliamentary mea!!!S and that, consequently, 
it mtends to zeW6rt to sul:"r~A'sive activities, such as strikes and 
sabo~ge, in an effort to u1!l.del'mme the stability of Westell'll Euro
pean governments. This move likewise tends to substaut!.ate the 
contention that th~1 'USSR COli1side:rs international subversive and 
revollltiOTh-'1l'Y acUoll, rat.~el' than military aggression, as t.he pri
mlu'Y instrument for obtaming iw worldwide objectives. FUl'iheE'
mOl"19, tIle f&.ct that the USSR lms taken tlds step, so obviously 
in!urioosro tile electoral pli'ospecUl.of the Communist pal'ties, prior 
tn importanl: electi(.)l'!s in France and Italy, gives further confirma
tion t.o the belief that the USSR is convlnced of a pending ecollomic 
collapse, fiZ'st in Europe and subsequently in the US, which will 
provide the Comm.unist parties wH;h an opportunity to achieve their 
objlScUves t,l-jrough sull11'e1'sive and revolutionary action. 

The de1.egates who met in Warsaw to form tile Bureau of 
mformatIon weX's hardbitien Communists of long-standing. 'I'lle 
leading figure unquesti.onably was Zhdanov, member of the Soviet 
POlitbuI'O, former key figure in the Comintern and probably second 
in impo::rumce only to Stalin iIl. directing the strategy of wo1'ld Com
munism. Ex-Cominte:rn offi,eials were well repr'esented,among 
them DjUas, Panker, :mel Duclos. In addition, at least two delegates 
took active and important parts in tile Xnternational Brigade daring 
the. Spanish Ci?il War. The leadership of tile new Information 
Bureau, therefore, has the required stature to carry forWard, under 
the dil-ection of tne Krelruin, the Communist program of world revo
lution. It was probably to create tile illusion of freedom from KJrem
).in control that headquarters were set up outside the Soviet Union. 
Under the clreurrmtances, Yugoslavia was a logical choic{~ because 
0'1 tile success and stability of the Comm1.Ulist regim~~ in that country, 
tile cI;aractGY and e"Pcrience oUts rulm,g clique, and its proximity 
to Ilign priority Communist targets such as Greece and It.aly. 

The IOE'mation of tile Information Bureau is t.lle first open 
aVI),val of the creation of blocs to supplement, an.d eventually to 
assume, the functions of the Com!ntarn as the Kremlin's instrument 
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for attaining world domination. In taking this step, the Kremlin 
appears to have abandoned any program of parliamentary coopera
tion with non..com.munist parties and has reverted to the original 
program of expansion by control and support of international revo
lutionary Communism. It has taken this step likewise in full knowl
edge that it will alienate those Western fellow-travellers and demo
cratic elements which have thus far clung to hopes of political 
cooperation with national Comm1.U1ist parties.and of a compromise 
between the East and West. 
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41. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 24 October 1947, Prospects for French Success in
Indochinese Campaign
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PROSPECTS FOR FRENCH SUCCESS IN INDOCHINESE CAMPAIGN 

Even though the current French offensive in northern Indo- . 
china appears to have achieved certain llmtted objectives, the cam
paign wUl probably not be successful in forcillg the Vietnam Republic 
to Llegotiate for peace OD.Freneh terms. Moreover, a consequent 
decline in French prestige may weaken the control over native peoples 
in other parts of the French Empire. 

Although French military authorities are holding all publicity 
on Indochina to a minimum and are claiming that the campaign is no 
more thari. a minor opelt'ation (probably in order to avoid the possibtUty 
of UN 1ntell'vention), larger French forces are engaged in these actions 
than have been committed ever befoll'e against the Vietnam RepubliC. 
The purposes of the French drive are: (1) to cut overland arms
import routes between Vietnam and China by establishing French 
control along the northern indochinese border; (2) to weaken the re
sistance of the Vietnam RepUblic by kUling or capturing Its leaders, 
by increasing combat attrition of its ammunition and equipment re
sOIU'ces, and by disrupting Its communication arid propaganda factll
ties; and (3) to compel the Vietnam Republic, as a result, to negotiate 
for peace on French terms. 

Prospects for significant French success in the fall offenSive 
are meagel' largely because the guerrilla tactics adapted by Vietnam 
fOl!'ces will conserve their ammunition and materiel while drawing 
French forces into mountainous and difficult terrain. The disruption 
of Vietnam communication facilities will probably not seriously 
hamper Vietnam admintstra\tion and forces because they have demon
strated during the· past year tMiX' ability to operate on a decentralized 
basts and to coordinate effectively the military activttles of northern 
and southern Vietnam groups. The French expectation that the Viet
nam Government would be wilUng to negotiate on French terms ignores 
the intensity of the hatred and contempt felt for the French by most 
of the population of northern Indochina. These feelings are not 
associated solely with the Vietnam RepubUc but would continue even 
if the Vietnam RepubUe should suffer grave defeat. None of the politi
cal figures advanced by the French all' by native groups in French-held 
areas as alternatives to President Ho and the Vietnam Republic can 
command enough popular support to weaken the Vietnam Republic by 
InspiX'tng Important defections from it. 
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French military autrmdties have committed their forces to 
the fall oflensive,desptte these factors opp.osing their success, 
probably because: (1) they tmderestimaw Vietnam determination: 

- to resist; and (2) no F~ench political party can support a mo'te to 
conciliate the Vietnam because sneh a precedent might lead in a -
diX'eetion dangerCl'us to the French Emplre. 

If the French fail to weaken the Vietnam Republic by their 
fall OJ:'Je1l'atlons, the c:om!ng of t.«<e 5p!:ing rainy season will place the 
French in the awkward position of maintaining extended lines of 
suppJ!.y wh!le-deferu.'!1lI1g themsehres a..~1nst the mooUe operations·of 
the "Viomam guerl'Wa,Jolrces.if .the French forces are forced t~ '. 

- withdraw in the face -of such c1lrcumstaneEis,they will have expended 
much lnm.tl!1ry' equipment and ,manpoqell' fo¥: small ll'ef.1Al'n8. The . 
consequent decl-me of French prestige wUl easily lead to wide de
feei:ions among the native elements in French-held areas who have 
previously been cooperative. 

- 9 -
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42. Daily Summary Excerpt, 29 October 1947, Reported Soviet-Inspired Military
Operations in Greece
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3. Reported Soviet-inspired muttary operations in Greece--US Charge 
iJi Sofia reports that, according to a rellable informant, the 

Soviet "master plan" at present anticipates the ini~tion of muttary 
operations against Greece by its northern neighbors on or about 
15 December. According to source; { 

Dirilitrov 
had written from Czechoslovakia describing Soviet intentions. She. 
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statedtWltthe SoVteHnternal Situation is so' "restiw" thatth~ 
Soviet people must be distracted by a miUtary'O!fensive • 
. - , ," " - -' .. . .' -, '- .. ,,_.' -/ 

(C~'Comment: Although there have been numerous \1Ilcon-, 
firmed reports Of increased movements of troops and arms in Yugo-' 
slavia and Bulgaria,such reportsPfobablysuggest .intenslfied 
covert military aid rather than. overt operations by the Satellites. 
CIA discoUnts the above report for the following reaSons: (a) it ' 
isimprobaple that Dimitrov would write concerning plans of this 
nature iIi a letter or thatany precise information would be trans": 
mitted to the secretary's wife; (b) the reason given by source for 
such Soviet.actionis untenable; (cl the VSSR is committed by the 
peace treaty to withdraw its troops,.from J3u1garia by 15 December 

iandwill probably not sanction overt mllitary operations at a time \ ' 
When world attention willbe focused on Soviet compliance with this 
treaty -provisionj and (d) it is. still believedtha(the USSR is not 
ready to,risk pl'ec1p~tatiIiga war With the West.) 
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43. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 7 November 1947, Soviet Preparations to Gain Control in
Greece
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SOVl!T PREPARATIONS TO GAIN CONTROL IN GREECE 

Reports of recent military activity in Yugoslavia and Bulgaria 
indicate that the USSR, temporarUy blocked in Western Europe, may 
have begun a more intensive campaign to gain control of Greece. Be
sides making preparations for increased Yugoslav and Bulgarian 
assistance to,the guerrillas in Greece, the USSR appears to be buUd
ing those two coui'ltries as the domtnimtmtl1tary powers in South
eastern Europe. Full development of the SoViet plans is not expected, 
how~ver, untU after the London meeting of the'CFM. 

, Increased SoViet mUitary aid to Y:ugoslaVia and Bulgaria Is 
indicated by reports that: (1) SoViet arms and munitions are being 
sent to yugoslavia and Bulgaria, both overland from Austria and by 
water through Black Sea ports; (2) the USSR haS transferred several 
naval vesSels to the Bulgarian Navy; and (3) extensive stockpUes,of 

. 'war supplies are being buUt up along the ,Greek and Turkish borders. 
'. -, 

, In addition to preparations for greater aid to the Satellites, 
Communist plans to increase direct military assistance to the Greek 
guerrillas are revealed by recently available reportsnf secret mili
tary elauses'agreed'upon at the Bled conference last August. Accord
ing to these reports" a General staff of the Central Balkan CouncU 
has been established \lDder'the chairmanship of Admiral Rodionov, 
former SoViet Ambassador to Greece. His staff w1ll reportedly in
clude Yugoslav, Bulgarian, Albanian, Rumanian,Hungarian, Czecho': 
slovak and Greek-guerrilla, officers who Will asSist-in the operation 
of an international Brigade, or a "Balkan Army:' consisting , 
primarUy of Greek,Yugoslav~ Albanian, and Bulgarian personnel •. 
Moreover. recent indications point to, the Imminent formation of a 

. c1vU government in northern Greece. Such a development would per
mit more overt utUtzation of the military forces beJng organized'in 
YugoslaVia and Bulgaria. . ' 

Despite these intensive military preparations and the fallure 
of the USSR to begin withdrawal of lts troops from Bulgaria (scheduled 
under the peace treaty to be 'completed by 15 December), the 'USSR 
probably does not intend at present to participate in overt military 
operations in Greece. Instead, the USSR Is preparing to meet any 
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developments arising from the London meeting of the CFM. Mean
while, these activities not only increase the Satellite potential for 
clandestine military aid to the Greek guerrillas, but also constitute 
an effective weapon in the war of nerves against the Greek Govern
ment. Finally, these actions serve to strengthen Yu~oslavta and· 
Bulgaria as effective defensive buffers against any , imperialist" 
aggression from the south. 
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44. Daily Summary Excerpt, 19 November 1947, Germany: Soviet State in Eastern Zone
Reported Fully Prepared
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4, GERMANY: Soviet state in eastern Zone reported fully prepared--
US Consul General· . in Bremen has been "reliably informed" 
that the Social Democratic Party of the western Zones of Germany 
has "incontestable evidence" that a Soviet state in the eastern Zone 
of Germany is already "fully prepared." 

(CIA Comment: Although the Soviet Union may have drawn 
up such plans, CIA doubts that it intends to put them into effect at 
this time. CIA belie:ves that the Soviet Union will hold them iIi 
abeyance for ·oossible subsequent apl?lication as "retaliatory 
m~asures:') , 

-.3 _. 
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45. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 21 November 1947, The London CFM Conference
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s~cetheadjOUrnment of theMos~oW'Conference of Foreign' 
Ministers on 24 April 194'1, subsequentmtermittonalmeetings have, 
given no eVidence of any change of position by ths , USSR on the isSUes 
concerning Germany and Austria which wiUbe discussed at the 
forthcoming London Conference of the CFM. Neither the protracted 
meetings of the Austrian Treaty Co~misslonin Vienna nor the 
present largely fruItless efforts of Ute deputies at London to reach 
agreement even on mmor matiershave indicated the.sl1ghtest ad-. 
justmEmt of Soviet aims and objectives. MeanwhUe,Ute US; the UK, 
and France have reached closer agreement on Germany and Austria. 

, , 

The US and British positions on thederman and AuStrian 
problems are practically parallel;france,h~ been drawn into , 
closer accord since the Moscow Conference by partidpationln the 
European recovery program and by the elimination of the Commu':" 
nistsfrom the French Government. Even though deep,rOotedcon
cern over ,secuJrity makes the French position on Germany different 
from that of the US and the UK, and although the French are not 
completely reconcUeclto the Anglo-American,program for raising , 
the level of Germanindusuy, France w1l1,undoubtedly modify Its 
position in the int.eJ:"estof Western unity if the USSR remains in- ' 
flexible at the London Conference. If there is such an outcome, 

,the French can be expected to merge their zone with the US-UK 
Zones and to accept a higher level of industry for Germany in re
turn for adequate securltyguarantees (such as an international 
control program for the Ruhrand Rhineland) and for assurances of 
sufficient coal and coke. 

Fundamental Soviet objectives at the London meetmg,of Ute, 
CFM will undoubtedly be baSically the same as those the USSR· 
pursued at the Moscow Conference, At Moscow, it became'evidel}t 
that the USSR seeks to communize Germany as anessentlal step 
in a plan to extend Communist control over all Europe. To carry 
out this objective, the USSR demanded a share in the control of 
the Ruhr, a celliralized government of the Weimar type whlch could· 
easily be scuttled, the payment of reparations from current pro
duction (which would have forced the US and the UK to bear much 
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of the financial burden), and freedom for trade unions and "demo
cratlc~'parties to organize in all zones. When the USSR wasunwle 
to obtain these demands, the Kremlin directed its efforts toward 
keeping the Soviet Zone in Germany economically sealed off from 
Western Europe., Such a policy was designed to reduce western 
Germany to a social and economic morass and was supported by 
the conviction that the US would inevitably have a severe depres
sion' which would force the wandonment of European ·commitments. 

Since the Moscow Conference, however, major developments 
have occurred which will hinder the USSR in the attainment of its 
objectives. Chief of these developments has been the inception and 

, drawing up of the European recovery program. Nearly as signifi-
. cant, however, has been the stiffening in attitude toward the USSR 
of the western participants in the CFM. Because of these develop-
ments, the USSR now is confronted with the imminent prospect of 
the unification of the three western zones in Germany and a con
sequent improvement in their economy. Moreover, the predicted 
US depressiOn has not materialized. 

, In recognition of this change in the situation since the Mos
cow Conference, the USSR may make certain offers at London which 
will appear, on the surface, to be new and sweeping concessions. 
Such conceSSions might take several forms: (1) some scaling down 
of, claims to Germim reparations; (2) the proposed establishment of 
a central economic administration which will apparently promote 
German economic unity but would also further Soviet political 00-

, jectives; (3) the offered withdrawal of all occupation troops from 
Germany, which would secure the removal of US forces from Europe 
while merely requiring Soviet units to fall back to nearby Poland. 
Because A ustrla has been placed at the bottom of the proposed 
Soviet agenda, problWly no Austrian concessions will be offered 
prior to acceptance of the German concessions. For these reasons, 
it is likely that any concessiOns offered by the USSR will be made 
more with an eye to th,eir propaganda value than with any serious 
expectation of acceptance. The offers would be carefully drawn so 
as to prepare the way for placing the onus of failure to reach agree
ment on the US andthe UK. . , . 
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. If these offers are made and are rejected by the Western 
. Powers,the USSR will doubtless continue to maintain thE! present 

division of Germany, thereby denying to western Germany the 
possibUityof exchanging its manufactures for the raw materials 
of eastern Germany and Eastern Europe. The USSR will thus be 
forced to continue a policy which was originally laid down on the 
hypothesis that the US would be crippled by a depression before 
it could make Western Europe a solvent and productive economic 
area. 
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168. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 28 April 1950, The Soviet Offensive
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THE SOVIET OFFENSIVE 

Since the beginning of 1950, tbe USSR bai:! g1:aoIl..1I.11y 
stepped up and expanded its diplomatic, poUH,~al, and economic 
offensive against the West and the cold "raX" 1111'S Ill''''' reached 
another peak of aggressiveness and mmtallCY~ . 

Soviet objeetives have not char.ged and the tactics !lOW 
being used differ only in intensity and scope from those employ
ed since the end of World War II. Although the USSR bas im
proved its power position by announcing its possession of 
atomic secrets, increasing its military and b.dustdal strength, 
consolidating its control of Eastern Europe, and makingspee
tacuIar gains in. the Far East, there is Il.O indication that the 
USSR is yet willing to initiate armed conflict with the West. 
The strengthened Soviet power pOSition, however, does permit 
the SoViet Union to apply greater pressures than it has in the 
past and on more fronts simultaneously. 

As in the past, the present Soviet offensive is charac
tE)rized by violence, subversion, Xmif)V[Jcded 1.',ccu,'lations, 
and defiant, belligerent propaganda, Each time since the end 
of World War n that the Soviet Union has unleashed an intensive 
campaign of this kind, its effect bas been to spur the Western 
Powers to greater defensive efforts. 

Despite the results of these campaigns in the past, Com~ 
mumst doctrine and the very nature of the SovIet system tend to 
commit the Soviet leaders to achieve their ends through aggres
sive' militant means, VIolence and suhversion are an integral 
part of the Communist revolutIonary technique aIRd are naturally 
accompanied by a vigorous diplomatic offensive. Moreover, 
Soviet leaders consider it necessary to main.tain the morale of 
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CommuniSts at home and abroad by demonstrating the power 
of the Soviet Union. Closely allied with this need, the Kremlin 
may feel that only by attacking and vilifying the West can it 

. justify the rigid controls it maintains onille Soviet and 
Satellite people and prepare them psychologically for war. 
It seems likely, therefore, that the Soviet Union will continue 
its tactics of aggressive arrogance for some time, the in;.. 
tensity of 'the effort growing in proportion to increases in 
Soviet strength and concentrating on those issues and areas 
where Western strength is weakest. 

Baltic Plane The current Soviet offen.;';ive reached its peaIt 
of militancy with the recent airc~aft incident 

in the Baltic. In addition to attempting to prove to the world 
that the Soviet Union can ,be neither imposed upon nor inti.mid· 
ated, the USSR has sought to emphasize the military signifiCance 
of the flight, thus playing upon popular war fears and lending 
weight to peace appeals. Moreover, in decorating the Soviet 
pilbtswho presumably participated, Moscow was, in effect, 
pointing with pride to the ability of Soviet defensive aviation to 
protect the homeland from US strategic air power. Finally; the 
plane incident has been used to convince the Soviet and Satellite 
peopies that Western aggression is not merely a figment of 
Kremlin imagination. 

Other Aspeds Soviet self-assurance is apparent in other 
East-West issues. Soviet defiance of the {IN 

continues. Western missions are being subjected to increased 
insult and intimidation throughout the .soviet orbit. The tone of 

. Soviet propaganda is growing steadily more provocative, and 
Communist parties outside the Soviet orbit show a mounting 
militancy, Concurrently with these aggressive moves, Moscow 
is probing the defenses of the opposition on a number of frontS. 
It is testing the degree of Western determination to remain in 
Berlin; it is agitating, through diplomacy and propaganda, the 
questions of Trieste and the Turkish Str·aits; and its support bf 
the Communist movements of Asia is becoming more open and 
more direct. 

- 3 -
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169. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 5 May 1950, China: Military Plans

Image: 00000340.tif

FAR EAST 

CHINA 

Military Plans Although the capture of Hainan has placed· . 
the Chinese Communist Army in a position 

to invade Southeast ASia, there are no concrete indications 
that the Communists are ready to depart from previous inter;. 
national Comniunist strategy or to run the risk of precipitating 
general h.ostilities by taking such. a step at this time; Moreoyer, 
the Communist troops avaUableforsuchan invasion probably· 
wUlbeneeded for more immediate and pressing problems con .. 
fronting the Peipingregime, Many of the troops involved in 
the Hainan invasion: will be occupied for some tinie in consoli .. 
dating Communist control over that island; other troops in South 

. China will be needed to strengthen Communist control over the 
many wide areas which remain in the hands of local authorities, 
brigands, or organized thieving bands, Moreover, a consider
able number of Chl:nese troops probably will be employed to 
establish a strategic reserve for the coming invasion of Nation
a1ist~held Taiwan,The Communists have already stated that 
they are planning to utilize a force of one million men for the 
invasion of this last NationaliSt. stronghold. There is also the 
possibility that the Chinese CommuniSts may wish to augment . 
their forces along the Hong Kong border in preparation for in~ 
creasing their pressure against the British crown colony. Al
though the Communist conquest of Hainan probably will not 
result in organized military invasion of any Southeast Asian 
areas, the Chinese CommuniSts, in. addition to supplying advisers 
and technical personnel to the various Communist-led resistance 
groups iIi SoutlieastAsia and the Philippines, will be in a posi
tion to facilitate the shipment of material aid. to these same areas, 

OJ 12. 
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170. Daily Summary Excerpt, 6 June 1950, Possible Kremlin Conference on Southeast Asia

Image: 00000341.tif
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GENERAL 

1. Possible Kremlin conference on Southeast Asia--US Embassy 
Bangkok expresses the opinion that the imminent departure 
for Moscow of the Soviet Minister and the former Charge, 
following the recent departure of other Soviet offiCials, may 
indicate that an important consultation or planning conference 
on Southeast Asia will soon take place in Moscow. According 
to the Embassy, the British representatives in Bangkok con
cur in the view that the USSR may be calling an urgent meeting 
in order to decide upon immediate steps to prevent or counter 
the strengthening of Southeast Asia by the Western Powers. 

(CIA Comment: The recall of Soviet representatives 
from Bangkok, combined with the recall for consultations of 
top diplomatic personnel from all the Soviet diplomatic posts 
(except China) in Eastern Asia, indicates that the Kremlin is 
probably reviewing its over-all policy for the Far East. The 
additional presence in Moscow of the Soviet Ambassador to 
the US, a Far Eastern expert familiar with US thinking, is 
further evidence that the USSR is formulating new tactics de
signed to counter Western attempts to strengthen anti-Com
munist efforts in the Far East, especially in Southeast Asia.) 

- 1 -
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171. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 9 June 1950, Soviet Union: New SEA Policy

Image: 00000342.tif

r~EGREfi! -

SOVIET UNION 

New SEA Policy The recall to Moscow of leading Soviet diplo -
mats from Far Eastern posts and from the 

US indicates that the Kremlin may be reviewing its entire Far 
Eastern policy in order to plan for more aggressive action to 
counter Western anti-Communist efforts in the Far East, es
pecially in Southeast Asia. Such a conference of Soviet re
presentatives from Japan, India, Thailand, and possibly North 
Korea, together with the recall of the Soviet AJnbassador to 
the US, who is a Far Eastern expert, emphasizes the importance 
of the area to the USSR at this time. 

In Japan,the Kremlin might decide to shift from "legi
timate" activities to concentrate on a subversive program as the 
most effective means of obstructing Western progress in Japan. 
The issuance of a second Soviet note demanding trial of Hirohito 
and the intensification of Communist activitj: in the face of a 
proposal to outlaw the Party indicate that the USSR is willing to 
risk having the Japanese Communist Party driven underground. 

- 7 -
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172. ORE 18-50 Excerpt, 19 June 1950, Current Capabilities of the Northern Korean
Regime

Image: 00000343.tif

CURRENT ·CAPABllITIES OF THE NORTHERN KOREAN REGIME 

EimMATE OF CUruumT CAPAlIILlTIES 

The "Democratic People's Republic" of 
northern Korea Is a firmly controlled Soviet 
Satellite that exercises no independent initia
tive and depends entirely on the support of 
the USSR for existence. At the present time 
there Is no serious internal threat to the 
regime's stability, and, barring an outbreak 
of general hostilities, the Communists will con
tinue to make progress toward their ultimate 
domestic goals. The CommUi:llst regime in 
northern Korea suffers from a shortage of 
skilled administrative personnel and from 
weaknesses in its economy and its official 
Party organizations. There Is widespread, al
though passive, popular discontent with the 
Communist government. Despite these weak
nesses, however, the regime has, with Soviet 
asslstance, ciearly demonstrated an ability to 
continue its control and development of north
ern Korea along predetermined political, eco
nomic, and social lines. 

The northern Korean regime Is also capable, 
in pursuit of its major external aim of extend
ing control over southern Korea, of continu
ing and increasing its support of the present 
program of propaganda, infiltration, ·sabotage, 
subversion, and guerrilla operatiOns against 
southern Korea. This program will not be 
sufficient in itself, however, to cause a collapse 
of the southern Korean regime and the exten
sion of Communist control over the south so 
long as US economic and military aid to south
ern Korea is not substantially reduced or 
seriously dissipated. 

At the same time the capability of the north
ern Korean armed forces for both short- and 
long-term overt military operations is being 
further developed. Although the northern 
and southern forces are nearly equal in terms 
of combat effectives, training, and leadership, 

the northern Koreans possess a superiority in 
armor, heavy artillery, and aircraft. Thus, 
northern Korea's armed forces, even as pres
ently constituted and supported, have a capa
billty for attaining limited objectives in short
term military operations against southern 
Korea, including the eapture of Seoul. 

Northern Korea's capability for long-term 
military operations Is dependent upon in
creased logistical support from the USSR. If' 
the foreign supporters of each faction were 
called upon for increased assistance, there Is 
no reason to believe that Soviet support would 
be withheld and considerations of proximity 
and avallability of such assistance would 
greatly favor the northern Korean regime. 
SOviet assistance to northern Korea, however, 
probably would not be in the form of direct 
participation of regular Soviet or Chinese 
Communist military units except as a last 
resort. The USSR would be restrained from 
using its troops by the fear. of general war; and 
its suspected desire to restrict and control 
Chinese influence in northern Korea would 
militate against sanctioning the use of regular 
Chinese Communist units in Korea. 

Despite the apparent military superiority 
of northern over southern Korea, it is not 
certain that the northern regime, lacking the 
active participation of Soviet and Chinese 
Communist military units, would be able to 
gain effective control over all of southern 
Korea. The key factors which would hinder 
Communist attempts to extend effective con
trol under these circumstances are: (1) the 
anti-Cornmunlst attitude of the southern Ko
reans; (2) a. continuing will to resist on the 
part of southern troops; (3) the Communist 
regime's lack of popular support; and (4) the 
regime's lack of trained administrators and 
technicians. 

Note: The Intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, Army, Navy, and the 
Air Force have concurred in this report. It contains Information available to CIA as 
of 15 May 1950. . 

1 
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173. Daily Summary Excerpt, 26 June 1950, Embassy Moscow’s Views on Korean Conflict
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GENERAL 

1. Embassy Moscow's views on Korean conflict.,.-US Embassy SiTS 
Moscow, in asseSSing the implications pf the present Korean 
conflict, expresses the opinion that the North Korean offen-
siveagainst the Republic of Korea constitutes a. clear -cut 
Soviet challenge to the United States which should be. answered 
firmly and swiftly because it constitutes a direct threat to US 
leadership of the free world against Soviet-Communist im-
perialism. The Embassy points out that the defeat of the 
Republic of Korea would have grave and unfavDrable reper-
cussions for the US position in Japan, Southeast Asia, and in 
oth,er areas as well, and expresses the .view that the US is 
obligated to make clear to the world without delay that the 
US is prepared to assist the Republic of Korea maintain its 
independence by all means at US disposal,including military 
assistance and vigorous action in the UN Security Council. The 
Embassy believes tha:t any delay on the' part of the US "could 
suggest" to the USSR the possibility of 'precipitating with . 
impunity immediate action against Indochina and other points 
along the boundary of the Soviet sphere. The Embassy also 
believes that the USSR probably calculated that the US will 
be inclined to accept "neutralization" of the Korean civil war 
which would lead to eventual victory by. North Korea, thus ex
panding the Soviet empire without the use of Soviet military . 
forces. The 'Embassy reiterates its belief that the USSR is not 
yet ready to risk full-scale war with the West, and 'comments . 
that the present Korean situation thus offers the US an oppor
tunity to show firmness and determinat~on and, at the same time, 
to unmask important Soviet weaknesses to the eyes of the world .' 
and particularly in Asia, where popular ideas bf Soviet power . 
have been grossly exaggerated as a result of recent Soviet 
political and propaganda successes. . . 

- 1 -
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173. (Continued)

Image: 00000345.tif

. (CIA c;omment: CIA concurs in general with Embassy 
Moscow's estimate of Soviet intent in precipitating civil war 
in Korea, and further agrees tliat successful aggression in 
Korea will encourage the USSR to launch similar ventures else
where in the Far Easto In sponsoring the aggressibl1.tnKorea, 
the Kremlin probably calculated that no firm or effective 
counterl!lElasures would bebl..kenby .the. West;' . However, the 
Kremlin is not willing to undertake a global war at this time, 
and firm and effective countermeasures by the West would 
probably lead the Kremlin to permit a settlement to be negotiat" 
ed between the NOrth and South Koreans. If the venture in Kc;>rea 
is successful, the Kremlin wUlfullyexplbit'the Hwestern failure" 
in Korea in an effort to undermine the western position throughout 
the world 0 Effective action by the UN'to ~ontrol the Korean situa
tion is possible only through military sanctions involving the im~ 
mediate conclusion of "interim agreements" providing for arzqed 
contingents from member nations to enforce the 'ON cease fire 
order,) 

. - 2 -
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174. Daily Summary Excerpt, 27 June 1950, Soviet Troop Movement Toward Yugoslavia
Reported

Image: 00000346.tif
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"3. Soviet troop movement against Yugoslavia reported--re::" " Jsource( ", j transmits reports from fairly 
reliaole informants that a considerable number of troops 
are being moved through Rumania toward Bulgaria and 
Yugoslavia. According to source, seven military trains 
composed of fifteen to twenty cars which are completely 
blacked-out are transporting tanks, artillery, and munitions 
to the sout!!o 

(CIA Comment: CIA believes thafa buildup of 
Soviet military equipment and strategic transport facilities 
in the "Balkans has been under way for some time. There 
is little evidence, however, that Soviet military personnel 
in the Balkans have been increased sufficiently to enable 
the USSR to undertake military action in the area at this 
time.) 

- 2 -
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175. Daily Summary Excerpt, 28 June 1950, No Soviet Military Preparations in Germany
and Austria

Image: 00000347.tif

4. No Soviet military preparations in Germany and Austrian 
General Handy, Commander in Chief of US Forces in 
Europe, reports that there are no indications of aggres
sive Communist military action in Germany. Handy states 
that the bulk of the Soviet occupation armies· seem to be 
engaged in normal maneuvers and that the German Demo
cratic Republic has manifested no warlike intentions. 

General Keyes, Commander of US forces in Austria, 
reports that there are no indications of a change in the 
present situation in Austria at this time. 

(CIA Comment: No evidence is available indicating 
Soviet preparations for mili.tary operations in the West 
European theater, but Soviet military capabilities in Europe 
make it possible for the USSR to take aggressive action with 
a minimum of preparation or advance noUce.) 

- 2 -
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176. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 30 June 1950, The Korean Situation

Image: 00000348.tif

THE KOREAN SITUATION 

The Soviet-inspired invasion of South Korea and the 
prompt and vigorous US reaction have overnight changed the 
complexion of the cold war and will lead to the development 
of new and critical problems for the US in nearly every quar
ter of the globe. It is not believed that the USSR desires a 
global war at this time. It is probable, however, that a con
certed attempt will be made to make the US effort in Korea 
as difficult and costly as possible. (The USSR has sizeable 
forces of Chinese Communist troops at its disposal for this 
purpose.) The implications to the US of defeat in Korea would 
be far-reaching. It would become nearly impossible to develop 
effective anti-Communist resistance in Southeast ASia, and pro
gress toward building a strong Atlantic community would be 
seriously threatened. A US Victory in Korea would also pose se
rious problems for the US. 

Increased Demands The adoption of a vigorous stand by the 
US against Communist expanSion has, 

in general, been favorably re~eived throughout the non-Soviet 
world. The adoption of this stand, however, implies that any 
failure by the US to take similarly prompt and effective action 
to stop any further aggressive moves may have even more 
serious repercussions to US and Western prestige than would 
have resulted from failure to come to the aid of South Korea. 
The Korean invasion has increased fears that the USSR will 
take aggressive action in other "soft spots" on the Soviet peri
phery, thus tending to create in these areas greater demands 
for US military and economic aid. The areas most immediately 
affected are Southeast Asia (particularly Indochina), Iran, Yugo
slavia, Greece, and Germany. 

- 2 -
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177. Intelligence Memorandum 301, 30 June 1950, Estimate of Soviet Intentions and
Capabilities for Military Aggression

Image: 00000349.tif
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e9NFlDENTlAL 

SUB.1EC1'; Estims.te '?t Soviet Intentions and capabilities foX' JW.itary 
Aggression. ' 

Althtiagh the USSR ifl conSidered to ba um-1lll:l.Jl6 to undertake e. global 
conflict with the ~lest at this time, the Sov1e~ attack on 'KQr0a 
and the US ~etion lIlake it critioal. to G'.lWll1ne·Sov1e'ii inte».tious tJ1th :t'l3-

specll to ~l:ii.t.1ng other ,areasPordering the Sov1et-oominated sph!lre along 
the~~~,~ i'ol1O!ied in Koraa.~ , 

Notel TliiSmemoriia;;1Ul1\ bas not. belen coordinated ldth tha intelligenoe 
organizations of too Departments of stl!.te~ Ari!.iY; Navy, &nd t.he 
Air Force. 

~~h~~~~Jad'!!lt!!]1LQ;dissem by ORE to Dept of ~"OUEN.TNO, I 
!'.~ NO CHANGE IN CtA'~S~S.-CO::------
~~ 0 DECLASSIFIED ~ 

C CLASS, CHANGED TO: TS C I 
t;JrJi~;:+I;l1::ftt:±iM;;~~~:flEV1EW DATE: ~ - 0 
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177. (Continued)

Image: 00000350.tif
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CONFIDENTIAL 

In Korea, the USSR is determined to continue the present attack and 
Chinese Communist £orces nay participate to Whatever extent is necessary. 
Such Communist Chinese participation may be overt, under the pretext of 
North Ko~ "invitation" or the Chinese Collll!lUllist troops m9.Y be advertised 
as "volunteers.1I In any event, the SOviet objective in Korea. ld.ll be to 
make the' situation as costly to the US, and as danJaging to 'Us prestige, as 
possible 0 

The Kremlin may welcome the resulting involvement of the US uith the 
Peiping regime. The USSR 1!nY Sl3ek to encourage the gradUIiJ. ooension ot: 
euch US involvement by precipitating incidents in Southeast Asia. and else
were Yhicll uill dray the US into costly, difficult. and em'barrassing 
situations. 

The USSR ui11 continue to furnish substant1e.l 1r.1pplies and equipnent. 
including air and, naval craft. to the North Koreans,' and perhaps later to 
its other Asiatic puppets. The USSR may also contnh!~t€ to the Nol-th K:)l"eanll 
by ~ IIvolunteers," in aviation. technice1~ and advisory capacities. 

1. Vulnerable .Aieas. 

The ,main Jeasvulnerable to SOvie~OIIllllUtlist aggression short of 
emplol'JOOIltof SOViet military forces are. in order of probability: l."'Bll~ 
Yugoslavia, Indochina. (Southeast Asie.).,1'urkey, GreeCe, Germany. and Austria. 
Oiiher;vu1nerablepoints are ~Ol'l'tIOsa and Hong Kong. 

'+0 .b!j. 

'\' '1'heuSSRhaS sufficient troops on thesm,e18~n1,J!\~~~to take 
over Iran without wrn1ng. The pro-Soviet 'l'IidshPartyandothermibvereive 
elements both ldthin and outside Iran are capable of creating serioUs 
disturbances, bUt the h'anian armed£orces are believed able to ciope vith such 
a developnent. Nevel'thel,ess, the Kremlin might. use these disorders, parti
cm1arly in, the nOrthern areas, to invoke the 1921 Irano-Soviet Treaty and. 
W'lder the pretext that Soviet security ws endangered. launch an invasion 
of Iran. The frequency with uhich the USSR 1mplies that it may have to in
voke the treaty and the almost constant troop IlIOvements and Soviet feints 
in· the; border area make it impossible to detect accurately Yben this activity 
may presage an actual invas~ono • 

CONF\DE~~TIAL 
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177. (Continued)

Image: 00000351.tif
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B. YygosJ:ayi!! 

There is no evidence available to indicate that there are 
sufficient Soviet-Sate1llte forces present in the Balkans to l8llIlch 
a full-scale military attack on Yugoslavia \lith any prospect of success. 
Immediate and forcefUl Western reaction to the Soviet-directed invasion 
of Southern Korea has grea~ increased the liJ.:el1hood that an attack on 
Yugoslavia would evoke at least an equally strong Western reaction \lith 
a greater risk of generallI8.r. 10Ihich the Kremlin considers undesireable 
at this time. 

_ The USSR. hoYever, \/ill probably push its effcirts to overthrmr 
tIle rito Government by all means short of open aggression. Widespread 
pessant and labor disafrection in Yugoslavia as Yell as virulent regional 

-antagonisms· afford the Irernlin considerable potentialities for the creation 
-of internal disorder and/or guerrilla incursions. Yugoslav popular senti-
ment against Communism and the USSR is so strong as _ to suggest that the 
Cominform will attempt to camouflage much of its activities against the 
regime under the guise of existing anU..{)onmrunist c-urrents. The stren.,ath 
and reliability 'C!f the Yu~oslav security forces, hOlIever. are estimated 
to be adequate to control any probable increase in such activities in 
the near futUre. MeanYhile. the 'I!idespread training of guerrillas in ad~ 
jaeent Satellites points to an increase in border activity and incid.;mts o 

-GOO-FI DENTIAL' oJ 
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177. (Continued)
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-eeN FI DENTIAl:-
Co Tn:" Far East. 

In any Soviet agg::ession in the Far East, the Chinese Communist 
forces will bs the prim.<.ry instrument of' the Kremlin. The Peiping regime 
now has a total of some two million eJ!per1enced combat troops, 2nd an 
estimated one and oneoohal.! million 0 t these troops can be committed to 
action in mainland Asia and against the island o·f Taiwan. Taiwan is the 
ChineSl'l CommunilStsQ sole remaining major military objective in the con
quest of Chinag and even before the recant U') policy statement regardin~ 
Taiwan. Peiping estimated that. one mUlian troops might b5 necessary for 
t.hecapt.ure of the island. The present. US defense of Ta:l:ltari ID2kas it 
unlikely that the COlDlIlUIlists \'Illl attempt an invasion at. "this tillll!lo 

SOViet. aggression in Southaast Asia will probably for the most 
part. be confined to an increase in present. support of local Communist. 
gueITilla act.iVities. Stepping up guerrilla warfare in Indochina~ the 
Philippines, Kalaya, and Burmil will necessitate a substantial. 1!lcreaae in 
materiel and assistance, Tibich would have to be proy1ded prillllarlly by 
China. The Chinese C=ist8, howevers might also contribute experi= 
enced ttQopl!~probably camouflaged as national.G of the country canl1lSrned, 
to support Southeast Asian Communists. 

L:In ad!i1tian to continuing the present guerrilla war.fare. Co_ 
IWll1sts T4ll probably anoourage increased labor UDrest. and sabotage in 

.. 1IaJ.a¥a (~luding Singapore). Burma, Thailand. the Philippines, and 
!ri.dmesuO' . 

\".-: 
11.11e principal deterrents to Chinese Communists mili,tary. acticn 

1n Southeai!t.Asu against Indochina and .Burma arethe:Ji.,slcofprovoking 
tl-oba1 1rQl<'andthe anti-Ghinese feeling 1f1deIi.F8v~~t.; ~the area and 
the ral&ti~i;y- severe l,ogistical prOb1e1llo In tbss~QC1illicaseOr Hong 
Kmg~ an additional deterrent is the pres8n~e of UK troops. The Ohinese 
COIIIIWb1sta 'F,B capable of te.ldng the island of l4a.cao at w1ll0 

eONFIDENTIAL 
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177. (Continued)
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D. ~ 

The USSR can obtain control or Turkey only by direct military' 
action. There is no subversive elemenidn ~ strong ellotlgh to bring 
about revolution or civil. 'W'al'J there is no group of Turks outside the 
country 'Which the Kremlin could success.f.'ully exploit for the invaaion of 
Turkey in the Korean pattern; the Turkish Govenwent and people are 
determined to resist any act of aggression. Reports of troop lllOVements 
in the Bal.lams and of projected maneuvers in the Black Sea, the recent 
departure of the Soviet. Ambassador end othar Soviet. and Satellite diplomat$ 
from Turlw.Y, togethar vith sharply increased Bulgariell ~o and press 
f'ullrd.nB.tions agsinst Turlw.Y indicate the possibility of 8. Bulgarian invasion 
of Turkish Tbraooo Sooner 01' later, hO'lreVe:t". Soviet troops would have to 
be dispatched to assist the BulgariElD$, and the Kremlin, realizing that 8. 
Soviet attack on Turlw.Y would probab~ precipitate a global 'W'al', is con
sidered to be llnvi1lixlg to sm.bark on such 9. course' at this time" 

--GO Nfl DENTIl'.L ~ 
-5-
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177. (Continued)
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OONFIDENTIAl 
E. Greece. 

Sovie~1nBpired 8{'.,gresaion against Greece, direct or indireot. does 
not appear imminent. Even in the improbable event that the 80111 et b:I.o-e is 
wllllng to risk the near-certainti3' of global. \ml' by dirootl;y atta.oldng a 
~try so closely tied to the US, a mU1tary' offensive against Greece 'WOuld 
probab~ come onq as part of (or foJ.lotdng) an attack on the strategl<m.lly 
mOre iIIlportant target ofYll€Pslavia.. A more l1kel¥ development \fOuld be 
a renew of the guerr;U.la campaign. ~oh might llerl.ously burden Greeoe 
next f'all. or w.!.nter, when the Greek ~ts de;nobUimtionis soheduled to be 
completed and. loIhen as man:r as 20,000 collibat-fit gu.err1l1a·reserves may be 
available in the satellite otates. At presents h09'ever, a nat.I guarr1lla 
ca!llpa1gn .\fOllld. have on.4rl.1ln1W direot sfreots on Greek internal eeouriv, 
because .~rr1lla reserves are 1014 and Greek .Arm;y·~p!U'edness is at a 
relat1v~ high level. . 

-6-
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177. (Continued)
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CONflOENT\At 
F. Gmman!" and Al.Wt:ria 

In both Gel'lII!1tl7 and Austria, the USSR is able to take shorl-oi'
war measures loIhich coold cause a disporsal of: US e~f'orts and contribute 
hem:I;r to the Soviet Ilwa;r of nerves ~ It Loool border cJ.e.ahes between 
East and West German Police forces Will probab:Qr take pla.ee. These would 
have a Illliaance value, but would not direotly involve either Soviet or 
US forces. strong provocative action can be expected in Berlin both by 
Soviet troops and b'T German paramilitary formations in the torm of intel'
i'erenoe Vlith public tt\;illties and Vlith East--West communications. Stroh 
interference ldth conmmications wuld tie up SUbstantial. n:dmbers of: US 
airera.1't end require a high degree or US cxmoentration on the Berlin si
tuation. In addition~ Soviet action in Berlin in the light of the current 
tense situation vould auf'i'iciently alarm the Vest Berlin population to 
cause aerions tmrest and produce adverse effects on the already unstable 
eOOllOllV or the Western sectors ot the city" 

Minor steps by the Soviet oceupation torces in Austria to intel'
fere ldth the 'Western position in Vienna are probable pr1marily tor 
their diversionary value and their cxmtribution to the Soviet Vel' of 
nerves. The USSR is """'!rely to take action against tr'-"ic utilities 
end OOImllllIlication~, l4bich wuld reach the proportions :or~a bloekade of: 
Vienna.. because such a blockade vould result in Il partion of Austria, 
which the Kremlln does not desire at this time • 

. €ONFIDENTIAl; 
- 7,,-
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178. Daily Summary Excerpt, 6 July 1950, Views of Hong Kong Residents on Korean
Problem

Image: 00000356.tif
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2. Views of HOng KOng residents on Korean problem--US 
Consul General Rankin in Hong Kong reports thlJ-t the 
i~itial hearty approval among Hong Kong residents of 
US and UN action regarding Korea is now being followed 
by sober realization that the confli.ct may spread. Rankin 
adds that local Chinese feel that the Chinese Communists 
probably will not attack the US 7th Fleet guarding Formosa 
but that Communist forces will be used in North Korea if 
the fighting goes against the North Koreans. The Consul 
General comments that another possible Chinese Commu
nist action could be against Burma, which Hong Kong 
Chinese consider to be a push-over for the three Com
munist divi.sions now on the Sino-Burma border. Rankin 
also expresses the opinion that a direct attack on the 
Crown Colony by the Chinese Communists cannot be 
ruled out since there are nearly 100,000 Communist troops 
massing in the Canton area willi only half of them scheduled 
to move north. -
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178. (Continued)
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(CIA Comment: The Chinese Communist forces 
are fully capable of launching military operations against 
Taiwan, Korea, Hong Kong,and Southeast Asia simultaneously 
but they are not likely to undertake such aggressive action 
unless specifically directed to do so,by the Kremlin. The 
USSR, which is currently maintaining an official aloofness 
from the Korean situation and which is considered to be 
reluctant to undertake a global conflict at this time, is not 
likely to encourage military ventures by the Chinese Commu
nists outside their borders where Western military forces 
would be encountered until the outcome of the present con,
flict in Korea becomes 'more apparent. The Chinese Commu,
nists, however, are capable of rendering Hong Kong virtually 
untenable to the UK through a program of economic boycott, 
sabotage, and strikes which could be i~itiated at any time.) 

- 2 -
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179. Daily Summary Excerpt, 7 July 1950, Invaders’ Momentum Undiminished
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KOREA 

L Invaders' momentum undimlnished--US troop actions have 
failed to date in slowing ili.e momentum of the North Korean 
attack and the weight of the Invaders' offensi.ve indicates that 
their immediate objecilve is ilie speedy defeat of all defending 
forces In South Korea. The I:actical skUland resourcefulness 
of the attacking {olces is probably the result of intensive and 
thorough training, plus the presence of Korean combat v'eterans 
who served with the Chinese Communist Manchurian armies 
and a con.siderable number of Soviet miUtary advisers. In 
addition, the North Korean forces probably contaIn'many 
Korean combat veterans who served with Soviet forces in 
major combat operaHons, such as, the defense of Stalingrad. 
Latest information indicates that 150 South Korean Assemblymen 
were able to escape from Seoul and report to their Government; 
The missing 60 Assemblymen,. who apparently remained in Seoul 
voluntarUy, include virtually all the middle-of-the-roaders. This ' 
group offers the invaders their best opportunity to set up a "legiti
mate" facade for any provisional government in the occupied areas. 
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180. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 7 July 1950, The Korean Situation: Soviet Intentions and
Capabilities
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THE KOREAN SITUA TION 

Soviet Intentions and Capabilities 

Two weeks after the beginning of hostilities in Korea, 
the world was still waiting for some firm indication of Soviet 
intentions regarding not only Korea but other countries on 
the Soviet periphery. It became clear, however, that the North 
Koreans were not to be intimidated by US involvement in the 
fighting and that the all-out effort to overrun South Korea would 
continue unabated. As long as the North Korean advance con
tinues, the USSR can remain aloof; the cruci,al moment will 
cO]lle when and if the battle turns in favor of US and South 
Ko:'e"n"'-"i'ce: ... At tb'::i: t'.;:o.e, t,'1e USSR mEGt ~ecide whether 
to permit a North Korean defeat or to take wiJ.:::.tever steps are 
necessary to prolong the action. 

Soviet Intentions At the moment, the Soviet and Communist 
propaganda line offers no clue regarding 

Soviet intentions. Soviet propq:;andists would have no difficulty 
in using the present line as a basis either for withdrawal from 
South Korea or for prolongation of hostilities, even including 
armed action in other areas. The key to the fateful Soviet 
decision will be the extent to which the USSR desires to risk 
instigating global war. All evidence available leads to the 
conclusion that the USSR is not ready for war. Nevertheless, 
the USSR has subsiznUal capabilities, without di:recUy involving 
Soviet troops, for prolonging the fighting in Korea, as well as for 
initiating hostiliti.es elsewhere. Thus, although the USSR would 
prefer to confine the conflict to Korea, a reversal there might 
impel the USSR to take greater risks of starting a global war either 
by committing subst:,ntial Chinese Communist forces in Korea or 
by sanctioning aggressive actions by Satellite forces in other areas 

- 2 -
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180. (Continued)
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of the world. The decisiveness of the US reaction to the Korean 
invasion will thus cause the Kremlin to move cautiously, but 
the danger still exists that the USSR, as it did two weeks ago, 
will again miscalculate the Western l'eaction to any future moves 
it may feel are necessary. 

The Far East The Korean invasion has had its most immediate 
and compelling impact on the Far East, parti

cularly as it has affected international Communist int~ntions 
to. speed the expansion of Communism throughout the area through 
the tnstrumentality of the Peiping regime. Pending clarification 
of the Soviet position, the Peiping regime has not yet committed 
itself and, as far as Korea is concerned, will probably not take 
any action at least as long as North Korean forces continue to 
advance. Meanwhile, Chinese Communist troop strength and 
dispositions would permit military aggression in a number of 
places with little or no warning, and the Peiping regime can be 
expected to give strong support to guerrilla activities and sub
version throughout Southeast Asia. 

Military Potential The Korean invasion has produced a deluge 
of reports of Chinese Communist troop 

movements indicating a Chinese intent to support the North 
Korean invasion. Most of these reports, however, have emanated 
from Chinese Nationalist sources and are merely propaganda for 
US consumption. Actually, the Communists are apparently still 
sfrengthening their forces opposite Taiwan, and possibly Hong 
Kong, and no significant changes have occurred in troop dis
pOSitions along Southeast Asian frontiers. Reported movements 
of large troop formations from South and Central China toward 
the Northeast are largely discounted. Communist troops already 
in North China and Manchuria are sufficient to pro-vide substantial 
support to the North Koreans and of these approximately 40-50,000 
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are of Korean nationality. Despite these reported troop 
movements and Chinese Communist capability to launch 
simultaneous and successful military actions in Korea, 
Hong Kong, Macao, and Indochina, no immediate action is 
expected. With regard to Taiwan, the US committment to 
defend the island has almost certainly delayed the invasion 
timetable if only because it will make occupation of the is
land too costly an operation for the Peiping regime to under
take without outside assistance. 

Non-military Action Meanwhile, the Chinese Communist 
regime will continue and probably 

increase its efforts short of military aggression to further the 
spread of Communism throughout Southeast Asia. Political sup
port and military supplies will be granted Ho Chi Minh's forces 
in Indochina, efforts will be made to strengthen the insurgent 
movement in Malaya, and the tempo of organizational activity 
among labor and political groups will be stepped up. In this 
campaign, efforts by the Peiping regime to use the nine million 
Overseas Chinese will be impeded by its recent loss of popu
larity at home and a growing anticipation in Overseas Chil}ese 
communities that the spread of Communism may be reversed as 
a result of US action in Korea. An intensification of Peiping's 
efforts to gain control of the Overseas Chinese may well lead 
to a split which, while reducing the exploitability of the Overseas 
Chinese as instruments for extending Chinese Communist influence, 
may also result in the adoption of more militant tactics by the pro
Communist faction. An immediately explosive situation in South
easl Asia, however, derives from the presence in northern Burma of 
approximately 2,000 Chinese Nationalist troops. The Peiping regime 
has demanded their internment, the Burmese Government is ap
parently incapable of doing so, and the Chinese Communists thus 

have a legal "excuse" for carrying out local or major military 
operations in Burma. 

- 4 -
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181. Intelligence Memorandum 302, 8 July 1950, Consequences of the Korean Incident
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

nlTF1,LIGFNCE MEIDRANDUM NOo 302 

SUBJEC'l'; Consequences of the ~orean Incident 
g July 1950 

I. Soviet i''!l1'!?oses in i.a:undh1ng the Horthern X~an lttaok. 

A. Apari; f'rom immediate strategic advantages, the basic Soviet 
'<J;bjectives in launching the Northern.Korean attack p~bably were to: (I) 
test the strengtbof US ~t.ments flnplicit in the policy of conta!n~ 
ment of COll!l!lUIlist expanfl!onJ and (2) gain political advantages for the 
:further e:xpansion of' Cdllmullill1l1 in both Asia. and Europe by undermining 
the confidence of non..commumst states in the value of' US support. 

< 

, B. . The Sbviet estimate of the reaction to the North Korean attaek. ' 
vas probably that, (1) UN action 'IlOuld be slov and cumbersome; (2) the 
US 'Would not intervene vith its own forces; (:3) South Korea would there
fore collapse promptly. presenting the UN vith a fait accompli; (4) the 
episodeVlOuld therefore be completely localized; and (5) the fightJ:ng eou1d 
be portrayed as tiS-instigated South Korean aggreSsion and the North Korean 
victory as a Vl!ct017 01' Asiatic nationslism against Western oo1oidalill1l1o . 

'fhelie'Q;reatpresentf'our major . alternative courses of' action open , 
to the ,USSR. Thcyareinot.'J1l1ltual1y ~i!l3courses ot action.,!n 
particular,ti1;'ise .' .• ,., . ;the,~;~S;~17.11ke1y to t17toprolcng 
the;fight~, ,,(a1~~ ',' .;~~,.; the shori<r¢l,JJnd.then 
vi~Pl.,a'. tl«ll" :QrilDon1;11s;'~~:~~ , 8.von!Ib~tl~W~·~~.. 
1~Ell'S9. , ,',. '.' ..e!tOO:re8ggressivecour~i0f: Cl:'Ga:tillg.sim:iiiii ille1del1ts 
elsewhere (liI1taI.'na.tiveIlCII belov). 'Bie eltemativea are· ~not . in 
order ot probab1llty~ 'but in order of incrE1/lSillg risk or global war alld . 
inoreasing ~tu1'e of effort on the part of the USSRs 

,Alterp.atiwA. ' The USSR may localize the Korean fighting. permitt1ni:.i 
us forces to <ir1ve thE. North Koreans beck to the 38th P'arallel end-refrain 
from ore~ting similar incidents elsawhere. In the meant:i.:me. the USSR 
'Would remtdn uncomndtted in Korea and voul~ develop the propagallda themes 
of US ag,,\ression and 1lnperialistie interference in domestic af'f'ailS of an 
Asiatic nation. 

Not.es This mazoorendum has not ,been coordinated 'With the intelligence 
organizations of the Departments of State, .A:rIrw. Navy.and the 
Air FoI'<::l$" 

~\ 
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181. (Continued)
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10 This . alternative is the most cautious course for the USSR 
tu take. Its adoption 1.Tould indicate complete surprise at the US re
action to the Korean .incident end lfOuld suggest strongly that the USSR 
was unwilling to run even a minimum risk of provoking a glol;al conflict 

. involving the US and the USSR. 

20 US prestige. and political influence \!ould be substantially 
augmented. particularly ldth Western European allies and other nations 
aligned ldth the US. 

30 Soviet prestige and influence would be damaged. bu:I; there 
wuld be compensations in the form of secondary political gains that 
wuld accrue as a result· ofg 

(a) promoting the ftpeace campaign" and portraying the US 
as military ~resao:r:; .. . 

. (b) eJqlloiting the theme of Asian nationalism versus Western 
imperialism; . 

(e) maintaining the North Korean and Chinese Commmist threat 
to South Korea as an embarrassment to development of a constructive US or 
UN policy in Korea. . 

4. This alternative course of action is unlikely; Soviet advantages 
would be secondary, comparatively long-range~ end intangible. 101hile Soviet 
disadvantages ¥ould be immediate. 

. Al ternatiye Be··· The .USSR may localize the Korean fighting. st:!.ll refrain 
from creating. similar . incidente elsewhere. but in order to prolong US 
inVOlvement. in,Korea, gl.ve iilcreasmginateriaJ. aJ:d to the liOrt;h KareaIiB. 
perhaps ~loying >C~~se Comm~8~t~pe"eitberCovertl.y or overtly. 
The USSR;would l.'e!!Ia1nuncommittedin.~~ :Slld'l(()Uld dev:elopthe propaganda 
themes 'ot"US,~ssiOIi.· and iEpert,el1"irtic:d.ni<i>l'i'erence in dOmestic affairs 
of anAslatic;natton-o" .. , . 

1 •. This ·OJ.ternative is a moderatelY cautious course for the 
USSR· toteke. The USSR 1oIOuld. probably consider that. its' adoption would 
. :Involve only· a slight risk of provoking a global conflict :Involving the 
US and the USSR. 

2. US prestige 1oIOuld be seriously damaged if the USSR succeeded 
iil prolonging the incident jn this w~o Western European allies and other 
nations aligned with the US vould question the imnediate military vaJ.ue of 
US commitments even though expectjng them to be honoredo 

3. Soviet prestige would be sngmented if the fighting in Korea 
",ere prolonged v.!thout an open Soviet conmIitmentc 

-2-
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4 •. The USSR would obtain appreciable secondary. comparatively 
long-range gains in political influence as a result of promoting the 
"peace campaign" and portraying US as imperialistic Western aggressor 
in Asia, unless successfully countered by a US "Truth" campaign. 

S. Deep involvement of US mil1:l;ary forces in Korea would seriously 
limit US. capabilities. to support similar commitments elsewhere. Moreover. 
the .Jestern European allies or the us would feel dangerously exposed 
for some time (even if the US began a partial mobiliazation for war). 

6. ·TbeUSSR probably will adopt this alternative course of 
action at least for the short run. since there would be rew Soviet 
disadvantages or risks and the Soviet gains would bra a.ppreciable. 

7. This alternative will appear especially attractive to the 
USSR because at aJ1iY' time, if conditions appeared ·favorahJ.e to Soviet 
leaderst the USSR could shift to the more ambitious program (alternative 
"C", imnadiu.tely beIO\'l'). in Tlhich alternative "B" would merely be a 
first phase. 

Alternative Co The USSR, while attempting to prolong the fighting in 
Korea as' in alternative "B", may also attempt to disperse and perhaps 
overstrain US Jililitary forces-in-readiness by creating a series of 
incide.nts ,'silnilar to the Korean affair. Without dtrectlY and openlY 
involving ·Soviet forcesg such incidents could be created in Formosa, 
Indochina, \i3ui'ma, Iran" Yugoslavia, and Greece. The effeots of such 
1noiden~ could be aggravated by renEllled pressUI'El on Berlin and, possiblY. 
Vien.'1.a:·o. . . 

J..,This alternative. woul.d be a. cemparativelY aggressive course 
tor the USSR to take. . Itti 'adoption would. indicate Tfillingness to run 
an app~cia,bte ,riskof;pi:yvoki,rig'aglo~~conflict 'because of the. possible 
US reaction~TheUSSR c()ulcieasUy turn to this alternative at any 
time!> biltit is not likely to turn to it until the USSR has fullY analyzed 
the implications ot the USeommitment in Koreao 

2.IIaving employed its armed forces in. support of its conmitment 
in' Koreag the Us will have to honor similar cO!lillitmenta or . lose most ot 
the advantages of the policy of supporting the Korean commitment. 

3. The u.s does not bave the military forccs_in_readiness to 
honor its commitments with US military forces and' equipment in many 
areas other tban Korea (perbaps none) without a substantial increase in 
US military foroes and industrial productivity in the military field. 
bringing about what would' amount to ",t least a partial (as distinguished 
from a general) mobilization for war. 
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40 Deep involvement of US military forcee in tr.a Far East or 
Near East would ieave Western EtLl"Opa even more dangerously exposed than 
at presento 

!>o At some pOint further KorearFstyle incident.s (requiring tlw 
commitment of US forces to stabilize the aituation) pres\IJIlubly lI"ould 
force the US to adopt one of the following alternatiws: . 

(a) reviae the policy of general containn:ent by limiting 
15 commitments and by planning to combat Soviet ac:~ssion only at those 
selected points ;;here eXisting US military strength wOuld permit; 

(c) begin partial military and industrial mobilization in 
an attempt to ell<l.ble too US to combat any .f'urther Soviet~sponsored 
aggression an,YWhere in the world; or 

(c) begin total.mobilizat:!.on to enable the US to threaten to 
meet any Soviet or SoViet..sponsored aggression' with lI"ar sgainst the USSRo 

6. The USSR probably lI"ill 'adopt alternative "C" soonor or later 
if Soviet leaders do r.ot estimate the risk of glob.al Wl!.r involved to be 
suhstantialor are prepared for a global war if it developso . 

70 If Soviet development of this alternative course of action 
leads to a general US mobilization gi t appears at this. time that the 

'USSR probably lI'ou1d in that event continue limited aggressions~ accompanied 
by the customar,y"peace" propaganda, discounting actual US initiation of 
a general war and perhapsest!mat1ng that too political and economic 
strains 'of mobilizatiOn .would-rreaken or discredit the US and its fOl'eign 
policYo 'l'heUSSR, ~verJ>'.ina.y: .... .... . . 

' .•.•....•.. ,(a)'desiStf~further~gri;lssionof the Korean type, tearing 
a gl,0l:iBJ; Warand'takingmtibilization as; an indication of greaterrlsk 
than SOviet leaderS, liad antiOipated in. chooliing this course of action; or' 

'(b) expecting US-initiated global war~ attempt to seize the 
initiative by immediately attacking ths Us (in effect turning to 
alternative ntJtt. below)o 

Alternative D. The USSR may consider OS intervention in Korea 'either as 
t.he prelUde or an inevitable global war or as justif."ication i"or beginning 
a global war for which it is prepared-in either case immediately attacking 
the 15 and its allieso 

bL.-.Jiillt -
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10 l'fot.bing in t.he Ko!\,an situation as yet indicates that the 
USSR would deliberately deoide to employ Soviet forces in direot illilitary 
action precipitating global wal'o Suoh a deoision is unlikely if, as 
now aeems probable. Soviet loaders believe tl1a.t; 

(a) t.here are continuing opportunities to expand Soviet 
influenoo by t.he ccmpa.re.t.ively cheap ",nd "ate means of Soviet-controlled 
COlII!Il.Ullist revolutional:'Y activity (including propaganda. sabotage. sub
version. guerrlll.a warfare. and organized military act;'on by local 
OolIlll\U1liat t.~ in Korea)s l'Ihich can be supported by Soviet diplomacy 
and th$ m&l'8 t.hreat. of Soviet military strength;.:.in-<rGadiness; and 

(b) there ill substantial risk involved tor .the USSR in the 
global war that alnIost certainly m>uld <!Insue from diract military action 
by Soviet .forces" 

20 The USSR trould appear to have little reason to be pessindstio 
about gains by m&thods short of global. war, particularly by adopting 
the courses of aotion described in Alternatives "B" and "c" aboveo 

.3" The USSR is unlikely t.o choose the alternat.ive of deliberately 
provoking global war at this time in view of: (a) the general superiority 
or the us and it.s allies in total povrer=potential; and (b) t.he fact that 
the present. Soviet atomic capability is insufficient to neutralize US 
atomic retaliatory capabilities and to offset the generall.y superior 
powl'l1'-poterit.ial of the US and it~ allies by inter-raring with the U;; military 
and industt:ial mobilization. 

III. Mf'ect;; or' a Failure of. US l"oroos to Hold South Korea, 

Ao, i Tbe."~te oOllSe<j.uenees- of a faU1ll'I! to hold South Korea 
lI"Oul<i'b.eI.:,&: damaging .blOlf to US prestige with loss in political influence 
greater ithian theJ,oss that .would have been inourred if the US had not 
und.ertslCen to. support its moral conmitment in South Kot'ea" 

Bo The US would be oonfronted with a ohoioe bet,,-., t.wo undesirable 
alternat.1vesl (1) accepting the loss of tlS prestige~or (2) attempting to 
regain as much prestige as possible by committing substantial US 
military resources in a dif.fioult and oostly invasion of an area 
lIhich is not of primary strategic importance to the over=all US· 
military position. In either case Us L'oreign policy and military 
oapabilities lI"Ould be discredited at hane and abroad. 

C. If' US forces were expelled .from Korea. the USSR would prcbably 
adopt alternatiVe "C" as desoribed abo'll'S (Sl!)Ction II)" It might be 
tempted» howevers to poetpone further aggressi ~ action elsewhere until 
it had determined whether$ as a result of the loss of world cconfidenoe 
in the etf'eotiveness of US aid. other areas mi.ght not be b.-ought within 
its sphere of lnnuence through intimidation alona" 

,; ,. i 
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182. Intelligence Memorandum 304, 10 July 1950, Effects of a Voluntary Withdrawal of US
Forces From Korea
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CONFIDENTIAl:-
86 

10 July 1950 

SUBJECT: E£fects of a Voluntar.y Withdrawal of US Forces tram Korea. 

ReferenceJ IM 302. 8 July 1950, "Consequen~ of the Koresn 
Ino1dent." 

CD r<"CLUSIQ~ 

Voluntar.y withdrawal of US forces f'r<l!ll Ko:roa 1I0uld be a calamitY', 
seriously handicapping efforts to mainta5.n US alliances mld build political 
inflUGllOO alllOZlg the Motions on whose st:rength aod energetic cooperation 
the policy of' ~ of Soviet-Canmunist ~lon depends. Ii; would 
discredit US foreign pOlicy <md undem!.necollf'idence in US militar.y , 
caps.bllities. ' Voluntar.y withdrawal would,be more,damaging than a failure 
to send US troops to Korea :tn the first pJ.aca or t!um a failurt> of US 
:forces to hold Korea. 1'01', ouly would US COlmllitments be shown to be un
reliable ",.hen put to a severe test. but alaG considerable doubt would be 
cast on the ahllity of the US to back up its COlmllit!lWllts with lldlltary 
:force. 

DIEqUSSIcgl 

1. US w1:l;hdrawal £rom intervention in Korea on behal.f.of the .UN, 
espe~ s1n.ce UN actionl'eSlllted mainJ.y l',romUS initiative~ vou1d dis
illusion all nations heretofore . hopei'ultbat US leadersltl.p. witb:tn the 
~rk of the US··,c:01:jld v:r,-:eserve vrdd ~~·As a voluntar.y act of the 
US" 8. wi1;hdl:<mial 'WC11lld ~e US stsnding in UN affaire end would under
!llil:W the effectiveness of the UN' as a device for mobilizing Western re
sistance to Soviet-Communist eggl"easion. 

2. The Western European allies and other nations closruyaligned 
with the US would lose .con£':i.denoo in the militar.y value of US oOlW1litments 
to' assist them egainst a."'llled. aggression. This lack o:f confidence vou1d 
militate against energetic measures to oppose the expansion of Soviet
Comnuniem thro~ the NATO and MMP programso Although = slight credit 

Notog This mamorsndum has no-h been ooordinated with the :lntell:lgence 
(;rganizations of the Departments of State, Arr:!:!, Uavy. • the 
M.r Foroe~ 
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still might accru.e to the US for initially attempting to honor S:W 
oommitment in South Korea, most of the nations allied or aligned \r.ith 
the US are rore concerned shout US ability to cmmter threats of ~<r.i,et 
aggression than about US intentions to do so. 

3. Pro--US governrnents, particularly in areas where the USSR could 
ini tiate limited. military BP.,gmssions • .-1.thaut. openly usL.;g Sov:tet for-oes ~ 
vould suffer serious losses of prestige. In sonlocases they ridgh'~ lese 
political control of the countr;y or feel cotrpclled ~ seek an ac=da
tion \r.ith the USSR (for example, Indochina, Iran). 

'. 4. 'Whether or not US forces \dthdI'sy f'rom Korea., the USSR ha.o; the 
capability of creating a series of' incidents generally similar to '.;he 
Korean affair, each one threatening either to bankrupt the US polley 
of containing Soviet e}:pallsion or to disperse sri! overstrain US military 
f'orces-in-recdiness. Without directly and openly involving Soviet, forces$ 
such iricl.dents 'could be created in Formosa9 IItdoc.lJir.a. Burma. Iran~ Yugo
slavia, Greece, and Turkey. The USSR vi1l proceed ,dth JJ.mited. agg1.'es·· 
sions s:ir.lil!U' to the Korean incident if it doe13 not est:!Jlla'Ge the risk of' 
global Wal'to be substantial or is prepared for a global ,Tar if it 
develops., Voluntary US \dthdravlal froJll Korea probably would ellcourage 
rat..lJ.er thiin discourage Soviet initiation of' limited"tm.rs in othel' areas. 

50 Upon wi thdra1-lal from Korea or cert{linly after another Koreen
style incident, the US r:'i"e~would be f01'ced to adopt. one of' the 
three i'OUOldllg aJ:tarnatives: 

'(0.) '. Drastically revls¢ i<he pelley of.general containment by 
reducing or~t1ng US conm:d.tments end by planning to combat Soviet
inspired aggression only at selected points were existing military 
St,reIlo<ri;h would"b9 adequate for the task; . 

(b) Begin partial military and, ind:tlStrial mobilization in an 
attempt to enable the US to ccm1bat /lIly further Soviet-inspired aggression 
anyvlhere in the world; or, • 

(0) Begin total mobilization to enable the US to threaten 
to moot /lIly Soviet or Soviet-l3ponsored eggression with \Jar against the 
USSR. 

6, If the US~ U!lder the pressure of Soviet-sponsored aggressions, 
did not drastically :rovise the policy of general cont.ainment but began 
mobilization on a fairly large scale9 it. would be politica.1J..y and 
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psychologically more advantageous for the US to mobilize ill ;;uppor-t 
of US and UN iniervention in Korea rather than to mobilize a...""tal' a 
volunta:ry withdrawal from Korea. 

(a) US mobilization after e. voluntary llithdrm.al of US forces 
.from Korea would do little to reduce the disillusion and defeatism that 
would spread in the lfestern world as a consequence of the \;ithdra .. al 
itself. 'While this di.sillusion and defeatism might not be fatal. it 
,,",ould serious~ handicap tJilitary. political, and EXlQnomic efforts to 
strengthen the Forth Atlantic conmunityo 

(b) If' the US should withdrau its forces :from Korea and then 
begin partial mobilization. Soviet leaders WO'.u.d be more likely to 
anticipate war aimed direcrtly at the- USSR than if' the IllObilization -1JeI'e 

begun in support of the UN intervention in Korea. It is possible that 
the USSR, _if' it should anticipate global .mr. vould try to seize the 
initiative by attacking the US • 
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183. Daily Summary Excerpt, 12 July 1950, Possible Assault on Taiwan
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2. Possible Assault on Taiwan--US Embass·y Saigon transmits 
a US Army report that the Chinese Communist Government 
is planning an attack on Taiwan "around 15 July" and that 
the attack may coincide with an uprising on the island. As 
supporting evidence the report points to: (1) recent troop 
movements and concentrations in East China; (2) prepara-
tions of Chinese mainland airfields and the arrival of aircraft 
and personnel needed for airborne operations; (3) recent 
declarations regarding Taiwan by Chinese Foreign Minister 
Chou En-lai; (4) a reported journey to Moscow by Mao Tse-tung 
on 4 July; (5) a recent Nationalist purge on Taiwan which source 
believes will strengthen opposition to Chiang Kai-::;hek; and 

1339 
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(6) the extent of the US involvement in Korea, which source 

DecUllent No. o~1 
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feels increases prospects for. the success of an early 
attack on Taiwan. 

(CIA Comment: CIA has no information regarding 
a second Moscow trip by Mao nor is there any available 
evidence supporting the report that Communist China has 
selected 15 July to invade Taiwan. However, an analysis 
of recent Chinese Communist troop movements, propaganda 
and press comment indicates that the Peiping regime may 
now be capable of launching an assault against Taiwan.) 

- 2 -
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184. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 14 July 1950, Communist China’s  Role
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COMMUNIST CHINA'S ROLE 

. As it becomes more apparent that the fighting in Korea 
will be prolonged, the miHtary capabilities of the Chinese Com
munists, as'well asSuviet intentions regarding the use of these 
capabilities, provide the principal key to the outcome of the 
fighting in. Korea and to whether the fighting will spread t.o· other 
areas of the Far East. Before the US· action in Korea, the Chinese 
Communists were believed capable of launching, individually or 
simultaneously, successful military action against Korea, Hong 
Kong and Macao, or Indochina; a Chinese Communist invasion of 
Taiwan, though costly, was also considered within Communist 
capabilities. Events since then, however, have affected Chinese 
Communist capabilities for action in the three key areas of Korea, 
Taiwan, and Indochina, and have raised new political and strategic 
problems regarding the use of Chinese CommunIst military forces 
in these areas. 

Aid to Korea The USSR will be confronted with a diffIcult problem 
if forced to decide whether to permit a North Korean 

defeat or t01,lse Chinese Communist troops to win or prolong the 
struggle indefinitely. Although a Noxoth Korean defeat would have 
obvious disadvantages, the commitment of Chinese Communist forces 
would not necessarily prevent such a defeat and a defeat under these 
circumstances would be far more disastrous, not only because it 
would be a greater blow to Soviet prestige throughout the world, but 
because it would seriously threaten Soviet .control over the Chinese 
Communist regime. Even a victory in Korea through the use of 
Chinese Communist troops would have its disadvantages for the 
Kremlin. The presence of Chinese Communist troops in Korea ",would 
complicate if not jeopardize Soviet direction of Korean affairs; Chinese 
Communist prestige, as opposed to that of the USSR, would be en
hanced; and Peiping might be tempted as a result of success in Korea 

- 9 -
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to challenge Soviet leadership in Asia. In addition to these 
purely internal difficulties, the use of Chinese Communist 
forces in Korea would increase the risk of global war, not 
only because of possible UN or US reaction but because the 
USSR itself would be under greater compulsion to assure a 
victory in Korea, possibly by committing Soviet troops. 

Taiwan Invasion The principal problems confronting the 
Kremlin in deciding whether to permit 

an invasion of Taiwan are the nature and extent of US re
action and the risk of global war precipitated because of the 
spread of Communist military aggression. Several factors 
may lead to a decision to launch an assault on Taiwan before 
the typhoon season in late August. Recent evidence indicates 
that Chinese Communist forces are poised for the invasion 
and available land, sea and air forces may now be capable of 
launching a successful assault. If a sizeable beachhead is 
established, the resultant paniC in Nationalist ranks might 
well induce desertions and snowballing defections sufficient 
to cause a virtual collapse of organized Nationalist resistance. 
The Peiping regime is already publicly committed to the Taiwan 
operation and the operation would not divert forces which might 
be nej;lded in Korea. In addition, the USSR may reason that US 
support of Taiwan would gain less international support than the 
defense of South Korea and that the invasion should be under
taken before the US can reinforce its "neutralization" forces 
in the Formosa Strait. Despite these favorable considerations 
the fact remains that an invasion of Taiwan would be an immense
ly costly operation with the resulting political and strategic ad
vantages balanced by the increased risk of precipitating a' global 
war which it is believed the USSR does not presently desire. 

- 10 -
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Support for Indochina Indochina offers the Chinese Com-
munists their greatest opportunity 

for expanding Communist influence in Asia with the minimum 
military or pOlitical risks. From a military viewpoint, the 
Indochina conflict has been a stalemate. Despite considerable 
successes, the French have been unable fiIlly to capitalize on 
their superiority in equipment and manpower because of the 
essentially guerrilla nature of the fighting and the terrain 
which prevents large-scale operations. Given equipment and 
supplies similar to that of the French, the forces of Ho Chi
Minh could shift the course of the present inconclusive warfare 
in their favor. The Chinese Communists have the capabilities 
to supply the material needed by Ho Chi-Minh and may be ex
pected to step up such assistance in the immediate future. 

- 11 -
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185. Special Evaluation No. 39, 27 July 1950, Possibility of Soviet Aggression Against Iran
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POSSmlLITY OF SOVIET AGGRESSION AGAINST IRAN 

27 July 1950 

Conclusion 

Unless the Soviet Union definitely modifies what appears 
to have been its previous policy of abstaining from open military 
action by Soviet forces, it seems probable that the USSR will not 
attack Iran but will intensify its efforts to build up subversive 
forces within Iran and to weaken the country by means of pro
paganda, border activities, and diplomatic pres,sure. (NOTE: The 
basic question of general Soviet intentions with respect to the open 
military action is not discussed here. ) 

Discussion 

1. Recent reports of increased activity along the Iranian border 
have obscured the fact that,for almost four years, Soviet forces 
have been in a position to overrun Iran without warning. In view 
of th.e advantages that would have accrued to the USSR from the 
acquisition of Iran and of the means at its disposal for cloaking 
aggressive action in a semblance of legality,it seems reasonable 
to assume that the USSR has been reluctant to employ its own troops 
in direct aggression. Although in attacking Iran, the USSR could 
make initially effective use of Iranians-in-exile, Soviet Azerbaijanis, 
and disaffected elementS within Iran, Soviet troops would also have 
to be used--a condition that does not apply in other sensitive areas 
such as Formosa, Southeast Asia, and the Balkans. 

2. Soviet domination of Iran would give the USSR important ad
vantages; 

.Jh.. The extension of the Soviet frontiers to Iraq and Pakistan 
would faCilitate penetration of the Near East and the Indian sub
continent. 

SHeRE! 
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b. The USSR would also be in a more favorable position 
for extending its control over these areas in the event of 
global war. 

£.,.. The USSR would have access to Iran's great oil resources. 

d. The US would be denied an important potential base of 
operations against the USSR. Conversely, the USSR would· 
obtain buffer territory between its vital Baku oil fields and the 
bases from which Baku might be attacked. 

S. If the USSR were to decide upon an invasion of Iran, it would 
have open to it several courses which WOuld, either Singly or in 
combination, have the effect of cloaking its action with a semblance 
of legality. It could: 

lk Set out to "liberate" Iranian Azerbaijan with a Hvolu~teer'" 
army of lranians-in-exile and Soviet AZerbaijanis. Clashes be
tween the invaders and the Iranian armed forces would provoke 
the. USSR to send in troops allegedly to restore order. The Soviet 
forces could overrun northern Iran in a few days and the entire 
countryshorUy thereafter. 

Q. Create provocative border. incidentS and instigate distprb
ances.in northern Iran tllrough the use of such elements· as Soviet 
agents, dissident Kurdish factions, or Tudeh Party members. 
Claiming that s.uch disorders jeopardized Soviet securtty., "the 
USSR would send in troops to restore order as 1n para . .!L. above. 

c. Invade Iran with Soviet troops under the pretext that, in 
viOration of the 1921 Irano-'Soviet Treaty of Friendship, US acti
vities in Iran were making that country a base for attack on the 
USSR by a third power. Recent Soviet:notes have made this 
allegation and have requested Iran to rectify the situation.· The 
treaty provides that if Iran is unable to comply With such a re
quest, the USSR may intervene .. 

- 2 -
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4. Past Soviet attempts to subjugate Iran through subversion and 
intimidati1lIl aChieved little success, and the present government 
is firmly committed to a policy of withstanding Soviet threats and 
pressures and of maintaining a pro-US alignment. If, however, 
Iran loses confidence in the ability of the US to fulfill its com-

. mitments or comes to believe that the US has little interest in the 
preservation of Iranian independence, the Iranian Government may 
feel compelled to seek an accord with· the USSR or at least to attempt 
a course of neutrality. In either case, the USSR would be in a greatly 
improved position for taking over the country without the use of 
force. 

- 3 -
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186. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 28 July 1950, Soviet/Satellite Intentions
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SOVIET/SATELLITE INTENTIONS 

As the USSR and its Satellites continued to talk loudly 
of "peace" and the warlike intentions of the Western "imperi
alists," there was no slackening of reports that the USSR itself 
was preparing to initiate further aggressive moves around the 
Soviet perimeter. Although possessing the capability to move 
militarily in a number of places with little advance warning, with 
the possible exception of continued preparations for an attack 
on Taiwan, the USSR has not yet given any firm indication of its 
intention to expand the Korean conflict and increase the risk 
of global warfare involving the Soviet Union. Meanwhile, Soviet 
diplomatic activity was aimed primarily at South Asia and the 
Soviet Far East. 

Korean Support Although there has been no evidence of troop 
movements from Manchuria into northern 

Korea since the outbreak of hostilities, North Korean forces may 
soon be reinforced by Korean veterans of the Chinese Communist 
Army. Within the next three weeks, North Korean forces will 
probably have made the maximum advance possible with the 
troops currently available in Korea. If the USSR desires a quick 
victory before UN forces are further reinforced, it will have 
to call upon additional experienced troops for use in Korea. 
Although the North Koreal).s may have committed practically 
all their available organized and trained units merely to achieve 
a quick victory regardless of the risk, it seems more probable 
that the Northern Command has been assured of reinforcements. 
Such reinforcements would at the minimum consist of the 40-
50,000 Koreans believed to be available in Manchuria and would 
be used to replace the heavy casualties resulting from the rapid 
North Korean advance, to cover the exposed flanks and rear, 
and, if necessary, to provide momentum for the final push against 
reinforced UN troops. The USSR could use these "Korean'; 
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reinforcements with. llitle danger of political repercussions. 
There is at present no indicatlon, however, as to whether 
the USSR will rIsk the political disadvantages involved in 
commItting non-Korean reinforcements should such a step 
become necessary 0 

Taiwan Assault The consIderable increase in troop move-
ments in South and Southeast China during 

the past two months indicates the probable concentration of 
Chinese Communist Lt'oops In assembly areas from which 
they could be rapidly moved to embarkation poInts for an 
assault on Taiwan" Further reports have suggested both 
accelerated purchase and movement to the Fukien coastal 
area of small boats and junks and the concentration of opera
tional suppUes, notably aviation gasoline. There are no 
indications that the US pronouncement of 27 June 1950 has 
caused the Chinese Communists to abandon these preparations. 
Barring effective opposItion by US naval units, Chinese Com
munist forces are capable of securipg an Initial lodgment of 
75,000 fully equipped troops on Taiwan and within two or 
three weeks of estabUshing control over the entire island. 
An early assault may well be launched. Communist China 
is committed to the ann.exation of Taiwan and so long as 
Taiwan remains in Nationalist hands Peiping loses some 
political prestigeo Although such considerations do not in 
themselves require an early invasion attempt, for military 
:reasons the Commun.ists must attempt an invasion before 
the US strengthens Its defensive screen of the island. In 
addition, a successful assault on TaIwan would: (1) demon
strate world Communist power; (2) strengthen the Soviet and 
Chinese strategic position in the Far East; and (3) promote 
lack of confidence In US commltments and undermine non
Communist opposition to Soviet aggression. Although an in
vasion of Taiwan, by enlarging the area of conflict between 
Communist and US forces, would increase the risk oJ global 
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war involvmg the USSR, such an invasion would probably 
encounter much less international opposition than would 
Chinese Communist military operations against Korea, 
Hong Kong, or Southeast Asia, Moreover, in view of the 
fact that the Kremlin has permitted North Korean forces 
to become directly involved with US forces, it may be 
willing to permit the Chinese Communists to become 
similarly involved, thereby creating a further drain on 
US resources, 
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187. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 4 August 1950, Soviet Return to the UN
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SOVIET RETURN TO THE UN 

By returning to the UN, the USSR is seeking to re
establish maximum diplomatic and propaganda maneuverability 
and perhaps to lay the groundwork for a negotiated settlement 
in Korea if the turn of events there convinc.es the Kremlin of 
the need for such a settlement. The Soviet Union may also hope 
to gain support in Asia by attacking the highly vulnerable US 
pos ition on Taiwan. 

The Soviet boycott was proving more and more dis
advantageous to the USSR Purely aside fro~ failing to accom
plish its avowed purpose--seating the Chinese CommuriiSt.re
presentative--the boycott denied the USSR the use of the UN 
eith.er as a medium through which it could obstructwotld action in 
support of South Korea or as a sounding board for Sovietpropa.
ganda. Moreover, the Kremlin probably reasoned thatby boy
cotting the UN it was contributing both to the potentialities 6f 
the UN to marshal non-Communist world opinion and to the 
growing determination of the Western world to m.obilizeagainst 
Soviet aggression. 

The vitriolic and obstructionist attitude of the USSR in 
the first three days following its return to the SC does not pre
clude a later Soviet effort to negotiate a settlement in Korea. 
By initially concentrating on the Chinese representation issue 
and procedural maneuvers, the USSR is attempting to confuse the 
questions of Korea and China as well as to save face by demonstrat
ing that it has not abandoned the issue which precipitated th.e br;iycott 
and is therefore not returning to the UN out of weakness. More
over, the USSR is under no immediate compulsion to seek a 
settlement of the Korean issue while UN forces are still suffering 
reverses in Korea. For the present, therefore, the Kremlin cart be 
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expected to make every effort to prevent the UN from focussing 
its attention exclusively on North Korean aggression. In such 
an effort, the USSR will concentrate its attacks where it con
siders the US to be most vulnerable--namely, the question of 
Chinese representation in the UN and the US stand regarding 
Formosa. 

In the longer run, however, the USSR probably believes 
that it must offer some form of negotiated settlement in Korea 
if it is to counter the effect the Korean war has had in stimu
lating Western military preparations and to protect its position 
in North Korea. While North Korean successes continue, any 
Soviet peace offer would probably not go beyond proposals for 
the withdrawal of UN military forces and the holding of all
Korean elections possibly with some nominal international 
supervision. The USSR would exploit some such formula to 
portray the Soviet Union as a disinterested party concerned 
only with the restoration and maintenance of peace. It would 
also be designed to capitalize on North Korean victories by 
attempting a negotiated settlement on favorable terms before an 
eventual UN counter-offensive might carry across the 38th 
Parallel and CUlminate in the unification of Korea under UN au
spices. Even if mediation on terms acceptable to the USSR is 
not feasible, the Soviet Union can seek to achieve more limited 
objectives by attempting to shift the blame for continued hosti
lities to the US and to block any UN -approved move to cross the 
38th Parallel. 

- 3 -
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188. Weekly  Summary Excerpt, 1 September 1950, Far Eastern Struggle: Soviet Moves
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TOP SECRET 

FAR EASTERN STRUGGLE 

Soviet Moves The latest propaganda and diplomatic moves 
by the USSR and CommUItist China involving 

the Far East are further tactical developments in the continu
ing Soviet offensive in the United Nations, Chinese Communist 
.charges before the UN of US aggression against Taiwan and 
accusations that the US has violated Chinese Communist terri
tory fall into the now familiar pattern of the Soviet campaign 
to picture the US as the aggressor in Korea and other areas 
of the Far East, to divide the Western Powers on the con
troversial questions of Taiwan and Chinese representation in 
. the UN, and to confuse UN discussion of the Korean situationo 

These latest moves offer few definite clues regarding 
future Soviet and Chinese CommunU=;t moves in the Far East 
and . could be designed to pave the way for a number of widely 
varying Soviet actions, For example, charges that the US has 
.violated Chinese territory in themselves are inconclusive~ they 
may be designed merely to maintain the initiative in the SC and 
to promote Western fears ot Chinese Communist intervention 
in Korea in an attempt to improve the Soviet bargaining position 
in any negotiations for a Korean solution, On the other hand, 
these accusations may actually be the propaganda build-up 
for Chinese Communist military aggression in Korea or else
where, Similarly, airing the Taiwan issue in the SC does not 
rule out an invasion of TaIwan, inasmuch as branding the US as 
the aggressor might later serve as justification for an attack, 
Turning the issue over to the UN·, howe.ver, could serve as an 
excuse for the pre.sent failure to fulfill the pledge to "liberate" 
Taiwan, Finally, both moves may be further preparations for 
a later Soviet attempt to trade a North Korean withdrawal to 
the 38th Parallel for some coneessions on Taiwan and seating 
the Chinese Communists in the UN, 
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189. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 8 September 1950, North Korean Reserves
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North Korean Reserves The numerous reports of a readily 
available strategic manpower re

serve in Manchuria composed of Korean veterans (who had 
served with Chinese Communist forces in the Manchurian 
campaign of 1946-48) tend to be discounted by the non-appear
ance of such troops in the combat area. It is logical to assume 
that if such a reserve had been in existence on 25 June, it 
would have been cotnmitted shortly after UN forces had been 
committed and when its use might have proved decisive. More
over, since mid-July the North Korean Army has been using 
recruits with as little as two weeks' training. In addition, even 
if not immediately available in concentration areas on 27 June, there 
has been ample time since that date to organize and equip any, 
Korean veterans in Manchuria who would have been far more 
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useful in combat than the inexperienced reinforcements 
being used. Thus, it is likely that the North Koreans will 
have to depend for further replacements on: (1) non
veteran Koreans recruited in Manchuria and that part of 
Korea now in Communist hands; (2) untrained Chinese 
Communist or Soviet manpower resource~; 9r (3) Chinese 
Communist or Soviet military units, if it is decided to 
commit such forces in order either to defend the 38th parallel 
or to drive UN forces out of Korea. 
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190. Intelligence Memorandum 324, 8 September 1950, Probability of Direct Chinese
Communist Intervention in Korea
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CENTRAL INTELLIGEtroE AGEllCY 

6 Septe!Wer 1950 

SUBJECT: Probahility of D.i:rect Ohinese Oommunist Intervention in 
Korea 

ffiOBIml: To assess the probability of an open Committ:J.ent of 
Chinese Communist armed forces in Korea.. 

SOOPE: The com::rl.ttJ.ent of both regular and local Chinese Oom
munist ground £orcess am the \lOO of the Chinese C0m
munist Air Force in support of the NClt'th Korean 
invaders are considered.. 

~Ol;ir ' (P.)-Limited covert Chinese Communist assistance to the 
l:iaH;h ~orean invaders, inaluding the pt'oviSion of 

'iildividulJ. sold:1.ers~ isasSUlllGd to be in p:'ogress ai; 
present. 
(2) The p:'ov:i.sion of overt assistQ:nce by the Chinese 
Oommunists would require approval by the USSR and such 
approva:l. would indicate that the USSIl: is prepa;:od to 
accept an increased ri sk of precipi tatill:; general 

'hostilities. . 

Reports of an increasirg Chinese c~t build.:.up of mUit.a;ry 
strimgth in llanohuria, coupled "With tlie lalOiln potential in that area, 
make it olear that. intervention in Korea ,1'13 well vr.i.thin 1mmediate 
Chinese· ComIttunist oo.pabilit.:ies. l!oreov~ X'eoent Ohinese CommUnist 
acousa.tiona regarding US lIaggression" ~ "v.i.o1atd.on of the 
Uanchurian border" ~ be stage-set~.d'Ol:' an :i.ulminent overt move~ 

"}/i 
note: This memot'almum has not been c~~ted nth the intelJ.inence 

organizations of the Departments of State, Army. lJaV'.r. an::!. the 
Air Forcao 
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In view of the mome.ntous repercussions £rom suoh an overt aotion, 
however, it appears xnore probabl.e that the Chinese Comaru.nist 
partioipation in fue Korean oonflict vdll be xnore indiraot .. aJ.
tJlough significant, and will be limited to integratiIlg into the 
ll'<:!rth Korean fal.'ces IIMsnchur:i.an volunteers," perOOps inoluding 
air units as ,roll as ground troops. 

2. P.resent Statu.s or l!orth Korean Forces. , 

The decision whether or not to corllllit Chinese Ccmiml.ni3t foroes 
will depend in part on the availability or Korean manpower, both in 
llancl:luria and tho.t part of' Korea nOW' in COllmlUllist hands. Current 
estimates by the ~t oi' the !.rr:w state tJ:lat 40,000 trained 
Korean veterans who had served with t.he Chinese COlllll\Ulll:sts in the 
U9.nchurian campaigns of :1946 to 1948 r~ in ranclrlltia and there 
CorlStitute a strategic North KOrean reserve. It is noteworthy, 
however, :that (1) sime 1 ilugust llorth Koreans have bean using 
co..nbat replacements 'ldth as little as two week1s tr~; and 
(2) the l~orth Koreans would l.Qgj.cally have collllllitted all a:vailab1e 
organized Korean units soon a:rter Ul:i !'orces had been colIIlIlitted 
beaause at tJ:lat time the impaet of 40,000 trained troops prQbab1y 
would have been decisive. 

The .t'oregoiIlg considerations indicate either that axr;r Korean 
reserve in llanch:uria 1'IaS so dispersed that it. did not constitute 
an ei'£cotive reserve or that this resarve never in fact. existed. 
IJdreover, the possibility that KOl."ean reserVes in llaoohur::La. haVe 
noo bean co11ected and 1'eOl."ganilre<i and that same are now em"Oute 
to the combat area tends to be disoountad by the fact that the 
time elB.psed. since 2$ June should haVe permitted the Ol."gIl..11ization 
and commitmant .0£ .themajOl."i toJ. of this. reserve which wuld have 
bean f'ar· superi~ in:,qual.tV to those vir~untrained llorth 
~trOOps thilt li,avaa(:rl*~ bean ut:l.l.iZoo. Ui the fighting. 
On. bala!lce, . there£ore~ it appears hi.gbly probable· that if a. Com
munist victory m Korea is. to. be achieved by the end of the year 
the ljqrth Korean £Ol."Ces must now ~ on either SOViet or Chinese 
~~re8ources for decisive augmentation. 

3. Chinese CO!'l!lpjst Capabilities for Intervention. 

The Chinese Communists have approxima:telY rOUt" million :man under 
arms, ino1udi~ :reguJ.ars" UUitar'J District troops" and prov.i.mial 
.forces.. FollowiDg tP.e rall. of Uanchuria there mlt'e apprcodmatal¥ 
565,000 Military D!.stt'ict troops in Illmohuria (inol.udillg 165.100 
ex-I'!a.tiooalist.s), and possibl:;r 100,000 to 325,000 oi' these MD 
troops have now been integrated into the regular e:£JlIY am organiZed 
as combat f'0l."Ca8. These units, as m:iLl as the remaining W troops. 
probabl,y are Soviei;..equipped. In addition, repOl."ts during the 
past three months haV'!1> indicated a considerable inOl."ease in regular 
troop strength in l.ia.'lCllurl.a. It is estimated that the majOl' elements 
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of Lin Piaols 4th Field ~-totalling perhaps 100,000 combat 
vetarans-are' nOl'{ in Danclmria and are proba~ located along or 
adjacent to the Korean border, in position f'or rapid commitment 
in Korea. 

Appro:x::i.ma.te1y 210,000 Communist regulars under Hieh Jung-chen1s 
collllllaIld are presentJy deployed in the Horth China area. Some of' . 
these troops have been reported enrou:te to Manchuria. 

The Chinese Communists are believed to possess an air f'orce 
totalling 200 to 250 operational canbat aircraf't#some units of 
which are reportedly deployed in Manchuria. 

4. Indications of Chinese Communist Intention to Intervene. 

!:. Propaganda. 

Numerous Chinese Communist propaganda attacks on the US 
during recent weeks, charging the US w.l.th "intervention" and 
"aggt'ess:Lon" in Taiwan, have been clilllaxed by two new protests to 
the UN claiming US air attacks in viola:tion of'the 1!anchur:l.a,...Korea· 
border. It is poss:Lble that these charges, bes:Ldes serving a use
ful propaganda function, may be almed at prov:iding an excuse f'or 
Chinese Communist intervention in Korea. 

, 
,2. lli.litary Activi;ty. 

. Since the f'allof Hainan in April 1950, reliable reports 
have indicated that elelJlents of' Idn ptao1s 4th.F:i.eld Arm:r. were being 
moved northward- from the Canton area •.. · UajorelelJlents of' the 4th 
F:i.ald Arnvare nOll' believed to be ei~er tn;ot'enroui:.e to Uanchuria. 
Other repot'ts in1icate thatmi1itarycO~tiori 1.sin progress 
near Antung and along the Yalu Rivar/sirerlgtheniIig of'ttanchurian 
border def'enses might either be a logical security development; in 
view of the Korean conflict or a prell1deto the offensive employment 
of' forces in the area. 

Reports of' increased activity at Antung on the Manchuria
Korea bor~ inolude the reported arrival of Chinese Gom!mmist 
aircraft. Antung has also been reported as the main base of' the 

1. Reports of preparation f'or this move were received as ear~ as 
February 1950, wall in advance of the assault on Hainan by 1m's 
f'orces. Although these preparations may have been part of 
announced CGF plans .for demobilization, it appears more likely 
that these elements were Korean troops of Lin Piao I s arnv being 
released to the North Korean ~. 

2. The three air£ields in the Antung area could handle a total of 
300 aircra£t. 
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!-forth Korean Air Force# ,mere that depleted force can seek rei'uge 
from UIl air attacks. Numerous reports of recent Uorth Korean 
activit'.r, including revetment constt'uction at :tixfields south of 
the 38th Parallel have been received. These constt'uction reports 
could indicate the imminent forward movement of air reinforcements 
for the }Iorth Koreans. Although some of this anticipated air sup
port might be provided by the as yet, untested Chinese COlIl!JlIlllist Air 
Foree, there is no firm evidence to support such a contention. 

S. Factors Uilitat1tlg ~st; Chinese CollllllUtlist Intervention. 

The commitment .. of Chinese COlIl!JlIlllist at'Illed forces in Korea would 
clearly tra.ns£orm the Korean con£'lict from an ostensibly 11int,ernal1t 

dispute to an international struggle. The dooision to commit 
Chinese Colmnunist troops to the Korean conflict would signi£icantJy 
affect the .Soviet position in China. as well as in Korea, and Soviet 
influence over both Peiping and P,rongyang might be jeopardized. 
Other factors "Which might tend to deter Chinese Camrmxm st inte.t'verl:
tion in the :Korean war, but Vlhich mlUld be of minor consequence in 
so momentous a dooision, are~ (1) Chinese natioMJ. and z:dlital:7 
pride might cause friction if Chinese troopS were placed ll.Ild.el" 
Soviet or Korean command; and (2) Chinese CommunLst intervention 
vrould probabJ;y' eliminate all prospects for China's .admission to the 
United Uatiom. 
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SOVIET/ COMMUNIST ACTIVITY 

Communist China and Korea 
Military Assistance Numerous reports of Chinese Com-

munist troop movements in Manchuria, 
coupled with Peiping's recent charges of US aggression and 
violations of Chinese territory, have increased speculation 
concerning both Chinese Communist intervention in Korea 
and disagreement between the USSR and China on matters of 
military policyo It is being argued that victory in Korea can 
only be achieved by using Chinese Communist (or Soviet) 
forces, that the USSR desires to weak-en the US by involving 
it in a protracted struggle with China, and that the Chinese 
Communists are blaming the USSR for initiating the Korean 
venture and thus postponing the invasion of Taiwano Despite 
the apparent logic of this reasoning, there is no evidence in
clicating a Chinese-Soviet disagreement, and cogent political 
and military considerations make it unlikely that Chinese Com
munist forces will be directly and openly committed in Koreao 

Global War The commitment of Chinese Communist forces in 
Korea, by enlarging the scope of the conflict, 

would substantially increase the risk of general war 0 Soviet 
actions since the Korean fighting began indicate that the USSR 
still not only wish.es to avoid global war but believes it can 
make substantial gains in Asia by continuing its strategy of 
relying on indigenous "liberation" forces assisted,but not to 
the point of overt intervention, by neighboring Communist regimeso 

Political Difficulties Purely aside from these considerations, 
and even if the USSR were willing to 

assume a greater risk of general war, commitment of Chinese 
Communist forces in Korea would entail serious political dif
ficulties for both the USSR and the Peiping regimeo It would tend 
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to strain rather than solidify the Chinese-8oviet alliance, 
partly because in the event of the conflict spreading to 
China, the Peiping regime would expect substantial aid 
beyond mere material assistance from the USSR, aid which 
the USSR would be reluctant to grant for fear of itself be
coming involved in the conflict. The Soviet Union consequently 
might face serious political problems in retaining control 
over Peiping and Pyongyang, and prospects for Communist 
China's admission to the UN would be virtually eliminated. 

Indirect Aid The decision to provide indirect assistance, 
such as the commitment of Manchurian 

"volunteer" linits, would present some difficulties. More
over, victory might not be assured by the maximum scale 
of such indirect assistance. If large numbers.p! non-Korean 
manpower were necessary, they probably could not be supplied 
without being recognizable as direct Chinese Communist inter-
vention, thus inviting retaliation against China by UN forces, 
as would direct involvement. 

Interim Considerations Although decisive Chinese Communist 
intervention, either direct or indirect, 

is thus unlikely, both the USSR and the Peiping regime will con
tinue their attempts to exploit Western fears of this eventuality. 
Charges of US border violations and aggression not only fit into 
the "peace" propaganda campaign but are designed by increasing 
Western fear of Chinese Communist military action to obtain 
Western political concessions for the Peiping regime as well 
as to create an atmosphere for obtaining a favorable settlement 
in Korea. 

- 10 -
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KOREAN DEVELOPMENTS 

The UN landing at Inchon, by rapidly changing the 
outlook of the campaign in South Korea, brings appreciably 
nearer<i:he time when North Korea, as well as the USSR, 
must implement crucial political and military decisions re
garding the ultimate fate of North Korea. With presently 
available forces, the North Koreans will be unable to hold 
South Korea; a choice of the four broad alternative courses,~ 
of action available to the enemy, therefore, depends in the 
last analysis on the extent to which the USSR is willing to 
write off North Korean field forces or perhaps North Korea 
as a whole. These courses of action are: (1) North Korean 
military action aimed primarily at defending North Korea:" 
from invasion by UN forces, possibly combined with North 
Korean peace proposals; .(2) commitment of Chinese Commu
nist or Soviet troops north of the 38th Parallel; (3) an attempt 
by the USSR itself to settle the conflict diplomatically; or 
(4) efforts by some third party, perhaps under Soviet influence, 
to mediate the conflict. 

Military Prospects Successful consolidation of the UN beach-
head at Inchon and Seoul would effectively 

interdict the main route of supply for the estimated 120-130,000 
North Korean troops engaged in southeastern Korea. Unless 
UN forces can be expelled from the Seoul area, organized re
sistan.ce in the south cannot last long. It is estimated, however, 
that with the exception of 15-20,000 relatively ineffective 
security troops, all North Korean combat units have already 
been committed to the fighting in the southeast. Moreover, it 
is not believed that Korean reserves now being trained could 
undertake action against the Inchon beachhead soon enough to 
prevent the retreat, with heavy losses, of North "Korean troops 
from the southeast. Militari,ly, then, the most probable course 
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of action by North Korean forces, and the one offering the 
best chance of success, would be the commitment of North 
Korean reserves to a defensive role and a simultaneous with
drawal of as many combat units as possible over secondary 
lines of communication from the southeast to defensive posi
tions along the 38th Parallel. 

Soviet Plans Given this probable military development, 
the USSR must soon: (1) refrain from inter

vening and rely on the North Korean forces to prevent their 
own military defeat by UN forces; (2) employ Chinese Com
munist or Soviet troops in North Korea; or '(3) attempt to 
achieve a diplomatic settlemenL The disadvantages to the 
Soviet Union of the two latter alternatives make the first the 
most likely Soviet course of action. 

Both the commitment of non-Korean military units 
and a diplomatic solution negotiated by the Soviet Union 
itself would force the USSR to disavow its previous stand 
regarding the Korean question. Since the invasion began, 
the USSR has made every effort to localize the conflict and 
to disassociate itself completely from the North Korean action 
as well as from the UN action. Military action at this time 
would clearly undermine this position, and even further weaken 
the current Soviet peace offensive, while Soviet diplomatic 
action would force the USSR to accept the legality of UN action. 
The USSR might, however, encourage the North Koreans or 
some third party to seek a settlement. In either event, the 
North Korean position would probably be so weak as to leave 
the terms of settlement largely in the hands of the UN. 

Global War Soviet unwillingness to substantially increase 
the risk of global war and the Soviet appreciation 

that the employment of Soviet or Chinese Communist troops 
in Korea would represent such a risk are even more compelling 
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reasons for the USSR to refrain from military intervention, 
even at the expense of a Communist military defeat in North 
Korea. Faced with the prospect of UN air and naval harass
ment of lines of communication in North Korea, the USSR 
would probably not employ its troops or those of Communist 
China without providing them with substantial air cover. 
Inevitable conflict with UN aircraft might lead to a situation 
which the USSR might consider itself unable to control short 
of precipitating general war. Even if the USSR issued prior 
warning of such a move, it could not be assured that UN air" 
forces would refrain from such attacks. Moreover, Soviet 
or Chinese Communist aid to the North Koreans would leave 
Chinese and Manchurian supply routes, and possibly indus
trial installations, open to air attack. The USSR would prob
ably avoid risking damage to this segment of the Communist 
Far Eastern potential unless it intended to initiate general 
war in the immediate future. 

Diplomatic Action Any Soviet offer of a negotiated settle-
ment, in addition to requiring the USSR 

to abandon its position of refusing to accept the legality of 
the UN's position in Korea, would place the USSR in a very 
disadvantageous position. Such an offer would have to go 
beyond a pious call for a "peaceful settlement"; in view of 
the changed military situation, the USSR no longer has any 
tru;mp cards. Its bargaining position is so weak that pros
pects for a settlement favorable to the USSR are extremely 
limited. The USSR might attempt to improve its bargaining 
position by threatening to reoccupy North Korea; such a;' 
threat, however, would entail the strong risk of being forced 
to carry it through. .An umayorable settlement in which the 
USSR had participated or which had been preceded by a mili
tary bluff would be more damaging to Soviet prestige than 
the consequences of a continuation of the present hands-off 
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policy. The Kremlin, therefore, is more likely to seek to 
thwart UN efforts through its usual tactics of obstructionism 
in the UN, coupled with guerrilla warfare, subversion, sabotage, 
and propaganda within Korea. Although the North Koreans either 
themselves or through a third party would also be at a disadvan
tage in seeking a diplomatic solution, if military developments 
make such an attempt advisable, neither they nor the USSR will 
be restrained by those considerations of prestige which would 
deter such action by the USSR alone. 
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FAR EAST 

2. Possible Chinese Communist intervention In Korea--US 
Ambassador Kirk has received reports from his L J 

. <>.ndI... J colleagues in Moscow that Chinese Communtst 
leaders in Peiping favor Chinese military intervention in 
the Korean war if UN forces cross the 38th Parallel. Ac
cording to Kirk's information, reports concerning the exist
ence of this sentiment among Chinese Communists have come 
from thee )charge and thee Jambassador in Peiping. 
Thee Jrepresentattve is reported to have told his govern-
ment that a Chinese Communist decision on Intervention has 
D.C\l.Ilent Jl.'. Q7X 
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crystallized since mid...september and is based on the conviction 
that the entering of US forces into North Korea would indicate 
a basic US aim to carry the war to Manchuria and China in 
order to return Chiang Kaf",shek to power in China. In com
mentil}g on this information, Kirk says he finds it difficult 
to accept these reports as authoritative analyses of Chinese 
Communist plans. He takes the line that the logical moment 
for Communist armed intervention came when the UN forces 
were desperately defending a small area in southern Korea and 
when the influx of an overwhelming number of Chinese ground 
forces would have proved a decisive factor. He warns that 
prudence is indicated in this situation but expresses his view 
that the Chinese Communists, through press propaganda and 
through personal contacts with foreign diplomatic personnel, 
have taken a strong line since the Inchon landing in the hope 
of bluffing the UN on the 38th Parallel issue. 

- 2 -
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Possible Chinese Communist intervention in Korea--US 
Embassy London transmits a report from the UK Foreign 
Office that Chinese Communist Foreign Minister Chou En
lai called in Indian Ambassador Panikkar in Peiping on 
3 October and informed him that if UN armed forces crossed 
the 38th Parallel, China would send troops across the frontier 
to participate in the defense of North Korea. Chou En-lai re
portedly added that this action would not be taken if only South 
Korean forces crossed the Parallel. 

(CIA Comment: The Chinese Communists have long 
had the capability for military intervention in Korea on a 
scale sufficient to materially affect the course of events in 
Korea, and i.hey now are supporting Soviet efforts to intimi
date and divide the US and its UN allies over the issue of 
crossing the 38th ParalleL CIA estimates, however, that the 
Chinese Communists would not consider it in their interests 
to intervene openly in Korea if, as now seems likely, they 
anticipate that war with the UN nations would result. 

The "reliability and accuracy" of the source of this 
report are open to question. It is also entirely possible that 
he is being used by the Cbinese Communists to plant this 
:nformation in an effort to influence US and UK policy,) 
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KOREA AND SOVIET POLICY 

Over-all Soviet PolIcy The loss of North Korea and the 
defeat of the North Korean Com

munist regime are not likely to produce any immediate or 
drastic Soviet reactiono The Kremlin will probably view the 
Korean failure as a temporary setback to its long-range ex
pansionist plans, but not one so damaging to the over-all 
Soviet position at home or abroad as to require an immediate 
change in the tactIcs it has been pursuing since the end of 
World War 110 In the immediate post-Korea period, the 
Kremlin will be most concerned with the effect the Korean 
invasion has had in: (1) uniting the non-Communist world 
against Communist aggression and stimulating Western re
armament; (2) revealing to the Satellites and Communist 
Parties Soviet fallibility and failure to rescue one of its 
Satellites; (3) weakening Communist promises of early suc-
cess for Communist-led colonial liberation movements; and 
(4) demonstrating that Sovietpower and influence in Asia will 
not go unchallenged by the Westo The USSR will probably be 
reluctant to attempt another Korean-type venture in the near 
future, fearing either failure and thus even greater disadvan
tages than grew out of the Korean invasion, or the necessity to 
use Soviet troops to achieve success, thus increasing the risk 
of general war 0 The USSR will therefore attempt to minimize 
tile UN victory while continuing and intensifying its support for 
subversive and guerrilla operations by local Communists, especi
ally in Indochina, and the current "peace" propaganda campaign 
'Nill be pressed with renewed vigor 0 

Korean Settlement Meanwhile, in Korea itself, the possibility 
continues to diminish that the USSR or the 

Chinese Communists will intervene militarily to prevent the UN 
occupation of North Koreao Soviet propaganda and diplomatic 
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activity of recent weeks suggest that the USSR has, tempo
rarily at least, written off Korea. Continued Chinese Com
munis!: threats (made through the Indian Ambassador at 
Peiping) to intervene if US troops cross the 38th Parallel 
al'e believed to be primarily a last-ditch attempt to in
timidate the US from taking such a step. In the interim, 
ihe USSR will use its rapidly diminishing opportunities for 
obstructing UN action in Korea, but probably will make no 
serious effort to reach agreement with the Western Powers. 
Realizing that military developments have destroyed any 
favorable bargaining position which either the USSR or North 
Korea once possessed, the Kremlin will probably not counten
ance a North Korean peace bid and instead will attempt to make 
the UN victory as costly as possible. 

- 6 -
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CHINESE COMMUNIST PROBLEMS 

Foreign Policy Foreign Minister Chou En-lai's recent 
lengthy review of Communist China's for

ei.gn policy contains no new assertions or accusations and 
none of the guarded threats is sufficiently strong to indicate 
any major change in Peiping's foreign policy. The statement 
that US "intervention" in China will be repelled is an idle 
one, as the promise to liberate Taiwan specified no time 
limit; and the intention to liberate Tibet, preferably through 
negotiation, but if necessary by force of arms, has been ex
pressed before. The Foreign Minister's remarks regarding 
diplomatic relations with Western countries, relations with 
the USSR, and the hostile attitude of the US ha:ve been uttered 
many times in the past. Those parts of Chou's speech which 
have been interpreted as indicating a Chinese Communist 
intent to occupy North Korea 01' invade Indochina are in fact 
estimated to indicate less drastic actions. The statement 
that the Korean Communists can "obtain final Victory" 
through "persistent, long-term resistance" probably implies 
extensive Chinese support of North Korean guerrillas and 
sanctuary for North Korean leaders. However, the intimation 
that Communist China is now prepared to rush to its neighbor's 
assistance was probably an attempt to bluff the UN into not 
crossing the 38th Parallel, rather than a forewarning of 
Chinese intervention. Finally, ChOU'S remarks on the UN 
suggested Peiping's interest in partiCipating in any UN settle
ment of the Korean question. 
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1. Chinese Communists intervention in Korea discounted-- sjs 
US Ambassador Murphy in Brussels has been informed by 
a high official of the Belgian Foreign Office that the Belgian 
Government, which has many contacts in China, has no in
formation "of a disturbing nature" regarding the possibility 
of direct military intervention in Korea by the Chinese Com
munistS. The official expressed the opinion that the recent 
statements of Chou En-lal, Chinese Foreign Minister, should 
.be closely· examined because the Chin.ese were evidently pre
pared to make equivocal statements to please the Russians, 
without, however, making a definite commitment to act openly 
in Korea. The Belgian official also pointed out that present 
Chinese obligations were great and their supply and economic 
situation very difficult. . 

(CIA Comment: Communist China has carefully re
frained from making a public commitment to aid North Korea 
by direct intervention. Public and private threats by Communist 
China officials. to intervene directly in North Korea: have prob
ably been designed primarily to deter UN forces from going 
beyond the 38th ParalleL) 
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CRITICAL SITUATIONS IN THE FAR EAST 

A. Threat of Full Chinese Communist Intervention in Korea 

I. Statement of the Problem. 
1. To estimate the threat qt: full-scale Chi

nese Communist intervention in Korea. 

II. Capabilities. 
2. The Chinese Communist ground forces, 

currently lacking requisite air and naval sup
port, are capable of intervening effectively, but 
not necessarily decisively, in· the Korean 
confiict. 

III. Factors Bearing on Intent. 
3. Indications of Intentions. Despite state

ments by Chou En-lai, troop movements to 
Manchuria, and propaganda charges of atroci
ties and border violations, there are no con
vincing indications of an actual Chinese Com
munist intention to resort to full-scale inter
vention in Korea. 

4. Factors Favoring Chinese Communist In
tervention. 

a. Intervention, if resulting in defeat of UN 
forces, would: (1) constitute a major gain in 
prestige for Communist China, confirming it 
as the premier Asiatic power; (2) constitute a 
major gain for World Communism with con
comitant increase in Communist China's stat
ure in the Sino-Soviet axis; (3) result in the. 
elimination of the possibility of a common 
frontier with a Western-type democracy; and 
(4) permit the retention of sour~ of Man
churian electric power along the Yalu River. 

b. Intervention, even if not resulting in a 
decisive defeat of UN forces, would: (1) en
able the Chinese Communists to utilize for
eign war as an explanation for failure to carry 
out previously announced economic reforms; 
(2) be consistent with and furnish strong im
petus to anti-Western trends in Asia; and (3) 
justify a claim for maximum Soviet military 
and/or economic aid to China. 

c. Intervention, with or without assurance 
of final victory, might serve the cause of World 
Communism, particularly the cause of the So-

viet Union, in that it would involve the West
ern bloc in a costly and possibly inconclusive 
war in the Far East. 

d. The Communist cause generally and the 
Sino-Soviet bloc particularly face the pros
pect of a major setback in the struggle with 
the non-Communist world if UN forces are 
permitted to· achieve complete victory in 
Korea. 

5. Factors Opposing Chinese COmmunist 
Inti'-rvention. 

a. The Chinese Communists undoubtedly 
fear the consequences of war with the US. 
Their domestic problems are of such magni
tude that the regime's entire domestic pro
gram and economy would be jeopardized by 
the strains and the material damage which 
would be sustained in war with the US. Anti
Communist forces would be encouraged and 
the regime's very existence would be en
dangered. 

b. Intervention would minimize the possi
bility of Chinese membership in the UN and of 
a seat on the Security Council. 

c. Open intervention would be extremely 
costly unless protected by powerful Soviet air 
cover and naval support. Such Soviet aid 
might not be forthCOming because it would 
constitute Soviet intervention. 

d. Acceptance of major Soviet aid would 
make Peiping more dependent on Soviet help 
and increase Soviet control in Manchuria to a 
point· probably unwelcome to the Chinese 
Communists. 

e. If unsuccessful, Chinese intervention 
would lay Peiping open to Chinese resentment 
on the grounds that China would be acting as 
a Soviet catspaw. 

f. From a nimtary standpoint the most fa
vorable time for intervention in Korea has 
passed. 

g. Continued covert aid would offer most of 
the advantages of overt intervention, whil~ 
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avoiding its risks and disadvantages. Covert generally, without risking war with 

the US. aid would enable the Chinese Communists to: 
(1) Avoid further antagonizing of the UN 

and reduce risk of war 'With the US; 
(2) Promote the China-led Asiatic peo

ples' "revolutionary struggle," while 
ostensibly supporting peace; 

(3) Ma!ntain freedom of action for later 
choice between abandonment of aid 
or continuing such . covert aid as 
might be appropriate to Chinese Com
munist needs in Korea; 

(4) Satisfy the "aid Korea" demand in 
Communist circles in China and Asia 

. IV. Probability of Chinese Communist Action. 

6. While full-scale Chinese Communist in
tervention in Korea must be regarded as a con
tinuing possibility, a consideration of all 
known factorS leads to the conclusion that 
barring a Soviet declsion for global war, such 
action is not probable in 1950. . During this 
period, intervention will probably be confined 
to continued covert assistance to the North 
Koreans. 
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KOREAN SITUATION 

Milil:!;t['Y Tactircs Despite the UN peace ultimatum, the 
North Koreans have reiterated their 

determination to continue resistance throughout Kor'ea for 
;n long as possibleo Although the North Koreans will con
tinue to receive substantial material assistance from the 
USSR and Communist China, they will be forced to rely 
largely on their own manpower resources, except in the 
unlikely event of direct Chinese Communist or Soviet inter
ventiono Some Korean units may still be transferred from 
Chinese armies to North KOl!'ea and Peiping may send a 
few Chinese troops across the Yalu River to protect its 
bridges and the hydroelectric plant at Suihoo The principal 
Chinese Communist contribUtion, however, probably will 
consist of military and other supplies, bases for reorganiz
ing and re-equlpping North Korean troops, and sanctuary 
for North Korean leaders charged with directing long-term 
guerrilla resistanceo The North Koreans, meanwhile, prob
ably now have at llieir disposal approximately 15 major units 
of division size or less, comprising approximately 140,000 
meno Only 40,000 of these have seen combat in the south, 
the remainder being hastily trained conscripts with little 
combat efficieD.cy. The entilf€ forcce, while capable of sllif 
defensive action at key poiil'l.ts, is estimated to lack the 
strength or experience to continue prolonged organized 
resistanceo 

- 5 -
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199. ORE 29-50 Excerpt, 13 October 1950, Consequences to the US of Communist
Domination of Mainland Southeast Asia

Image: 00000405.tif

CONSEQUENCES TO THE US OF COMMUNIST DOMINATION 
OF MAINLAND SOUTHEAST ASIA 1 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Communist domination of malnland South
east Asia would not be critical • to US security 
interests but would have serious Immedlate 
and direct consequences. The gravest of such 
consequences would be a spreading of doubt 
and fear among other threatened non-Com
munist countries as to the ability of the US to 
back up its proclaimed Intention to halt Com
munist expansion everywhere. Unless offset 
by positive additions to the security of non
Communist countries in other sensitive areas 
of the world, the psychological effect of the 
loss of mainland Southeast Asia would not 
only strengthen Co=unist propaganda that 
the advance of Communism is Inexorable but 
would encourage countries vulnerable to So
viet presSure to adopt "neutral" attitudes in 
the cold war, or possiblY even lead them to an 
accomnlodatton with Co=unism. 
. Domination of the Southeast Asian main
land would increase the threat to such W~t
em outposts in the Pacific as the island chain 
extending from Japan to Australla and New 
Zealand The extension of Communist con
trol, via Burma, to the borders of India and 
Pakistan would augment the slowly develop
Ing Communist threat to the Indian sub
continent. The fall of the Southeast Asian 
mainland would Increase the feeling of in
security already present in Japan as a result 

'Assumption: (a) tilat major US policies in tile 
Far East will be Implemented substantially as now 
conceived; and (b) that Communist control of 
Soutileast AsIa will resnit in denial of the area to 
US and pro-Western nations. 

'By "would not be critical to US security Interests" 
Is meant that the loss of tile area to Co=unlst 
domination would not have a decisively adverse 
effect on the capabilities of the US to win a global 
war. 

of Communist successes in China and would 
further llIlderline the apparent economic ad
vantages to the Japanese of association with 
a Communisklominated Asian sphere. 

The countries of mainland Southeast Asia 
produce such materials on the US strategic 
list as rubber, tin, shellac, kapok, and teak: In 
substantlal volume. Although access to these 
countries is not considered to be "absolutely 
essentlal In an enlergency" by the. National 
Security Resources Board, US access to this 
area is considered "desirable." Unlimited So
viet access to the strategic materials of main
land Southeast Asia would .probably be "desir- . 
able" for the USSR but would not be "abso
lutely essential In an emergency" and there
fore den!al of the resources of the area to the 
Soviet Unlon would not be essential to the US 
strategic position. Co=unIst control over 
the rice surpluses of the Southeast Asian 
mainland would, however, provide the USSR 
with considerable bargaining power in its re
lations with other countries of the Far East. 

Loss of the area would Indirectly affect US 
security Interests through its important eco· 
nomic consequences for countries aligned with 
the US. Loss of Malaya would deprive the UK 
of its greatest net dollar earner. An imme
diate consequence of the loss of Indochina 
might be a strengthening of ,the defense of 
Western Europe since French expenditures for 
men and materiel In Indochina would be avail
able to fulfill other commitments. Exclusion 
of Japan from trade with Southeast Asia 
would seriously frustrate Japanese prospects 
for economic recovery. 

Communist domination of mainland South
east Asia would place unfriendly forces a;;tride 
the most direct and beskleveloped sea and air 

Note: The Office of Naval Intelligence has concurred In this estimate; for dissents of the 
Intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, Army, and the Air Force, see 
Enclosures A, B, and C, respectively. The estimate contains information available to 
CIA as of 15 September 1950. 

1 
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199. (Continued)
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routes between the Westeni Pacific and India 
and the Near East. The denial to the US of 
intermediate routes in mainland Southeast 
.Asia would be significant because communi
cations between the US and India and the 
Near East would be essential in a global war. 
In the event of such a war, the development 
of Soviet submarine and air bases in malnland 
Southeast Asia probably would compel the de
tour of US and allied shipping and air trans
portation in the Southeast Asia region via con
siderably longer alternate routes to the south. 
This extension of friendly lines of communi
cation would hamper US strategic movements 
in this region and tend to isolate the major 
non-Communist bases in the Far East - the 
offshore island chain and Australia - from 
existing bases in East Africa and the Near 
and Middle East, as well as ,from potential 
bases on the Indian sub-continent. 

Besides disrupting established lines of com
munication in the area, the denial of actual 
military facilities in mainland Southeast 
Asia-in particular, the -loss of the major 
naval operating bases at Singapore - would 

compel the utilization of less desirable periph
eral bases. Soviet exploitation of the naval 
and air bases in malnland Southeast Asia 
probably would be limited by the difficulties 
of logistic support but would, nevertheless, in
crease the threat to existing lines of commu
nication. 

The loss of any portion of malniand South
east Asia would increase possibilities for the 
extension of Communist control over the re
mainder. The fall of Indochina would pro
vide the Communists with a staging area in 
addition to China for military operations 
against the rest of mainland Southeast Asia, 
and this threat might well inspire accommo
dation in both Thailand and Burma. Assum
ing Thailand's loss, the already considerable 
difficulty faced by the British in maintaining 
security in Malaya would be greatly aggra
vated. Assuming Burma's internal collapse, 
unfavorable trends in India would be acceler
ated. If Burma were overcome by external 
aggression, however, a stiffening of the atti
tude of the G<:lvernment of India toward In
ternational Communism could be anticipated. 
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200. Daily Summary Excerpt, 16 October 1950, Possible Chinese Communist Intervention
in Korea

Image: 00000407.tif
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FAR EAST 

J 6 OCT 1950 
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Possible Chinese Communist intervention in Korea--According 
to US Embassy Hague, L. -

J four divisions at urridentilied troops, presumed to be 
Chinese, have crossed the Manchurian border into North Korea. 

{CIA Comment: There have been numerous reports during 
recent we.eks regarding four Chinese Communist units (variously 
identified as Armies and Divisions) which are alleged to have 
crossed into Korea from Manchuria, and the Netherlands Charge's 
J:eport may be a repetition of these earlier claims. CIA continues 
to believe that the Chinese Communists, while continuing to assist 
the North Koreans, probably will not: intervene openly in the present 
fighting in Korea. ) 

- 1 -
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201. Daily Summary Excerpt, 20 October 1950, Chinese Communist Intervention in Korea
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GENERAL 

Chinese Communist intervention in Korea--The US Military 
Liaison Officer in Hong Kong transmits a report that the 
Peiping regime has decided to take military action in North 
Korea', (The report is attributed to a representative of the 
( 

. 1) 
According to source, 400,OUO Cnmese Communist troops had 
been moved to the Korean border and alerted to cross on the 
night of 18 October or "two days later." 

(CIA Commenl: For some time the Chinese Commu
nists have possessed the capabllll.y for direct mUitary Inter
vention III Lbe Korean conflic!.. CIA believes, however, that 
the optjmum Lime for such action has passed, The USSR and 
China are not considered at this time to be willing to assume 
the increased risk of precipUating a third World War which 
"ould result from direct Chinese Communist intervention in 
Korea.) 

• 1 • 
r:~ ., 

',. 
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202. Daily Summary Excerpt, 28 October 1950, Reports on Chinese Involvement in Korea
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GENERAL 

~e orts on Chinese involvement in Korea--Accordi.ng to a 
source in Hong Kong, it was decided in early October 

It a conference in Peiping attended by Chinese, Soviet and 
'l'orth Korean leaders that if UN troops crossed the 38th 
)arallel and North Korean forces were unable to hold them, 
he main part of the North Korean forces would be withdrawn 
.0 Manchuria for future use while the balance would carryon 
ruerrilla warfare in Korea. Meanwhile, anotherL Jsource 
n Hong Kong has learned that the Chinese Communists and 
he USSR regard the Korean waras virtually ended and are 
lOt planning a counteroffensive .. Source added that the bulk 
)f the Chinese Communist units had been withdrawn from 
Corea, leaving only skeleton forces in order to creat.e the 
mpression that a large number of Chinese Communist forces 
~ere still present, thus deceiving US intelligence so that the 
naximum number of US troops would be committed in Korea 
or the longest possible time. 

(CIA Comment: CIA concurs in general with these in
licaUons of over-all Soviet and Chinese Communist intentions 
'egarding Korea. The presence of independent organized 
~h)nese Communist units in Korea has not yet been confirmed; 
he above reports concerning skeleton Chi.nese forces, however, 
ere consistent with fragmentary field reports thus far received 
m Chinese Communist participation in llie Korean fighltng. 

C!./ t1 / ~ 
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203. Daily Summary Excerpt, 30 October 1950, POW Reports of Chinese Communist
Forces in North Korea

Image: 00000410.tif
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GENERAL 

1. POW reports of Chinese Communist forces in North Korea-- ~'J / .s 
The Commanding General of the US Eighth Army in Korea If 
reports that the ten Chinese Communist prisoners of war 
captured as of 30 October have claimed during interrogations 
that the 119th and 120th divisions oJ ihe Chinese Communist 
40th Army and the 117th division of the 39th Army are now in 
Korea. 

(CIA Comment: Although there are major units of 
Chinese Communist f01.·ces 'along the Manchurian-Korean 
border, the presence of Chinese Communist umts in Korea 
has not been confirmed. CIA continues to belltve that direct 
Chinese Communist intervention in Korea is unlikely at this 
time. However, there is a strong possibility thai the Peiping 
regime may move troops across the border' in an effort to 
establish a . 'cordon sanitail'e" around the Sui.ho hydroelectric 
plant and other strategIc border' installations e.sser,Hal to the 
Manchm ,.<ill economy. There is also the possibJlily that. these 
Chin,ese were sent into No.dh Korea to plant reports of Chinese 
Communist forces in North Korea in the hope o( slowing the UN 
advance, and thereby providing Ume for North Korean forces to 
1 eo(garlize, Ordinarily, privates in the Chinese army do not. 
possess the detailed order-of-battle informaUon which lhe'se 
'POW's p:;,ssed on to US field interrogators,) 

- 1 -
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204. Daily Summary Excerpt, 31 October 1950, Chinese Communist Troops in Korea
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1. Chir,ese Communist t.roops in Korea--US Embassy Seoul CIIj Js 
transmits the estimate of US Eighth Army headquuters 
that, although information is still "sketchy" and confirma-
tion is lacking, two regiments of Chinese Communist troops 
may be engaged in the Eighth Army sector. Eighth Army 
headquarters has not yet definitely established whether these 
Chinese Communis!: troops are fighting as independent units 
or are "sandwiched" among North Korean forces. A later 
field report states that POW's captured north of Ha mhung 
identified their unit as the Chinese Communist 124th Division. 
The POW's, who were wearing new cold-weather uniforms, 
spoke in the Peiping and North Manchurian dialects and said 
thai: their unit had entered Korea 011 or about 16 October. 

(CIA Comment: There probably are small numbers 
of Chinese Communist troops currently operat.ing in Korea, 
but CIA does not belIeve that the appearance of these Chinese 
Communist soldiers indicates that the Chinese Communists 
intend to intervene directly or openly in the Korean war.) 
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205. Daily Summary Excerpt, 2 November 1950, China: “Intervention” in Korea

Image: 00000412.tif

3. ~HINA: "Intervention" in Korea.;.-US Consul General Wil
kinson in H6ng Kong. transmits a report r' . 

.::l that during an Augl,l'Sf conference' of top 
Sino-Sovietlead\3rSj the decision was made for Communist. '. 
China to "participate in the Korean war:' [ ". } 
the formal decisiortwas made on 24 October at a meeting pre
sided overby Chinese;:p~emier Mao Tse"-tung.[ ]also 
claims that twenty Chinese Comlliunistarmiesare now in . 
MIln<;huria (th$ strength of a Chinese Communist armY'ranges 
fro~ ~O-30,O()O); included in these twenty armies are eigh~' 
armies of -the Fourth Field Army as well as elements of the 

-other three Fi.eld ArmIes of the Chinese Communist forces • 

. Reports froili :US representatives in London and 
Rapgoon and from t. ]sources in Taiwan indicate consider.,. . 

. able'troop movementfrom China proper into south Manchuria 
during OQtober.AccQrdtng-to these reports, Mukden is under. 
marti~llawand a state of war emergency exists wit:h air raid ...• ._,. 
precautions arid other 'defense prepar_ations under way.- Factorta~t 
in' M~den and Antung#e being dismantled and moved n9rth; 
Twenty jet fighters ()funknown nati~nality have appeared over 
Mukd(!n. The city is .said to be in a state of panic, with IUany 
Communist officials and residents moving north. "Large numbers"
of Russian troops; both iri and out of uniform, have arrived; ftS 
well as materiel, including seif-1'ropelledguns and naval mine.s. 
The UKCQrisul in MiJkd~n ~as told the British Foreign Office that ' 
he has been ordered .. to l!tave by 3 November,-ostensibly becauSe he 
objected to ,Ppeparatlon of Chinese Cbmmunistdefense installations 
in tile UK~onsu,larcompound. 

(CIA Comment: Major units of the Chinese Communist 
Fourth Field Army have been movil)g to Manchuria for s(!veral 
months. A,lthough:elements of the other: 'three }<'1eld Armies 

. c()uld be mpving I!-orth, there is nQ co¢irmation that units of these 

- 2 -
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205. (Continued)

Image: 00000413.tif
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Field Armies are in Manchuria. There is no confirmation 
that a \ligh.,.level Sino-Sovietcollfer~(}e,decided that Com
munist China should'intervenein Korea, but it is quite possible 
tllat th'e;t'eiping regime deddedto increase its support and 
ai/sistance to the North Koreans.·Such a decision could logically 

,lead to large-Scale defensive preparations by the Chinese Com..; 
. munists in anticipation of 'possible UN retaliation for this increased 
military assistance. On the basis. of available evidence,CIAcon
tinues to believe' that Chinese Communist participation in the 
Korean conflict wUl be limited to defense of the Manchurian 
border and that openlarge-scale intervention by Communist 
Chiila is not likely.) . 

- 3 -
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206. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 3 November 1950, Chinese Communist Plans: Korean
Intervention

Image: 00000414.tif

CHINESE COMMUNIST PLANS 

Korean Intervention Fresh, newly-equipped North Korean 
troops have appeared in the Korean 

fi.ghting, and it has been clearly established that Chinese Com
munist troop units are also opposing UN forces.,PresenUield 
estimates are that between 15,000 and 20,000 Chinese Commu
nist troops organized in task force units are operating in North 
Korea while the parent units remain in Manchuria. Finally, 
current reports of. Soviet-type jet aircraft in the Antung-Sinuiju 
area indicate that the USSR may be providing at least logistic 
air support for the defense of the Manchurian border, 

These indications of increased Chinese Communist 
support and assistance to North Korean forces point to a deci
sion to establish a "cordon sanitaire" south of the Yalu River. 
Although the possibility cannot be excluded that the Chinese 
Communists, under Soviet direction, are committing themselves 
to a full-scale intervention in Korea, their main objectives 
appear to be to guarantee the security of the Manchurian border' 
and insure the continued flow of electric power from the vItal 
Suiho hydroelectric system to the industries of Manchuria. The 
Suiho hydroelectric system is of vital importance to Manchuria, 
and Peiping's apprehension may have been increased by the recent 
statement of a South Korean general that allocation of. power to 
Manchuria would be cut off. The reported evacuation of industrial 
machinery and civilian personnel from Mukden and intensification 
of air-raid precautions in that city, appear to indicate that Peiping 
anticipates possible UN retaliatory action against Communist 
China for Peiping's activities in Korea. 

- 6 -
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207. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 10 November 1950, The Korean Situation: Chinese
Intentions

Image: 00000415.tif

THE KOREAN SITUATION 

Chinese Intentions Although the Chinese Communists, 
in intervening in Korea, have accepted 

a grave r.isk of US-UN retaliation and general war, the 
limited extent of their intervention to date may indicate 
that their objective is merely to halt the advance of UN 
forces in Korea and to keep a Communist regime in being 
on Korean soil. In so doing, the Chinese Communists would: 
(1) avert the psychological and political consequences of a 
disastrous outcome of the Korean venture; (2) keep UN forces 
away from the actual frontiers of China and the USSR; (3) re
tain an area in Korea as a base of Communist military and 
guerrilla operations; (4) prolong indefinitely the containment 
of UN, especially US, forces in Korea; (5) control the dis
tribution of hydroelectric power generated in North Korea 
and retain other economic benefits; and (6) create the pos
sibility of a favorable political solution in Korea. 

The Chinese CommuniSts, however, still retain full 
freedom of action. If successful in destroying the effective 
strength of UN forces -in North Kprea, they would pursue their 
advantage as far as possible. In any case, they would probably 
ignore an ultimatum requiring their withdrawal, and, if Chinese 
territory were to be attacked, they would probably enter Korea 
in fullfo):,ce. With forces available in Manchuria, the Chinese 
Communists are capable of committing more troops in an 
attempt to prevent a UN victory in northern Korea. A possible 
development of the present situation, therefore, is that the 
oppOSing sides will build up their combat power in successive 
increments to checkmate the other until forces of major magni
tude are involved. At any point in this development, the danger 
is present that the situation may get out of control and lead to 
a general war. 

zEttEl 
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208. Daily Summary Excerpt, 17 November 1950, Chinese Communist Intentions at the
UN, in North Korea
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208. (Continued)
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208. (Continued)
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46. Daily Summary Excerpt, 1 December 1947, Reported Communist Drive to Seize Power
in France and Italy

Image: 00000105.tif
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rted CommUnist drive to seize wer In France and Ital --US 
Ambassador Dunn In Rome has receive 

J a dOCUI;lent, which the ( ]eval\mtes 
"authoritative," relating to a recent special Cominform conference 
in Poland. According tOL J, the document Indicates that: (a) the 
Soviet Politburo is directing a coordinated all-out Communist cam
paIgn to take over the French and Italian Governments by violence 
rather than constitutional methods: (b) although the Initial emphasis 
is apparently on the use of gelleral strikes timed to block the opera
tion of the European recovery program, the Communists will not, be 
restricted to this method: (c) the campaign iBIiersonally directed 
from Moscow.by Zhdanov, secretary-general of the Soviet Commu'
nist Party, through his "personal representative," Foreign Minister 
Ana Panker of Rumania: (d) Mrs. Pauker is a member of Ii. new 
spec~ conuni~ee In Belgrade--composedof representatives of the 
Soviet, yugoslav; French, and Italian Communist Parties.--which 
operates independently of the Cominform and will regulate and 
synchronize Communist action In France and Italy; and (e) the com
mittee has been assured unlimited means--apparently including 
financing, foQd, and military stores-:"in order to carry out its cam
paigneffectively. 

(CIA Comment: CIA suggests, preliminary to the receipt of 
the reported document, that the document is: (a) an Italian Govern
ment plant for the purpose of expediting interim aid by impressing 
on the US Congress the urgent need for countermeasures against 

'Soviet plans; (b) a Cominform device to stimulate activity on the part 
. of the Italian and French' Communists 'and does not reflect any real 
intention to take the course indicated: or (c) an authentic and accurate 
indication of Soviet plans, which have as their maximum objective Com
munist seizure of the French and Italian Governments and as their 
minimum objective the creation of such economic and politiCal chaos 
in France and Italy as will preclude the successful implementation of 
the European recovery program. 

(CIA doosnot believe that the French or Italian Communists 
are capable of seizing control of their respective Governments without 
material outside support. The supplying of such support, however, 
would involve the. risk of a major conflict for which the USSR is presently 
unprepared.) . 

- 2 -
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47. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 2 December 1947, Results of Communist Strikes in France

Image: 00000106.tif

RESULTS OF COMMUNIST STRIKES IN FRANCE 

, The defeat of the crip9IingCom~unist-ledstrikes in France, 
is the result of vigorous and effective action bytbe Schuman Gov
ernment and the growing split 'in French labor between Communists 
and llon-Communists. The Government has gained in prestige through 
its victory over the, Communists. Communist prestige and support 
have been correspondingly reduced and the Communists have suffered 
a setback in their aim to wreck the French economy. However, they 
have caused It seriOus loss in production of coal and other industrial 
nroducts which wUl adversely affect the, European;recovery program. 

Although the French C6mmunistshi-ve beef!. defeated m th~ir 
first effort to employ against the Government the full economic 
power inherent in their control of labor, they ,canbe expected to con-

, tinue to wield economic power for politicalgains~ The,ir objectives 
remain unchanged: to wreck the Frencheconolny', to render US aid 
ineffective, and eventually to assume controLinFrance. The Com·' 
munists probably will not launch widespread strikes again in the 
near future,butthey will continue to exercise their capability to 
dislocate the French economy by sabotage and violence. Under 
direction from the Kremlin, they may even engage in such direct , 
action, as to cause, their Party to be outl~wed, in France but,even in 
that event, they will be capable of disruptive clandestine action. 

In any case, ~e newly-strengthened Schuman Government 
wIll face difficult tas~ in the monthsto come. While tryiDgtopre
vent ,further work stoppages, the Government must: (1) seek to over
come the serious economic setback resulting from the recent strikes; 
(2} resolve antiCipated disagreements between SocialistS and Radical' 
Socialists in the,coaUtionregarding methods for economic recovery; , 
and (3) weather the adverse effects of ,a hard winter and the unpoPular 
measures'which it must take to combat ,inflation. If the GOvernment 

, can succeed in all these respects, it may, be able both to defeat the 
COnimuntsts'andtO remove the possibility of De Gaulle's return to ' 
power. If Schuman fails,a Gau1,list solution will become probable, 
and Schuman's vigorous action against the Communists will have pre
vented them from forcing De Gaulle to power prematurely. 

- 1 -
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48. Daily Summary Excerpt, 4 December 1947, France: Communists Increasing Violent
Action

Image: 00000107.tif

EUROPE 

4. FRANCE: Communists increas violent action-- c.. . 
" has expressed to US Embassy Paris 

his concern over the increasing tendency of Commun.tstshock troops 
to attempt sabotage and to provoke the poUce to mUltant action. L. 

)said that such actions might eventually cause the Government 
to outlaw the Communtst Party. C Jwas puzzled by the 
awarent readiness of the USSR to. riSk' driving underground "one of 
the best-organized Communtst parties in Europe" unless this re-. 
flected "Soviet wUlingness to face general war in the near future." 
US Embassy and US MUltary Attache Paris are skeptical of this con-
clusion. They consider thatC )perhaps exaggerates the 
present iIIl1>ortance to the Kremlin at the French Communist Party. 

(CIA Comment: In its efforts to sabotage the European re
covery program, "'hich is the USSR's immediate and primary target, 
the Kremlin will be willing even to rtsk the sa.cr1flce of the French 
and ·Italian Communist Parties. If these Parties are defeated and 
driven underground, the USSR will have lost no more than it would 
lose by the success of the European recovery program. CIA believes 
that the unexpectedly rapid progress of the Marshall program has 
upset the timetable. of the Kremlin and forced this desperate action 
as the last avaUable countermeasure.) . 

-: 2 -
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49. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 5 December 1947, A Revival of Soviet Designs on Iranian
Azerbaijan

Image: 00000108.tif
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A revival of Soviet designs on :tranian Azerbaijan is in
dicated in the USSR's stepped-up propaganda campaign against 
Iran, following the sharp exchange of not"s on the oU question 
at the end of. November. Soviet agents are increasingly active 
in Azerbaijan; the official Soviet press and radio are again pro
moting "independence" for Azerbaljan; and the clandestine ndio, 
in its appeals to Kurds and Azerbal~anians, states that the 
struggle for the province wUI "now' begin. Moreover, the un
confirmed report of a planned invasion of northern Iran by Sovl.et
organized Iranian minority elements specifies that the drive will 
begin on 13 Decemoor, the first anniversary of the recapture of 
Azerbaijan from the autonomous, pro-Soviet rebels. Meanwhile. 
the Yra.l1an Cabinet has resigned because of disagreement with 
Prime Minister Qavam over domestic polictes,and it appears 
that Qawm himself will soon. be forced O'Jt of office. 

- iil -
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50. Daily Summary Excerpt, 9 December 1947, Korea: Future Soviet Tactics in Korea

Image: 00000109.tif

FAR EAST 

8. KOREA: Future Soviet tactics in I{orea-- bas been 
told by a usually reliable source that at a conference of high ranldng 
North Korean and Soviet military and governmental officials, beldon 
19 November in Pyongyang, the following tactics were discussed: (a) 
a decrease of electric-power supply to South Korea in order to cause 
unemployment and widespread unrest: (b) the organization of a·strong 
fifth column in important South Korean cities; (c) the withdrawal of 
Soviet forces following the establishment of an independent North 
Korean government "acco!'dtng to the desir.es" of the North Korean 
people, despite UN action: (d) the maintenance of the People's Army 
in a state of readiness to occupy South Korea with the aid of the 
fifth column. 

(CIA !;omment: ~ North Korean Peoples Council Is now 
prepar~ a provisional Korean constitution" which would provide 
a "legal basis for formal Soviet ·recognltion of the North Korean . 
regime. CIA bel1eves that the USSR wID initiate a series of moves 
similar to those indicated in thiS report in an effort'to force the with
drawal of US forces and to frustrate Implementation of the UN re
solution on Korea.) 

- 3 -
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51. Daily Summary Excerpt, 13 December 1947, De Gasperi Fears Communist
Insurrectionary Action

Image: 00000110.tif

13 DEC 1947 

558 

~ • r '. • ' • _ _. _, • 

10 De Gasperi fears Communist insurrectionary action--Accor~lngto 
US Ambassador Caffery in Paris,Premier De Gasper.i hasinfo'l'med 
the French Foreign Office through the Italian Ambassador at PartS 
that the situation in italy is veX'y sedous and that De Gaspert fears 
the Italian Communists may resort about 20 December to some form 
of iusll:rrectionary action particularly in North Italy. De Gasperl 
believes that his Government can eventually put down a revolt but 
that, if the Italian Communists receive substantial help from the 
French Communists,the Italian Government'sabtlity to deal with 
the Italian Communists would be seriously impaired. De Gasperi . 
therefore oro1)osed .that immediate contact be made between French 
and Italian military and civil intelligence with a view to thwarting_ 
the Communists in both countries. - . . 

Caffery has been reliably info~~ed·that the French h:lV~;::' 
agreed to the proposal and contact has already been established a.s 
suggested. 

(CIA Comment: In view of the existing inadequacIes in a:r~~ 
and equipment of the Italian Armyaod security troops, CIA believes 
that the Italian CQmmunists at ~X"e5ent have the capability of obtain
ing tempo1l'ary control of Northern Italy. If the Italian Communists 
rect:liv<'l material assistance from the French and/or the Yugoslav 
Communists, the Italian Government would probably not be able to 
regain control of North Italy unaided.) 
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52. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 19 December 1947, Prospects for Additional Cominforms

Image: 00000111.tif

PROSPECTS FOR ADDITIONAL COMINFORMS 

Despite persistent rumoi.'S of the imminent creatiOn in the 
Far East and in .Lattn America of companion argaDizatlons to the 
Belgrade CominfOl'm, it is extremely doubtful that the Soviet Union 
intends to set up such overt X'egtonal organizations at this time. 

The inclusion in the Belgrade organization of only major 
European Communist parties indicates that the Kremlin regards 
considerable local Communist party strength as a prerequisite to 
membership in II. Cominform. A Cominform is neither a loose 

. federation of Communist parties nor an organization devoted to 
building local party strength; rather, it is the center for the direc
tion of militant activity in areas where Communist strength is 
already substantial. Although the creation· of additional regional 
Communist groupings, particulal'ly in Latin America. is a possi
bility, there weald be ltttle advantage at present to formation by 
the Soviet Union of additional C ominforms. Furthermore, it Is . 
difficult to believe that, from the Sovtet point of view. the advan
tages· of Cominforms in Latin America and the Far East would 
sufficiently compensate for the repressive measures which might 
result from the open acknowledgment by-local parties of their sub
servience to Moscow. 

Establishment of a Ft;l.ll" Eastern Cominform (already rumored 
to exist at :IDu'bin) presupposes a radical change in Soviet Far Eastern 
policy. In the past, the Soviet Union has scrupulously avoided iden
tify .... ng the Chinese Communist Party wiin Moscow~and· it is highly 
improbable that the Soviet leaclerG would, at this time, jeopardize 
the Chtnese CommUniSt Party by acknowledging its connection with 
the world Communist movement. 

The considerable current: liaison between Latin American 
and European (especially French) Communist.leac'J.ers, is believed 
to represent nothing more t.'l.an normal co-ordinationof party policy_ 
The U,'SSR for the time being at least cannot hope to ofisetthe US 
position of leadership in Latin America, and the role of Communist 
parties in that area must necessarily be negative in the event of an 
early East-West war. It Is, therefore, most unlikely that the USSR 
will sponsor a Cominform in the Western Hemisphere. 

-1-
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53. Daily Summary Excerpt, 23 December 1947, Czechoslovakia: Communist Drive
Expected in January

Image: 00000112.tif

4. ~ZECHOSLOVAKIA: Communist drive expected in January--US 
Charge [ jin Prague reports current indications that beginning in 
January 1946 the Communists will make every effort to achieve their 
objectives in CzechoslovaIda by constitutional rather than extralegal 
means. He cites three reasons which militate against extralegal 
Communist action: (a) because of their non-revolutionary character, 
the Czechoslovak people would probably react unfavorably to un
constitutional methods; (b) as Czechoslovakia is the only peripheral 
country with a highly developed industry, unorthodox Communist 
election methods would impair.the country's ability to 'obtain necessary 
raw materials from the West and thereby jeopardize the export of 

- 2 -
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53. (Continued)

Image: 00000113.tif

Czechoslovak products vital to the USSR; and (c) President Benes, 
who 1s extremely popular and highly respected, would sU'ongly re
sist extral\3gal measure~. 

- 3 -
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54. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 30 December 1947, Prospects for Communist Action in Italy

Image: 00000114.tif

PROSPECTS FOR COMMUNIST ACTION IN ITALY 

The Italian Communists are oxpected to instigate ~ the near 
future a new wave of strikes throughout the country. These strikes 
ostensibly will be aimed to win benefits for the workers similar to 

. those recently granted in Rome and Sieily. If the De Gasperi Govern
ment demonstrates weakness in dealing with widespread disorders, 
the Kl'emlin may direct insurrectionary action before the national 
elections in March or April. 

The potentialities for effective Communist employment of . 
force to further Soviet objectives in Italy remain undiminished, de
spite De Gasperi's recent success in putting do"Wn the general striI{e 
in Rome. Communist capabilities for. overt armed action are par- . 
tlcularly strong in North Italy, where the Party has a large member
ship, controls many citycoun(!lls and labor organizations, and com
mandsa partisan following estimated at 50,000 well-armed and 50,000 
partially-armed fighters. The Communists appaX'enUy also possess 
adequate truck transportation in that region. Against this force, the 
Italian Army and security troops can place only limited strength, 
inadequate in arms and equipment. Rightist semi-military forces are 
beHeved to number only 20,000 at the most, and these are very poorly 
equipped for combat. Such Rightist forces would be more likely to 
impede rather than to increase the effectiveness of the Government 
troops. 

. If the Italian Communists, with assistance from the Communists 
of France and/or of Yugoslavia, should seize control of North Italy (as 
Is within theIr· capabilities), the De Gasperi Government would probably 
require outside aid to regaL'} possession of the area. However, two 
factors at present apparently militate against an imminent Communist 
coup: (1) the Communists have not yet succeeded in creating a truly 
"revolutionary Situation"; and (2) they do not appear to have given up 
hope of winning the next elections. Neither the decis!onnor the order 
for insurrectionary action, however, Is likely to oX'iginate in Italy itself. 
Such authority obviously rests in the Kremlin which will presumably 
direct such 1lction as it considers necessary to defeat the European 
recovery program. 

- 1 -
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54. (Continued)

Image: 00000115.tif

~.P SECRET « 

. MeanwhUe"in order to we.aken De Gasperi's support the . 
. CommUnists can be expected to exploit the dissatisfaction of the South. 
Tyrol 'People' s . 'Party with the GO'verrunent' s draft legislative pro
visions for Italy's Gernian-speaking population. Although De Gasperi 
has not yet'been directly charged with bad faith in implement~g the 
Austro-Italian agreement ofSeptemberJ946 (for the local autonomy' 
of the South Tyrol). the issue Is one which the Government must 
handle carefully lest It Increase the Communist following in an area 
where Qommunist political ,and niilitary strength already presents a 
substantial threat .. Dissident elements among the South Tyrolese 
could impede the Government's efforts torega1n control of North Italy; 
in the event of a Communist insurrection • 

. ,. 
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55. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 9 January 1948, Growing Soviet Interest in China

Image: 00000116.tif

Evidence in the MoscoW press of growing Soviet interest 
in China may foreshadow a more active Soviet role in Chinese 
affairs. The USSR. however, is not likely at this Ato establ1sh K 
a closer relationship with the Chinese Communists. It has 
~ven renewed indications that it 1s not ready to abandon its 
'correct" attitude toward the Nanltlng Government in favor of 

open aid to the Communists in China's civil war. Increased 
Soviet activity could, however, be directed toward obtaining 
concessions' from the Chinese, including Chinese cooperation 
with the USSR on Japanese peace treaty 1ssues. or the extension 
of Soviet influence in China's border regions. 

- 11 -
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56. Daily Summary Excerpt, 14 January 1948, France: Alleged Communist Plan for
Military Activities

Image: 00000117.tif

5, FRANCE: All ed Communist Ian for mm actt7ities--
US Ambassador C ery in Paris has obtainea Irom French 
Communist sour.ces p report that the principal task of the 
recent Italian Party Congress at .Milan was to "coordinate 
military activities of French, Italian, SwiSS, and Spanish Com
munist parties." These sources say that the strategic plan, 
which is to be placed in operation in case the Kremlin decides 
that the international situation demands extreme actIon, would 
place the southern Uttorai of France under Communist control 
from the Spanish frontier to Switzerland, and inland centers, 
·such as St. Etienne, would become "Soviet bases" connected 
with northern Italy. The informants add that the French and 
ltaltan CommuniSts admit that they were recently obliged to 
make a "strategiC retreat" and intend to reorganize in accord
ance with lessons learned in the recent "dress rehearsal" in 
France and Italy. 

(CIA Comment: Although such a plan may have been 
considered, it is extremely unlikely that this plan would be im
plemented wider present conditions. CIA considers that sucll 
a program will not be attempted unless: (a) Communist strate
gists estimate that the French Government is tao weak to re
sist; (b) the Communists have gained control of northern Italy, 
from which area the operations iJiFrance can be· directly 
supported; and (c) it appears reasonably certain to the Com
munist strategists that such a move would not provoke US 
intervention. 

- 2 -
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57. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 30 January 1948, Soviet Policy in Eastern Europe

Image: 00000118.tif

" .~:.,. . ',c>' .~ '. 
","" , ,',', ',>' " 

.< 'TheUSSRhas recentlyintenslfiedits efforts to obtain 
directmilitaJ;y,economic, and political control over the East": 
ern European Satellites, This intensificatiOil is ,revealed in 

'the rapid conclusion ofa series of mutual assistance pacts 
now linking nearly all the Satellites, the signing of long-range 
trade'agreem,ents by the USSR with r>olandand Czechoslovalda, 
and the illcl'easing empllasison the (ominform as the principal 
organ for the implementation of Commu.nist policy in,the area. 
The USSR will continue to strengthen its controls over the , 
Satellites but "'ill take no action which will either: (1) weaken, 
the directtiesbiIiding each individual Satellite to the Kremlin; 
or (2) runcOllIlter.to the Kremlin's plan for ultimate absorption 
oftheSatell1tes inthe USSR" ,< '. ',' 

".: :;·:-;:.i}·:·~ ~. : \; ",~:,~~' ,~. ~ '~.' 

> )':<';" . ...." .. ". .,.. .... . ..... ' : 
,g0VIETPOLICY IN EASTERN EUR01:'E 

,," . ,T~~iIilmedlateobject1veoith~US~R is the organ1Za.U611of 
, a unified/military' force' in East~rn Europe for -defensive purposes 
':l.swelLas for possible overt support Oithe Markos regime in' , 
Greece.·TheRumano"Hungarianmutual assistance pact nearly 
completes such a system of i~tertwinfl1g alliances between the, " ' 
Satellites. ,The recent pacts ,have, differed from those concluded 
priorto 194'tby the USSR with r,oland, Czechoslovakia, and 
Yugoslavta,in, tha,t they are directed against any attackerrath~r ' 
than,aga~st Germany alone. ',Moreover" the ,USSR is no! directly 

, involved. TheSovtet Union, therefore; has forgeda military 
"'eapcin 'which ",ill insure unitedcSateilite action in Greece s,honid 
the, occasion,.varrant butwillsimulta,neou91y minimize the risk 
of direct confiictbetv'eenthe US ,and the USSR. ' 

, Although these 'pacts provtde for Sweeping economic co
'ordination betWeen the participating nations, they do not presage 
political or economic union in the, near future. Rather,' they 

'representatransltory,stage in the development of the Satellites 
as ,memQers of tne USSR. ,Ina~d1tion to providing the machinery 
for the integration of the Satellite anned forces with the sOvieL " 
Army, these pacts can serve the U 55!\. as basis for propaganda 

, deSigned gradually to minimize the ,traditional rivalries which 
formeI'ly divided. the Eastern Europeannatiqns. 
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57. (Continued)

Image: 00000119.tif
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.. ;;t"'I'h(:lUSSRts exercisingltS ~chtiJ,po!it1calaJldeconomtc 
con~ol o~r .the Satellites through C()tnrnunist. Party channels. . . ..' 
Although lhe:Kremlirimay. priginally haYElplalUled. for aneventual. '< 
Bal~federation,receritevidencEl bidica,tes. that th~splanlDl!.Y ..•..•••...•........ 
nov(be iibandonlld or.its implementation postponed forsometiine. 
ThePRAvnA editorllll. of 28 January, which disavowed Bulgarian. 
Premier.Dimitrov's prediction of a Balkrui-Danubia'ncUf:ltoms . 
\Uliozi and even~alfederation, may have been prompted by the, 
Kremlin's realizatlon that the many practical difficulties ob- .. 
structtng'consummation of such a plan made Dimitrov's speec~~ 
premature. Moreoyer, the Xu-emlin may have fearedthatannounc(:l
ment of a Ballmn federation would hasten accep,tance of Bevin's 
proposal for western European\Ulion.M:or~i1nportant. ·howey~r~.; 
the USSR probably does 'not conSider conditions in the Satellite', " ' .; 
states sufficiently secure to permit any loosening of the ties' v ~ .' • ' 

binding the Kremlindlrectli :withea..c~c~ntrY.A.slongastl1e>: . "; 
KreinlinexerciseStbrough tkeComtnfor:n1~.dtrect operati0rial .... 
control oyer ~achC omm~tnist Party ;uriJfiedSatellite action .C!U1\~ 
be achievei;lmoreeffectively tMnby delegatingtliisauthority:, 
toa federation head. .. .' . . .' . ,. . . 

. :" -. . . i ,:~ - . , '. ,". ,.",:, 

. 'Inobtaining economi~ co~troi ove~the Satelli~s.the. 
USSR can gain greatsr advantage byp~omoting dirl:lct~oviet.' 
Satellite trade than.it can by encouragtngin,ter..satellite~de . 
throUgh a formal federation. TherecenHong·termtrade. agree.., 
mentsstgned by the.USSRwithCzechoslt)vakia :ind Poland· .... 
indicatElthat tbeUSSR does intend to integrate. each Satellite 
economy directly with the USSR. 'SiniUarly,SoVtet economic .. 
exploitation of Hungary andI"umaniaif:linciicativeof the deSire 
of the USSR to extractthe.maxim~·economic benefits from .•. 

. each country and thereby retard the growth of trade between 
the Satellites themselves. Such a pollcy, by insuring that each 

. country's economy ismesheddirectlYvwiththat of the USSH,' 
wiUfacilltate eventual absorption oUlle Satellites into .the 
Soviet Uriion. .'. . . 
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58. Daily Summary Excerpt, 13 February 1948, Possible Soviet Plans for Poland

Image: 00000120.tif

46 
~At 

lSFEB 1948 

609 

GENERAL 

1. t>Qssible So~~.r~--'JS Ambassador Smith in 
Moscow believes that the provi,giOl:S fn tbe new PoUs!l..soviet 
economic agreement for tl;.e invest nent err capital equipment 
by the USSR in t>oland and in PoliE;1-admfnistered Ger.many 
reflect a long-rz.Ilf=e KremlindeciEion cen,ever to let go of 
eastern Germany' and to develop Pollmd as the fili'at Satellite 
to be incorporated into the USSR. Smith adds tllmt "if tile east
west cleavage continues fu,d deepeas, the abso:rpfclol1 of Poland 
might well take place in the not too remote,future:' 

(CIA Comment: CIA concurs in the belief thai tllC USSR 
intends to hold ea.stern Germany and eventually to incorporate 
the Satellites into the. USSR. However, be'cause absorption of 
t>oland would increase anti-Communtst oPPosition and add to 
the security problem of the USSR, the I{rl~ml!I! will pl'ooably 
not order such a step until all latent opposition to such a plan 
bas been eliminated.) 

ThiS publication contains current intelligence exclusi?'~ly and 
therefore has not been coordinated with the intelligeru::e org3,ni·· 
zations of the Departments of State, A~my, Navy, and Aix' Force. 
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59. Daily Summary Excerpt, 19 February 1948, Czechoslovakia: Communists May
Precipitate Crisis

Image: 00000121.tif

EUROPE 

4. CZECHOSLOVAKIA: Communists may pX'ecipitate c!'isis-
'US Ch.1.rge ( . lin Orague, in. commenting on the current 
political crisis in CzechoslovaIda over the question of Com
munistcontrol of the police; expresses the view that if the 
Communists regard a breakdown of the National Front coali
tion government as unaVOidable, they will precipitate it at . 
once. ( J believes that the Communists would want to 
utilize trade union meetings already scheduled for 22 Febru
ary as a basis foT!' ~lic demonstratiol'!s. 

<CIA Comment: CIA conCurs iIi this estimate. The refusal 
of the Communists to comply with the recent demand of the Mod
erates for changes In the police organization reveals that the Com
munists believe continued control of the police to be essential to 
their victory in the May elections.) 

- 2 -
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60. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 20 February 1948, Soviet Expansionism in Korea

Image: 00000122.tif

·<~lii~t~:!;·:~T~~~~!'~~ .", }<:i 
, . ,,'~heintention. ~ thelJSSRtQ~~~bl~,han .lndependent;~;:;. 
, ~egbnem NOrth Korea and. e~tt4ny:to\d(miinateaU'Kofea'\)i'i;\ 
haS beeDfurther revealed by thef0ll.bwiDg reee-nt •. events: ',(l).,/'i,;,; 
~e annOuncement bytbe North ,~oreanradio' of the eompletionc{ 
Of tile "<!taft provieiona!c0JlStitution ofK~a"; (2) the staging',' 

· . of a Communist-instigated suikeinSot\th KOi'ea. !lsaprotest.<; 
agatnstthe UN Commission's ,f'1l1ega! inteTl'fereilce"wlth ~or~ 
independence; and (3) thereview' at Pyongyang in NorthKo~ea~{t5 
of the "Korean People's Army» .. ~ the subseq~ent propag:uld:l,;"'; 

, announcement;s that this aJ.'n:Iy .wouldbe tbefutilre liberator Of;: .' 

k '~.:.': O~!~S~~~"\\~I>\1~ Kl.~~,:7iB;J~J~~t;}~,:,.~)l:s\~", .• i'· .~ .. ' ..... ~. ·";:'".X~;;:~i'~·~3 
";; Although the UssR ~ .... ,.,. pUl()Us~y.a.voideddirect;"i;\;i':~{~;". 

,implication tnthese ~ventS.; '. ..e,::Wn~donbtthat. the:l{retnlm>,t~~ 
.. haSbe(m~erillg)heJid~~lopm'foJ: ,nianymon .... '. .''': 
',the'beginning<)fthe'Qce11Patton;~~(U . ,". ; been oi-ganiz. . ...... . 
· a~orth l{()l'ean army~ .. $ndestine11~ipetl·by. Sovle~ advlsers""s: 
.andeQu.lpPedwtth .Soviet.weapons~·The·.$diaft provisloMl',. •... " .. 
'constitut!ori,"whtch enViSages a regime remarkably slmilar./t 
. to that oithe Y-SSR, antletpates e!ep:tualine~rporation of aU i'. 
·:K0rea. into ~ u'P~oPle's Rep'!JbUc of .Koreat 

. and goes so far > 
as'to s!lElCIfySeou1,ca.Pital()f~'pl'esentUSzone. as the future 
capltal,.pf a unlte«1 Korea.,,,,: . . 0; • 

~' ,c .' "\' ". 

. .." .. · ••. vthe··dr~ eoristlhiti()nl~,·tkdbabl!,.m be aecla.tn1~brl· 
.. ' "peOP1e'sre~esentatives',~m,bothN~andSouth Korea ',,,., .• ;>, 

at .a:mass.damonstr:itiOn .at.Piongyahg on 1 Mareh . (a 
.•. KQr~an ~triotic hOliday) am:lluiUlbe' . a epaCtal '. ., 

,assembly'()fthe North K~l'eanPe. . . .'. il in mid-March. 
T1lequ6stlons of whether to bold. a plebiScite in order.tosecure 
~'popularapproVal" prtOrto the adoption oithe c.onstltution and .' 

· whether subSequently .toe$ndformalrecognltionto the. regime .. 
will, probably be decided bytheg:remU.ninaccord with pol1tlc:a1 
exped{~~. ., .o.?>; . " 

. Despite the relative e()mpl~itybt,these day-to-day 
. tactic!!l maneu~l's. the underiying trend in Korea remains 
clear. · .. Soviet intrans1genceand expanstonlsm are driving 
, .' . -' -'" - - - -~ . -', - . 
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61. Daily Summary Excerpt, 24 February 1948, Czechoslovakia: Estimate of
Political Crisis

Image: 00000123.tif

EUROPE 

4. CZECHOSLOVAKIA: Estimate of political clrisis--US Ambas
sador St~inhardt reports that events have moved so rapidly 
in CzEfchoslovakia recently that tile sole restraining influence 
upolllthe Communists appears to be President Benes' constitu
tional authol"ity and his personal popularity. 

(CIA Comment: CIA believes that the Communists will 
make evel11 effort to preserve a semblance of legality in their 
drive to gain conbrol of the government. However, the Commu
nists are already so committed by their public pronouncements 
and actions that it would be political suicide for them to accept 
a compiromise 'Which did not enable them to retain sufiicient 
power, includblg control of the pOlice, to insure a Communist. 
victory in the May election.) 

- 2 -
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62. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 27 February 1948, Communist Coup in Czechoslovakia;
Communist Military and Political Outlook in Manchuria

Image: 00000124.tif

COM.lVlUNlST COUP IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

The establishment of a CommUa"lisl: police state in 
Czechoslowkiahas f.urther dhninished the possibility of a 
complI'omise i.'1 EUll'ope b",tweell t."le ideoR~"lgles of the Krem
lin and the plrinciples m westm'n democracy and individual 
freedom, Such a compromise had apparentlyheen aChieved 
in Czechoslovakia whelfe Communists and non-Communists 
h-::td nearly equal pawer III the coalition Government, where 
the majm:it:; of the people approved of many Communist 
economic policies, rmd all pa1"Ues weTS wHling to follow the 
lead OItha USSR in matters of foreign pol.icYo The COmIll'O
mise was shattered, however, by the refusal ox the non
Communists to permit continued Communist control of the 
police and by the Communist !realization that an electoml 
victory was' impossible without this control. The couP. there
io!'e, reflects the refusal of tIll\) Communists to settle for any
thing less than complete control and the!it" conviction that such 
dominance could never have been, achieved under a freely 
operating pa?liamentary f.orm of govex-nment. 

, The ease with which the Communists effected the 
coup reveals the extent to which they had been payJ.ng only 
iip sel!'vice to the freely -elected coalition Government which 
has been ill powell' since 1945, Ftaving won the key cabinet 
posts in the n/fay 1945 elections (P;remi01"shtp, JItteriOT, 
Iillo.rmation and Finance), the Communists have since steadily 
extended thai,," control of the po,sUjons neeess:u,"y 'iorr seizi:l1fe 
of the gOV01'nment. By gaillillf direction of the Ministry of 
National Defense thrO'.1g11 the appointment of Genera! Svoboda, 
a wining Corrm:mnl.st tool, the Corrrm~!nj.s"l<; weire :lNJ'~ to !!'0l'traJ
ize the a.nny, Communist command of labor was effectively imple
mented tiu'ough the National '!,;cade Union Organizationo Despi.te 
these basic pl:eTfiquisites fo!:" a coup, the seizure of power by 
the Communists would have been more difficult i~ they Ind not 
a1l1'eady gained a majority pOSition in provincial, city, and 
,village local govel'D.ing bodies and had not organized • 'action 
committees" composed of uusted Communist Party members, 
Through these oll'ganizations, the Communists were able to seize 
physical control of. all national and local government offices, 

- 1 -
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62. (Continued)

Image: 00000125.tif

iactortel3, newspapers, l'adio stations, a..."1d "JiE'tllally eveli"y. 
important public .or ~);'iirate institution in t.he country. The 
acceptance. by ['resident Benes of the new'Communist 
cabinet, therexGre, represented little more than a formal 
aclrnowledgment of a fait accompli .. 

The Communist P:1.r.ty can now stifle any :rem.aining 
opposition in the country. The five represent3thres of the 
iVloderate parties inclt'.ded in thanew cabinet r,ave been 
~.ssigned mino!' positiolls and will act as wm.i.ng Communist 
supporte.'s. The Communists willUquidate all efiectl.'1<! . 
oPPosition tlu'o-ugh a series of "treason" trials and will 
!mpidly complete the communization oU.he nation's economy_ 

. Assumption of pCl}"fer hy t:he Commur.i.sl:s will have 
a disrupting effect, at leasl:. ternpoll'a&-tly, on the nation's eco~ 
!loroy. Fo:&' political reasons the Communists will be forced 
to liquit1.ate "':!l~.'1y ~nU-CoroTrmntsts £reom key managerial 
and technical positions in industty, and subs~antial industrial 
and economic sabomge will undoubtedly develop. Because 
the natior/ s k1igl~ly ll1dust!'ialized eco:'10zn.,. is depy'3nCl!8nt 
upon the import ll"om. the West of raw mateE't'lls ami machtn
STY noi O-btaiMble in easterm Europe oX' the m.l8H, Czecho
slovakia wtllcontil1ue to trade with we~teK'l1 Em:ope, although 
possibly on a decreased scale because of the aeCnl::l.Se in 
t0t.?] n~offE.~~t!on~, 

The Commtl."l!st coup w·m have liille efiec~ upon 
C;.:ecilOslovak iore£gn poltc)" which has consistently followed 
the lead of the USSR. The coup may, nO'l-'VeV'a', ha~0 political 
,~eperc1J1ssions in western Europe, In France, Italy, and C.er
i".\lany, the existmg political diviSions probably will he i.ntensl.
fied because the non-Commtmists will be mo,'e detexomJned to 
prevent Communist participation in the go,<e:mmenrs of these 
countries, Meanwhile, CommuniSt mOll'ale in westelC'n EUTOpe 
'Win b0 i.mp.:oved by the Kremlin'~sl.1ccess in Czecnosio<qaI!:ia. 

- 2 -
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62. (Continued)

Image: 00000126.tif

~psttkkT 

COMMti"NXS'Jr MILITARY ,'lND POLITICAL 
OUTLOOK rn MAN'CmJRIA 

The Ch~'lese National GovGltnment's military situation 
in Manchul'l.a continues to gJ:\wl mOlfe precall'lous, Present 
P.rIlUcations are that, without adequa!;e supplies or reiluorce
ments, the NaUouall.sts crumot mail:l.t?m their present gani
sons in scmt.hem Manclluia which have beeD. marooxaoo foll' 
some time. Consequently, despite t.he recent reorga..'lWation 
of the Natiollaliist comrt'..and in Manchuria, the Nationalist 
foothold centel"mg around Mukde;;1 probably cannot survive 
for a perioo of more tIlrul six months withoUt the delivery 
of substantial outside a.ld. 

If Mukden falls, Natiol1alGovernment influence in 
Ma.'lchuria will be destroyed and conh'o! will pass to the 
Communists who will then be able to move more troops to 
China propel'. Tile imminent possibility of a Nationalist 
conapse L. Maneu'i!i'm ha.8 giv~n :rise t.o a new series of 
l1'epl"6Sentatio!ls by National Government officials who hope 
to elicit pX'ornpt US aid. 

Despite conSiderable speculation suggesting that the 
. COIDli'nUl".1sts $,ntend to establish an mdependent Manehur~ 

l!'egime, with a separate goverument, such an autonomous 
state seen),s unlikely. Chinese ComnltMist propaganda has 
insisted that Manciauria is an integral part of China and 
has represented the Communist program. as a. crusade foX' 
the "1ibel"aiionu of China as a whole, The Communists wUl 
probably persevere 1."1' an aggressive stx'ategy m China and 
will therefore seek to enlarge the area \liMier thei!' control 
rathel' than to make a piecemeal consolidation of their gains. 
The establlishment of an autooomous Manchurian state 
would mru{e the Communists more vulnerable to the accusa
tion that they are puppets of the USSR; theE'9 all"e some 
!na'.cations of current Soviet interest m. and preparatory 
activity toward, the esw.'bl!slunent ox such a regime in 
1.fanehurla. Because of the mtelll.sely nationalistic spirit 
of the Chinese people, however, the Communists are most 
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62. (Continued)
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arutio-"w . to protect thamsel"les fl'om the· erttu-ga of SoYiet 
I5!crn.ma..r1!(~e • 

'Ille Ccm.m'.n1~.sts l.n Chi.ha are therefore mOl'e W{ely. 
rOlic.'fling C"eij~ 2'ES~'J:!ptl.OT:l ofiv.11 con~l'Gl in JYi8c.nchllria. te, 
establish a yoliticr11 stn:\ct>2Y.'sw!K1eh-rJi!{! bedeSig!1edto 
oocome E C0:U1lX'r:.entp?1·~ of a Com1nlmlstgo'Vemment of 
Chma, li'at'7l!.Ii 1,a"Jean ahnol3t fr.'ae h21~d In managing i(:;s OWil 
l'agton?J.a.fi'&.irs. Such a setup \'V/Yl!!dh3.J.'moni'!;e with the 
CJ!lfnese Commulllwts' present "bol'der:regi<"'SiilZ system, a 
loose go,,-o:fl'lmeatalstrlJ.ctm'a wlUch has always allowed a 
eoo1S1derabJ.e amo-w:t· of ·localindependenoo and thus has 
overcome many ;:et-fmla! antagonisms. 
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63. Daily Summary Excerpt, 4 March 1948, USSR: Possible Kremlin Disagreement on
Tactics

Image: 00000128.tif

4. USsR: Possible Kremlin disagreement on tactics--US-Embassy 
Budapest reports that the HungarJ.all Prime MiniSter recently 
revealed the following impressions concerning possible dis- . 
agreement within the Kremlin over Soviet tactics: (a) one group, 
allegedly favored by Stalin, desires to consolidate present Soviet 
gains and temporarUy seWe differences with the west; (b) the 
other group, led by Molotov, wants to press rapidly for greater 
expansion before US aid to Europe can be effective; and (c) the 
Molotov group feels that US preoccupation with the presidential 
election presents c'a golden ,opportunity" for Soviet expansion 
and that Soviet action should be timed accordingly. 

(CIA Comment: Several unsubstantiated rumors of 
divergent opinions within the Politburo over tactics in the "cold 
war'" tend to support the Prime Minister's observations. CIA 
believes that a definitive deCision by the Kremlin awaits: (a) 
the outcome of the Italian elections; and (b) more substanttal 
indications of western, particularly US, determination to check 
further Communist expansion.) 

- 2 -
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64. Daily Summary Excerpt, 16 March 1948, Czechoslovaks Believe USSR Willing to Risk
War

Image: 00000129.tif

46 
:GF~~l 

16 MAR 1948 

GENERAL 

1., ~1m,,?!.oYl1ks belie~.Jl§JlR wig~ to risk wa~--US Ambas-
pacto!: Steiz'.1'lardt has been told r . • 
. L ~ 

t.hat the Deputy Foreig11 l\Unister of the Soviet Union recently 
confided in Premie~ Go~twal:l the po.'3silil.Hty that war wUl 
break out "when the weathe .. gets better," Steinhardt's in
fOl':mant gained the impression that the Czechosl.ovak. Cabinet's 
present view is that the Soviet Union regards the establishment 
of Communis~-dominated governments throughout Europe before 
the raIl of 1.$.148 as essential and has decided to devote every 
efioI't to that end during the next few months despite the possi
bility of war with the western powers, 

(CIA Comment: CIA does not believe that the USSR is 
presently prepa.red to risk war in the pursuit of its aims in 
Europe.) 

Document No. 

635 

ll'O CHM!G3 in Class. o 
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65. Intelligence Memorandum 13, 16 March 1948, Soviet Pressure on Berlin
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::;;; 
16 Karoh 1948 ,/ , 

KEMOR4IIDtlM FOR m PRESI DEIIT 

Under elate ot 22 Deoorob<lr 1947, CIA' reported. that there \IllS a 
polllib1l1t:r ot steps being tllken in Berlin by the Soviet 4uthor1t.1ea 
to torce the other occuW1ng power. to rMove troro Berlin. Del&,. in 

. the tOJ'lUtion of a separate r.aetern German Government and in Soviet 
attaDrtl to toroe the Western Powers tram Berlin bas rrobabl,. been 
oauHd in large meallUrll by the t'iJ'lll attl tude of US otficials in 
B,rlin. ·While no ~'rther reports havlI been recllived indicating that 
.the USSR haa deoided t~ force the Western.rowere from Serlin, the 
recent US, UK, Trance, ~enelu~ discusllion~ in London oonoerning the 

. tonutl= of a Wut German' flute to bl' inolu<!ed In II .... ~stern European 
Union lmr1tA1 SOlie rorm of Soviet r .. 8,.onS(I etronr::erthan the roere 
protest. reoeived sofaI'. 

Im -

Soviet relponle vill t~ tim~d to (0110\1 overt allied impleroenta- . I 
tion oftbe London d~ol~ions, end \lill oonsist or the announoement of 
plane, auch al a plebi8cit~, for an Eaotern Zone "all German state", 
olaiming to represent the whole Gerzan people. Announoe~ent of such 
plana would be followed ~ ~r. intensified Soviet o~paien to ouat tho 
We.tern Power8 from P~rl1n. The Clost ur.sent dan~ers arel (1) 
-inoident," arising from the presenco to Bor11n ~( young, undisoiplined 
troopS! (2) agr,revation of the situatton by such ~~~ aal~ontAnts as . 
want.an East-West ~rl (3) &D1 tendency towards.war ~~Gter1n or lack 
of rirmn.l. and patienoe on the partot US off1cials in ~erlln. 

Inoll 
CoJV' M .. o tor Pr .. ident, 
u/W47 

Dhtr1hUo •• 
Or1e. ,. 1 - J'rea1dant 
Jlir.o'ol' 

v1 .. , Dire, MI· 
Olll'ral aecord. 

-/ m - b7 blind DCI to Admin; .. ~ 
ft. II. l!illenkoettClr 3/l6/48 
Rear Admird, USN 
Direotor ~r Central Intelligonce 

,. ,. (\ . . -
" ' , • t I 
'. l_ t)dL 
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65. (Continued)
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~ i'QR 'L'l!R D~. CIA 

FRtIlI fil1 ~ DIlUiD'f0ll. 0Im 

a~t PnQl\6~ aa~ R.~XOlS lli Bmu:.'Ill ro 
'QISftIm ~ WIOli '1',4rSS; 
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65. (Continued)
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22 Deoember 1947 

MEMORANDUl4 FOR THE PRESIDEN'r 

The KremU.n is .,'WlU'e;: also;, ~t- the present quadri
partite occupation or Berlin .turn1shes the US with an 
e~o~:uen~~iis1:!Jl1ng,R~1f ,~ .. a ~~eQ,~.QRQ~t1q;ll8.t'~ ,1ntelll-
encsactIvtt108111 .the,"~.·ZQn(j /IUI' .tn U' P1'#1ding ~Oll ttCti:1 ret'ugeea hOm. soViet ~a's:with ,'Iil convenient haven. 

Masters of propaganda themselves, the $oviet authorities are 
higblysendtive to the great prOpaganda value of the oontinued 
presenoe 'of US and the, other western Eower foroes and the 
guarantees they provIde of relative politioa.l .t'reedOll1 for the 
residents of the oity. 
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65. (Continued)
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The USSR; consequently, cann.ot expect the US and 
the o~rWestern Powers to evacuate the city v~luntarily. 
The USSR, theref'ore; ldll probably use every means shortot 
8.l'll1ed 1'orce to compel these powers to leave the city. 

These devicefl may include .additional. ~batructiop. 
to transpor"jo ~d trav~l, to and within the city. "taUurelt ot 
servi,~ef;lllucl+as e18etrl¢~plT.· redu.C:~!on of" that . part Of'. the 
f'ood. aUJ)P+ywhiQht>Omes trom. thesMeil Zone, fiagrant violations 
of' Kamaandatura ~em~tlli inst~at1on.qf unre.stamong GEI.mans· 
in the. ~ s8CJtor,dll!!rega,rdo1' .. th(!. elected,.mm101pal gov~rnment_ 
a d.el1beril.te171nterudl.'1ed OSmpaign '~f'1nSu1t orpel'sonal. 
injlirT1ious personnel, ~. terrol'$.zat1.Qn01', their German 
emplot.... '.' .... . . 

~:l· •• ~e;bna'~t!,·~t~i~l1t~~~.'6~~t!1~thom~ 
ga~e V1l,4et~l'I¢i.S.tlon to. rEmlain.andthp .tate of' 41sc!p11.n.$ 
c>f' W ott1Ctal.s an4 troops. ·Over17 $t;huif1$.lJ.t1c resort. to 
inault, ~rpel'sonal -v1ol..enaebYSc>Vi,(lt troops' or oommunists 
cOuld w:4l.-l4t>.a.ttJII inci4.~tti":tI!~l)etf$,8hts; . brawls.an4 ,other 
publ"tl}·. c11a_bancel,j#~ in' wm¥ ~t .• 1)11 lead to .high- . 
18.''' .• 1. ~8.rC.1.lS ... B.1qtlS ...... (,l.t' tho •.. 61' ...... v. e •. t ........ ·.~ ...... ·.9t. $10 ...... " ()nl.;T ....• '. the ........ gr.eatest detel'/ll.1niJ;tiop.an,d tact w. bath s!,:de. COUld prevent/.a ll~r1-ous 
incidant 1'rOl1l d.eter1~t1ng ~.~qon~l.o1' theBel'l,1n . 
li,uthorl,.ti-.S'; EV~.'-1'. ~~y1j.tes"t_11.' ~r U!1dta1>01J$.patienae 

ar~~~9m~tii%.:;mtiFk~:)Pd,~~·· ··~e:tsu1~..ct:~ .one 
.~.Ct:r~thez,t.:bekto~~Cli······'·· ·'£Ef1st.ieiJt . 
~~4,~.· ...•............. ,. 

. .', . ~eltr~ 1d.Uprobab17 ~.)' ~ tl!lli9.ld.imlm e1'.t'ort to 
force WesteX'Il p·o.er evacuation of Be'rl1l1.until it bas ~ 
calCUlated ·the rl$ks im.d considered tm. problAmt in the light 
ot Sovietiltratesrel$61fhel.'O. ~~tMl..lIius. in vie. 01' 
prabal>l.e- 1l'l'e8pondb~ aot1on by' locuSovUt officiala, the 
~y .. t~de-velolDents in thebunediate tuture will. teat the 
fii'llUl,EUis,pa.Uenee, and &c1pJ.J:ne of.,:uW personnel in Berlin. 

R .. H .. HILLENKOETTER 
Rear Admiral. USN 

Director ot central Intelligence 
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66. Intelligence Memorandum 18, 16 March 1948, Effect of Reinstating the Draft

Image: 00000135.tif

The Centr .. l Intoiligenoe r.j;enoy- "nel 1;.. ... lniell1Cenoe 

u .. "L.l1ir. .. Uona or tho Dep ... ·tmotnta ,,1" Iltuto. i·'"r. /M'q WI4 "tr 
10 ...... "Cree thnt. if the Cou.,;r •• n ""0 ...... unL".,rao.l 111111 t.ary 
t.r<-1u1:\i': but autVor ... "loot.lye .urrlOG .. ot the.e .... ".ure •• 
1;D.l<.an 81.n&ly (Or tot;"tl .. r. will not ut: tboriael ............... the 
USSf( to reaort. to sd 11 u.1";)' IlOt1on w1 thin th .. next 60 day •• 

( 
iii 
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67. Daily Summary Excerpt, 17 March 1948, Turks Fear War May Be Imminent

Image: 00000136.tif

46 

.lV&1ft:J?JJffi'l!tr 

17 MAR 19ZW-

24 

2. 'l'qr.ks fear wal' may be !mminent--US Amhassador Wilsoll 
in Ankara reports that Secretary Gzneral Caxim of tiw 
'r~?klsn Foreign OiIice is "deepi.y pe:3shnfs~i;:;" Oller t.he 
intel'natiom.1 si!:mtion. Cari.m £e3.1"3 tM.t. the USSR is pre
pared to begin open war at 2.,11 time and tlmt ti!C ini~i.al attack 
might be di::ecrod against Turkey. Accorcii.'lg to Wilson, Car-im 
!:'easons that in view 0:1: the hardening aUi~:l.td0 o~ the western 
democracies, the USSR will herelat!vely weakei' a year hence 
and would tIler.rore gain by prectpitating action now. Carun 
believes th.'tt tile SOviet a!:'mies ~)Jculd quickly OV8:1' -l"tm west
ern Europe and the Middle East. 

(CrA Comment: CIA does not oeU0ve timt L'1e USSR 
plans a mHitary venture in the immediate futl1:::e in ei~heT 
Europe or. the Middle East.) 

NO CEL!':;:;.' ... CL:~::;. 0 
o r,::;:,:;,;', 
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68. Daily Summary Excerpt, 27 March 1948, USSR May Close Eastern Zone Border

Image: 00000137.tif

· ... 0 ... 

:,~.~ 

, ... l • 
.:'; ". 

'~ (:; .. ~ .. :;.l··.i:·;;~.:~~~~?;~:\~t'·.;h,:~·".: ;'.. . ... ,. ~ <":,:,". ; ..... ;;, .. -',:: ... :.::.~ .. , ,<. .~::-. .' '. ..\ 
6. GERMANY:.i:l1SSRmaY.close Eastern Zone border--US PolitiCal 
~AdViser I r.eportsfromFrankfurtthat 

.':7 gendarme 
.off1cla1I:lUO:iJl /::Iouthern and westem,Thurwg1amet on 15 )4ar,ch 

at Soviet instigation and were Informed of an alert plan for which . 
they were to prepare Immediately. The'plan Is allegedly to be .. 
putinto effect when Soviet officials move to abolish the Christian' . 
Democratic Union' and the Liberll;! Democratic Party and ar.rest th~ 
parties' leaders. The gendarmes rePortedly will reinforce the 
bOrder police In order to prevent the escape of the pollt1Calleaders 

''-':(''~ 

into the western Zones. .' '. . 

·(Cl:.AComment: Although uS border detachments have ~ot 
repOrted . physiCal' evidence of a tightening of the b:>rder, such a . 
Soviet move may be imminent; tliis Step, might also be taken in 
connection with it purge of "unreliable·' elements from the Social- 7. 
iSt Unity Part~.:rhe moye probably wOuidnot foreshadow Inter-

. ruption of US, UK; and French traffic with Berlin.) , 

:"3 -

. .." ~ 
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69. ORE 22-48 Excerpt, 2 April 1948, Possibility of Direct Soviet Military Action During
1948

Image: 00000138.tif

-
ORE 22-48 TOPjIIRF:r 

POSSIBILITY OF DIRECT SOVIET MILITARY ACTION DURING 1948 

Report by a Joint Ad Hoc Committee. 

THE PROBLEM 

l. We have been directed to estimate the likelihood of a Soviet resort to direct mili
tary action during 1948. 

DISCUSSION 

2. Our conclusions are based on considerations discussed in the Enclosure. 

CONCLUSIONS 

3. The preponderance of available evidence and of considerations derived from the 
"logic of the situation" supports the conclusion that the USSR will not resort to direct 
military action during 1948. 

4. However, in view of the combat readiness and disposition of the Soviet armed 
forces and the strategiC advantage which the USSR might impute to the occupation of 
Western Europe and the Near East, the possibility must be recognized that the USSR 
might resort to direct military action in 1948, particularly if the Kremlin should inter
pret some US move, or series of moves, as indicating an intention to attack the USSR 
or its satellites . 

• This estimate was prepared by a Joint ad hoc committee representing CIA and the Inte1Ilgence 
agencies of the Department of state, the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force. The date ot the 
estimate Is 30 March 1948. 

.; 1 
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70. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 9 April 1948, Soviet Walkout From Allied Control Council;
Diminished Communist Capabilities in Italy

Image: 00000139.tif

TOP sECRET -
Bo e recent So et walkout from the Al~~JlkQ! 

Council ACC) and recent Soviet interference 'V{ith transporia-
tion into Bex-lin seem to ind.icate that the USSR: (1) bas aban- , 
doned hope of using the ACe to hinder the present western 
European reconstruction p'"ogram, and. (2) intends to accelerate , 
preparations fo::." the establishment of nn eastern "German state ' 
whenever the Kremlin decides that the western pow(;l'S can·be 
successfully blamed for partitioning Garmany. III thls pre
pal'atOl"7 phase, the USSR may place fr~e Soviet Zon~ \mder a 
'-demoCratic" and "loyal" German administration, cr~ated· . 
from the Communist-dominated Peoplns' Congress and strengthened 
by trainild GerMans from the fOl"m'<lr Moscow Free Germany Com
mittee. Both the presence of the western powers in Berlin and ' 

:j::::~,~ili!:sA~~e~~tt:~:::~~~::~ ::.~~;t 
strong, further Soviet attempts to eliminate these hindrances 
may be expected. (A CIA Special Estlni3.te titled "Possible Pro
gram of Future Soviet Moves in Western Germany" is now' being 
prepared.) . 

- 1ti -
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70. (Continued)

Image: 00000140.tif

DIMINISHED COMMUNIST CAPABILITIES IN ITALY 

The prospects have sharply diminished that the Italian 
Communist Party will obtain a sufficiently large plurality in the 
18 April elections to ensure Communist or left-wing socialist 
representation in the next Italian Government. Concurrently, . 
the Party's capabilities for s1J!ccessfullarge-scale insurrection, 
without active military assistance from Yugoslavia, have been 
considerably reduced. Unless the Communists receive substan
tial outside aid, the Government now appears sufficiently strong 
to preven~ its overthrow by force -and to put down large-scale 
rebellion. Whethel' the Kremlin, even under these circumstances, 

. will direct an insurrection either before or altei' the elections 
cannot be predicted. If, as seems probable, the Communists fail 
to secure representa~on in the new government, they will then 
laundl a new program of strikes and sabotage to wreck the re
covery program and discredit the government. 

The reduction in Communist capabilities for success
ful large-scale insurrection spr. largely £rom four factors. 
In the past few months, the Italian armed services and security 
forces have been greatly strengthened, not only by new equip
mel1~ but also by a considerably improved morale. Concurrently, 
the Communist para-military forces have been weakened and to 
some extent disrupted by government seizure of clandestine 
munitions dumps and ca~hes and the interception of arms shipped 
in from abroad. No evidence available indicates that Yugoslav 
forces--the most logical source of outside assistance--are being 
pi'epared for action in Italy. Finally, and probably most impor
tant, the Italian masses appear less inclined than ever to support 
a Communist uprising and have become increasingly anti-Com-
munist in their attitude. . 

Communist capabilities for effective revolt, in the 
absence of outside aid, now appear limited to localized successes, 
particularly in north Italy. These capabilities are based upon 
military potential and the party's following m labor. The Com
munist semi":millw-y organization, the Apparato, consists of 

- 1 -
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70. (Continued)

Image: 00000141.tif

apprOximately 100,000 ex-Partisans, armed and trained, and 
'about 100,000 reserves in training. Tile Apparato has general 
headquarters at Milan and operational headquarters in cities 
oJ!. the main highway between Milan and the other Communist, 
stronghold of Bologna. Communist munitions dumps are be· 
lieved to contain extensive supplies of ums, including armored 
cars, light field. guns, anti-tank guns, mortars, machine guns, 
and a few tanks. To increase their armaments, the Commu
nists would attempt to seize Government arsenals and ammuni
tion dumps, and, if unsuccessful in capturing them, would make . 
eveK"Y eifort to blow them up. 

In addition to their military potential, the Communists 
possess a powerful revolutionary weapon in their CQntrol of the 
Italian General Confederation of Labor (CGIL). which has five 
million workers in industry and various public services. Domi
nation of the agricultural Workers' Confederation, which has 
apprOximately two million members, gives the Communists 
almost complete control of the agriculture of the important Po 
Valley regioDivirtual Communist control of the industrial unions 
would facilitate seizure by the workers of most industrial estab
lishments. 'X'he CommuniSts, furthermore, dominate the news
paper printers' union and have infiltrated communications. . 
Public utilities, particularly gas and electric services, are Com
munist-dominatecl and co\.11d be disrupted in case of revolution. 

The De Gasperi G9vernment, however, with control of 
armed forces totaling apprOximately 336,000. men. would probably 
be able to prevent Italian Communists from taking over the central 
government. Army strength is concentrated in northern Italy, 
and army divisions are disposed at Udine, Treviso, Milan,Torino, 
and Lucca. Supplementa!:y . to the army are the security forces of 
the Ministry of the Interior: 75,000 carabinieri, a mobile reserve 
corps of 16,000 civil poliee, 80,000 ll'eg1il<tr members of the c1\711 
pollee, 36,357ftnance guards, and 5,000 railway police. The 
carabinieri maintain their heaviest concentrations in the north. 
Critical areas, such as Bologna, have been reinforced by speCial 
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70. (Continued)
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res~rvesQftl!i:{8eeUr1ty"forces. ··'xrithe··eve.ntoflri(;Ul'i'ect!l)Il~:. 
·theltilian Navy coUld employ its. units to Protectltallan pOrts' 
.andcould l~d many Qf.its !:l.ppro~mately35,OOO mer (to assiSt· 
thegroundfol'ces •. The bulk of the.italianfieet isbasedat';" 
T~ati'roand Lll!. Spezia.Theltallim.A1r Force~With ps:rsonnel 
numbering 25,000, ha.s.~ut 500 planes, mostly obsolescent, , 
ofwhlch !¢out 60 are pghters in tac~cal·UDits. 
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71. Daily Summary Excerpt, 12 April 1948, Colombia: Continuation of Bogota Conference
Favored
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THE AMERICAS 

5. COLOMBIA: Continuation of= Conference favored--
US Embassy Bogota reportS egatton leaders are 
unanimously in favor of cont1nuiDg the conference at Bogota, 
"unless the situation so worsens as to make it physically 
impossible. " 

RePorts from US Consulates in Colombia indicate that 
the Government is still making progress toward restoring 
order and that uprisings outside the capital city were rela
tively small and soon brought under control. The Embassy 
adds that the mopping up of snipers continues in Bogota where 
damage and loss of life were very heavy. 

A CIA source reports the belief current in Bogota that 
there is no substantiation for the government claim that the 
shooting was the result of a Communist plot, and that the shoot
ing was in fact the result of a private dispute over litigation in 
which Galtan was counsel. The Embassy transmits a report 
that the assassin was employed last October as butler in the 
SoViet Legation. The Colombian Government has announCed 
that it has arrested the persons who took over a Bogota radio 
station and that two Russian agents and other foreigners were 
among those arrested. 

(CIA Comment: CIA believes that the Colombian Gov
ernment will make every attempt to lay the insW'l'ection at the 
door of the Communists. The reported deCision to sever diplo
matic relations with the USSR is consistent with such a campaign. 
The weight of available evidence, however, points to the conclu
sion that the Communists did not instigate the revolt, which W3S 
a spontaneous reaction to Gaitan's assassination, but actively en
couraged mob action. once rioting had broken out.) 
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72. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 23 April 1948, New Soviet Attitude Toward Austrian
Treaty; Prospective Communist Strategy Following the Italian Elections
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NEW SOVIET ATTITUDE TOWARD AUSTRIAN TREATY 

The apParent desire of the USSR for an early conelusion 
of an Austrian treaty has recently led to a definite change in 
Soviet tactics both at the London treaty discussions and in the 
administration of Soviet areas in Ausb:1.a. UntU recently, the 
USSR enjoyed an excellent tactical position in the J..ondon nego
tiations because of the reluctance of the western powers to 
commit themselves on the economic pbases of the treaty Vllth
out knowing the Soviet position on questions of Austrian security. 
The USSR bas sacrificed this advantage by agreeing to defer 
the disCUSSion of economic items in order to consider the se
curity issues. 

Although recent moves by the USSR in Vienna and in 
the Soviet-occupied zone of eastern Austria appear to be con
fused and defensive, they essentially reveal a Soviet desire to 
impress the Austrian Government and the western allies with 
the destrabUtty of an Austrian treaty. Soviet steps to impede 
transportation between the western zones and Vienna, which 
have proved annoying even though never fully enforced, are 
probably ~intended to serve as a reminder of the capabUtUes 
of the USSR in Austria. Austrian leaders are particularly dis
turbed by the prospects of possible Soviet violence and forced 
partition of the country fonowing a breakdown in treaty nego
tiations. 

There can be little doubt that· the USSR regards the 
present quadripartite occupation of Austria as unfavorable to 
its designs and constderstbat forced partition is not a desirable 
solution to the problem. The Kremlin would welcome a treaty 
which would both provide for quadripartite troop withdrawal and 
leave Austria unable to resist eventual absorption into the east
ern bloc. Although the USSR, through an underestimation of 
Austria's political vitality and economic potential, might accept 
a settlement which would make it difficult for either the USSR 
or its Satellites to absorb Austria except by armed aggression, 
it is unlikely that the Kremlin will agree to any tarmswhteh 
would be likely to prejudice seriously its chances of eventual 
domination in Austria. 
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PROSPECTIVE COMMUNIST S~TEGY :FOLLOWING 
TBE ITALIAN ELECTIONS 

The defeat suffered by the Communists in the Italian 
election has further reduced Communist capab1l1ties for assum
ing power and has vastly improved the morale and confidence 
of the anti-Communists in both Italy and France. An increasing 
number of left-wing European Socialists and fellow-travellers 
may now abandon theil' Communist association. The Commu
nists in western Europe thus are confronred with a considerable 
loss in political influence in addition to their already reduced 
capabilities for revolutionary action. 

~"4.u,.e.c-
., Italy and Gelt'memy may ~onsequently enjoy a brief 

respite while the Communists regroup their forces and revise 
their strategy. The USSR, however, can be expected to main
tain its pressure in Germany. Moreover,it-will probably con" 
tinue Its aggressive tactics in the Near East. In Iran, contin
uing Soviet pressure may eventually lead to actual intell'Vention, 
professedly based on the 1921 Soviet-Iranian Treaty. The de
teriorating situation in Palestine may soon present the Kremlin 
with an irresistible opportunity for greatly expanded covert 
intervention. Although the Satellites continue to axel'else 

" caution in their support of the guerrilla forces in Greece, 
they are capable of vastly increasiDg the scale of their covert 
aid. In Latin America, the USSR can be expected to seize upon 
any favorable opportunities for exploiting local unrest or 
Violence. . 

For the iliunediate future, Communist activities in 
western Europe are ItkElly to be directed toward rebuilding . 
the popular front rather than an early or determined bid for 
power. A Communist drh'e to recover the allegiance of tJ-..e 
nOll-Communist Left is Sndicat.ed by these recent developments: 
(1) French Coriununist Lea.d9r Thorez on 18 APFU cl\lled UJ)Oll 

Communists, Socialists, and Catholics to unite in defense of ' 
French "liberty. and independence"; (2) the Cominform Journal, 
reversing its original position, is now professing to !'ep1'0Sent 
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72. (Continued)
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all workers' parties., not merely the Communists; (3)·the. 
German Communists.recently voiced approval of a "Middle
Class Auxiliary" of the Socialist Unity Party (SEDl, which 
might conceivably develop into the long -expected • nattOllalistll 

movement based on, the Bismarckian concept of Russo-German 
cooperation; and (4) the Kremlin reportedly bas issuoo a direc
tive to the French Central Communis'= Committee eal1ing for 
a program o'i non-... '!o1ence· in western Europe and intensified 
activity in Germany and the Near East. 

/ 

Concurrently, Communist propagandists may intensify 
their efforts to contrast "tlOO-ceful" Soviet intentions with US 
"warmongering" and "imperw.ltst deS!gn13." Such a &.<ive 
would bed~signed to win the supPort of those western Europeans 
who are prepared to seek "peace at atlYj;lrice" and to encourage 
a relaxation of western, and particularly US, military prepared
ness. Such an intensified campaign would presumably be . 
launchad in the speeches and pronouncements which tradi
tionally g,re made by leading Communists on May Day. " 

rn any event, the Communists are not expected to relax 
their efforts to prevent recovery in EUrope. Defeat of the 
recoverry program remains a prime objective of Communist 
strategy. strikes and industrial sabotige. conducted ostensibly 
on the baSis of localeconomlc issues rather than polttical con
Siderations, therefore can be expected. Although Communist 
propaganda wIll.continue to 1mpugn US motives in pl('omoting 
recovery, the Kremlin may henceforth moderate its attacks 
~pon present western European governmentS. 

Tn Greece, the Kremlin is also faced with a possible 
reduction of Conmmnist capabfiittes. Dlfierences between 
Greek Communists and Soviet-Batellite Communists have ap
parently arisen OVGr problems concerning SoViet aims in 
Greece and the conduct of the civ1l war. Greek Communist 
leaders are reportedly dist'U1'bed by the failure of the Satel
lites ooprov1ae. the guerrillas with enough aid to halt the 
continuing successes of the Greek Army, and the Minister of 
Tnte1'ior in the· M!u:kos government is said to be distrustful 
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of the Ilse1flsh" policy of the USSR andfearfuJ. that Yugoslavia 
may be planning to seize Greek Macedonia.. Moreover, certat.n 
Greek Communist leaders believe that the primary Soviet in
tention in the civil war Is to wage a long campafp of economic 
att:rtl:1on against the US and not to effect the rapid military 
defeat of Greece. In view of the suCC!essfal operations 01 the 
Greek Army, it is apparent that the . Kremlin must decide soon 
whether to authorize a drastic increase in aid to the guerrillas 
O'Z allow their gradual defeat by the Greek Army. 

Although Communist May Day demonstratlons in. La.tiD 
America may result in local disturbances, presentindicatlona 
are that the Latin American governments will be fully capable 
of controlling any outbreaks. In Mexico, the electrical WOl'kers 
haw threatened to call a MayDay strike. If they are joined by 
the petroleum workers, miners, and railway workers (all . 
closely allied with the electrical workm.-s by inter-unionagree
ments), the resulting strike eould cause a general paralysis of 
the country and threaten the stability of the Mexican Government. 
Sporadic violence m:lY break out tnCuba. and l>OSstbly in a few 
other cOUDtries. though there are no indications at present of 
coordinated plans for strikes or public disturbances. 

- 5-. 
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73. Daily Summary Excerpt, 24 April 1948, Reported Soviet Plans for Eastern German
Regime
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3. GERMANY: Reported Soviet plans for eastern German regime--
Headquarters of the European Command in ~ • ___ rt oelieves 
that if the Kremlin resorts to positive action in Germany about 
1 May, the USSR will. probably establish an eastern German gov..; 
ernment with the four powers remaining in Berlin but inopera
tive as a controlling or governing element. The Headquarters 
has received reports substantiating this conclusion; one S1lch 
report suggests that Soviet officials have decided to unify the 
Soviet Zone on 1 May 1948 under a central government which 
will be composed of prominent indiviUuals in the PeoPles' Coun- . 
cil of the Peoples' Congress. The Headquarters expects the· . 
USSR to give greater recognition and additional support to the 
Peoples' Council ~s a possible replacement for existing political 
parties in the Soviet Zone. 

(CIA Comment: CIA believes that the USSR may utilize . 
"May Day" as an occasion for accelerating its efforts to estab
lish a provisional government in the Soviet Zone, and that such 
action would be accompanied or preceded by increased Soviet 
pressure on the ",estern powers in Berlin.) 

\ 
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74. ORE 29-48 , 28 April 1948, Possible Program of Future Soviet Moves in Germany
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ORE 29-48 

POSSIBLE PROGRAM OF FUTURE SOVIET MOVES IN GERMANY 

SUMMARY 

1. The following discussion covers a program that might be resorted to by the 
USSR in Germany in an effort to cause the Western Powers to leave Berlin, to con
solidate the Soviet hold over Eastern Germany. and to extend Soviet iniluence into 
Western Germany. UntU recently this review of possible Soviet intentions was con
sidered purely speculative and the program one that would be attempted ouly after 
the USSR had concluded that Soviet interference with the Allied efforts in Western 
Germany could not be effected by legal international means or through local Com
munist subversion. The timing of the individual stages of the program would prob
ably be conditioned upon the timing and success of Western Pow~r action. 

2. The recent Soviet walkout from the Allied Control Council and Soviet efforts 
to impede transportation to and from Berlin indicate that this program may already 
be under way, and, that whUe risk of war may be involved, the plan possibly can be 
effected without military violence. 

3. It is believed, therefore, that recent Western Power action may have caused the 
USSR to decide that: 

a. hope no longer remains for interfering through quadripartite means with 
the production of Western Germany upon which the success of the European Recovery 
Program substantially depends; 

b. the Soviet Zone must be placed under permanent control of a well organized 
German group, loyal to the USSR. and supported by police state measures; 

c, the Peoples' Congress should be the instrument for the formation of such 
a provisional German Government; 

d, in order to prevent Allied interference with this process of political consoli
dation, the Allied Control Council should be abolished, or permanently boycotted, and 
the Western Powers forced out of Berlin; 

e. the new German "Government" should be acknowledged, at a pr~pitious 
time, as the official administration for Eastern Germany, with propaganda pretensions 
to authority over all of Germany; 

f. the Soviet Army should remain as the "protector" of the new Reich pending 
creation of a new German Army, by agreement with this government; and 

g. in an effort to undermine the Western Power program Western Germany 
should be pressed, by all possible methods, to "rejoin" the Reich. 

Note: The information in this report is as (If 2 April 1948. 
The intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, Army, Navy. and the Air Force 
have concurred in this report. 
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POSSIBLE PROGRAM OF FUTURE SOVIET MOVES IN GERMANY 

1. With the conclusion of the London tripartite talks and the decision to consider 
Western Germany in the ERP planning, the Kremlin may have decided that little hope 
remains for the USSR to interfere with US/UK Zone production. 

Three events: the results of the Soviet-sponsored Peoples' Congress, the abrupt 
departure of the Soviet delegation from the Allied Control Council (ACC) meeting of 
20 March, and the subsequent Soviet efforts to impede both freight and passenger 
traffic between Berlin and the West indicate that at least the first steps in the outline 
of possible Soviet action may no longer be entirely in the realm of speculation. 

2. CIA has believed and continues to believe that the USSR might encourage the 
Peoples' Congress to organize a future "national" administration and establish a de 
facto Government for the Eastern Zone while propagandistically claiming to speak 
for all the country. The Peoples' Congress partially confirmed this opinion when 
it convened on 17 MarCh, advocated the early establishment of a Government to replace 
the ACC, and evidenced its pretensions to speak for the German people. 

3. CIA has believed and continues to believe also that in preparation for the new 
"government", the USSR would attempt. to discredit the ACC. While the abrupt 
termination of the Control Council meeting of 20 March has not yet been extended 
to a permanent Soviet withdrawal from the CounCil, Soviet officials have charged that 
the Western Powers, by unilateral action, have already made the work of the Council 
worthless. 

4. The presence of the Western Powers in Berlin adds to the difficulty of establishing 
a Soviet puppet government in Eastern Germany, because of the "opposition" that 
operates from the sanctuary of the Western Powers' sections of the city. The USSR 
would consequently desire to effect a Western Power evacuation of Berlin as expediti
ously as possible. The Soviet attempt to impede transport threatens to render un
tenable the position of a sizeable Allied group isolated over a hundred miles .from the 
Western area, and, additionally, to cut off the industrial contribution of the US and 
UK sectors of Berlin from the Bizonal economic structure. 

5. Should the Peoples' Congress, in fact, set up a "government" of the Soviet Zone, 
and lay claim to "represent" all of Germany, the Soviet Military Administra'tion might 
accord it local recognition as the established German administration and give propa
ganda-{!redence to its pretensions to govern all of the Zones. The USSR and its satel
lites might then be expected to enter into provisional pOlitical and economic agreements 
directly with this "government", laying the foundation for eventual formal recognition 
at such time as the USSR considers it feasible to press the puppet. government's claim 
to German sovereignty. 

2 
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6. A &:lviet-sponsored provisional government which would, in aU probability, control 
<the &:lvlet sector of Berlin. mlghtattempt by constant propaganda and possibly by direct 
interference In the pubUc utilities affecting the Western sectors to obtain the with
drawal from Berlin of Western representation in the event that any st!ll remained. 
The USSR could support this program with further concrete action similar to the 
transport block and declare the dissolution of the ACC, seeking to place the onus 
for Its fallure on the West. 

1. If, at any time, the Soviet Union decided that the new government of Eastern 
Germany is sufficiently loyal or adequately controlled by the USSR to be a trusted 
satellite, that further Soviet interference in Western Germany through quadripartite 
means is hopeless, and that the Western Powers are susceptible of blame for the 
partition of Germany, the USSR mIght officially recognize the Eastern German gov
ernment, and by agreement continue the "protection" of the Red Army while develop
ing a Gtlrman Army and perfecting the police system. Both the USSR and the East
ern German "state" would then launch a campaign for German unity and independence 
designed to win sufficient German converts in the Western Zones to reduce materially 
German cooperation In the West and to attempt to undermine the program of the 
Western Powers. 

8. Although each of these successive steps involves the risk of war in the event of 
misealeulation of Western resistance or of unforeseen circumstances, each move on 
the program could be ;implemented without the application of mllitary force if 
adroitly made as merely a retaliatory measure necessitated by unilateral Western 
Power action, and if pressed only at opportune moments. 

3 
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75. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 30 April 1948, Deadlock Over Transport Problems in Berlin
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.:fGP-SEGRET.. __ _ 

The deadlock over transport problems continues in 
Berlin despite a lull in sensational publicity. The USSR has 
not made a single real concession but has actually established 
complete but somewhat inefficient control over surface traffic 
moving in and out of Berlin, except incoming freight. Fresent 
hope for solution by negotiation is small. The USSR is now 
apparently preparing to tighten its grip on the city by attempt-

-ing to enforce new restrictions on air traffic which would make 
all allied transport subject to Soviet regulation. So far, Soviet 
action on air transport has been limited to probing for western 
power weakness under the g1lise of a desire for increased air 
"safety." If the US-UI{ reaction to this probing shows Indecis!on, 
the USSR may be expected to take strong action to compel western 
air traffic to suomit to Soviet controls. Such action would prob
ably include use of Soviet fighter planes to threaten and intimi-
date allied pilots.' . 

- tv -
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76. Daily Summary Excerpt, 7 May 1948, Germany: Soviet Attempt to Interrupt US Air
Traffic
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4. GERMANY: Soviet attempt to interrupt USatr trafilc u :\ccord
tng to Acting US Political AdViSer Chase, US Offidils reeeived 

. Soviet notiftcation on 4 May that no flying would be permitted 
that night owr the greater Berlin area. Chase reports that the 
US representative, in aceordance with his Instructions, informed 
his Soviet colleague that the US did not recognize such unilateral 
action. Chase adds that US airplanes from the Templehof Air
drome carr lad out a previously scheduled night operation, con
sisting of a normal training flight owr the greater Berlin area. 

(CIA Comment: CIA believes the Soviet action Is an 
attempt to probe U8 reaction to Soviet-imposed regulations on 
air traffic between Berlin and the west and may be followed by 
mare determined moves to restrict the air traffie of the west
ern pO\"ers.) 
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77. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 14 May 1948, Formation of a Jewish State in Palestine;
French Officials Attempting to Negotiate Settlement of French Vietnam Dispute
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TRENDS IN BRIEF 

Formation of It ewlsh state in Palesttne will enable 
the USSR to tntens ts efforts expan ov et influence in 
the Near East and to perpetuate'a. chaotic condition there. 
~lthough the USSR and its satellites will probably delay full 
recognttion of the new state, they may grant it belligerent 
rights tn t.lte near future. In any event, the naw of men and 
munitions to Palestine from the Soviet bloc can be expected 
to increase substantially. The USSR wlll undoubtedly take 

, advantage of the.removal of immigration restrictions to tn
crease the inflmt of trained Soviet agents from eastern and 
central Europe into Palestine where ther have already had 
considerable success penetrating the Stern Gang, trgun, and, 
to a lesser exten~Haganah. 

-1 -
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French offlctalSm Parts and IndoshiIl! are attempt-
Ing to negotiate a temporary settlement of the French Vietnam 
dispute. mgh Commissioner Bollaert bas been authoriZed to 
form a provisional Vietnam government headed by General 
Xuan, president of the Provlslonal Government of South Vietnam 
(Cochinch1na). The formation of such a government may result 
in a transfer to Frauee of the meetings with Bao ])at and might 
postpone' indefinitely his return as head of a new regime. If 
a government, with nominal independence and geographic unity, 
should emerge under the reportedly ineffectual Xuan, the pros
pects for internal stabUity would stul be slim because of the 
postponement of the settlement of problems concerning ftnanee, 
customs, and diplomacy. Do Chi Minh, who is supported by 
80% of the population and who is, allegedly loyal 1:,0 Soviet foreign 

-vi- ' 
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pollcy, probably would then assume control; much of hlssupport 
wOl,lld come fl'om elements who insist upon a propaganda cam
paign against French use of the European recovery program 
to ~r French colonial policy. Because of the delicate balance 
of control exE!:!'cistld by the SchUman Government, the French 
wm probably not risk a. major policy decision involving Itberal 
concessions on the cantroversial colonial issue in Indochina. 
A temporary Xuan government, therefore, will have Uttle chance 
of success. 
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78. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 18 June 1948, The Soviet Withdrawal From the Berlin
Kommandatura
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A p' PEN Dl X 

. THE SOVIETWITIroRAWALFROM THE BERLIN 
KOMMANDA. TURA 

The situation in Berlin 'has been furthex- compHcated 
by a Soviet "walkout" from the 16 June meetmg of the Berlin 
Kommandatura in a maneuver similar to the abrul,t Soviet 
departure from the Allied Control Commission ("'-CC) in 
'March. As in the case of the A.CC, further meetings are not 
scheduled, and the USSR may have decided to abandon com
pletely the facade of quadripar.tite control of the German 

, . capital; Throogh this action, the Soviet Union has 'improv~d 
its position for obtainmg the consolidation of the Soviet Zone 
necessary forformatiQn of an East German state or for. seek
ing, through "conciliation," the establishment with the west
ern powers of more advantageous working arrar>.gements for 

, Germany as a whole,' or for Berlin in particular. Soviet and 
Communist propagandawUl undoubtedly claim that this latest 
Soviet actiOn was forced by the six-power a.nnouncement of 
plans for a: provisional government of western Gel'many. 
4.gitation for western.wit.ltdrawal from Berlin may increase, 
but it appears doubtful that,tlte USSR will mllkea form:\! de
mand for such withdrawal. 

If the USSR should proceed directly with the formation 
of an east German state, the withdrawal from the Kommanda
tura will provide Soviet propagandists with a "legal" claim 
for the incorporation of the Berlin Soviet sector into the. east
ern zone and will make possible increased pressure lor the 
withdrawal of the western allies on the grounds that, lk1.ving 
partitioned Germitny. the western powers have no place in the 
Soviet Zone. 

On the other hand. current Soviet tactics may be de
signed to create an "emergency" situation which would either 
force the western powers weall for renewed meetfllgs of the 
ACC or permit the USSR to take such action without loss of 
face. Through apparent concessiolls on tlle question of quadri
partite control of Germany or through the time -worn method 

- f.
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-~'ObEitf#te ~O]jstructionismJ the soVtetnitionWoUld attempt 
;~ ttl· ~~f!:~eh'in~e~fngs to delay tl1ereali~tionbfallied P~' 
"~~\Il~s.te~'Gel'Dlll:~y.In allY event,tlieUS~R will leave '. 

itself free;to consolidate furthertts political and economic 
. controlcd' ~e Soviet Zone and Wtubeprepareq, atnnytirne 
that appearsoppon'Une, ~todeclaretheformation ofan aalst . 

. Gerjnanstate with pl"etens!onsto$OVereignty over tiie 
Elntil,'ecriuntry;' '. ',. . 
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79. Daily Summary Excerpt, 21 June 1948, Yugoslavia: Challenge to Kremlin Authority
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. 4. YUGOSLAVIA: CMllenge t9 Kremlin Uthority seen--US 
Charge Reams in Belgrade believes that Yugoslav insistence 
upon Belgrade as the siteo! tho Danubian Conference, instead 
of some other Satellite capital as proposed by the USSR, 

'repreSents the first direct and irrevocable challenge by a 
Satellite to the Kromlin's supreme authority. According to 
Reams, Soviet acceptance of Tito's request reflects the 
Kremlin's belief that Tito's position is strOXllJ enough to re
quire the "traditional gradual undermining." 

. (CIA Comment: CIA agrees that the Kremlin w111 
not take any dl-astic steps immediately to "discipline" Tito. 
However, this incident has highlighted for the XU-amlin the 
need for rGconciling within the Satellite states the conflict 
between natianal inteX'ests and international Comrmmism. 
Consequently, the USSR may either tighten its controls over 
the Satellites by expanding direct Soviet participation in " 
Satellite governments or attempt to ease the "nationalist 
OPPOSition among Satellite Communists by m:lldng some 
economic concessions.) 
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80. Daily Summary Excerpt, 24 June 1948, Implications of Soviet-Satellite Conference;
Germany: Soviet Solution for Berlin Problems Suggested

Image: 00000161.tif

GENERAL 

24 JUN 1948 

720 

1. implications rf.. Soviet-8.'ttellite conf~--US Embassy'War
saw believes t.,lJat the current Soviet:§atemte meeting in Wa.rsaw. 
may have been ca.lled pl"imarUy to enable the eastern European 
powers to present a united answer to the London Conference on 
Germany. The Embassy concludes that the conference will be 
used as a major propaganda device to prove t11:1t the peoples of 
E1ll'opos overwhelmingly desire a "peaceful, democmtic>Js91u
tion of the German prrolem. 

(CIA Comment: CIA concurs with the EmbassY's .cstl.
mate and also considers it probable that an "Eastern Union" 
wID be formed,avoweclly to protect the USSR and ita Satell1tes 
against aggression from a resurgent Germany sponsored by the 
West. CIA. also believes that at this conference the USSR may 
inform the Satellites of its intention: (a) to establish aprovi
sional government for eastern Germany to coincicle with the one 
contemplated·for western Germany; or (b) to attempt to neutralize 
Germany's cCIIIlttibution to the European recovery program by 
expressing a deSire, possibly couched in face-saving terms, to 
reach agreement on Germany with the West.) 
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80. (Continued)
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EUROPE 

4. GERMA.NY: Soviet solution for EarUn prOblem.s suggested-
US Ambassador MlU'Puy reports iromBerlin that tlleSoviet 
chief o! liaison and protocol bas suggested in.~ormally to the 
US liaison oificeJr that possibly an adjustment of present zonal 
lines in Germany could be made in order to elimir.!tte the fric
tion caused by US.;Soviet contact in Berlin. Murphy indicates 
that this suggestion. came during a general conversatton, in the 
course of which the Soviet officer asked woother the US was 
not "skating on very thin ice" in relation ~o the danger o.f. war. 
The Soviet officer evaded any specific' answer as to whether the 
suggested "readjustment" would involve US withdrawal flI'om 
Berlin in e~ehange for parts of Saxony and 'l'hurtngia. Mux'Phy 
attaches significance to this suggestion because the Soviet 
officer is known to be an intimate 01 Marshal Sokolovsky. 
Mw:phy believes that the s1.1ggestion may indicate a Soviet 
desire to bargain ;rather than force the pX'esent issue. 

(CIA Comment: CIA believes that the conversation is 
a {eeleX' to test US Oletermination to: (a) continue its present 
poliCies in Europe in the face of Soviet threais; and (b) remain 
in Berlin even if offered a face-saving chance i:o get out.) 

- 2 -
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81. Intelligence Memorandum 36, 24 June 1948, Probable Purpose of the Warsaw
Conference
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D1l'ae~. on. 
AsaUitant Director., ORE' 

p;l'obab1e l'Ul'Poaes of the VIt\l'SQ.. oontlU'ence 

1. 'l1he meet1n.g 1D WarSAW o~ soviet Fol'E!1p. J41n1ater 
14olotov end the Fo:t"e1.gn M1n1sters o~ the satellite states 
e.l1eg~ to dlsOUQ the e~teets or. and a l'4Pl7 to. 
the ~ Su...l'01I!el" A.gJ!e.emtmt on .... tom G~ 
appa.wnt~ stoma t'rQn the need. to C1"e8;te an EaUWA bl.Oc 
1Dto 1dd.oh Hatem Gel"IlWl7 could be econcmlca!1.7.. U 
not polltlcall7., ~ltted to match the natvn. power 
1nol:Us1on of .$Stern ~ in the EuropIUlll re~ 
.~ ~tbo- t'01'2\l8,Ut7 of the·· ..-t !rOIIt tho-
~ot the~. . ." ...... lind ~ the ...... " ••.. 
pub1i_t7att;s . ~ gatbitrlng.$"4:~ •............ 
of 1mportance lU:1' expeeted..t 1 t& oonc1ua1Ott. FOr 
pqoholog1CBl.. and poU-tical. reaaOWt., the in.tGttaa .of 
the ~It Ifa1"1"8J1t SQII.& Itexpl.anation- fJ1 a4v~ to the 
satelUtes and a later plibl1canno~t otl!la~te 
app~ 

. a. /l;t ~t t1:lree COUl"ll$l .of acti1en 1n ~., 
C1" aOQllb1D:Giticon .~. tbe thre6. are. t'Ipml to ~. • 
B61'01!0 a.4opt1l1g a:tq' or thea. ~.&. ·the tmSR 
probab17 lI.lUlOlmCetbo- ~onll8:t1cm of an ~cm. to 
det'end ltae11' aga.1nst: ~8!.on fio(IIll a ~
~y as estab11she4 by the wntom p8lIfel'tS. ..a. 
Sadet u.t!.en fJ1 Ge~ cod« 'bet. 

a.. ,AlmOU1leevmt of an fi;atent!.on to p...s.t the 
G4l'l11tU'U'r. to cHJlI.te a provts1onal. ~t fC1" 
eutem~ 

b.. An atWlu'pt to open. n.egot!.atf..ona 1n ~ 
to cleclfq bmle4ta'llel.y ~ weate1'l1 acticon .a;ml 
to ~ .. G~ cOIiltributlon to E!U' ...,. .. 
eyotttmel17 to ach1.cv. ~ ~ ~ UDU~ 
of Garmal17 tJ:troagh .. a iIIllII~_lIlWUib. .t'k& 
1M.stern powera'., ... O .::~~n.~:!) IT! ~J;)r'1I}J':!) OIl! 
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81. (Continued)
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a. '~~e6 or eoasoU4a.t;..1<m .. ~ W'01.tld 
pe1'lll:it the nsaR to 1q the f'OUlldationa .tI:I!l.o a pl"OV1s1ona1 
goV'eJ:UItCftt.,. !n such 1."", .. a lldemo0t"4tL' 
c,onatltu;t1on and It~. olect101Ufw.. WbU.e. ~lotU1.1 
govel:'r'lBlent hl tho SoVDt zes· tl'O'Ill4 sot ~o ~ 
6aoncsdc ~.t;tts to tho vssa. Ur ~ bd~ the 
sca1e of' polttioa1 d&ve1epunta hl ~7 p.~t~ 
the Sovlot untm to 11«11$ .f'M& 1It Gl1l7 £U~ . 
negotfetl.ona. 

4. POl" ~~ elaborated ln~o1a1 ~t~ 
No~ Sit 12 .'JUn& ~. f;he. USSR l:la;a ~ ~eted to 
e:l.li6lIIplilto entOl" into aegot1tt't1.mla nth the .oatc'n 
po ..... 1a oN.et' to 4.., ~ ... M pre,.,.!. m 
~Gla.b1e .~ ~ CGl_S.button to tile 
~ "~ ~·'.eo _. . ...... 811I':h. 
G .t~t woulA baY., ., "'...... tu.,. 
~ .f'tnit.t: .. ~ _~1:fah ......... '. . ti9 ..• ~~ •. bl 
~~. 4~sov1et'~or·18~. 
partl~l:7 In flGl"~ '. been f«ll' f'lI'om. oonct:11&'to17 
.tt lJaa: not been.o 4ettuf.t111'e or ~ as 1<0 ~ 
fin*t'I:le1'> nogots.at.l0a'J;8 AIml IlUI\r even baY. been des1gn.o4 
1<0 .f'0l'ca the lII'utem powors snto d!seuaal.Q1U1. 

&. .. waG set t'orth !n OI'I.'R 29 ... a.,. as ,lp:>1l. 1148_ 
tho lJSsa baa been ~e4 1n Ooa'J;8ou.~b1g poUt1CJ4 
and. e~o omtI'o1 of ~ ~ to GPable· the 
VSSR to Ol'eato a satent.te ~ .• _to At tb;ta till •• 
But. .. 1I'U t!dlto at$te4 _ specl:a1 JMllDa~ No. a. 
the b4m1t'Lt8 to t/1:I$ 1J'IJ'SB ~ auoh It ~ 'lml4d. not 
mnr btl sulla~t1attJ: ~)!' tbm thoallt ~1:4as bait 
the p .... t qa~ .. ~ aotSou ~ ~_. 
p2.'\8'c1l14e tim pasa1~ of ~ a_.f.; '-bolo 
OVOl" ~ Ge:nnan;r ~f'_ena dflh the Geman 
cmtr1bU:tton to thlt ~an Pecov.".. ~. 

6. Cown¢tatlon w1tb. the 88f10111te states" 'I!Ii:t11e 
not abaolU .~ U1'tIIktr li'lteb..~t O'Ol1t:rol. 
68 ~ the U$IL wuld be ·4uba14. !n .oN. I!tr 
to·~ '. -0 aatentte ~ .f'O'Il' ~ 
and ~1Qgtca1 1'9&8_.. !1l'J' ~1ea 2Hl:aU1t.fng !n 
the es:tab11a-'t or a Gellman G~ ... t 01' in t_ 
un11":tcat:ion of' ~~ flhe1.oerore, would. ~t; $0'9'1.&1> 
aaal.U'lmce& to tho aa~tes o.n JIUlt.~ or &eem"1tT. 
~ Ol:' rep8l'1lt1ous. claim .... and Qll the ~ of 
GEll"I'IUUl state to be evol.ved,. 
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81. (Continued)
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Yo. . ns .v1ow ~ thmlo COC81~" OIA b41cvfea 
that the 'USSR 111 wr1.ng the r.;anaw ctmf'eraC9 to 1n1'om 
the aateuttu ~ s.oviet 1ntGnUona. 

a. !iO t'oaa u tt~ Un.1oa" ~t ~ 
GlJftlItUl ~1cm s~ b,- th$. _tun ~,; 

b-. 'fO smounee a pz.-o..;!n= fbI" tho.~t1w 01' 
a p~ g<mm1!l1$Ut match1ns 1n ~()UtJQ. 
and .poadb17 ln t~ the· one contUllplated !n 
tbe ~'lUld 

Coo 'i!Q ht41_te a d$if~. poutb17 ~ 1n 
r.~v!ng ~. t'M' ~t5.011 tit' negotlaUcms 
1I1.·.th the .. ftIt.· tern. povat"8 QS~ to pclJIt1t tbe 
~tl.0Il o£ ~. bu.t_ao~ tG ~t 
_ ....... l$j •• ,.,.,. of' ~. pl.a'u. ~ .~ 
~... . 
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82. Daily Summary Excerpt, 25 June 1948, Germany: French View on Berlin Crisis;
Palestine: Jewish Extremists Increasingly Active

Image: 00000167.tif

EUROPE 

tb JUN 1948 

721 

1. GERMANY: French view on Berlin crisis--A high official 
of the French Foreign Office bas expressed to US Ambassador 
Caffery his personal views that: (a) the western powers erred 
seriously when the Berlin crisis first arose by overstressing' .. 
the importance of remaining in the city and announcing that 
they would remain at all costs; (b) Berlin is not in fact "any 
more quadrtpartU:.e" than western Germany, In which quadri
partite control has long been abandoned; and (c) in the face 
of aggressive Soviet action, the western powers would en
counter almost insuperable difficulties in Berlin and, even 
if able to' maintain military and governmental forces, they 
coold not avoid a decline in prestige through remaining there . 

. (CIA Comment: CIA believes that even though a slight 
decline in prestige of the western powers would result from 
their remaining in Berlin in the face of Soviet aggressive action, 
such a loss would be far less than that they would suffer through 
a withdrawal. Moreover, any apparent weakening of tJripax-tite 
solidartty on the Berlin situation would greatly reinforce Soviet 
determination to drive the western powers from the City.) 
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82. (Continued)
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NEAR EAST-AFRICA 

3. PALESTINE! Jewish eXtremists incP."e~ active--US 
Consulate General Je!'Usalem reporlS tha riiig the past 
few days Irgun Zvai Leumiand the Stern Gang (Jewish 
extremist groUps) have become increasingly active in 
Je!'Usalem •. lBoth groopshave, in contravention of the UN 
truce terms, brought reinforcements, arms, and supplies 
into the city and have taken over strategic areas which they 
are converting into fortified enclaves. The Consulate Gen
eral has learned from various sources that the USSR is 
providing the Stern Gang with arms and money t.l}rough the 
Satellites, particularly Poland. These sources also believe 
that the USSR will make every effort toinel'aase its support 
as an effective means of gainmga foothold for subversive 
activities in Israel. The Consulate General feels that the 
JewIsh extremists may.ooeoma increasingly embarrassing 
to the Israeli authorities and may attempt to thwart any 
effon to settle in'a reasonable way the present Jewish
Arab impasse. 
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83. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 25 June 1948, Soviet Desire to Reopen Quadripartite
Negotiations on Germany

Image: 00000169.tif

~SECRE~ 

EASTERN EUROPE 

The continued Soviet desire to re-open Quadrlp~ 
negotiations on the German problem has been indicated by the 
failure of 1..1),e Warsaw Conference to pl'oduce fo;rmal plans for 
a provisional government of eastern Germa.ny and the Warsaw 
communique calling for aful'llier four-power att0mpt to llmify 
Germany, Concurrently, ltltensified Soviet obstructionism in 
BerUIl appears designed ~o force the western powers to agree 
to renewed discussions in which llieUSSR wculd undoubtedly 
demand that the entire Germa.n problem be reconsidered, 
These Soviet efforts are prompted primarily by a desire to 
obtain some measure of control of western Germany, parti
cularly t..1te Ruh!", or at least to sabotage or slow down the 
western program, including European recovery, ratilel." than 
by any sincere desire for a just and equitable solution of the 
German question. The communique of the Warsaw Conference, 
in its appeal for German' unity and renewed efforts for quadri
partite agreement, provides the Kremlin with a propaganda 
theme which will undoubtedly attract many adherents not only 
in Germany but throughout western Europe and the US. 

- 5 -
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84. Daily Summary Excerpt, 30 June 1948, Implications of Possible Approach to West by
Tito; Germany: Alleged Plans for East German Government

Image: 00000170.tif
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84. (Continued)
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EUROPE 

'1. GERMANY: Alleged planS for east German ~rnment--Well
Informed but untested ciA sources rer.>rt t&a :(a) an east 
German government, to be called an ' All German Government, .. 
wUl be announced in the Dear future; (b) otto Nuschke, member 
of the Christian Democratic Union and co-chairman of the 
Volksrat (people's CouncU), will be the Prime Mlnlsterj 
(c) indicatioos are that the USSR intends to have the Volksrat 
emerge as a ready-made government; and (d) the co-secretary 
of the Volksrat is working on 2. draft peace treaty which must . 
be ready for su.~mission to the People's Congress in September. 

(CIA Comment: CIA believes that the USSR has ci..-awn 
up plans for an east German state which, in its provisionai 
nature and ap,roximate timing, w1ll ostensibly parallel the 
scheduled west German government. The implementation of. 
the Soviet plan, however, probably w1ll be delayed until the 
USSR can "justify" its action by ".!aiming that the western 
powers have ignored the plea for German unification in the 
Warsaw communIque.) 
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85. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 2 July 1948, Berlin Blockade; Intensified Communist
Activity in Italy; Yugoslavia’s Defiance of the Kremlin’s Authority
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The Sovigt ltmon has fnr!her tJU'eatened the position of 
the western powers in Barlui by increasing existing l'~-trictions 
on communications between the city and the western wr.es. The 
recent Soviet action in cutting ofi all rail COmmu.lucaUons and 
rood a."1d barge traffic represenmthenear-nm:t.1.:m.um curtaU
m...<>nt of grourA facilities withi'l Soviet capabilities. (In 23 J .. ma 
when the new embargoes were put into effect, the western see
tors had food stocks adequate for a siX-week minimum German 
ration 'and fuel stocks to supply light, power, a."ld water for thMe . 
weeks. TPe Soviet actiQll. ostensibly taken in A'etaliation against 
the western decision to introduce the new west German cur!'ency 
in Berlin, has two possilile objectives: either to force the western 
powers to negotiate on Soviet termS regarding Germany, or faU
ing that, to force a western power Withdrawal from Badin. 

The USSR does not seem ready to force a defL'lite show
down but for the present appeal'S more inclined to compel the 
western powers to negotiate locally regardir.g Berlin in the hope 
that such negotiations could be broadened to include Soviet 00-

. mands on major issues such as the Ruhr •.. The USSR is'attempt
ing by 'Various means to find a face-saving method wlthinGermany 
of reconvening the Allied Control CouncU. Having abandoned its 
recent efforts to use the Polish mission in Germany for this 

. purpose. Soviet officials have apparently directed the Conunu .. 
ntst:.eontrolled Socialist Unity Party representatives on the 
Berlin City Assembly to,propose that city officials ask that the 
ACC be convened. Present indications are that the Assembly 
will make such a request and the USSR will seize upon it as a 
means of reconvening the CouncU and possibly also the Kom
mandatura.· A.lthough Communist leaders in Soviet-controlled 
areas have probably prepared anactien program designed to 
create a revolutionary situation in the western sectors, the 
USSR presumably will not direct that such a program be put 

- 3 -
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85. (Continued)
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GERMANY 

fully into effect until it bas exhausted less drastic pressure 
devices and untU publlc unrest develops. 

The Soviet Commander, Marshal Sokolovsky, has at
tempted to rel'--ssure the Germans and tile Wli/stern powers that 
his new'restrictions may only be temporary. The western 
powers are inclined, howeyer, to take Sokolovsky's remarks 
with a large grain of salt. For the present, the German popula
tion in the western sectors continues markedly antl ... '30viet and 
supports the strong stand taken by the western powers. Its 
faith bas been further strengthened by determined US-UK efforts 
to fiy in supplies and by continued evidence that the UK and 
French position remains firm. This German population may 
be expected to give loyal and effective support to the western 
powers, unless its will 1s sapped by starvation or its determi
nation weakened by a bellef t.ltat a western Withdrawal is in
evitable. 

, Soyiet propaganda and P2l1Ct; moves in Germany during 
the past week have been very elose y cooi'Cffiiited. SOViet
licensed newspap!'rs in the Soviet sector of Berlin hammered 
at their "panic' theme of hunger and unemployment in the 
western part of the city. Propaganda both withln and without 
Germany emphasized that the western POWers were foreing a. 
uspJit Germany" upon the German people. The Warsaw Con
ference accused the western powers of splitttng Gel'many down 
the middle while Soviet-licensed papers in BerJin demanded 
that the western powers declare themselves ready to conclude 
a peace 1Dr all of Gerlllany. Meanwhile. the USSR keIithe back
door open from the mounting Eerlin impasse by carefully ex
plaining in all propaganda releases that the Soviet restrictive 
acUons are made necessary by technical difficulties ratiler 
than by pGlitical motlves. 

I,. 

,-
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85. (Continued)
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ITALY 

,Gl'eatl~L i"~~n.?it~ed ~~V~.!~.t:l.CtivittEl.J!al.x, including 
a full-scale attack against the EUI'opean recove;:y program ana 
a genel'ul sullie scheduled fm' 2 ](uy, may be c>-.-pccte<l as a. 
result of new Instructions receivad from.the Cominform. In 
accord with these ordei's, italian Communists will probably de
.ucunce the Loncon,agreement on Germany as a IJartiUonlng act 
and will defend any Soviet Cot'nteractton as mores to assure 
eventual unUy of Germany tllld~r a "democratic" go\'ernraent. 
The Communists may also engineer an os,tensibie sep;;>.ration 
from the L.eft Wing Socialist Party in order to inCl'e~:.fie the 
effectiveness of that group. ' Ii the Socialist Party al; it; current 
Congress should swing 1:1'om p:ro-Communist to a mc~~c mode}:-ate 
position, the Commllnis~s might abandon the Popul:lx Front de vic a 
and demand that pro-iusionist Socialists merge with the Commu
nistS. This would enable t.'lc Cominunists to pose as '111'0 only 
party representing the ltalia.n wo:;-king cIa-.ss, and as such, claim 
the right to participate in th~ Government. 

- 5-
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85. (Continued)
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EASTERN EUROPE 

Tim's two-fold defiance aUhe Kremlin's autllOll'mr. 
in flatly rejecting the Coml.nform's criticism and i.n advc.'.::ai;).l!g 
a _Bail;;rul federation, has comronted the UBSR wWi the nec{~ssi.ty 
of making a. decision which will have far-reaching eff.ects upon 
the Soviet Union's easten. Eu.ropean empire and upon the Krem
lin's control over Communist Parties tll}:Ol.1ghout the world. 
Ailliough the Kl'emlil1 undoubtedly feels the need to take some 
decisive action to regain prestige, it is fac.ed with the unpleasant 
realization that: (l}drastic retaliation againstTli:o might pI'ooopt 
him towit.hdraw from tIle Soviet bloc. and (2) any accommOdation 
with Tito will mean a considerable loss offace. This decision 

'- " -, . - - , 
is complicated by the further realization that the Cominform s 
emphaSis upon the "internationalist" character of Communism 
will probably weaken Lite Communist'Parties of western Europe 
thrm:!gh the defedion or elimmation of "nationalist" elements 
and fellow tk"avellers. The KremlIn's awareness of its difficult 
positionJs indicated by itS treatment of this dispute as one merely 

. involving ComMunist Par-ties and not governments, The Kremlin 
may. therefolt'e, continue to handle the matter ona Party level in 
the hope of reaching some solution which-will both be face-saving 
and prevent the defection of Yu.goolavia from the Soviet bloc. 
While seeking a soiution. however, the USSR can be expected to 
tighten its contToXsdrastically over the oilier.Satellites in order 
to prevent any .emula,tion of Tito's e:Eample. Moreover, the USSR 
wllieveniually e.1tart maxi.mum pressure. short of war, to elim
inate TUo and his liel.1telrants. 

TUo's continued refusal to bow to the Kremlin reflects 
his realization that the cUe is cast and allY precipitate retreat 
on his part wOUld be tantamounttopoUtlcal suicide. By 
followil'lg nis answer to L'1e Cominj'orm wUn a fj11.bli.c annomlce .. 
ment of a detailed Yugoslav Communist Party program and 

-,8 -
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85. (Continued)
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SECRET 

YUGOSLAVIII. 

referx'ing only indirectly to the Cominform resolution, Tito 
indicated that he stili hopes to forc~ the Kremlin to modify. 
the Cominform decision alid accept Yugoslavia as a fuH
fledged parmel' in the Soviet family rather than as a 'I"assal 
of the USSR. TilUs, TUo will probably extend no feelers 
immediately, to the west, because such action woold fUltther 
jeopardize any chance of a favol'able rapprociJ.ementwHh 
the Kremlin, Moreover, Tito's re-affirmation of. the princi
ples oj' Marx and Lenin and his pledge of continued co
operation with the USSR in foreign policy matters have in
creased t.'J.e difficulty of achievIng any early rapprochement 
with the west except in the spheX'e of economic relations. 
Meanwhile, Tito can be expected to take steps to strengfuen 
his position internally while simultaneously supporting 
Sonet foreign policy, and maintaining close relations wit-It 
the other Satellites, However, whenever Tito considers that 
rapprochement with the Kremlin becomes unlikely, be will 
probably extend cautious feelers for western support agamst 
the USSR. 

Communist Par,ties in the oilier Satellites alta too 
vulnerable to S:wliei: :l'oR'ce to risk a break with the kU"8.mlirt 
and th\~refore 117m prohably not in the near"ruture emulate 
TUo's recent example in defying the Cominform. Hffililever, 
if Tito wins substantial concessions from the Kremlin or is 
successful tn breaking away from Kremlin control, the 
'-'internr:.tionalf.st" Commmllists in the Satelli.tes wHI face 
greawX' oostacl'es ill controlling those "nationalist" Communist 
elements (particularly in Bulgaria and Hungary) which al'e rre
portedly alll'eady li'e~lling against blind obedi.enee to the 
Kremlin. Tito' s action confronts Bulgaria wit.it a mOj,."e diffll.
cult deCIsion than an,yofrier easterp. European nation, Bulgaria 
and Yugoslavia have achIeved clo;.:;e economic and miJjml"Y 
coopeJr'ation since the end of World WaT n. Moreover, both 
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85. (Continued)
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countries are involved in conflicting claims on Greece and 
Macedonia. Although tllepossibility cannot be eliminated 
that Bulgalrian Communist Premier Dimitrov will accept 
'1'ito's bid foX' a Balll:an federation, it is more prooable that 
Dimitrov will c.ontmue to hew to the Kremlin line because: 
(1) his r.ivalry with THo for leadership in the Balkans mili
tates against any rapprochement; (2) through his long training 
in Moscow and his association with the Comi.ntern, he has 
growu too internationalist-minded to -defy CommunIst Party 
discipline; and (3) he realizes that the USSR could retaliate __ 
by fOl'ce, if necessary -- effectively against Bulgaria. 

The i'ecent Cominform blast against Tito and the 
stand-to-the-death statements of various Communist leaders 
against the European recovery program reveal that the ex
panded duties of the 1948 Cominform include the .role of Inter
Satellite taskmaster for the:.Kremlin. As a resultoi the dispute 
with 'I'ito, the Cominform headquarters will probably be moved 
from Belgrade to Prague. Czechoslovak Communists have 

. already 9.ml.oonced timt future edition,s of the official "Com- . 
inform Journal" will be distributed from the CzeChoslovak 
capit.al. Besides its action in disciplining Tito, the Comin
form apparently also laid downier all ~rty members a strict 
line to be taken concerning the European· recovery program. 
Since the meeting,. Frencb Italian, and Trieste Communists 
have publicly stated that tJtey will exert evel"Y effort to destroy 
the European recovery program. This. is in strong contrast 
to public statements made by French and Italian Communist· 
leadel"S prior to the ComL"lform meeting which were compara- -
tively lac:il:m!g in hostility. 

- 10 -
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86. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 9 July 1948, Eastern Europe: Yugoslavia
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YUGOSLAVIA 

. E~'I:!!~~lqn.~'J.l~~Jl, Tito a~..lir:~Jll.Un 
appeu;;s to he a climinisi1ing prospect iu the face of Tito s cleter
minai:"i.on to keep the il'1itlati1J'e bf emphatically publicizi.l1g Ms 
position. Meam'l'ilile, the USSR and the Satellites (eJi:cept for 
Alb",mia) cQl':dnue to maintain the fiction that the dispute is 
between the Yugoslav Communist Pal1'ty anti,t.he Cominform and 
not between goveznl"l1eni:s. The door tims lsneing left open fOT 
a bilateral. solution between 'rito and the Soviet Union. :However, 
thell'e has not yet been any indication of a Krew.lin decision on 
futUI'0 handling of Tito. 1'1 x-eaching this decision, the Kremlin 
must face t..~e realization that: (1) the longer the dispute re
mains um'esolveo., the more difficult it win 00 to find a face
sa.ving formula for a raPPl'ocllemeut; and (2) any drastic disci
plinary menmn'ss against Tita would f1.U:,thel' endanger the 
solidarity of t.'1e eastern bloc and inCrease the possibility of 
an understanding between Tito and the wegt. Meamvhile, the 
USSR appears to be making p:reparations foX' laX'ge-scale rail 
movemenw across Hungary. Although these reported prepara
tions may be designed primali'llY to ewc"Uate Soviet troops and 
dependentsfr.o:m Hung'al'Y, and although Soviet armed· intervention 
in Yugoslavia is unlikely in the immediate future, the fact l'emains 
that HungriX'Y is a logical area in which 'Co assemble Soviet troops 
loran intensive war of nerves agamst the rebellious Tito. 

til taldn~ diX:'i..cL'l.ctlQ1l~W t.!l£.yuEoS~, 
Albania has become the only Satellite to make TUo s defection 
a governmental as well as a pmrty problem. Albania pR'lf;samably 
bas taimn this strong stancl because the Hw .. ha regime: (1) fears 
Soviet retaliation mOE'e than Yugoslav coo,ntel'actton; (2) expects 
Tito's defeat and hopes '\lbania wHI thm:eby gain a mo:re favor
able pOSition ill t,1-je Soviet orbit; (3) resents Yugoslav exploitation 
of Albania's economy; and (4) wishes to seize this opportunity to 
end a subseltwient relationship. Despite the b"')llige~el1cy of Hoxha's 
attacks on. ~fito, Yugoslavia is no!; likely at p.r.e6~!1t to .. isk tile 

r 
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. consequences of an armed attack on Albania. Moreover~ so long 
as Tito's dispute with the Cominform remains tmresolved, the 
possibility increases that Yugoslavia's relations will·also de
teriorate critically with neighboring Bulgaria and Hungai'y. Such 
a development would create additional obstacles, to an eventual 
accommodation between Tito and the Kremlin. 

Yugoslav pressure against Greece and Trieste will be 
considerably lessened as a consequence of. Tito's break with th3 
Cominform. In Greece, Tiro's recent, actions have created 00-
ctacles to coordinated support of the Markos regltne by YugGal~vta. 
Bulgaria, and Albania. Also, Tito will be reluctant to divert to . 
Markos scarce war materiel and supplies necessary to strengthen 
his own position against possible Soviet retJliat1on. Moreover, 
because Albania must now rely upon the USSR for its supplieS, 
Albania's contribution to the Markos forces can be expected 
gradu3.lly to decrease or at least become more spasmOOie. In 
Trieste, Yugoslavia has lost the support of the local Communist 
Party which. despite its former dependence On the Yugoslav Com
munist Party for directives and foods. is hewing to the Cominform 
line. Yugoslavia. has thus been denied its' most effective weapon 
for economic and political infiltration of Trieste. 

The possibility of Yugoslav economic overtures to the 
west will cause the F..remlin to proceed slowly ,and cautiously in 
threatening Tiro with economic sanctions. Initially at least, any 
curtailment of Soviet-Satellite exports to Yugoslavia will be made 
only on strategic materials, such as munitions and'oil, which 
would directly strengthen Yugoslavia's military potentiaL Already, 
Shipments of Rungarian exports to Yugoslavia al'e reported to 
have been stopped while Rumanian oil destined for Yugoslavia 
has-reportedly been diverted to Bulgaria. Czechoslovakia, which 

-7-
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is currently faet,1g economic duficul.ties resulting from ullsatis
factory trade relations with (:l:Ie other Satelmes, may add to the 
Kremlin~s problem by seizing upon the pI'esent Yugoslav situa
tion as a pretext for increasIng trade with the west, clRin:Jng 
tllat the rCQ'uction of exports to Yugoslavia maltes it necessal>y. 
Possibly in anticipation of increased Soviet economic p:ressure, 
Yugoslavia has recently become more Hccommoda~ing in econom
ic negQtiations with Italy. 

"I!ERET • 
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87. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 16 July 1948, International Communism; Establishment of
Competing Regimes in Korea

Image: 00000181.tif

EASTERN EUROPE 

International Communism apparently is entering a 
"holding operation'Y phase, the second period of Its develop
ment following World Wax II. During this phase, the Kremlin 
apparently intends to strIp all Communist parties down to a 
hard core of fanatically faithful adherents. The first postwar 
phase was characterized by Communist attempts to buUd a 
bl"ood base of popular support in all countries. Recognizing 
signs of diminishing ren.\:rn.'3 in this program, the Kremlin is 
appal'ently willing to risk the loss of popu.la1: support in order 
to buUd a stranger core of. Communist faithfuls. The dis
appointing Communist showing in the Italian election and the 
more recent defection or. Yugoslav Communist leaders have un
doubtedly Indicated to the Kremlin that a tightening of Com
mlmlst ranks was long overdue. The Cominform attaek upon 
Tito was the signal for all Communist parties to reassess 
their membership. Although the popular following of local 
Communist parties wUl be reduced somewhat, the militant 
potentialities of the hard-core Communists, especially in 
Europe, wUI remain unaffected. 

- 6 -
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87. (Continued)
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KOREA 

The establishment of two competing "national" regimes 
in Korea now appears imminent. The National Assembly in 
South Korea has adopted a constitution and is scheduled to 
announce the formation of the Republic of Korea in early August; 
the US plans to recognize this regime as "the national Goverment 
of Korea envisaged by the General Assembly resolutions." Con
currently, the hastily reconvened North Korean People's Council, 
after denouncing US "unilateral" action In South Korea, has pro
mulgated its own Soviet-model constitution and has scheduled 
elections on 25 August for the establishment of a Democratic 
Korean People's Republic in which Sooth Korea will ostensibly 
be represented. The USSR undoubtedly will recognize its North 
Korean puppet regime as "national" in character and follow its 
formation with renewed pressure for the withdrawal of all occupa
tion forces. The Soviet aim will be to deprive the US of an oppor
tunity to establish a native security force in South Korea adequate to 
deal with aggression from the North Korean People's Army_ 

-13 -
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88. Daily Summary Excerpt, 17 July 1948, USSR: Reasons for Soviet Replies on Berlin;
China: Soviet Ambassador Urges End of Civil War
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';/1'1 Q... 
3. USSR: Reasons foi' Soviet replies on Berlin--US MUUary ~ ~ 

Attache Moscow advances the following probable reasons for 
the strong Soviet reply to the Western Power notes concern-
ing Berlin: (a) the Polltbaro reasons that the Western Powers 
are not prepared to fight over Berlin and no other course will 
be effective in maintaining the western position; (b) the Kremlin 
is determined to extend its control in Germany as far as practi-
cable by all means short of war; and (c) the Soviet Union feels 
the need of making a show of Soviet strength for propaganda 
purposes following its recent polltlcal reverses. 

(CIA Comment: CIA concurs with the analysiS presented 
by the US MUltary Attache.) 

, -1-
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88. (Continued)
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5. CHINA: Soviet Ambassador urges end of civil waX--US 
Embassy Nanklng reports that Soviet Ambassador Roshchin 
and the Chinese Minister of the Interior recently held a six
hour conversation conc.3rning the civil war, during wMch the 
Ambassador urged that the Chinese· civil war be brought to 
an end for the sake of all concerned. The Embassy expresses 
the opinion that this approach by the Soviet Ambassador 
suggests: (a) the USSR is concerned that US aid may strengthen 
the National Government; (b) the Chlnese Communists are weaker 
than they appear to be; and (c) Soviet officials may have relatively 
little respect for the Chinese Communists, and that the USSR will 
continue to propose Soviet assistance as mediator in the Chinese 
civil war. 

(CIA Comment: While CIA is not in a position entirely 
to discount Embassy Nanking's explanation of the Soviet Am
bassador's approach, CIA considers that the follOWing considera
tions are pertinent: (a) the USSR may estimate that a continuation 
of hostilities would insure continued US aid and further extension 
of. US influence over Nationalist China; (b) the USSR may reason 

- 2 -
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that once hostilities had ceased, Communist political penetration 
could be accelerated, especially if a coalition government should 
take over; and (c) the USSR recognizes that it would reap sub
stantial propaganda benefits from a successful Soviet mediation 
of the civil war. 
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89. ORE 45-48 Excerpt, 22 July 1948, The Current Situation in China
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ORE 45-48 

''!'HE CURRENT SITUATION IN CHINA 

SUMMARY 

The position of the present National <klvernment Is so precarious that its fall may 
occur at any time. It is quite likely, however, that it may survive with diminishing 
power tor some time, but soon become only one of several regimes exerciSing govern
mental powers Independently in Nationalist China. Even with the current US aid pro
gram, the present National Government has little prospect of reversing or even checking 
these trends of diSintegration. The increasing instability in Nationalist China will 
facilitate the extension of Chinese Communist military and political influence. 

Within Nationalist China the power and prestige of Chiang Kai-shek is steadily 
weakening because of the unsuccessful prosecution of the "(ar under his leadership 
and his apparent unwillingness and inability to accomplish positive reforms. Op
position, both within the Kuomintang and among dissident eJements, centered chiefly 
In Hong Kong, is gathering strength. In addition, deteriorating economic conditions 
are exerting a cumulative impact on the political structure of the NaUonal Government. 
Furthermore, the military forces of the Chinese Communists have been able to seize 
the tactical Initiative on an increasingly large scale. Even with current US assistirtce, 
it is improbable that the Nationalist Army can successfully defend aU of its present 
territories. 

In toreign relations, questions concerning the neighboring states of Japan and the 
USSR are of paramount interest to China for reasons of security. Chinese opinion 
favors a "hard" peace settlement with Japan so as to prevent the resurgence of that 
country as a Great Power. It is equally important for China to maintain correct and 
if possible friendly relations with the USSR, for China unaided cannot mateh Soviet 
power. Implementation of US aid to China is complicated by the question of the extent 
of US controls and supervision, and US inSistence upon accompanying economic, po
litical, and military reforms. The USSR thus far has refrained from overt material 
assistance to the Chinese Communists and continues to recognize the National Gov
ernment, but it is apparent, nevertheless, that Soviet sympathies Jie with the Chinese 
Communists. Even if US aid shOUld prove effective, this might prove to be only a 
temporary advantage for the National Government, since it might be offset by Soviet 
counter-aid to the Chinese Communists. 

The prospect for the foreseeable future in China is at best an indefinite and in
conclusive prolongation of the civil war, with the authority of the National Govern
ment limited to a dwindling area in Central and South China and isolated major cities 
In north and northeast China, and 'With political and economic disorder spreading 
throughout the country except possibly in Communist-held areas. The worst prospect 
is complete collapse of the National Government, and its replacement by a Chinese 

Note: The Information in this report Is as of 11 June 1948. 
The Intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, Army, Navy. and the Air Force 
have concurred in this report. 

1 
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Conununlst-controUed regime, under Soviet lnfiuence l! not under Soviet control, and 
uncooperatIve toward the US l! not openly hostUe. The latter development would 
result In an extensIve loss of US prestige and Increased Communist lnfiuence through
out the Far East, as well as an intensIfication of threat to US Interests In the Western 
Pacific area. 

2 
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90. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 23 July 1948, Slackening Bulgarian Support for Greek
Guerrillas
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BULGARIA 

Slackening Bulgarian support for the Greek guerrillas 
. Is indicated by Bulgarian press treatment of the fighting In 

Greece. Instead of front page reports of Markos successes, 
the press has been carrying small back page paragraphs assert
Ing that Markos Is repulsing all attacks. This press treatment 
lends credence to unconfirmed reports that Buigarta ceased. 
shtpptn:garms to Markos shortly after the Cominform attack 
on Tito. If this development can be Interpreted as an indica
tion that the USSR has temporarily "written off" the Greek 
venture, such a Soviet deciSion would have been prompted by: 
(1) a desire to conserve Bulgarian and Albanian military strength 
In case of trouble with Yugoslavia; (2) lnabUtty at this time to 
reconcUe conflicting nationalist Interests between Greek, Bul
garian, Yugoslav, and Albanian Communists concerning the 
disposition of Greek Macedorua and '!'brace; and (3) the diffi
culty of achieving guerrUla success without direct intervention 
which would increase the risk of open conflict with the US. If, 
however, the guerrillas are able to prevent a decisive Greek 
Army victory In the Grammos area, the Kremlin may order its 
Satell1tes to increase their support of the Markos regime. 

-9-
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91. Daily Summary Excerpt, 27 July 1948, Control of Berlin Believed Primary Soviet
Objective
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GENERAL 

1. Control of Berlin believed Soviet ob ecttve--US 
Ambassador Smith in Moscow elects no ert nce of 
an urgent Soviet desire to negotiate the oVerall German 
question and suggests that the USSR is at p:resent primarUy 
interested in liquidating Berlin as a center of western in
fluence. Smith observes, howevel', that this does not imply 
that the USSR is abandoning its objectives in western Ger
many. Smith believes that the USSR mlght be lnducerl tempo
rarily to forego "the battle for BerUn" if sufficiently attracted 
by western power concessions on all a1 Germany. 

(CIA Comment: CIA :remains of the opinion that con
cessiOtlS on western Germany are the primary Soviet objectives 
and constders that unilateral control of Berlin Is a secondary 
aim of the USSR.) 
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92. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 30 July 1948, Rumors of Dissension in the Soviet Politburo
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SOVIET UNION 

Recent rumors o'i dissension within the Politburo appear 
exaggerated. Although differences of opinion regar..d~ Soviet . 
strategy undoubtedly exist amoog the membel"s of the Soviet rul
ing body, It is unlikely that these men, who owe their present 
positions to S(:aUn, would find it posstble to engage in serious 
disputes so long as Stalin remains tile arbiter of Sovlet polley. 
Whatever may be their personal differences and animosities. 
it seems certain that the members of the Politburo continue 
to work together as a team and con.ttne their rivalry to jockey
ing for Stalin's favor or to competing for contrOl of the Party 
macnlnery in order to hold the best possible position at Stalin's 
deaUt. Until recently Andrei Zhdanov, chief Soviet ideological 
spokesman, seemed to have gamed the upper hand over Malenkov 
in a contest for control Of the Comm.unist Party apparatus. 
Latest indications are that Malenkov has regained his power-
ful post as a secretary of the Central Committee, which trans
mits the deCisions of the Politburo to lower Party organs. 
Zhdannv may have to bear the responsibility for the inept 
handling of the CominfoX'm denunciation of Tit'o. Malenkov's . 
resurgence may be a rebuke to Zhdanov for his handling of the 
Yugoslav situation and could foreshadow a lessening in his 
tnfiuence and prestige. 

-8-
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93. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 6 August 1948, Germany: Far-Reaching Political and
Economic Reorganization in the Soviet Zone
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GERMANY 

A far-reaching political and economic reorganization 
now is under way in the Soviet Zone. The German Popular 
Frout, the original SovLet-sponsored political organization. 
is being abandoned in favor of a group of political parties eom
pletely loyal to Communism and backed by reliable Commu
nist police. Leaders of the Christian Democrats and Liberal 
Democrats, both members of the Popular Frout, are being 
liquldated or eltmm.1.ted. Members of these two parties are 
being herded into the National Democratic Party and the 
Farmers' Parly, both headed by Moscow-trained German 
Communists. The Socialist Unity Party (SED), upon which 
the USSR will rely to control an eastern German Satellite 
state, is being reduced to a compact organization responsive 
to Cominform direction. The economy of the eastern zone, 
with its arrangements for Soviet control and exploitation, 
now resembles that of the Satellites. The former German 
Central i\dmtnisuaUon concerned with economic affairs is 
being subordinated to the SED-dominated German Economic 
CommisSion. Industrial cOmbinCfl, which are ~esponsible to 
zonal authorities instead of to off1cials of various states in 
the zone, will direct nearly all industrial activities. The 
dominance of state -owned or controlled enterprises will spell 
the eventual elimination of effective competition from privately
owned business and will simplify central control of the economy. 
Conttolin the agrarian field will be effected t.hrough the poli
tically-sponsored peasant cooperative movement, which operates 
to the disadvantage of the independent farmer., When these ex
tensive reforms are completed, integration of the eastern zone 
economy with that of the western zones can be accomplished 
only with extreme d!fftculty. 

- 3 -
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94. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 3 September 1948, Soviet Union: The Death of Zhdanov
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~gb '!hesudde~ dea~ of Zhdano.!. for WhateVl~l' 
cause, removes a key figu:re from the Soviet directorate of 
'World Communism and at least olleObstacle to some form of 
temporary rapprochement with TUo, it will probably have ;::f;1y 
a limited effect upon over-all Soviet poUcy. Zhdanov directed 
the Cominform denunciation of Tito, and it is possible that the 
other members of the Politburo may feel that his death gi'Wi3 
them an opportunity to correct an ineptly handled situation 
without loss of face. Although a temporary agreement with 
Tito is possible, the dispute appears to be based upon funda
mental differences which wwld require a full capitulation on 
the part of either Tito or the Kremlin. 

The loss (If Zhdanov creates a serioos organf,y.ational 
problem for the Kremlin. He was the only Politburo member 
with extensive experience in dealing with foreign Comm:un.iSt 
parlies, and he has headed the postwar ideological purlficatton 
of Soviet arts and sciences, In additiOtl. he had exercised in
creasing authorlty In the party organization since the end of 
World War lI. l'~lenkov appears to be the most likely pros
pect as Zhdanov's successor both in the party and in the Com
inform. "l.11e re~mergence or Malenkovas a secretary of the 
Centr;~.l Committee In mid-July may have been because of 
Zhdanov's deteriorating health. Malenkov lacks ZhGlnov's 
experience and pr~stige among foreign Communist pa:rUes, 
however, and he cannot be expected to fUI the breaeh caused 
by Zhdanov's death for some time to come, 

Althougb Zhdanov undoubtedly exerted cooslderable in
fluence 00 Soviet policy, his death will not bring about any major 
changes tnthc poliCies formulated by the Politburo, In any 
event, MOlOtov's pOSition as probable successor to Stalin has 
been substantially strengthened by the elimination of a capable 
and ambitious rival. 

-5-
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95. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 10 September 1948, Poland: Recent Conflict Within the
Communist Party
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POLAND 

Recent conflict within the Polish Communist Party, as 
revealed by Wladyslaw Gomulka's removal as a Polish Com
munist Party leader, represents another rebellion by a national
istic faction within Satellite Communist parties against Moscow
enforced discipline when the interests of the nation are con
cernea. The Polish Situation might have resulted in another 
Tito-rUt except for the presence of 125,000 Soviet soldiers within 
Poland, the fact that Poland borders the USSR, and the fact that 
Poland s CommunlstParty was a "three-man' show. Great 
efforts were made within the party to patch up the differences 
with Gomulka and his public recantation quickly presented an 
unbroken front to the world. Despite his recantation and his 
retention as First Vice-Premier and Minister of Racovered 
Terrttories, Gomulka is not long for Polish political life. 
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96. Daily Summary Excerpt, 17 September 1948, China: Growing Nationalist Sentiment
for Neutrality
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2. CHINA: Growing Nationalist sentiment for neutrallty--US 
Embass, Nanking has been informed by "a usually reliable 
source' that a new clique in the National1st Government has 
the objective of keeping China neutral in the event of an 
"inevitable" US-USSR war. The Embassy suggests that this 
information, combined with information that the Chinese 
For(ti~ Minister and the Soviet Ambassador have recently 
held several secret conferences, indicates that a Foreign 
Office group desires neutral1ty and is willing to appease the 
USSR considera!>ly. The Embassy believes, however, that 
Chiang Kai-shek is basically pro-US in his orientation. The 
Embassy contiaues to believe that the USSR Is seeking con-
trol of all of China via a Communist':~ationalist coalition. 

(CIA Comment: Although current reports from Chinese 
sources concerning the grawi.h of pro...soviet sentiment in the 
National Government probably have a basts of truth, they may 
be design.ed primarily to exert pressure for more US aid. 
CIA believes that the USSR favors a Communist-Nationalist 
coalition in China, and will attempt to mediate in the Chinese 
civil war and to establish such a coalition at a time when Chiang 
Kai-shek has suffered major milita~lut~1;~r'm~ or is !)fed with 
a new political-economic crisis.) ~_ 
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97. ORE 60-48 Excerpt, 28 September 1948, Threats to the Security of the United States
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ORE 60-48 

THREATS TO THE SECURITY OF THE UNITED STATES 

SUMMARY 

1. For the foreseeable future the USSR will be the only power capable of threat
ening the security of the United States. The SOviet regime, moreover, is essentially 
and implacably inimical toward the United States. 

2. The power of the USSR to endanger the security of the United States Is a con
sequence not only of Soviet strength, but also of the weakness and instability prevalent 
in Europe and Asia and of wealmesses in the military posture of the United states. 
The principal restraint on hostile Soviet action is the greater potential strength of the 
United states. 

3. Soviet strengths and weaknesses and specific Soviet capabilities to threaten 
the United states and US se<:urity interests overseas are set forth within (paragraphs 
2-17). 

4. In general, the probable basic intentions of the Kremlin for the next decade are: 
a. To avoid war with the United states, but to exploit to the utmost, within 

that limitation, the coercive power inherent in the preponderance of Soviet military 
strength in Eurasia, relying on the disinclination of the United States to resort to war. 

b. To build up as rapidly as possible the war potential of the SOviet orbit, in an 
effort to equal and surpass, eventually, the war potential of the United states. 

c. To wage pOlitical, economic, and psychological warfare against the United 
states and its allies, with a view to undermining their potential strength and increasing 
the relative strength of the USSR: in particular, to prevent or retard the recovery and 
coalition of Western Europe and the stabilization of the situation in the Near East and 
Far East. 

d. To exploit every opportunity presented by the weakness and instability of 
neighboring states to expand the area of Soviet dominstion by political and subversive 
means. 

5. Although the Kremlin is unlikely to resort deliberately to war to gain its ends 
within the next decade. it would do so if ever it came to consider such a course expedient, 
particularly if convinced that time was on the side of the United States. In this respect 
the situation will remain critical pending the successful accomplishment of US efforts 
to redress the balance of power. Moreover. there is constant danger of war through 
accident or miscalculation. 

6. In any case. the fundamental hostility of the Soviet G<Jvernment toward the 
United States and its formidable military power require. in common prudence. that 
the United states be prepared for the eventuality of war with the USSR. 

Note: The Intelligence organizations of the Departments of State and Army have concurred in this 
report. The Air Intelligence Division, Air Intelligence Directorate. Department of the Air 
Force has also concurred, but see comments in Enclosure A, p. 10. For a dissent by the Office 
of Naval Intelligence. see Enclosure a, p. 11. 
The information in this report Is as of 13 September 1948. 

1 
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98. Daily Summary Excerpt, 2 October 1948, Possible Soviet Reversal on Palestine
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1. POssible Soyiet reversal on Palestine--US Embassy Moscow 
has been informed by an Arab source that Soviet Deputy 
Foreign Minister Zorin told him that the Soviet position con
cernlng Palestine is now subject to review because the par
tition plan of 29 November 194'1 is not being carli ed out. The 
impUcation, according to source, was that a dramatic Soviet 
reversal might take place if the UN General Assembly at- I' 
tempted any solution for Palestine other than reaffirmation k 

of its orlginall'esolution. 

(CIA Comment: CIA does not beUeve that the USSR w1l1 " 
change its support in the General Assembly from the IsraeUs 
to the Arabs. CIA beUeves, however, that the Soviet Union 
will oppose the adoption of a solution based on the US-UK 
supported Bernadotte proposals and will insist upon the original 
UN partition plan.) 

- 1 -
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99. Daily Summary Excerpt, 4 October 1948, France: USSR May Finance French Coal
Strike
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EUROPE 

3'. FRANCE: USSR may finance French coal strike--According (!./A _ s. 
to US Embassy Parls, the French Interior Ministry bas been 
authentically 1Jtformed that Communist Party Leader Duclos 
recently told the French Communist Party: (a) the USSR 
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99. (Continued)
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considers it absolutely necessary for the Communists to re
enter the French Government; and (b) the USSR will f1nanee 
the French COD'IImmfstParty In order'to.ac:hteve thts aim 
and possibly will support the Freneb coal strike. 
•. r ,. 

, . 
tbe Communists hope to prolong the coal strike for two or 
three weeks and thus deliver a severe blow on the eve of 
winter. the Kremlin has arranged for the 
halting of shipments of coal from Poland to France during 
this strike. 

(CIA. Comment: CIA believes that the Communist 
strategy of trying to obtain a "PoPular Fr~t"Government 
by Inducing economic and political chaos would be matertally 
advanced by Soviet financial ald. It Is Unlikely, however, 
that the Center and Right would consent to admit the Com
muntsts into stich a Government, although some Sodaltsts 
might be inclined to do so In order to recoup their 
labor and pOlitical losses.) 

~ .. , 
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100. Daily Summary Excerpt, 9 October 1948, Germany: Preparations for Eastern German
Government
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2. GERMANY: . Preparations for eastern German governmeat-
CIA has beell informed by a usuauy reU8bie source that 
the Volksrat in Soviet Zone Germany has drawn up a 
constitution for an "Eastern German Republlc" which Is 
to be announced "in the near future." Source reports that 
CO-chairman Grotewohl of the Socialist Unity Party Is 
considered to be a most Ukely minister-presIdent of 
such a goverllment. 

(CIA Comment: CIA belleves that the USSR will 
by November have establ1shed a German pollee organiza
tion through which it can at any time set up an eastern 
German government Without any real lessening of present 
Soviet control. The creation of such a government would 
not necessarily involve a Soviet troop withdrawal. CIA 
believes that the German figurehead for a Soviet Zone 
governtnent will be Wilhelm Pleck, not Grotewohl, and that 
the real Communist leader in Germany. will continue to be 
Walter Ulbrlcht.) 
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101. Daily Summary Excerpt, 11 October 1948, Possible Communist Strategy in Western
Europe
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1. Possible Communist strategy in western Europe--Accordtng 
to US Ambassador Kirk In Brussels, Belgian authorities view 
the Communist offensive In France and present Communlst 
preparations for a wave of labor agitation in Belgtu.m as parts 
of a general, coordinated effort to create social and pol1tical 
instahUity in western Europe. US Ambassador Caffery in 
Paris reports the conviction of Interior Mlnlster Mach that 
"France is now the battlefield chosen by the Kremlin In an 
attempt to bring western Europe to its knees." The French 
Interior Ministry believes that chief Communist efforts in 
France are now centered on the raUways in order to prevent 
the delivery of. Saar coal. The Mtntstry ls hopeful, however, 
that the attitude of non..communist unlons,comblned with firm 
pollce action.wlli prevent a major stoppage. 

(CIA. Comment: CIA agrees that the Communlsts are 
directtnga labor offensive agalnst western Europe as a whole. 
CIA considers that the major drive is being made in France 
because it is the most wlnerable country. economically and 
pol1t1cally.) 
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102. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 15 October 1948, The Communist-Inspired Strikes in
France
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The Communist-inspired strikes in France are de
signed primarily as an additional and timely weapon with 
which to further the Kremlin's primary goal of defeating 
the European recovery program. Consequently, the fate 
whIch befalls the French Communist party as a result of 
the strikes is a secondary consideration to the USSR. The 
current Communist attack in France reflects the Soviet 
belief that such action, if taken before western aid restores 
French political and economic stability, would serIously 
dislocate the French economy and dissipate the beneficial 
effects of the European recovery program throughout 
western Europe. However. in choosing France as the 
first major battleground In its fight against European 
rehabilitation, the Kremlin has run the risk of precipi
tating De Gaulle's return topower and of possible outlawing 
of the Communist Party. Regardless of the outcome of the 
strike offensive in France, the Communists can be expected 
to resort to similar dIrect tactics in other ECA countries. 

- 6 -
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103. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 29 October 1948, UN: Soviet Veto on Berlin; Germany:
Soviet Action in Eastern Germany
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UNITED N A. TIONS 

Soytet representative VJ.shlnsky's moderate veto 
statement, made during the voting on the Security Council 
compromise proposal, suggests that the USSR may be 
interested in an eventual face-saving solution of the Berlin 
dispute. Vishinsky barely referred to the contention of the 
USSR that the UN has no jurisdiction over the Berlin contro
versy. The Soviet representative defended the veto largely 
on the grounds that the proposed ending of the blockade and 
the introduction of the Soviet currency in BerUn were not 
to be simultaneous. This implicit willingness to accept the 
UN as a forum for negot1ation on Berlin indicates that there 
is still some possibUity that the USSR is interested in find
ing a compromise solution to the dlspute. 

The Soviet Union may now be inclined toward conciUa
tion because it recognizes that,the Berlin blockade has falled 
to dissuade the western powers from proceeding with a 
separate organization for western Germany or to force them 
out of Berlin. The USSR may even recognize that the present 
succees of the airlift, combined with the firm stand of the 
western powers. has: (1) raised western prestige in Germany 
and increased German hostility to the Soviet Union; (:o!) spurred 
western plans for rearmament and military coalition; and 
(3) preCipitated the local problem of Berlin into a crisiS 
of world scope, far exceeding Soviet calculations. While 
awaiting further developments in the UN, the USSR will also 
look for positive evidence that the airlift can, or cannot, 
overcome the Berlin winter. 

- 2 -
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103. (Continued)
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WESTERN EUROPE 

GERMANY 

Soviet action in eastern German>: during the past three 
months iniitcates mat ilie Ki'eiililii is acceleratingprepara.
tions which would permit the establisimlent of an eastern Gel"
man government capable of assuring Soviet domination with 
or without the support of Soviet occupation troops. The Com
munist-domlnated Socialist Unity Party (SED) is undergoing 
a purge which will ultimately replace all members of non
Communist parties and unreliable Communists now holding 
key positions in the SED with reliable Stalinist Communists. 
The cadre thus formed will become the Instrument for tighten
ing Communist control of the SED. the Volkskongress, and 
other Communist front organizations. In conjunction with 
Soviet domination of the German Economic Commission and 
the Administration of the l'nterior, the SED w1l1 contr!.bute 
materially to Soviet control of eastern German-i thrrnigh a 
Communist minority. Moreover, a disciplined SED wUlfacUi
tate Soviet-Communist control of the Soviet sector of Berlin 
following the antiCipated split in the Berlin city government 
after the Ii December western sector elections. In addition, 
eventual Soviet domina,tiol). of eastern ('.ermany is being 
facuttatedby efforts to strengthen and reorganize the Adminis
tration of the Interior. The Administration, through the 
SED party structure, is now in practically full control 
of the zonal government down to a county level; the frame
work of the Administration thus is strikingly similar to 
the centralized police system of the Nazi regime. The 
Administrdion can now e."{el'cise most C'! the powers of a 
Ministry of the l'nterlor in a totalitarian state, including 
control of public prosecutors through the criminal police. 
ApprOXimately 15,000 specially trained and selected police, 
under the cont't'ol of the Administration ~.nd quartered in 
barracks throughout the Soviet Zone, are being equipped 

·5-
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103. (Continued)
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GERMANY 

with carbines and machine guns, and they may eventually 
be equipped with heavier weapons. In the hope of appealing 
to German nattonalism, thts new pollee force may be headed 
by Germans formerly identified with the Free German Com
mittee. 

- 6 -
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104. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 29 October 1948, Prospects for Invasion of South Korea by
the North
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KOREA 

An armed tnvasioo of South Korea by the North 
Korean Peoples'Army is not likely until US troops have 
been withdrawn from the area or before the Communists 

- 14 -
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104. (Continued)
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KOREA 

have attempwd to«umty" Korea by some sort of coup_ 
Eventual armed coDfllct between the North and SoUth 
Kore:m governments appears probable,bowever, in the 
llght of such recent events as Soviet wttbdrawal from 
North Korea, intensified improvement of North Korean 
roads leading south, Peoples' Army troop movements 
to areas nearer the 38th parallel and from Mancimria to 
North Korea, and combined maneuvers. Communist 
agents haw been directed to tntensify dISturbances in 
South Korea in November, ostensibly to facllit"ate an in
vasion early in 1949. Although this 1n\'ast0l'l. may not 
materialize, such disorders as the recent Yosu uprising 
(in which a Communist-led eonstabWary unit attacked 
town police and cons1abulary officers) would bolster a . 
Soviet claim before the UN tbat theSoutil Korean regime 
Is unpopular and supported only by the police and the US 
.l\.rmy. Proven Communist complicity in such incidents 
may react against the USSR in the UN, bIlt Communist 
efforts to initiate riots and strikes wUl continue in order 
to pave the way for North Korean control of the entire 
peninsula following the wUhdrawal of US forces. 
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105. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 5 November 1948, Soviet Union: Stalin Interview
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EASTERN EUROPE 

SOVIET UNION 

Premier Stalin's recent P~yPA interYJew apparently 
indicates some shift In the Kremlin s estimate· of its eapabUi
ties for achieving tts immediate objectives in the Berlin dispute. 
The USSR probably sWI wants a negotiated settlement of the 
Berlin issue on terms which would permitultlmate Soviet con
trol of Berlin and Communist penetration of western Germany. 
The Kremlin apparently believes, however, that such terms 
prOOably cannot be obtained from the western powers under 
present circumstances. Stalin'S interview may therefore have 
been intended to prepare the ground, both within the Soviet 
Union and abroad, for further unilateral action on Germany, 
possibly including partition and the establishment of an east 
German state. The Soviet people have never been told of the 
real gravity of the Berlin situation and therefore need" to be 
prepared for any step as drastic as the renunciation of "co
operation" with the western powers. As Soviet propaganda 
designed for foreign consumption, the Stalin Interview reiterates 
the allegation that the western powers are responsible for pres
ent world tension and warns the West that the USSR may proceed 
unilaterally in Germany. The uncompromising stiffness of 
Stalin's remarks therefore suggests that in the absence of a 
faeesavlng compromise, the USSR is prepared to accelerate 
preparations for the formation of an east German state. 

Soviet propaganda preparations for the annual celebration 
of the October Revolution sharply contrast with the extravagant 
preparations being heralded throughout the world at this time 
last year. The less than a dozen news Items about the anniver
sary which have appeared may reflect Kremlin preoccupation 
with the world situation. This rear's slogans which will be used 
to define the Communist "line' during the next twelve months 
represent little change from the pattern of themes emphasized 
last year. 

~ 7 -
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106. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 12 November 1948, China: Decisive Battle Beginning;
Soviet-Satellite Support of Clandestine Air Activity to Palestine
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FAR EAST 

CHINA 

The decisive battle for Central China is ooginning. 
At least 15 Communist columns are sweeping down both sides 
of Hsuchou in a pincer movement which can either desu'oy 
that vital Nationalist base or, by isolating it, dri'te directly 
against Nanking. The imminent collapse of the ill-trained 
and dispirited Nationalist forces in the HS1.I.chou -Nanking area 
will probably mark the end of all organized Natio!1<"llist mili
tary resistance. In North China, the present inacUvity prob
ably foreshadows a forthcoming Communist attack in the 
extremely vulnerable Peiping-Tient5in-Kalgan lIsea. The 
eclipse of the Nationalists in Manchuria is complete, follaw
ing Nationalist evacuations of Yingltou and Hulutao. 

The imminent bankruptcy of the Chinese National 
Government, presaged by the panicky refusal to accept 
gold yuan in Shanghai and Nanking, may soon result in the 
lifting of foreign exchange controls to permit free dealing 
in US currency and bullion. In Shanghai, the price of rice 
has repoTtedly increased 80 times over the ceiUng {)rice 
prevailing last week, and the refusal of farmers to ship food 
to these cities bas heightened the critical food shortages. 

The National Government, beset by unprecedented 
military and economic debacles, continues to exert every 
effort to avert political collapse on the home front. Regard
less of the refusal of several Kuomintang officials to serve 
on the Cabinet and the suggestions of some Cabinet members 
that a peace be negotiated with the Communists, Chiang Kai
shek appears determined, at the mom.ent, to continue his fight 
against the Communists to the bitter end. A satisfactory 
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106. (Continued)
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CHINA 

solution of the Cabinet crisis is unlikely, however, in view of 
the hopelessness of the general situation and the uRW1l1lngness 
of prominent Nationalist leaders to accept responslbUity for 
forming a new Cabinet. 

A tremendously Increased Soviet war patentlal In the 
Far East may result eventually from Communist control dl. 
Manchuria and north China. With tba Communists controlJ,tng 
these areas, including Shanghai, the USSR would have a "strong 
voice" in the operation of both the extensive barbor factlitles 
and the transportation net in this vast area. This greatly in
creased transportation potenttal, if developed by an aggressive 
rehabilitation program, could permit the USSR to undertake 
an ambitious industrial expansion in north China and Manchuria. 
Such an expansion in these areas would provide the USSR with 
an agrarian-Industrial base capable of supporting a far more 
formidable military force in active combat than it can presently 
maintain there. The creation of a major industrial complex 
in Manchuria would enable a large Soviet military force to live 
almost entirely off local production and to depend upon the 
limited capacity of the vulnerable trans -Siberian railroad 
only for hlghly critical items. The self-sufficiency of any 
Soviet military establishment in the Far East would be further 
augmented by the utilization of the warm water ports along the 
Dorth China coast. Shanghai bas extensive dry dock and repair 
facUities Which could be rapidly converted to the production 
of both merchant and naval vessels. 

- 12 -
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SOVIET-8A TELLlTE SUPPORT OF 
CLANDESTINE Am ACTIVITY TO PALESTINE 

Allegations of direct Soviet support of the Israeli 
mUitary machine were contained in public charges recently 
made by a former pilot of the Israeli Air Transport Com
mand. The pilot's statement, much of which is supported 
by evidence already available, gives a detailed account of 
the organization of the Israeli Air Force and the Israeli 
J\.ir Transport Command and describes the methods used 
in secretly flying considerable quantities of aircraft and 
munitions from Europe into Palestine. The pilot's specific 
charges of direct Soviet support, however, cannot be sub
stantiated at this time. His testimony confirms reports 
that Prague has been a major center for the procurement 
of airplanes and munitions for shipment to Israel. Coordi
nated government direction of these procurement and ship
ment activities is clearly indicated by the number of Czecho
slovak government agencies already implicated. These 
agencies include: (1) Czechoslovak consuls who have been 
instructed to issue visas for Israelis and foreign volunteers 
enroute to Czechoslovakia for training; (2) the Czechoslovak 
Air Force which has conducted the pilot training p~ogram, 
issued Czechoslovak uniforms to the trainees, and placed 
military airfields at the disposal of foreign aircraft operators 
engaged in arms-running to Palestine; and (3) the Czecho
slovak Communist security police who have protected these 
various activities to insure secrecy and prevent local inter
ference. Moreover, the Communist Party in Czechoslovakia 
has organized a corporation, with Israelis holding a minority 
interest, for the express purpose of facilitating the sale and 
delivery of Czechoslovak munitions to Israel. 

Although there is no indication of the precise role 
played by the USSR in the Czechoslovak arms traffiC, these 
activities could have been undertaken only with the approval 
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of the Soviet Union. The sale of arms and munitions to the 
Israelis certainly has served the Soviet desire to protract 
the conflict In the Near East. (Czechoslovakia has contracted 
to supply arms and munitions to Arab states as well as Israel.) 
At the same time, Czechoslovakia has been provided with much
needed hard currency. The same dual purpose probably 
inspired Yugoslavia to prcvide an airfield In southern Yugo
slavia for clandestine air operations to Israel. 

There is some evidence that Soviet and Czechoslovak 
. enthusiasm for the support of Israel is diminishing. Israeli 

representatives In Prague have reported to the US Embassy 
that the Czechoslovak Government: (1) intends to discontinue 
the training of Israeli pilots and the recruitment of volunteers 
to serve In Israel; (2) Is now exe-:cising more rigid control 
over the movement of Jewish refugees through the country; 
and (3) is investigating the offices of the American Jolnt 
Distribution Committee which handles for Israel the distri
bution of Jewish Dp:s. ( 

J The USSR and Czechoslovakia 
may simply believe that greater caution is needed in order 
to forestall charges of violating UN truce obligations. On 
the other hand, the USSR may be convinced that the Israelis 
have won their fight and that Soviet purposes will be better . 
served by a closer balance of military power between Israel 
and the Arab states. 

- 16 -
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107. ORE 49-48 Excerpt, 18 November 1948, The Trend of Soviet-Yugoslav Relations
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ORE 49·48 

THE TREND OF SOVIET-YUGOSLAV RELATIONS 

SUMMARY 

Tito's defiance of the Cominform has precipitated the first major rift in the 
USSR's satellite empire and has struck at the very core of the Stalinist concept of 
Soviet expansion through world Communism; for, if the Kremlin should decide as a 
result of the Tito affair that local Communist parties cannot be relied upon as effec
tive instruments for maintaining Soviet control over its Satellites, the Soviet leaders 
must then re-examine their present techniques. The primary results of such a re
examination will probably be (1) to purge thoroughly all Communist Party leadership 
of unreliable elements and (2) to take strong measures aimed at neutralizing the 
widespread anU-Soviet antagonism of the Eastern European peoples. 

Early reconciliation between Tito and the Cominform is unlikely. Tito will be 
wary of a reconciliation because the present Soviet regime will never forgive his kind 
of heresy and will, despite any temporary rapprochement, inexorably seek his over
throw. Moreover, the Kremlin cannot afford the loss of face and denial of its infal
libility which would result from admitting that Tito had been even partially right. 
Meanwhile, the Kremlin appears to be presently unable to institute effective discipli
nary measures against Tito short of armed invasion, and Tito wUl seek to avoid any 
steps which might provoke the USSR into taking such action. Consequently, neither 
Stalin nor Tito will risk an immediate complete break between the two countries in 
the hope that developments will eventually produce some satisfactory solution of the 
present impasse. An accommodation between the two countries, however, wlll become 
increasingly difficult. As each state takes steps to consolidate its position, the dif
ferences between them will assume greater ideological as well as practical intensity. 

Despite this gradual widening of the breach between Yugoslavia and the USSR, a 
Kremlin decision to use its potential to overthrow Tito by force would be motivated less 
by Yugoslav actions than by international developments. The possibility of direct 
Soviet action might increase if international tension increases the pOsSibility of war, 
or the USSR deliberately launches World War III. 

Note: The information herein is as of 5 November 1948. 
The intelligence organizations of the Departments of State, Army,· Navy. and the Air Force 
have concurred in this report, 
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108. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 19 November 1948, The Kremlin “Peace Offensive”
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THE TmEMl.IN "PEACE OlTENSIVE" 

Des!)ite the recently hendUned J(remlln "peace 
offensive," continued Soviet..c ommunlsturessures and 
eJtllansion in V'lr1oos 9IU1S of the wol'ld indlc:\te that llny 
"softening" by the Soviet Union should be regarded only 
as s tem:>orary t:'lctical adjustment nnd net as a prelude 
to a swee,lng reVision of Soviet polley toward the west. 
The USSH am:nrently now intends to exploit the U3 refusal 
to en,,""lge m bllateral negotiations on Germany as a further 
examf)le of U::: insincerity in the quest for world peace. 

'Yestel'll P.urope ~oviet vressure continues unabated in 
western Eurt)pe. Tn France, the Commu

'nlst-domtnated General Confederation of Labor, which called 
the 8tm unsettled coal strike and which is car.apaigning for 
romtion strllres in othertndustries, admitted publicly that 
groups of miners in the USSR and its Satellites were provid
ing func1s to fill<'lnce idle strikers. Tn the western zones of 
C-erl'!l~my, the Communists are organizing youth and factory 
cells in pre,arntioo for increased agitation. In '\ustrta,Soviet 
occupation authorities recently sought to counteract slowly 
lmprOVlng economic conditions by demanding another allot
ment of locomotives rulc1 rolling stock as war booty 0 This 
action, combinecl with recent Soviet success in tntlm!dating 
Austrian officials by arresting a number of'l.ustrian citizens, 
may lead '\ustrk'l to waver in it."! cooperation with the west
ern powers. 

Near East The return of Soviet '\mbassador Sadclttkov to 
Tehran may presage a renewed cam!)aign against 

the US arms vrogram and US mUitary missions in Iran. The 
latest incident in the Soviet "war of nerves" is the occur>atlon 
by the USSR of a strip of territory claimed by Iran and located 
along the Soviet border east of the Caspian Sea. Soviet pressure 
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"PEACE OFFENSIVE" 

will probably be restricted to demands for an oU concession 
In Iran and repeated charges that US military aid violates 
the 1921 Soviet-Iranian Treaty of Friendship. 

laMn As a !,)art of expanding operations in the Far East, 
the USSR bas increased its activity and interest in 

Japanese affairs. ll!olotov's recent reiteratton or Kremlin 
interest in the early conclusion of a Japanese peace treaty 
may be the beginning of a propaganda campaign designed to 
.b:l.raSB US occupation authorities, rn late September, the 
USSR again requested that "those powers most interested" 
be authorized by the Far Eastern Commission to exercise 
international controls over Japanese industry Which would 
extend beyond those established by a formal peace treaty. 
The Soviet member of tbel\.llied CouncU for Japan has also 
been sbarply critical of both the Japanese Government and 
SCAP during the past three months. As one measure of 
Soviet intent in the rar East, radto transmitting faCilities 
of several Siberian broadcasting stations beaming propaganda 
to 1apan have been strengthened so that virtUally any standard 
Japanese radio set can pick. up the signal. 

China .1\clvance propaganda announcements by prominent 
Chinese Communists suggest that the tJSSR is pre

~ing the way for more active participation in Chinese . 
affairs. In the most recent announcement, Liu Shao-chi, 
member of the Chinese Communist Central Committee, 
attempted in a radio commentary to prove that Chinese 
J;latriotism was not incompatible with "proletarian inter
nationalism." Although the tlhUosophical subtleties of I..lu's 
reasoning wID largely escape the rank and file of Chinese 
CommuniSts, this public acknowledgment of Soviet primacy 
in the conduct of local Communist Party affairs probably 
represents the beginning of a.Soviet-sponsored "educational" 
campaign to prepare the Chinese for a dominating role Dlthe 
USSR in China. 
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109. Intelligence Memorandum 76 Excerpt, 19 November 1948, Economic Trends in
the USSR
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

INTELLIGENCE MEMORANDUM NO. 76 

SUBJECT: Economic Trends in the USSR 

19 November 1948 

The economy of the USSR has tmprovedrapldly silice 1945 but pro
duction is still slightly below the 1940 level. In terms of ruble values. 
the Soviet Union is meeting the objectives of the fourth Five-Year Plan, 

· but in terms.of physical units of production many key industries are 
failing to attain their goals. D~pite the recent Soviet announcement 
that during the first nine months'of 1948 total producti.on exceeded the:
aVerage 1940 level by 14 percent, an analysis of the various industrial 
and agricultural coJriponents that make up this production index reveals 
a less' favorable picture of Soviet Economic revival. . 

It must be emphasized that this is an over-all production figure which 
fatlsto reveal the lack of essential uniformity in production increases 
throughout the n!l1llerous segments of the economic complex. Some 
l?ranche~ tif . industry . h3:ve .exceeded their norms. while others have fallen' 
short.. The failure of some segments of tn~try to meet the plan requlre
mentshasfar-reachingeffectsina planned economy. Un:der the current 
'Five~te:a.fPlan, thosemaingi'oups which have failed to reach 1940 pro
duet1;olfl~els include: steel; transportation, agriculture, heavy construc
tion, macbiile toolS,' and basic heavy machinery. The failure of these 
:inipor~t branches to regain their 1940 levels presents seriOUS diffic!.!l-
· ties to the SovIet.planners and detracts from the sizeableadvances'over 
· 1940 made by such. industries as chemicals, petroleum, coal, aluminum, 
and electric power. 

Further factors which should be taken into accoUnt in evaluating the 
general production iilcrease are as follows: 

a. A disproportionately large part of production must constantly be 
assigned to maintenance and repair of inefficient plants and low-quality 
equipment. 
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109. (Continued)
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b. A part of the increase in production must be attributed to the 

addition of industry'and resources in newly acquired territory. 

c. A sizeable part of additions to industr1al capaeil.:y resulted from 
reParations. war booty, and exploitation of Satellites. To this must be 
added the productive and technical ability of engineers, techniCians, 
SkUled and semi-skUled labor in POW camps. and those groups brought 
in from occupied and acquired areas. 

EconOmic recovery to the 1940 levels. then, is not as complete as 
the Soviets imply. It must be emphasized, however, tbat their state
controlled economy requires relatively little change in mobilization 
for war and has forced consumer goods production to the barest mini
mum both in time of war and of peace. 'Ibis permits greater emphasiS 
on capltal goods production than is possible in eapltallstcoUntries and 
basically strengthens their economy. 

In international econ()mic relations, the Kremlin ls currently inten
sifying lts effortS to acquire specifiC items of indnstrial equipment and 
raw materials from the West, partially as the result of ,the combined 
Soviet-Satellite inability to make up these deficiencies within Eastern 
Europe. The abUity,of, the Soviet countries to obtain,those items will 
depend in partupan (1) the extent and effectiveness of eXport controls 
and (2) trade concessions tbat nmst be made in the interests of Western 
Eur()pean recovery. 

Whlle economic C1)tlSiderations alone do not determine Soviet foreign 
polley. the state of the Soviet economy currently acts as a,deterrent on 
the ImplementaUonof. Soviet aggressive designs. The above analysiS 
of Soviet economy. therefore, tends to substantiate the beUef that Soviet 
efforts wlll continUe to be concentrated upon (1) consolidation of control 
over the lraS~opean Satellites and overoceupfedGermany and 
Austria; and (2) furthering of Moscow-dominated Communist expansion 
through the activities of native Communist parties. The current rate of 
improvement in the Soviet economy wlll not in itself warrant substantial 
ehanges in the timetable of SOviet policy implementation. 

Selected fields of the Soviet economy are commented on in Enclosure A. 
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110. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 26 November 1948, France: Soviet Pressure; Communist
Labor
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FRANCE 

Soviet Pressure The Soviet Union continues to exploit 
French defeatism and fears of a resur

gent Germany. Apparently convinced that France Is the 
weakest link In western European defensive planning, the 
USSR has: (1) chosen France as the place to concentrate 
Communist attacks upon the European recovery program; 
(2) stepped up its propaganda <mmpaign against western 
plans for Germany and the RuM; (3) Implied that the Spanish 
Pyrenees, rather than the Rhine, would be the US "frontier" 
in Europe; and (4) Indirectly proposed, 011. a governmental 
level, that France renounce the western blOc in order to 
insure world peace and French security. At a time when 
France's internal problems portend the fall of the QueuUle 
Government and the rise of De Gaulle, the Kremlin can be 
expected to continue its cynical exploitation of French fears 
and prejudices which has already caused many Frenchmen 
of varying political convictions to consider Critically the 
Implications of France's alignment with the west. 
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110. (Continued)
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EASTERN EUROPE 

Communist Labor Soviet determination W throw the full, 
world-wide resources of Communist 

labor against tile European recovery program is manifested 
by Soviet support of the striking French coal miners. The 
Communist-controlled Secretariat of the World Federation 
of Trade Unions (WTTU) has called for "tangible demonstra
tions" in sUP!JOl"t of the French miners. Simultaneously, 
the Soviet, Polish, Czechoslovak, Yugoslav, and Rumanian 
labor movements have contributed 90.000,000 francs (about 
$288,000). This unprecedented public aid, which actually 
1s insignificant in comparison to the total clandestine Soviet 
support of the French strike, clearly demonstrates the all
inclusiveness of the Soviet effort to sabotage the EUl'opean 
recovery program. The WFTU appeal, directed primarily 
to western labor, may draw minor contributions from left
wing labor groups in Italy, the UK, and the US. However, 
the apneal will be flatly rejected by British and US national 
labor organizations which support the European recovery 
program and will hasten their formal withdrawal from WFTU. 
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111. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 3 December 1948, The Berlin Dispute; Communist Policy
in China
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.$ECRET .. 

THE BERLIN DISPUTE 

Despite the Soviet Union's acceptance of the proposal 
by the UN neutrals to continue negotiations on the Berlin 
currency question, Soviet establishment of a regime for 
east Berlin, by completing the political and administrative 
division of the city, has greatly increased the obstacles to 
a settlement of both the Berlin dispute and the entire German 
question. The USSR has utilized the UN negotiations to gain 
time for consolidating the Soviet position in Berlin and eastern 
Germany. Moreover, by exerting greater pressure upon the 
western powers to withdraw from Berlin, the USSR bas now 
relegated the currency question to relative insignificance 
in comparison to the far more explosive problem inherent 
in the establishment of two separate governments in Berlin. 

"Rump" Government . EstabliShment of a CommuniSt 
"rump". government in Berlin 

represents a Soviet attempt to counter the 5 December elec
tions in the western sectors and to block UN interference 
in city affairs.- This latest move has placed the Kremlin 
in the position of being able to make "paper" concessions 
to the west on four-power currency control for Berlin with 
the lmowledge ti1.at such concessions can only be imple
mented through a centralized administration in the city. 
Thus, even if agreement on currency is reaChed, these re
cent Soviet moves will make it necess:u."y for any future con
ference on the Berlin dispute to deal with the problem of city 
government. in such a conference, tb.e USSR might demand 
a consolidation of the two separate. city governments. Any 
resulting "compromise" government WOl.ud: (1) provide the 
USSR with Communist representation in key positions, far 
out of proportion to that which could reasonably be expected 
in an open general election; (2) increase Communist ability 
to impair the functioning of the Berlin government; and 
(8) strengthen the Soviet potential for undermining the posi
tion of the western powers in Berlin. 
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Economic Consequences· The immediate effect in Berlin 
of the creation of a separate 

Communist government will be to intensify the political 
and economic impasse by making normal city government 
virtually inoperable. Following the 5 December elections 
in the western sectors of the city, the USSR may complete 
the economic split of the city by carrying out its already 
publicized threats to take measures 'IVhlch would: (I) req\dre 
workers living in the Soviet sector and worIdng: in the western 
~tors or vice versa to change either their place of residence 
or their place of employment; (?) force some of the industrial 
and commercial enterprises in the west sectors to stop pro
duction while municipal gas lines, water mains, and sewers, 
now functioning as a city-wide unit, were being reconstructed 
to fit sector boundaries; (3) seriously impair mainten!i.Jlee and 
operation of surface transportation; (4) cut off electricity 
for the S-Bahn interCity trains in western sectors; (5) stop 
subways and elevated trains at zonal boundaries; and (6) disrupt 
telephone, telegraph, and postal services while they were being 
re-established on an east-west zonal basis. 

Tightening Bloclmde In addition to possible Soviet actions 
which would completely cut off still 

functioning muniCipal services from the western sectors of 
Berlin, recent re-groupings of the Brandenburg land police 
suggest that the USSR may throw a. cordon around the western 
sectors of the city. Hitherto, a considerable unofficialbarter 
of goods and a lively traffic in illicit items betWeen the western 
sectors of Berlin and Soviet-occupied territory have materially 
relieved the needs of the western sector population. Although 
the Soviet noose around Berlin has bee» dellberately left loose 
because of trade advantages derived by the USSR, energetic 
police action could substantially reduce those important com
mercial operations. If this tightened· blockade is imposed and 
effectively implemented, a material increase in the airlift 
will be necessary in order to maintain the present level of 
health and economic welfare of western sector residents. 
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FAR EAST 

CRINA 

Communist Pollcy Recent statements from authoritative 
Chinese Communist sources empha

stze the strong ideological affinity existing between the 
USSR and the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and indicate 
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CHINA 

that Soviet leadership, especially in foretgJi affairs, will 
probably be faithfully followed by any CommlUltst-domlDated 
government in China. This pro-Bovtet orientation bas been 
revealed by: (1) recent Chinese CommWltst statements 
echolnf, the Soviet view that "the world is divided into two 
camps '; and (2) the CCP Central Committee endorsement 
in July of the Cominform condemnation of Tito. Chinese 
Comnnmtst propaganda has been accusing the "US State 
Department and US espionage organizations" of jotntlT, 
plotting to "destroy the national liberation movement • in 
China. Thus a convenient pretext is being fabricated for 
possible futUre suppression or liquidation of those Chinese 
CommlUlists unwUlingto follow the Stalinist line. 
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112. Weekly Summary Excerpt, 17 December 1948, Soviet Union: Israeli Policy
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SOVIET UNION 

Ysnell Policy Although tha Kremlin l.a unlUroly to alter il:s 
basic pol!cy toward i"&'ael befol'e the as Jan ~ 

nary IsraeU electtons, the recent m"t'i.'l,ed change in Czecho
slovakia:s earlier friendly at\:tt'lde toward lszael may reflect 
an impending change in So'!.rfGt tactics in the Neal' East. Czecho
slovak aut.ilO1'tties have cancelled the Israeli mllitlry irat''l!!.1-g 
prcgl'am and the C''rtT;;ernment llaS allegedly !orhtddeu unGchedl.\led 
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112. (Continued)

SOVIET UNION 

ail" flights to Israel. This latter move, by curtaUiag clandes
tine arms shipments, represents an obvious flnaneialloss to 
Czechoslovakia and was probably dictated by the Soviet 
Union. The USSR may estimate that the establishment of 
Israel as a disruptive force in the Arab world hal, now been 
aecomplished and that further military aid to a c,y,mtry of 
basically pro-western sympathies would ultimately pro\'G 
prejudicial to Soviet interests in the Near East. Nevertheless, 
the Soviet Union, in the faint hope that Israel's pro-western 
alignment may change after the 25 January Israel! elections, 
has not yet altered its basic pollcy of politically S'(1pporting 
Israel. . 
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